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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a case study of the thinking and practice of an

experienced primary teacher as he planned and taught a term's science

topic on toys with his class of 9-10 year olds. The teacher planned

the topic as a series of activities intended to promote investigation

and problem-solving by his pupils. Most of the time pupils worked

in small groups, testing and making vehicles or models. Information

about the teacher's theories and his plans for teaching the topic was

collected through interviews, conversations and written notes over

the school year. In the third term, when the topic was taught, his

actions and thoughts in the lessons were traced through classroom

observation and audiorecording.

Analysis of the teacher's theories identified his beliefs and his repertoire

of knowledge on which he drew in planning; his specific subject knowledge

in science was related to his general theories of teaching and learning.

His planning was seen to be a layered process in which he formed

images of the flow of activity in each layer: the year, term, activity

and lesson. The teacher's thinking during lessons, referred to as

thinking-in-action, was closely related to the classroom action but

involved more than thoughts about immediate interactions and decisions.

The analysis of dilemmas identified by the teacher provided insights

into the nature of his thinking-in-action and its influence on his theories.

The relationship of thinking and practice in this case of teaching was

compared to Schon's (1983.1987) account of the reflective practice

of professionals, particularly to his concept of reflection-in-action.

A model was developed within which a teacher's theories, planning

and thinking-in-action can be related to one another and to action

in a particular situation. Implications for research into teachers' thinking,

for primary science and technology, and for the professional development

of teachers are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION; THE ORIGINS, CONTEXT AND FOCUS

OF THIS STUDY

1 .1 Origins of This Study

This study originated in consultancy work with experienced

primary teachers who were concerned to improve their science

teaching. The underlying approach to professional development in

the consultancy was one in which practitioners make explicit

their thinking, and reflect upon it with the support and

disciDline provided by critical friends. A group of primary

teachers met twice a term to discuss their ideas and teaching.

This informal arrangement had developed from my contacts with

teachers and schools as a teacher educator working from the

Polytechnic in a northern industrial city. At the time of the

study the group had grown to include ten teachers who taught

children aged from five to twelve, representing all stages of

primary schooling and a variety of school situations. Its

activities were formalised in a commitment whereby each member n

turn presented evidence of their planning and teaching based on a

term's work. I worked with the group, providing support also for

individual teacher's collection of evidence in school. We

explored the aims and beliefs of the teachers, their plans and

decisions, and their classroom interactions. The teachers

examined the fit between their ideas and their practice. I acted

as a co-ordinator and consultant, and in return gained evidence

of thinking by experienced practitioners which suggested
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questions and approaches for further systematic study. Teachers'

reports on their actions, thoughts and problems are one source

for studying the complexity of professional thinking and

practice. Previous research such as the work of Lampert (198L)

with elementary teachers had illustrated the potential of such

starting points for studying the relationship between thinking

and action in teaching. Lampert also suggested that analysis of

how teachers talked about their own work might lead researchers

to understandings and a language which they could share with

practitioners. The present study arose in this context,

stimulated by the literature and by work with teachers. It was a

detailed case study of one teacher from the group, designed to

explicate his thinking and practice.

An extended case study was undertaken because it allows

exploration of the dynamic relationships between thought and

action as they develop in a particular context. It was hoped that

this would extend our understanding of how thinking and practice

actually occur. The case study was informed by a review of the

literature on teachers' thinkingand a heuristic model was

developed which guided the data collection and analysis.

The account of reflective practice that Schon (1983) developed

through work with a number of professions offered a general

description which promised a useful perspective. His notion of

reflection-in-action and his picture of professional knowledge

had been derived from close observation of the actual practice of
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experienced professionals. My study of teachers of primary

science began with a concern to support thoughtful practice

within one area, but it seemed worthwhile to investigate how far

it fitted a more general account of professional thinking. I set

out to develop accounts of particular teaching situations,

testing whether that picture was confirmed or not, without

premature reduction of the complexity of thought and action in

each case. By studying individual teachers as they taught

primary science and thought about it I sought to incorporate the

substantive concerns and the context, rather than dealing with

the processes of thinking in isolation, as many studies of

thinking appeared to do.

1.2 The Primary Science Context and Teachers' Thinking

At the time of this study there were major questions about the

practice of primary science and its relation to the aims,

policies and plans of teachers or curriculum developers in need

of attention, but few rigorous and detailed accounts of these

relationships. While the study was being undertaken in 1983-88

there was a rapid growth in primary science in Britain

accompanied by a shift to more centralised policy culminating in

the National Curriculum (DES 1987, 1988b). Surveys by HMI had

highlighted the uneven practice of science teaching in primary

classrooms despite several major curriculum projects. Monitoring

by the Assessment of Performance Unit included science at age

eleven; ten year olds were among the populations surveyed as part
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of an international study (Keys. 1987). These surveys and work

in other countries are reviewed in Chapter 3 with the literature

on primary science. A number of common issues emerging from

research, policy documents, and work with teachers were

identified as general problems to address in this study. There

was a concern over the gulf between what was prescribed as an

ideal for primary science and what was found to be the actual

practice found in the majority of cases. Surveys and studies by

curriculum developers all supported this general concern. A few

studies had considered possible solutions to this problem (eg

Smith and Sendelbach, 1982). Difficulties were often attributed

to the teaching force's lack of appropriate knowledge (eg DES,

1978) but this was not underpinned by any sound or consistent

research evidence of what such knowledge should be, and how it

was held or used in practice. There were proposals to give those

teachers with suitable knowledge or experience important roles in

the development of science. There was a growth of curriculum

material and support services or resources, but differing views

about the way these should be matched to primary practices. More

consensus existed over the goals and views of learning, where the

emphasis was usually on process and the influence of

developmental psychology was still strong. However there were

new views and ingredients entering the primary science debate.

Scientific concepts and children's ideas were being considered

more seriously as the process-content argument was seen as an

unhelpful polarisation. Problem-solving and technology were

being associated with science as primary schools in many parts of
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Britain rapidly adopted developments in craft and design.

At the centre of these changes were those few teachers with

interest and with varying degrees of subject knowledge and

experience in teaching science, who sometimes had an officially

defined responsibility for work in their school or beyond.

Teacher educators, advisers and other agencies worked with them

in some cases and they were later supplemented by, or joined,

another tier of advisory teachers appointed as part of a national

strategy to extend primary science. In their own teaching they

were working towards a professional knowledge base grounded in

practice, but this was often an isolated activity and one where

there was little research. Some interesting related work had

been done in the Ford Teaching Project, where teachers seeking to

develop inquiry/discovery teaching had been supported in

action-research. The teaching approaches, research strategies

and some of the cases were relevant to the present study (Ford

Teaching Project,nd). In Britain there had been few case studies

of primary school science other than descriptive accounts and

vignettes within curriculum projects (eg Nuffield Junior Science,

1967b). Some more rigorous case studies had been reported from

multi-site research during surveys of the state of science in

other countries, or as part of curriculum development projects

(eg Stake and Easley, 1978; Smith and Sendelbach, 1982; Penick,

1983). There were rather more examples to be found in the

research literature on science teaching with older pupils but the

prevailing paradigm was quantitative and experimental.
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There was evidently a need at this time for research which

investigated in depth the thinking and practice of primary

science teachers in a manner which could contribute to the

knowledge base in this rapidly growing field. A number of

important general questions had to be focussed on the situations

in which practitioners worked and reflected. The particular

settings and broader context needed to be incorporated in

investigations which were supportive of professional development

for those involved, and which yielded studies of thoughtful

practice with wider significance for science education. Beyond

this there was a more general area of research which could

inform, and be informed by. the particular study of primary

science teachers. This was the growing field of teacher&

thinking.

Investigations of teachers' thoughts in. lessons, their planning

and increasingly of their more general theories or beliefs, were

accumulating at the time this study was being planned. In

America the Institute for Research on Teaching, Michigan State

University. was a source of papers (for example, Clark, 1983),

and in Europe the first conference was held of the International

Study Association on Teacher Thinking. Studies of experienced

teachers and of students in training were, in many cases,

concerned with elementary school teaching. A range of techniques

for collecting and exploring thoughts were being developed (see

for example Calderhead. 1981 ). The potential for relating those
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to classroom practice, and of examining the complexity of

thinking in more naturalistic ways, was being explored, and a

case was made for the reporting of findings in case studies (see

for example Clark and Peterson, 1983). I drew upon this research

in my work with students who were training to teach in primary

schools, and became associated with a study which explored the

neglected area of subject knowledge (later reported in Calderhead

and Miller, 1985). The investigation of experienced teachers'

thoughts over a period in relation to practice in a crucial

curriculum area seemed to have potential for illuminating more

general models of thinking as well as the particular subject

area. There was, however, the danger of extending the original

study into one that was too diffuse and too demanding for a

single part-time researcher. Care was needed to focus the

research questions and define the boundaries of the case.

1 .3 Focussing the Problem and Selecting the Site

The group of teachers with whom I worked shared views of what

learning in science should be like, although members had

considerable autonomy to develop their own ideas in their varied

school setting. The teachers were interested to explore how far

their intentions were realised in their teaching, and a number of

limited studies were supported which generated material for use

by the group and other teachers. However more detailed and

rigorous research was required to answer questions about how and

why teachers thought and acted as they did. The internal links
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among different aspects of thinking, and the external links with

actions, needed to be traced over time. A portrayal which

illuminated the general processes of thinking was necessary, but

not sufficient. Substantive concerns in primary science had been

identified which needed to be addressed: the use of the subject

and professional knowledge; the emphasis on process learning, and

emerging interest in concepts; the development of technology and

problem-solving. The study needed to address these concerns, but

in the context of the normal practice of classroom teaching.

In order to examine the complexities of the issues involved in

detail it was decided to work with one teacher in depth on a case

study of his thinking and teaching •in relation to a term's

science project. The negotiation of this began a year before the

term in question, and involved progressive focussing of •the study

as he defined his plans for that term. Table 1 . 1 summarises the

expressed aims and strategies which the teacher intended should

underpin his work for that term. These served as a framework for

the initial collection of data, within a working model of

teachers' thinking, developed as described in Chapter

The teacher taught the whole primary curriculum to his ten year

olds in a junior school where he also had a post of

responsibility for science and mathematics. Much of his science

teaching occurred within cross-curricular topics, which were

often related to the local environment. This was a

characteristic of the work in the school and the local education
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authority, as was the emphasis on pupils' activity and experience

as a basis for their learning. His science teaching in the

summer term 198 L which was the focus of my study was based on a

topic concerning 'Toys and Models'. He intended to use this

chiefly as a vehicle for teaching skills and attitudes which

would help pupils plan and pursue investiqations independently,

but also as an opportunity for extending their ideas about forces

and structures.

I interviewed the teacher at intervals over the year 1983-8 L1 to

explore his thinking, and kept records of all our unplanned

conversations and his notes. I observed and recorded the science

lessons over the summer term, collecting copies of pupils' work

and interviewing a sample of pupils who were the target for my

observations of the teacher's interactions.

The lessons of the science topic were grouped in units, each•

based on an activity or related activities that the teacher had

anticipated in his initial plans. However the selection and

sequence of those activities was not determined at the start of

the term. The teacher's selection and use of the activities was

influenced by his evaluation of the progress of the topic, his

general theories and more specific constraints and opportunities

in this particular situation. The study examined how the images

he formed of the term's topic. the activities and the individual

lessons related to the classroom action.
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The case study reports the action and thinking in chapters which

reflect the units of activities over the term:

Downhill; in which pupils tested toy cars and made simple model

vehicles.

Uphill struggles; in which pupils made and tested powered models.

Mangonels; which were model siege catapults built, tested,and

elaborated by pupils.

Choices; inwhich pupils had a choice of activities; including

investigations with bicycles.

The uneven progress toward this freer choice and pupils'

increasing ability to pursue independent investigations is

traced. The teacher's own thinking is reported in relation to

that action. The analysis of his thinking identifies the

concepts of a repertoire of professional knowledge and of

dilemmas of practice; it examines the extent to which Schon's

(1983) general picture of the reflective practice of

professionals is consistent with the present case.
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TABLE 1.1 SUMMARY OF THE TEACHER'S AIMS AND STRATEGIES

A. Processes and Roles

From the start of the year the teacher was concerned to
foster more independence and inquiry. Withirr this general
intention he itemised

1. pupils' readiness to pursue their own ideas, and

2. to think for themselves, and

3. to plan and organise their own investigations.

The strategies he identified as appropriate for this were

1. to avoid forcing his ideas on pupils

2. to allow time for development of their own ideas

3. to change the form of recording and reduce the emphasis on
written records.

B. Concepts and Content

As a vehicle for this learning he had in mind at first a topic on
cars, transport or forces for the summer term. This developed
into plans for a topic on toys and cars in which he saw
opportunities for lots of work on forces, particularly friction,
and structures.

The content and activities were seen as providing opportunities
for incidental learning and some direct teaching of scientific
ideas, skills and application of learning in making and testing
models, and above all the processes identified in A.

1.4 Working with a Teacher

In this style of research it is sometimes difficult to identify

the point at which the study can be said to have begun, and the

initial negotiations are part of the developing design. They are

also crucial in establishing relationships and protocols. In

this case they grew out of the general procedures agreed with the

group of teachers, but required particular attention to issues

such as negotiation of entry, field roles and controlling release

of data. Roles and procedures during data collection are
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discussed in Chapter 2. Clearance of written records by those

involved and an assurance of anonymity were features of the

ethicai framework governing work with the group of teachers.

Once cleared, the data would be lodged in my case record for use.

Any other uses of raw data, eg for quotation or teaching

purposes, would be agreed with the teacher. He and his

colleagues showed little concern or awareness of the need to

formalise such procedures, but it was seen as part of the

responsibility of a researcher to make explicit agreements over

details for particular circumstances. Access and support from

the head and Local Education Authority advisers was given

readily, perhaps reflecting the trust placed in the teacher as

well as the response to my interest in the school and support for

the work of all parties. Care was taken to explore at an early

stage with the teacher what he stood to gain from involvement and

to ensure on the other hand that the data could be collected as

required for my study. The study in fact developed into a valued

professional experience for both parties, but attention had been

given to the creation and formalisation of a framework within

which this was possible and problems had been anticipated. The

rights of the pupils had also been considered and the pupils'

permission was sought for collection of reports or work from

them. Exit from the site was planned and visits phased out. At

the end of the term's observations feedback and thanks were given

to pupils and teacher and the head was formally thanked and

invited to comment on the study	 The chronology of the research

in 1983-8 L is summarised in Table 1.2. Detail of these and the
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ensuing steps in analysis leading to the account in this thesis

are given in Chapter 2. The procedures and data are listed in

the appendices. which are summarised at the end of this chapter.

TABLE 1.2 CHRONOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH OVER 1983-19814

Summer 1983 Identification of site, negotiations with teachers

Autumn 1983 Meetings with teacher, first interview, first
contacts with class made on field trip

Spring 198 14 Visits to school, classroom observations and
recording trialled, two interviews with teacher -
focus and framework of study agreed, plans made for
summer term. Small-scale study on another site
piloted methods.

Summer 19814 Detailed study on site, three interviews and other
conversations with teacher, interviews with pupils,
documentary evidence and products, observation of

lessons throughout term. audiorecording of teacher,
some videotaping. Data checked and indexed.
Analysis begun. Exit from site.

Autumn 198 14 Clearance of data by teacher. Analysis continued.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

This introductory chapter has described the origins of the study,

the development of the research questions in relation to the

fields of primary science and teachers' thinking, the focussing

of the research problem on a single site, and the negotiation of

a framework for working with a teacher. The organisation of the

report which follows is designed to meet the need for a coherent

account of the case, the development of an argument derived from

analysis of the data, and examination of issues related to the

literature. The presentation seeks to provide sufficient detail
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of the data and the means whereby it was collected and analysed. -.

Case study reporting requires a balance between such detail and

the production of a readable account which is not unwieldy. This

issue and questions about appropriate standards in qualitative

research are discussed in Chapter 2 which deals with

methodological matters. The identification of the case and

developmenf of methodologies are so closely related in case study

that it was judged appropriate to follow the introduction with

the methodological chapter. Following a detailed examination of

the case study method, it discusses more general issues in

relation to ethnography and qualitative research. Approaches

used in the study of teachers' thinking are noted as the choice

and use of methods for this case are reviewed. The chapter

maintains the argument that methodological decisions should be

consistent with the research problem and illustrates how those

decisions were made in the course of the case study. The chapter

ends by summarising the analytical steps from the data to the

final account.

The literature in the two substantive fields of primary science

and teachers' thinking is reviewed in Chapter 3. It examines

significant issues in science education and aspects of teachers'

thought which need to be analysed and related. The review

identifies and presents a framework within which the study could

be organised,and a description of reflective practice to be

examined in the light of the case. The argument for presenting

an integrated account of thinking in context is advanced.
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Chapter 4 explains the development of a working model from the

interplay of the literature and the case in the early stages of

the study. The research questions and the priorities agreed with

the teacher, introduced in Table 1 . 1, are located within this

broader framework for studying a teachers' thinking and practice.

This working' model structured the collection and analysis of

data, and the organistion of the account which follows. It is

revisited and reviewed after that account.

Chapter 5 provides a descriptive, chronological overview of the

case. It can be read separately and referred to for a summary of

the action and research over the school year 1983-84 when the

study occurred. The case study opens with Chapter 6 which gives

detai's of the setting and the people invo'ved in the study. It

analyses the situation in relation to the aspects of thinking and

practice to be investigated, referring to the broader context and

influences as well as the immediate setting.

Chapter 7 analyses the teacher's theories and beliefs concerning

science, children, learning and teaching. His professional and

subject knowledge is related to his view of pupils' learning, and

analysed with reference to planning and practice. Chapter 8

traces his planning up to the start of the summer term. It

develops a picture of the planning process as layered or nested.

The internal structure of the teacher's plans is analysed and

related to his theories, the situation and his classroom practice

and thinking. Chapters 9 to 12 trace those relationships through
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the summer term science topic. Those chapters present a

chronological account of the term's work. Issues are identified

and documented within each phase of the work. The analysis

cumulates from chapter to chapter, exploring the substantive

issues in context and deriving a picture of reflective practice

in relation to the working model introduced in Chapter '4.

Chapter 13 revisits that model, and critically reviews it in the

light of the case that has been presented. Models and terms are

discussed as the analysis is summarised. Chapter 14 considers

the implications of this study with reference to research on

teachers' thinking, to primary science, and to in-service

education and professional development. Considerable common

ground is noted as approaches to building a professional

knowledge base for thoughtful practice are discussed under those

three headings.

The bibliography list all publications and sources to which

reference is made in the text. The appendices include a listing

of all data held. The procedures by which this was derived from

the case data and used in analysis are outlined at the end of

Chapter 2. The content and organisation of the appendices

represents a concern to present a suitable selection of material

which is manageable yet meets standards of dependability and

confirmability. They include summaries of all interviews and

related conversations or written communication with the teacher.

a range of data sets used in the analysis of one section of the

study. and summaries of the data base for each of the Chapters 6
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to 12. Any data cited in the text is identified by date and

type. either as it is introduced in the account (for instance,

"at the start of our interview on 12 April the teacher

volunteered his comments on the lesson I had observed the

previous day") or by a standardised subscript and form of

presentation. The full code and references to data (for example,

identifying audiotape and counter number or location on a

transcript, page and time for fieldnotes) were only removed at

the final stage of writing to produce a more readable account.
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CHAPTER 2 METHODOLOGY; CASE STUDY, QUALITATIVE RESEARCH,
METHODS USED IN STUDYING TEACHERS THINKING,
METHODOLOGICAL DECISIONS IN THIS STUDY

2. 1 Introduction

This chapter examines general methodological issues in relation

to the study. It begins by developing the argument for selecting

case study as the strategy in the present research. The nature

of case study and appropriate standards are considered. Then

issues in the broad research tradition which includes case study,

ethnography. field work and qualitative methodologies are

discussed more generally. After a summary of approaches that

have been used in research on teachersi thinking specific methods

used in this study are examined, with detailed discussion of

observation and interview. Finally the chapter traces the

methodological decisions made throughout the study and the checks

on data and analysis, with reference to questions of validity as

they relate to this style of research.

2.2 Case Study

Case study was selected as the appropriate strategy to

investigate the thinking and practice of primary science teachers

in the circumstances for the following reasons. The principles

of conducting case studies, and their concern with the meanings

and perspectives of the actors, were consistent with my stance

toward professional development in the related work with
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teachers. It was a feasible strategy for the circumstances as I

could easily negotiate entry to suitable sites; as a lecturer

involved in training primary teachers I had experience of working

in classrooms in a number of roles and knowledge of the context

and content of the field of primary science. The detailed study

of a case using multiple methods can capture the complexity of

thought and action. The portrayal of a particular instance

provides an opportunity to analyse thinking in relation to

practice as it occurs. This can be used to check out the

implications of models and may indicate directions for research

in the field of teachers' thinking. A teacher's thinking is

personal and oriented toward practice in unique situations.

Holistic accounts which convey that, and are sufficiently

thorough, may be particularly appropriate for reporting on

teachers' thinking. In the long term case studies can be a basis

for cumulating professional knowledge toward more perceptive

interpretation and prudent judgement (Stenhouse, 1985). The

field of primary science is not short of prescription, policy,

action or ideas; but there is a dearth of detailed, rigorous

studies linking thought to practice. Case studies have a

contribution to make to the development of a knowledge base in

this rapidly growing field.

Definitions of case study tend to emphasise the examination of an

instance in action (for example, Macdonald and Walker, 1975), and

talk of a bounded instance or bounded system (Kemmis, 1980). The

uniqueness of a case and its creation through the study were
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stressed by Kemmis, in one of the articles collected under the

carefully chosen title of Towards a Science of the Singular

(Simons, 1980). The imprecision of definitions has been

criticised by Atkinson and Delamont (1986), who point out that

boundaries, instances and cases do not exist but have to be

constructed. Purely methodological definitions have been

eschewed and advocacy of educational case study has origins in

opposition to existing research and evaluation paradigms. There

is a tendency in general writing on research methods to relegate

it to a simpler or preliminary stage of research, or to identify

it with the content or techniques of particular studies, or

subsume it under ethnography. In defining those features that

distinguish case study from other strategies in social science

research, Yin (1984) emphasises that it is an empirical study of

a contemporary phenomenon in its context using multiple sources

of evidence.

Kenny and Groteleuschen (1984) pointed out that arguments for

case study have been reactionary where they arise from criticisms

of traditional educational research or methodology, but they

identified other grounds for its advocacy. In addition to

epistemological arguments they noted the appeal of pragmatic

arguments and parallels with a historical approach, surprisingly

without referring to the work of Stenhouse who cited historical

research as he developed the case for case study (Stenhouse,

1978; 1985).
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There are a number of questions to consider relating to the

conduct, reporting and use of case studies. At the outset there

are decisions to make about the ethical stance and the design.

Questions about the ethics of research have been much explored by

case study workers such as Walker (eg 1983 and 1986). A

democratic stance and an agreed ethical framework for matters

such as roles, ownership and release of data does not always

eliminate difficulties (see eg MacDonald, 1980). In planning and

carrying out a study the initial research questions act as

foreshadowing problems, but the research design has to respond to

the nature of the case. This will involve methodological

decisions throughout and a flexibility which can lead to shifts

away from the original concerns. Yin (1984. p45) argues that the

largest criticism of case studies is based on this type of shift.

The conduct of the case and the choice of methods has to be

responsive, and the study will be a dynamic activity in which the

researcher interacts with the situation; there is a fine line

between that and the eclectic use of methods or the idiosyncratic

invention of a case study. The effects of the researcher's

interventions and bias will also need to be considered.

The evolving, particular and reflexive nature of a case study

adds to the difficulties in reporting presented by the extent of

the material that may be considered as evidence. Somehow a

report must provide an account which can be checked, yet is not

too long, It has to be suitable for the audience and purpose:

for instance, material for discussion by teacher groups, or
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alternatively a thesis, can be produced from a study such as the

present one. The structure of a written report has to provide a

readable account which is more than descriptive, and provide

access to the data and analysis. The reader needs to be able to

trace the conduct and analysis of the study as well as believe in

the authenticity of the account. The assembly of a data-base,

referred to as the case record, from which analysis develops the

final account, was explored by Stenhouse 11978) to address the

problems of verification and cumulation in case study. However

Rudduck (1985 has noted that, although this worked well for the

condensed interview-based studies for which it was developed, it

may not be the way forward for bigger studies involving long term

participant observation.

Questions about the verification and use of case studies have

sometimes been framed in terms of a different tradition, for

example referring to approaches to validity and generalisation

used in experimental and survey research. There is a need for

case study research to develop and apply suitable standards. In

doing so it can draw upon the more appropriate research tradition

of ethnography, field work and qualitative methodology which is

discussed in the next section. Researchers working with teachers

are also identifying approaches and criteria based on the

argument for critical studies of practice to cumulate practical

professional knowledge, building on the work of Stenhouse. In

the course of an article arguing for action-research and

practitioner case study to be combined in a model termed
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action-inquiry, Bell (1985) proposed the following summary of

criteria of rigour:

Credibility - the study must be believable by those who are
competent to judge the subject
Transferability - the study most able to promote the
exchange of experience; lessons must be capable of being
(earned from the evidence provided
Dependability - the study must be trustworthy through having
gathered evidence by reliable procedures
Confirmability - the study must be capable of being
scrutinized for absence of bias by making its evidence and
methods of analysis accessible
(Bell, 1985, p 381)

These seem appropriate criteria to apply in judging the validity

of any particu r case study and in improving the standards and

p .dures in case study resear	 which has often been criticised

for its lack of estab'ished standards or its eclectic, uncritical

approach to methodology.

Underlying all these questions at different stages of a case

study is the issue of validity. The commonest methodological

check used during a study is to collect data using different

methods and sources. The comparison of several sets of data or

perspectives, often termed triangulation, has been used in

educational studies such as the Ford Teaching Project (eg Elliott

and Partington, 1975). The use of triangulation is not

restricted to case study, and can be widened to a notion of

multiple strategies used to overcome bias (Burgess. 198Th). The

choice of methods will be guided by the research questions and

the purposes of a study (Cohen and Manion, 1985). Different sets

or sources of data can be compared in various ways; for instance
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interviews may be used to check observations or vice versa with

different purposes, as discussed by Stenhouse (1982). In the

present study the teacher's statements were compared in an

iterative process with fie'd notes and audiotapes of lessons,

and statements made at different times were contrasted. The

teacher's perspective could be set against that of the pupils

where appropriate. The combination of perspectives and methods

was guided by the underlying concern to explicate the teacher's

thinking and relate it to his practice. Multiple methods can

lead to a proliferation of data. In case study this tendency is

exaggerated as the researcher strives to be faithful to the case,

seeks to avoid premature closure and sees new possibilities as he

reflects analytical insights back into the data collection

process.

It is now common in case study to have the participants or

informed peers review drafts. This is additional to the ethical

procedure agreed for release of material, and can range from

sharing of vignettes drawn from the study to full reading of a

draft report. Face validity in the eyes of the teacher or

colleagues was explored during the study by releasing material to

the group of teachers and by seeking the comments of the teacher

on my records. He had expressed his doubts over the trust that

could be placed in many accounts of primary science, which seemed

selective and idealised, and was concerned that his practice be

portrayed with "warts and all". The comments he and the other

teachers provided on the authenticity and detail of recor&were
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therefore seen as valuable checks. A full reading and critical

commentary on my analysis, or an audit of data, was not a

reasonable demand on busy teachers. Their concerns focussed on

criteria of credibility and transferability.

2.3 Case Study Related to Fieldwork, Ethnography and

Qualitative Research

In the 1970's and 1980's there was considerable growth of

educational research in a tradition encompassing case study,

ethnography and field work. This is often associated with

qualitative methods, but the contrast with quantitative methods

has sometimes confused the issues as they can in practice be

complementary. Often the shift to this newer tradition has been

in reaction to more positivistic approaches to classroom

research, such as observation using prespecified schedules, as

signalled in Hamilton and Delamont (197 14). Revisiting their

paper Delamont and Hamilton (1986) note that in educational

research ethnography is booming (sic) but that the long tradition

in sociology and anthropology has not always been recognised.

There are in fact a number of traditions and styles of research

which need to be distinguished.

Burgess (19814b) introduced his guide to field work with two

quotations that illustrated a similar style of research in an

anthropological study of a distant society by Malinowski (1922)

and in an example of a recent educational study by Delamont
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(1976). In his earlier anthology (Burgess, 1982) he provided

sources from the intervening period, including many who had

studied sub-cultures in their own society. Anthropologists have

been developing their methodologies and standards since the last

century; the related sociological tradition derives from work at

the University of Chicago in the 1920's and 1930's. Educational

ethnography is a much more recent, and as yet ill-defined, field

of investigations which presents an emergent interdisciplinary

fusion as Goetz and LeCompte point out in their extended account

of its origins (198 L1). They trace anthropological studies of

education and enculturation in distant and local societies, and

the influence of psychological and evaluation studies as well as

sociology. Educational ethnography draws upon those in defining

its focus, methodologies, and outcomes. At this early stage in

its development it is not surprising that debate still rages as

to its use and abuse and its specific character (see for example

Goetz and LeCompte. 198; Delamont and Hamilton. 1986; Lutz,

1986).

Fieldwork and field research are somewhat ambiguous terms. They

refer to methods such as participant observation and unstructured

interviews, and to a methodology in which the design of the

research develops and is monitored throughout the study (Burgess,

198'4b; 1985a). They emphasise the process and development of a

field study, and the formation of relationships in the field.

The term ethnography has been loosely used at times to refer to

research techniques, particularly participant observation, but it
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signifies a specific approach in • anthropology. It seeks to

uncover the way of life of a group, emphasises the meanings of

the members, and produces holistic accounts. Ethnographers

strive to remove their preconceptions and to work from the

perspectives of the informants toward an interpretation of a

cultural scene or group (Goetz and LeCompte. 198 L1). Fieldwork

and ethnography clearly have much in common with case study and

their literature was an important methodological source for the

present research. For example, the conduct of the study was

informed by the literature on the stages in field research and on

the role of early data analysis in developing a study (eg Becker

and Geer. 1960; McCall and Simmons, 1969; Burgess, 1982). The

ethnographic tradition emphasised the importance of thick

description based on the perspectives of those involved, and of

extended involvement; reflexivity was recognised as more than

merely a source of bias (Hammersley, 1983). Proponents of

ethnographic research in education have argued that it gets away

from the simplistic reduction of prespecified observation

schedules (Delamont and Hamilton, 1986) and is particularly

suited to bridging the gulf between research and practice (Woods,

1986). However there are distinctions to draw between

ethnography and case study and the description of classroom

research as ethnographic needs some qualification.

Firstly, many researchers in classrooms are not strangers in an

unfamiliar society, unlike anthropologists and social scientists

in the ethnographic tradition. Stenhouse (1985) contrasted the
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ethnography of outsiders immersing themselves in a strange

society with a historical tradition on which case study could

draw. His work led to the development of research by

practitioners in their own classrooms and to studies by outsiders

who are often, as in my case, teachers or educators with cultural

knowledge pertinent to the study. Secondly, the focus of

educational research need not be on the interpretation of the

society and its relationships, although many ethnographies of

schooling have been (eg Woods, 1979). Thirdly, case studies

which are focussed on a particular issue, or based on

intermittent encounters with a group, may use methods which can

be described as ethnographic, but are not ethnographies as

stressed by Lutz (1986).

2.4 Choosing Methods in Case Study. Fieldwork and Ethnography

Delamont and Hamilton (1986) argued for an open-ended attitude

towards research, in which eclectic combinations of research

methods can be used, and in which different problems can be

tackled by different, mutually appropriate methods. They

suggested that instead of looking for one solution to all

problems, more consideration be given to the nature of the

specific problems being faced and hence to choosing a particular

research strategy appropriate for that problem (1986). The

methods of ethnography, and of qualitative research in general,

cannot be neatly separated from the broader methodological

questions. Indeed one of the characteristics of field method is
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the intertwining of practical decisions about techniques and

methods with theoretical concerns (Burgess, 1985a). The choice

of techniques may be eclectic, but should match the research

problem and the stance. There is a temptation to adopt

techniques that generate a range of data without rigorous review

of the possibilities to determine which are most appropriate. In

planning a study it is necessary to review, and practice in

context, techniques that are feasible as well as productive. In

the present case considerable trialling of audiorecording and

observational techniques was needed to find the best methods for

collecting data on the unpredictable interactions in active

science lessons. Technical problems, such as where to locate

myself as observer and how to get a transcribable record of the

teacher's talk, had to be resolved in ways that were consistent

with the context of a fluid primary classroom. The solutions had

to serve the overall purpose of investigating the teacher's

thinking in relation to his practice. Piloting of methods not

only aids these decisions and develops the researcher's skill in

using techniques 'in situ', but also suggests how his presence

may affect the setting. It is important to monitor this

throughout a study. My early contacts with the class were

carefully phased so they grew accustomed to me in the role of an

interested colleague of their teacher. Then classroom

observations and recording were piloted and the impact of my

activities was noted. The views of the children and the teacher

on this were sought at intervals during the study. It was not

surprising to find that the videocamera was the most intrusive
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element. Video was in fact being used for a number of reasons

which needed clarification. It was incorporated into the design

of the research as a stimulus to the teacher's recall of lessons,

and to his accounts of his thinking. It also provided a service

to the teacher who wanted to gain insights into his classroom

practice which were not restricted to my research questions. In

the early stages of classroom observation it was an additional

record against which to check fieldnotes and audiotapes. However

it became clear in the early days of the study that it was not a

crucial source of direct evidence and its use could be

restricted.

In Chapter 1 it was noted that methodological issues would be

reviewed first as they are intimately connected to the

development of the study. It is characteristic of qualitative

research in natural settings that it can become more focussed as

it proceeds, as the investigation identifies what is to be

important and how best to collect and handle data. This is a

continuation of the sampling or bounding of the case which begins

when the problem is identified and sites considered (Miles and

Huberman, 198 L ). On the other hand the early stages of a study

may indicate the need to collect other sorts of data or to

provide alternative perspectives. With hindsight it is often

possible to see a more selective, rigorous approach to the

problem and be critical of the naturalistic style as Hammersley

(198 14) noted in reviewing his own development as a researcher.

However looking back at a completed study is not the same as
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facing methodological problems at the start, as Walker (1980)

points out.

At the time of planning the present study there were a number of

collections of articles from the sociological tradition of

fieldwork and general accounts of qualitative research methods on

which td draw (eg Adams and Preiss, 1960; McCall and Simmons,

1969; Bogdan and Taylor, 1975; Patton, 1980; Burgess, 1982).

These offered guidance on issues such as entry and access,

ethics, roles and relationships, sampling and ways of collecting

and handling data. There was some general advice on approaches

to analysis although this was often underepresented in texts on

method. An important source published after the fieldwork was

completed offered ideas and urged rigour in analysis (Miles and

Huberman, 198 L ). A literature was accumulating based on accounts

of educational studies, including commentaries on their

methodology by researchers as well as specific discussion of

methods or of issues such as reflexivity (eg Ball, 1983; Burgess.

198 L4a and 198 14b; Hammersley. 1983; Hammersley and Atkinson,

1983). Methods most fully treated in the literature have been,

in order of the attention given to them, observation, interview

and document analysis. These will be considered in turn as they

relate to this study. First it is necessary to note the range of

techniques used specifically in studies of teachers' thinking

which were reviewed before designing the present one.
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TABLE 2.1 APPROACHES USED IN RESEARCH ON TEACHERS'
THINKING

OBSERVATION
controlled	 structured observaton
conditions	 .	 using prespecified

schedules

experimental
quantitative
reductionist
correlational

structured
interviews,
questionnaires,
policy
capturing

underlying
<-------------->
traditions

VERBAL REPORTS
semi - St r u ctu red /
focussed interviews,
repertory grid,
stimulated recall,
think-aloud

naturalistic
qualitative
holistic
descriptive

participant observation,
'fieldwork' and
ethnography

unstructured interviews,
incidental talk and
conversations

records and
assessments,
surveys,
pupils'
products

DOCUMENTS ETC
plans, evaluations,
teaching materials
and documents

journals, diaries
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2.5 Methods Used in Research on Teachers' Thinking

The range of techniques found in the review of research on

teachers' thinking conducted at the start of the study is

summarised in Table 2.1.

There had been studies of thinking under controlled conditions,

such as classroom laboratories, or simulated planning, sometimes

termed policy capturing (Shavelson and Stern, 1981; Clark and

Peterson, 1983). Teachers' thoughts during their normal planning

had been traced through techniques requiring them to think aloud

as they carried out a task such as lesson planning (eg Peterson,

Marx, and Clark, 1978). The method may be more intrusive or even

disrupt the flow of thinking if used during classroom events to

trace decisions, but can be adapted to more naturalistic use when

a teacher is able to make comments or keep notes at intervals.

There are questions concerning the status and analysis of such

verbal self-reports which are not restricted to the study of

teachers' thinking, but are particularly relevant where the

concern is to tap the thoughts and meanings of an individual

teacher. Despite these qualifications it seems any attempt to

reconstruct teachers' thinking must draw upon their reports,

recognising they are themselves constructed in the research

context and subject to a number of influences (as discussed for

example in Nisbett and Ross. 1980). Analysis may yield different

descriptions if done in different ways and teachers will var y in
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their ability to comment on their thinking white teaching. In

this case the teacher often made remarks to me as I observed his

lessons, reporting on his assessment of progress, or problems he

faced, or decisions he was considering. This became one source

of evidence, but obviously the sampling was determined by the

other pressures on him in the lesson.

Various ways of prompting a teacher's thoughts had been used by

researchers, usually to assist recall of thinking which could not

be reported during busy lessons: audiorecords; feedback from

field notes; still photographs; verbal comment from an observer

or pupil; reference to plans and intentions or to particular

incidents; or simply the existence of an audience or the

requirement to produce some report. Video recordings were

increasingly being used as a stimulus. Stimulated recall was the

method used in most of the studies of thinking during lessons

reviewed by Shavelson and Stern (1981, table 3), and Clark and

Peterson (1983, table '4). They varied in the extent to which the

researcher or the teacher had control of the stimulus, and the

extent to which there was free response or predetermined

questioning (cf McKay and Marland, 1975; Marland, 1978; Peterson,

Marx and Clark, 1978; McNair, 1978-9). Such variations are

likely to yield different emphases in accounts produced by

teachers, who may themselves feel that their reports do not

really capture what was in their minds at the time (as noted in

Calderhead, 1986). The limits and possibilities of stimulated

recall had been discussed by Calderhead (1981). In combination
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with other sources of data, and collected over time, techniques

for stimulating recall have considerable potential for

investigating thinking in context. They can be a starting point

for more extended interviewing.

Approaches to interviewing in studies of teachers' thinking

extended from highly structured questioning, through less

structured probing of teachers' thoughts and plans, to more

conversational styles emphasising the informants' control over

the process (eg Elbaz, 1983). Other methods such as repertory

grid had been employed to elicit teachers' theories and beliefs,

as advocated by Munby (1982), and elaborated by Pope and Keen

(1981). Observation in the classroom, or in the staffroom and

wider school context, had increasingly been used to contextualise

and trace teachers' thinking in relation to action. Mackay and

Marland (1978) and Morine-Dershimer (1984) argued that this

combination of methods gave a more coherent and insightful

account. A few detailed ethnographic studies had focussed on a

teacher's thinking (eg Janesick, 1977). There was a growth of

interest in collecting biographical evidence to inform the

picture of a teacher's thinking derived from interview and

classroom study, as advocated by Goodson (1983). Documentary

evidence had been used, including journals kept by teachers, and

collection of their written plans, assessments or records.
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2.6 Methods Used in This Study

The position reached by reviewing the methods used in research

into teachers' thinking was that multiple strategies were

essential to the design of the present study. Appropriate

selection and combination was needed in order to check accounts

and perspectives, to trace changes over time, to relate aspects

of thinking and action, and to produce a holistic account that

was authentic. A rich observational data base was necessary to

relate practice to thinking. The teacher's interactions with

pupils and his thoughts before, during and after lessons had to

be recorded. Evidence was needed of his plans. evaluations, his

more general theories and his knowledge base. This data had to

be collected in ways that were appropriate to the teaching

situation. The methods selected were observation and

audiorecording in lessons, supplemented by some videorecording as

noted above; recording of volunteered comments during lessons,

discussions before and after lessons, extended interviews phased

over the year. and unplanned conversations; collection of any

written documents used or produced by the teacher, and pupils'

work; some use was made of videorecords and other data to

stimulate recall and reflection.

2.6.1 Classroom Observation

Observers in classrooms can take a variety of roles, ranging from

full participation to the detached stance of a fly on the wall

(or the man in the Wendy house as in King. 1984). Each has its

problems and advantages, and the position taken needs to be
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explicit, appropriate to the situation and the purpose of the

study, and theoretically consistent. Participant observers enter

into the life of the group and gain experience and insights which

may be denied those who seek to reduce their impact on the

setting and to avoid being influenced by their involvement. If

the researcher is concerned to describe the life of a group

through the perceptions of the members then participation is more

appropriate, but should the goal be to report on features from

the view of an outsider then detached observation is in order.

In practice other matters also have to be considered. Access,

acceptance, the response of people in the study, the researcher's

own background and skills, and the ethical framework within which

a study is conducted will all affect the roles that should and

can be taken. Different roles may also suit different parts of a

study, as discussed by Burgess (198Th). None of these decisions

can be left to chance and should be agreed and recorded, even

though teachers may be reluctant to formalise arrangements

(Rudduck. 1982).

In this case a general agreement for the range of roles I would

adopt in working with the group of teachers had been agreed and

details were negotiated for any work on individual sites. The

framework for the collection and analysis of data was developed

in the two terms leading up to the term of fieldwork, as

described in Chapter 4. At the same time the discussions with

the teacher established the procedures and stance for my

classroom ativities. The basis of the ethical framework is
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summarised in Appendix 9. My position as a teacher and tutor

with experience of operating in schools in a number of roles was

an advantage, inasmuch as it gave me insights, easy access and

familiarity with being in classrooms as an observer and recorder.

It did mean however that I might slip into roles such as

teacher, adviser, helper or evaluator unintentionally, or be

perceived as such by pupils. I presented myself as a colleague

of their teacher, interested in the science work, and there to

find out about it; I avoided teaching or disciplining pupils and

was not in fact faced with the dilemma of whether to intervene in

extreme cases, for instance in the interests of safety. My

involvement extended to talking with pupils and being interested

in their progress and problems. They came to accept this role

and my recording of activities and talk; their views on this were

sought at intervals and are reported in context in later chapters

of the case. The account of the situation in Chapter 6 gives

details of the teacher, myself and the pupils, and the way in

which the sample of target pupils was generated from the agreed

framework for the study. It was impossible to observe all the

pupils in any detail and the focus was to be on the teacher, so

we agreed a procedure for tracking his interactions with them

individually or as a part of the whole class. Four pairs of

pupils were observed initially and this was focussed down to four

children who are described in detail in the study.

Sampling decisions have to be made in qualitative studies on

grounds appropriate to the methodology and the research
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questions, rather than left to chance. The notion of theoretical

sampling, derived from Glaser and Strauss (1967), can be used to

support an approach whereby early analysis generates theory that

guides the later selection of data (Burgess. 198Th), but

decisions have to be made at the start of a study on sound

grounds. In this case those grounds were the style and concerns

of the investigation, qualified by consideration of what was

possible for one researcher with some four days a week for one

term available and no funding. It was crucial to trace the

teacher's thoughts as they developed over time in relation to the

classroom action. The sampling of that could not be determined

in advance on any sound theoretical basis and it was therefore

necessary to observe all lessons connected with the science topic

under study, until such time as the analysis indicated grounds

for selection. In the event almost all lessons were observed

over the term. This was in part due to the customary reluctance

of a fieldworker to miss any possible significant data. Accounts

by those who have made the journey through a long case study

reflect their concern about missing data and the corresponding

problems of grappling with data overload (for instance Ball,

1984; Hammersley 1984). In this study there was much redundancy

in the evidence of the fieldnotes. However this can only be said

with hindsight and there were many events which did not seem

significant at the time that subsequently proved useful in

analysis or writing. More fundamentally there is an argument

that participant observation cannot be replaced by brief

encounters, however carefully those are planned (Atkinson and
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Delamont, 1986L Being there is important for the researcher and

to those being researched. The focus of the study, on the

teacher's practice and thinking and on tracing the relationships

in this, required my presence in the classroom to witness events

and record the teachers perceptions. It was necessary to know

what the teacher's references meant by having experienced them and

being able to empathise with him. This meant that his comments

out of lessons made sense in relation to his teaching.

When in school I observed, recorded, avoided judgemental remarks

about the practice we were studying, but sought information with

which to extend and check the description. It was easier to

stick to a role in lessons than in informal contacts where social

chat and shared professional concerns were also involved. When

the teacher was working with the class I sited myself to see him

and the pupils he was involved with, scanning regularly to

monitor the children we had identified as a sample. On the

occasions when he talked to the whole class, or I was using a

video camera, my position was usually near the desk, out of the

line of eye contact between pupils and teacher; later, when the

class was more accustomed to it, a little videorecording was done

from the corner by the window where a better picture was

possible. Figure 2.1 locates these activities on a plan of the

classroom.
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Most of the lesson time involved pupils actively working around

the room, and outside, with the teacher circulating. I traced

this movement as necessary, and sought to merge into the fluid

activity of unpredictable, pupil-centred lessons. This was not

as difficult as it sounds; I had practised ' in situ' in the

preceding term as well as drawing on years of observing students

and pupils in primary classrooms. That experience also helped

with the keeping of notes. Fieldnotes were made on file paper,

with broad margins for comment and later coding. The early notes

were guided by the framework generated from the teacher's plans

and priorities and the underlying model of teachers' thinking,

but were also very open as examination of the data gathered at

this stage was expected to shape the later collection. They also

served to provide contextual material and points of reference for

comparing to later action or comments by the teacher. The

teacher's actions, interactions with pupils. details of

activities and progress with tasks were included, with timing and

events that served as markers for comparing with other data. The

teacher's talk with the whole class and the target pupils was

audiotaped, using a small cassette recorder which he attached to

his belt as he toured the classroom. This gave the optimum

audiorecord of his interactions in the unpredictable and

sometimes noisy lessons. Writing up of fieldnotes at the end of

a day was accompanied by replay of the audiorecord and production

of a summary on card. This was done after each visit to check

the record of each lesson, and as a control on the quality of the
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data. On average visits were made two days per week over the

summer term and twice this time was available for the preparation

and work on the data collected. Appendix 2 includes an example

of fieldnotes and the index later made of the corresponding

record of the lesson. Margins were used for cross references to

other data on the same lesson, preliminary categorising and

comments and memos, and references to data collected at other

times in which themes could be traced or interpretations checked.

The process of reduction and analysis is described below,

including this triangulation of different data sets, but first

the collection of that other data is discussed, beginning with

interviews.

2.6.2 Interviews

Interviews and other conversations with the teacher were the

central source of data on his thinking.. The term interview can

refer to a range of encounters: highly structured, formal

settings where the interviewer has control over the questions and

form of response; more flexible, but planned, situations where

there is some structure or focus; and informal discussions over

which the informant has control. The latter can be extended to

include spontaneous comments and incidental conversations. In

structured interviewing information is sought from respondents

and analysed in a framework that can be predetermined, It was

inappropriate for the purposes and style of this study, although

there were times when simple information was needed and direct
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questions could be put. The semistructured interview, where the

researcher has an agenda of concerns to act as a check list

during conversation, was the starting point for my planning of

interviews with teacher and pupils. The case for this was based

on the relationship which was being established; the need for the

flexibility to pursue any themes identified as the study

developed; the focus of the investigation on the teacher's

thinking and his meaning; and the opportunity for him to explore

and make explicit that thinking. I would allow the teacher or

pupil to take control of the interview while seeking to cover

issues which I had anticipated. In terms of the contrast used

later by Powney and Watts (1987) the interviewee was being

treated as an informant rather than a respondent.

There are several risks in this approach. First it •can easily

become an excuse for lack of rigour and a haphazard style of

interviewing. Second it can ignore the peculiar features of an

interview and its purpose, seeing it as simply an extension of

the equal social exchange of a conversation. Third it can lapse

into talk unconnected with the research questions, and produce

bulky material which cannot be analysed. Fourth it may fail to

probe beneath surface accounts, or check on reports.

Interviews with the teacher were conducted in a relaxed setting

at my home away from the immediate pressures of school. Our

meetings involved some other business, such as making

arrangements for classroom observations; outside the hour or two
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devoted to that and to the interview some time was available for

socialising. The teacher and I had first met some years before;

our shared experience assisted with the rapport and trust

essential to interviewing, but did carry risks. For example,

assumptions might not be made explicit or probed. It also

exaggerated the tendency to slip into a more natural

conversational exchange. Listening to the earlier interviews and

reading the transcripts, led me to be less intrusive during later

interviews and to distinguish more clearly the eliciting of the

teacher's thoughts from the practical or social functions of our

meetings. However the early interviews were necessarily

concerned to establish relationships, to agree frameworks and

procedures for the research, and to create a dialogue in which

the teacher could provide an account of his thinking. Denscombe

(1983) has argued that such interviews, if sensitively handled,

may stimulate informants into describing and justifying their

opinions, activities, and the intepretation of events, thus

demonstrating the reasoning involved without damaging the

naturalness of the setting. Planning for each interview included

the preparation of headings reflecting the main themes in the

study and, increasingly over the year, of probes arising from

earlier interviews or conversations and interviews. This agenda

was used as a private check list, from which questions were

raised if the topic did not come up as the teacher talked.
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The main headings of my agenda were:

a) Practical Arrangements

eg dates and times for visits; recording arrangements;

resources; collecting products.

bI Methodological Matters

eg ethical framework; data clearance; research procedures;

reflexive effects

c) Information to Collect or Pass on

eg contextual detail; events; pupil details.

d) Issues and Aspects of Thinking in the Working Model

eg situational features and influences; teacher's plans -

long and short term; teacher's views • and theories;

teacher's thoughts relating to particular

lesson/incident/pupil;

e) Matters arising from previous interview / discussion / other

communication / observed events or other data

Six planned interviews were held with the teacher over the year

of the study. Table 2.2 locates and summarises the six

interviews. Details of these and of unplanned conversations are

provided in Appendix 3. All the planned interviews were tape

recorded. Some supplementary notes were made when necessary to

contextualise a remark, or at those times when the tape was not

running and the teacher volunteered his thoughts. Normal face to

face contact with minimum distraction was the goal and the tape

recorder was largely ignored after its use at some preliminary
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meetings. Tapes were summarised on a card when I listened to

them shortly after an interview, subsequently transcribed at a

first level and eventually in full. The early transcriptions

were fed back to the teacher, as were notes made on less formal

conversations, without any comment or interpretation. He chose

sometimes to respond to those in notes or at a later meeting,

elaborating on a statement or reporting on developments in his

thinking or the situation. This provided some productive checks

and insights, as indicated in the case study, but care was needed

to avoid judgements and to recognise this as another way in which

my involvement influenced the case. However it was consistent

with the expectation that the teacher would gain from involvement

by having an audience for his reflections. His comments on this

are noted in Chapter 14. A further principle of our agreement

was that this data would not be lodged in my case record until he

cleared it. This ethical stance has its risks if informants veto

valuable material, or the database becomes selective. As it

happened the teacher only requested one small omission where he

felt he had personalised a comment, although like many people

reading their first transcript he was at first concerned by how

inarticulate he sounded. In fact he was a fluent and open

informant who spontaneously explored his thinking and reflected

critically on the account he provided at interviews and in many

comments and conversations that were not planned.

The six planned interviews traced the teacher's thoughts from his

earliest intentions at the start of the school year through to
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TABLE 2.2 OUTLINE OF SIX MAIN INTERVIEWS

Date and stage
of study

12/10/83
Autumn term,
early in school
year

Interview	 I Summary of Content

First main	 Negotiation of procedures,
interview	 Teacher's plans for year,

his underlying theories.
Situation

20/3/84
Spring term,
a month before
Easter holidays

12/4184
End of
Sprinq term

Second main
interview,
last before
'Toys' topic
introduced

Third main
interview,
following an
introductory
lesson on 'Toys'
on 10/4/84

Clarification of teacher's
plans for summer term and
of research procedures.
More situational details

Teacher's planning and
theories. Roles,
sampling and data
collection confirmed

2/5/84	 First interview	 Teacher's recall of lesson,
Early in	 during summer	 his plans, views on
Summer term	 term. Followed	 primary science. Links

lesson of 1/5/84	 between thinking and actions

27/5/8 14 	 Interview	 Teacher looked back and
Summer	 half-way	 ahead, reflected on plans
half-term	 through the	 and theories in relation to the

topic	 action, dis.cSsed dilemmas.
A rich transcript for analysis

24/ 7 /84
At start of
summer
holiday.
end of
school year

Final interview	 Teacher's final evaluations
after topic	 and reflections, and
completed	 remaining background
and term	 information collected in
finished	 a more structured

interview
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the beginning of the holidays following the summer term's science

topic. The first three, in October, March and April, focussed on

his longer term planning, beliefs and theories, and explored

methodological matters; the framework of his goals and strategies

for the summer term was identified and the protocol for the

research agreed; contextual information was collected. The first

interview in the summer was held early in the term, the day. after

a lesson had been observed.	 A full transcript of that

interview is included in Appendix 3. The teacher began by

talking about that lesson, and a videorecording stimulated

further comments. He rehearsed his plans. and provided insights

into his views of primary science, as well as reflecting on

issues arising from the lesson. When we met for a second

interview at half term he could look back and forward, reflect on

his developing plans in relation to the action, and on some of

the dilemmas that emerged. He elaborated on his own theories and

beliefs. A full transcript of that interview is also included in

Appendix 3. At the final meeting, just after the term finished,

a more structured interview ensured that information and opinions

were collected and the teacher provided his overall evaluation of

the project.

During the summer term there were many conversations initiated by

the teacher before, after, or between lessons, and occasionally

on journeys to and from school or over the phone. These were all

noted down at the earliest possible moment, sometimes on the

basis of a written or taped record that had been possible. These
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are all summarised in Appendix 3. During lessons the teacher

also made comments to me which were recorded with the field

notes. This talk often related to classroom action or to his

thoughts reported in other conversations and interviews. The

variety and extent of such data allowed for cross-checking

between verbal reports made at different times and in different

circumstancs. In analysis, and in reporting them for this

study, the circumstances were noted. The volunteering of similar

statements in a variety of natural settings can be seen as

enhancing their significance, even if they are elicited and

reported in less controlled circumstances than a planned

interview. In many cases the teacher was able to elaborate on.

or qualify, hurried comments later in written notes or at the

more systematic interviews. It was possible to trace the

development of the teacher's thoughts on a theme, or to hear him

review his own report.

Interviews and conversations with the teacher could not have been

so fruitful without the accompanying participant observation.

Being there and sharing the experience was crucial, not only for

subsequent triangulation of data but also to create the

conditions in which the interviews could be productive. This was

true at an even more basic level when it came to pupil

interviews. The activities, progress and problems that the

children had experienced and I had witnessed gave us a shared

subject to discuss: my interest was more genuine and convincing

because I had been present. Even so there were more problems in

interviewing pupils than the teacher, as was expected. The main

challenge remained that of stimulating a relevant account by
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children while putting them at ease. Some of the problems noted

by Simons (1981). for example relating to status and role

expectations and setting, were expected. The target pupils and

their different responses are introduced in Chapter 6, and traced

in the context of the study in later chapters. Early

conversations were held in the classroom as they worked.

establishing interest and allowing the children control of the

talk. Later interviews moved to the office adjacent to the

classroom or to the staffroom; the children were asked if they

were willing to come and talk, and declined to when they were

busy. With their permission our conversations were

tape-recorded. My preparation included attention to the setting,

the building of rapport. verbal and non-verbal strategies, and

the subjects I hoped to explore. I sought pupils' views on my

role and influence, as well as on the substantive issues derived

from the study of the teacher's thinking. The chief purpose of

the interviews was to seek their perspectives on their teacher's

thinking and practice. through comments on the term's plans and

activities. The task in hand and recall, or replay, of earlier

activities was the reference point for our conversations.

Pupils' feelings and interpretations were valued. All the

children were invited at the end of term to view themselves at

work on a hastily edited video and to comment. However the four

target pupils were interviewed at the start and end of term. and

twice in between, with other less formal meetings and many

incidental conversations. The results varied, but even the least

forthcoming provided relevant and extended comment and showed
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insights into their teacher's thinking. The children's accounts

could be set against his reports, my observations, and the

results of their work which were collected along with other

documentation.

2.6.3 Documentary Evidence

Curriculum documents, pupil products, plans and other writing by

the teacher were collected to supplement the main data gathered

from observation and interview. These were not solicited

specifically for the research, but we agreed that a copy would be

made of any written materials referred to or produced in

connection with the science topic. The teacher made some written

plans and evaluations, and occasionally wrote comments directed

to me, but was not asked to add systematic diary keeping to his

workload. It would have imposed a further burden and not been

consistent with his normal practice. The writing he did was

copied, producing a varied collection which could only loosely be

termed a journal. However evidence relating to his thinking and

practice from documents was useful to set against the

observations and accounts, serving as a comparison and check.

Its use is illustrated in the case study - for instance, in

Chapter 7 the teacher's reference to a document produced for

in-service work gives insights into his theories, and in Chapter

8 his plan for a lesson is included. Pupils' work over the

summer term was collected in the form of their rough notes in

jotters, completed writing and drawing, and evidence of the
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p1-ogress of models from photographs, videorecording, or sketches

I made. Much of this was useful for other purposes but redundant

for the final analysis. However it was important for checking my

notes during data collection, for relating to the pupils' and

teacher's talk, and for giving substance and contextual detail to

the final account in Chapters 9 to 12.

2.7 Methodological Decisions Through the Study

Throughout the study methodological memos were kept which

themselves became a source as analysis proceeded.. The history of

the study was carefully logged along with my commentary.

Methodological issues and decisions as the study developed over a

year are summarised in the flow chart in Appendix 5. This was

drawn up late in the summer term, on the basis of memos made at

each stage of fieldwork, to capture the process at the time.

Before the first entry to the school site there were a number of

overlapping activities involving definition of the problem,

identification of the site, and agreement of access and

procedures, which have been introduced in Chapter 1. After the

fieldwork was completed there was an intensive period of checking

records, transcription, and organisation of material. Then the

long, iterative process of analysis had to be done intermittently

outside my normal workload. The extent of the data and my

commitment to deriving the explanations from the case required

lengthy immersion and movement back and forth between sets of

data.
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It has already been noted that analysis in case study overlaps

with data collection and informs that during the stages of

fieldwork. The reduction of data begins in a sense before a

study, in the sampling and methodological decisions made at the

start, and continues through and beyond the collection stages.

The flow model outlined by Miles and Huberman (1984) provided a

concise representation of this which is related to the

development of the analysis in this case in figure 2.2.

The earliest reduction of data and tentative identification of

analytical categories derived from the working framework for the

study as described in Chapter 4. The concern to investigate

relationships among the elements of the teacher's thinking and

practice required that his plans, decisions and more general

theories were identified in his statements and cross-referenced

to his teaching. The aims and strategies he had confirmed as his

priorities for the term guided the initial notes and organisation

I made of observational data. Review of this at half term, and

then at the end of the period of collection, led to the

development and sharpening of categories which were used to code

the data (see Appendix 7). These were used to inspect a range of

data and applied in detailed analysis of interviews, then

modified by collapsing some categories which were too fine and

introducing other where data was not categorised. At the same

time more interpretative analysis of interviews was undertaken,
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and reading across data sets traced preliminary interpretations

of the case. This stage of immersion in the data and iterative

analysis produced draft materials which teachers, colleagues, and

research supervisors could comment upon. The rereading of these

alongside analytic memos and the growing literature on teachers'

thinking was the final stage before systematic reanalysis of the

data. This was done, starting with the transcriptions of

interviews and other conversations, as summarised in Appendix 8.

The units of the topic represented in Chapters 6 to 12 of the

final account were separately analysed, working from the

interviews to the other relevant data, then moving between data

sets. The final account seeks to provide a thick enough	 -

description and range of data to support the analysis in each

chapter. The relationships between aspects of thinking and

practice were traced through the chapters. The analysis of

dilemmas derived from the data proved productive for this; there

were precedents for using dilemma analysis in the study of

teaching, (eg Berlak and Berlak, 1975; Winter, 1982), and

specifically in research on teachers' thinking, as reviewed in

Chapter 3. A small number of concepts was derived from and

tested against the data (eg the repertoire of knowledge upon

which the teacher drew in planning). These were used in the

interpretation and the construction of a more general model of

teachers' thinking which can be compared to the literature and to

other cases. This process is conveyed by Miles and Huberman

(198 L ) in the metaphor of progressively moving up from the

empirical trenches to a more conceptual overview of the
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landscape. They note the risks in such steps, the need for clear

linkage to the conceptual framework and research questions, and

the importance of repeatedly moving back down the abstraction

ladder for concrete instances.

Table 2.3 summarises the stages of the analysis and some of the

checks which were made as the data was collected and processed.

2.8 Questions of Validity: Checks on Data and Analysis

In the field of ethnography, case study, and qualitative research

generally, appropriate tests of the quality of data and the

rigour of analysis are necessary. Parallels and contrasts with

tests of validity and reliability in the experimental tradition

have been drawn (for example see Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, on

ethnographic quality control; Guba and Lincoln, 1981, on tests

of rigour in naturalistic inquiry; Miles and Huberman, 1984, on

dealing with bias and validity in qualitative research; Yin,

1984, on validity and case study).

Cuba and Lincoln (1981) argued that research and evaluation have

to meet tests of rigour relating to the truth value,

applicability, consistency and neutrality of their analysis and

findings. Within an experimental tradition of research these can

be associated with the terms internal validity, external

validity, reliability and objectivity. However the distinctive

character, methodologies and purposes of "ethnographic studies"
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TABLE 2.3 STAGES IN THE ANALYSIS

ANALYTICAL STAGES
	

CHECKS ON VALIDITY

During data collection - cross 	 Quality control by myself
checking,coding. notes in margins	 Teacher's comments on
& files, plus cross-references and	 authenticity
comments
Data reviewed -> more focussed	 Cross-checking between
collection and analysis	 data sources

After data collected - case record
cleared and organised. Material
shared with others

Read through, seek patterns.
revise framework & categories
Detailed analysis of transcripts
Work from interview analysis
to summaries of other data,
back/ or to other data where
necessary

Draft accounts to try out first
interpretations

Read all comments. Relate to
literature. Redraft

Feedback from teachers
in group. & others

Keep memos & stay close to
data. Analyse in alternative ways,
repeat 'blind' later. Get others to
inspect transcripts & analyse
sample

Read by supervisors
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(Goetz and LeCompte. 198 t4) or "naturalistic inquiries" (Guba and

Lincoln. 1981) make it inappropriate to simply adopt those

concepts and the associated procedures from the experimental

tradition. This does not relieve researchers in these

alternative traditions from applying tests of rigour but rather

points to the importance of developing arguments and methods

consistent with their paradigm. Goetz and LeCompte discussed

threats to validity in an ethnographic approach and indicated

ways these can be met. Cuba and Lincoln discussed concepts and

terms appropriate in naturalistic inquiry which would be the

equivalent of those scientific terms noted above from the

experimental tradition. They proposed that naturalistic studies

should meet tests of credibility, fittingness. auditability and

confirmability, suggesting checks which could be used for each.

Criteria and standards suitable for case study were noted in

section 2.2 above. Those criteria of credibility,

transferability, dependability and confirmability were informed by

Cuba and Lincoln's proposals (Bell, personal communication).

They were adopted in this study to guide the checks made on

collecting, analysing and interpreting data. Miles and

Huberman's detailed discussion of qualitative analysis offered

useful tactics for checking the quality of data, findings, and

explanations.

The checks used in this study drew upon these developing

traditions of more rigorous qualitative research. For example
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during fieldwork my extended presence alternated immersion and

detachment, and regular checks were made on the effects of my

presence. Volunteered statements by the teacher were collected

and confirmed and compared over time. Different types of data

were collected and triangulated, and so, to a lesser extent, were

different perspectives. Premature closure or imposition of a

model was resisted and alternative interpretations considered.

Throughout analysis reference was made back to the data, looking

for negative evidence as well as more detail. Feedback from the

teacher and from others able to comment critically on findings

and explanations was arranged. Finally the report was written to

include as much evidence of data and analysis as possible within

the thesis. The organisation seeks to provide sufficient access

in the text and appendices so readers can exercise their own

judgements as to its dependability, confirmability, credibility

and transferability. This chapter has explained the reduction

and analysis which generated this report, and examined related

methodological issues. The next chapter discusses the

substantive literature which was reviewed as the study was

planned and conducted.
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CHAPTER 3 REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON

TEACHERS' THINKING AND PRIMARY SCIENCE

3.1 Introduction: the Scope and Sequence of this Review

This chapter deals in turn with the two substantive fields of

literature relevant to this study: primary science and teachers'

thinking. Both have grown rapidly in recent years and display

the diversity characteristic of newly developing research areas.

A number of current concerns in primary science were of

particular relevance to the present study; for instance the

relationship between process and content, and the use of

problem-solving approaches. The introduction of

design-technology and the emphasis on activity and process

learning in the present case reflected contemporary pos%tions in

primary science. The section on primary science in this chapter

opens with a review of recent developments to set the study in

context. Then literature concerning views on the nature of

science and its learning in primary classrooms is reviewed. The

section on teachers' thinking begins with an overview to

conceptualise the field, and then aspects of thinking

distinguished in the literature are considered in turn. Models

of thinking, and the relationship between aspects of thinking and

classroom practice, are reviewed.
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3.2 Primary Science: the Background and Contemporary

Developments

Science teaching in primary classrooms has been the subject of a

series of curriculum development projects in the UK over the last

two decades (Nuffield Junior Science, 1967. Science 5-13.

1967-80; Progress in Learning Science, 1973-80; Learning Through

Science, 1980-85). In the USA there have been a number of

curriculum projects and initiatives on an even larger scale.

Martin (1983), comparing several publications and projects in

elementary school science, illustrated their different

priorities. Many were concerned to promote active inquiry by

pupils. Despite the scale of these efforts the evaluation of

their impact on the quantity and quality of science teaching in

elementary classrooms was revealing a disappointing picture.

Similar evidence emerged in other countries. For example in the

analysis done for the Science Council of Canada's study of

Science and Education (Orpwood and Souque. 1983) all the

guidelines from the Ministries of Education in Canada were found

to include aims relating to science content, skills and

attitudes. However the authors of two of the case studies

undertaken as part of that study were led to conclude that in

elementary schools science was still "a little added frill"

rather than an important curriculum focus (Schoeneberger and

Russell, 1986).
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In the USA. Project Synthesis collated studies of the state of

science education and of pupils' performance. It specified

ideals or goals for science education, referred to as desired

states, and compared these with the actual states revealed by

their findings. Summarising some of the findings for Elementary

Science. Johnson (1983) noted

the discrepancies between desired states and actual states
were numerous, and in some instances dramatic; clearly
efforts over the last 20 years by science educators.
scientists, and child psychologists to make science in the
elementary school more appropriate largely have been ignored

(p7)

Among the discrepancies Johnson highlighted was that between the

desire to give children real alternatives, real problems and

concrete materials, and the evidence that didactic teaching using

textbooks was the commonest pattern. Although the reliance on

textbooks and absence of first hand experience might seem

inconsistent with the British primary school tradition, the

evidence of surveys here was equally disappointing. A major

landmark in raising awareness of this was an HMI survey published

in 1978 which identified science as an area of concern in primary

education.

The progress of science teaching in primary schools has been
disappointing; the ideas and materials produced by
curriculum development projects have had little impact on
the majority of schools.	 (DES, 1978. para 5.82)

In making this judgement HMI noted how little evidence they had

found of teaching that extended pupils' skills, developed
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investigations started by pupils, and broadened their

understanding of physical science. They diagnosed the major

obstacle to progress as the lack of appropriate knowledge among

teachers, and proposed steps to improve this, including the

careful deployment of teachers who did have such expertise.

By 1984 a survey of science teaching (Keys. 1987) found that 99%

of English schools taught science to ten year olds, on average

for one hour per week. A fifth usually favoured a topic-based

approach, two fifths normally taught it as a separate subject,

and about 6% as it arose from children 1 s interests. However some

30% gave equal emphasis to more than one approach. The report

indicated that practical work, use of small groups, and some

control over their own learning were experienced by many pupils,

but with considerable teacher direction. Teachers with a science

background tended to devote more time to practical activities.

Two thirds of the teachers of science were general class

teachers.

The subsequent national initiatives and the growth of primary

science are not the focus of this study, but the changing

educational climate and the knowledge base of the teacher in this

case are relevant. The content and character of science

education became a matter of national policy (DES 1985a) and

science was included as part of the core of the proposed national

curriculum (DES. 1987). These political and educational currents

had already started to flow at the time of this study. For
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instance the teacher voiced his concern over the implications of

the mounting pressure for subject studies in primary education

reported at the time (Bolton. 1984). He held beliefs about the

primary curriculum which were in tension with his specialist

expertise and role. He was in fact one of the 10% of teachers of

science to 10 year olds in 198 14 who had studied science as the

main subject in a degree or training course (Keys, 1987, p1414).

He held a post in his school involving consultancy for colleagues

in science and mathematics.

The tradition within which the teacher worked favoured

integration of the curriculum, use of the environment and pupils'

interests. The inclusion of disciplines such as science within

topics. through incidental teaching, or from experiences based on

the local environment, needs to be planned with reference to a

framework of scientific learning. Even in the enthusiastic

support for flexibility in the curriculum from the Plowden Report

there was some recognition of this (Central Advisory Council for

Education, 1967, para 539). Twenty years later the interim

report of the National Curriculum Science Working Group

emphasised that schools and teachers are responsible for

decisions about whether or not to organise the learning in an

integrated way, but that whatever form is chosen planning should

ensure that children have experiences which allow them to

progress in their science learning (DES. 1988a.pp38-9).

The whole pace of the debate over primary science was
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dramatically accelerated by the proposals for a national

curriculum. Many of the issues to be reviewed here crystallised

in the programmes and attainment targets recommended for ages

seven to eleven. The incorporation of technology with science;

the relationship of concepts, skills and attitudes; and the

integration of those subject concerns with a view of learning all

featured in the working party's interim recommendations

concerning seven to eleven year olds (DES, 1988a, ch6). The

final report of the working party (DES. l988b) included a

component on technology in the primary stage. Although

responsibility for this programme was then transferred to the

Design and Technology Working Group in practice primary science

was rapidly accomodating technological activities.

3.3 The Growth of Design, Technology and Problem-solving

The association of technology with science in primary schools has

perhaps been the most rapid of the many changes since this study

began. In fact there had long been a tendency for primary

schools to relate the study of subjects to human needs and to

work in an open-ended way on practical problems. Evans (1980)

had described his introduction of more technological and

design-oriented work at junior school level. In this study the

teacher's view that primary science should be applied (sic) are

examined in Chapter 7. He introduced activities and approaches

which primary schools were just beginning to adopt

enthusiastically under the headings of craft, design and
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technology or problem-solving. One of the techniques was derived

from the author of a book which epitomised the contemporary

influence of design-technology (Williams and Jinks. 1985). There

was growing support from outside schools for the incorporation of

design and technology into primary science and the broader

curriculum, subsequently represented by reports from two bodies

involving industry and education (Engineering Counc1IISCSST,

1985; Design Council, 1986). Interestingly those reports

advocated the group work and integrated approaches of primary

classrooms just as it was becoming subject to criticism from

within education.

An approach to cross curriculum studies in many primary
schools based on problem solving has been introduced only
recently in a number of schools. It has been introduced not
as a new subject but as a way of teaching which crosses
subject boundaries and is already at the heart of good
primary practice. (Engineering Council /SCSST, 1985, p13)

Earlier arguments for problem-solving identified it closel y with

science or technology. The Nuffield Junior Science Project

(1967a)	 suggested that children's practical problem-solving

is essentially a scientific way of working. The distinctions

between design, technology and scientific investigation have

frequently been blurred or the close relationships been

stressed (for instance in Gilbert, 198Th)

3.Q Views on the Nature of Science and its Learning

At the time of this study a major source of discussion in primary

science was the paper by HMI Science Committee (DES, 1983a) whose
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recommendations were later incorporated into a statement of

national policy for science education (DES l985a, paras 18,26).

The opening section of the HMI discussion paper stressed the

match between "the intellectual processes of science" and "what

we know of how children best learn". This equation, and the

emphasis on process, was a familiar position in primary science

nd one that teachers responded to positively. However the

argument in the paper for attention to content and scientific

ideas had been advanced less often, and primary teachers were

more resistant to statements such as "a strong case can be made

for deciding upon some common content and for devising a scheme

that prescribes content" (p7). The teacher in this study wrote

"very contentious" in the margin of his copy next to that

statement. The contested nature of primary science at the time

of this research was conveniently represented in the collection

edited by Richards and Holford (1983) which the teacher began to

read toward the end of the study. Richards noted how the most

contentious issue had been the relative importance of process or

content criteria in planning primary science, contrasting this

with the near unanimity over psychological principles. The

literature concerning the arguments over process and content, and

the related views of science and learning, is reviewed here.

Policies, curriculum materials, and teaching practices in primary

science are underpinned by views on the nature of science and

learning. Where these are made explicit the two are often

closely identified, as in the quotation from HMI above. Implicit
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in the didactic teaching which surveys showed still to be common

was a view of science as firm knowlege and theories from which

deductions were made and tested. The opposite, inductive, view

of science as proceeding from particular observations to more

general knowledge using scientific methods or processes had

influenced curricula from the 1960's. Critiques of popular views

on the nethods of science, and analyses of how scientists

operate in practice, were available (for example in Medawar,

1967) and the contention among philosophers and historians of

science was represented in some collections for teachers (eg

Jenkins and Whitfield, 1974; Squires, 1976; UNESCO, 1980).

However there was little evidence in primary science of awareness

of the arguments. Most published sources and policy statements

on primary science were based on an idealised picture of the

nature of scientific activity. They also often reduced the

methods and processes used by scientists to a simplified notion

of "the scientific method" or "the scientific process". A

representative statement was to be found in a source used by the

teacher during this study.

First and foremost, science is a way of finding answers - a
method of thinking and doing - how the answers are found is
known as the method of science

(Gilbert and Matthews, l98l-l9814,p8).

The emphasis on process in primary science reflected a move away

from factual learning to the fostering of skills and attitudes

which was at the heart of curriculum development projects such as

Nuffield Junior Science (1967a) and Science 5-13, which defined

its overall aim as "the development of an enquiring mind and a
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scientific approach to problems" (Ennever. and Harlen, 1972..p21).

The move implied a shift from a deductive to an inductive view of

science, noted by Harlen (1985a, plO) who went on to argue that

primary science now needs a more realistic view which recognises

that scientific activity is neither purely inductive nor

deductive. The case for process science is often based on its

supposed reflection of the nature of science, and also of pupils'

learning. Millar and Driver (1987). reviewing the evidence from

the philosophy of science, demonstrate that is is not possible to

identify specific scientific processes, and also argue that a

process view of learning is not consistent with what psychology

now has to say.

However the argument that "what is taught to children should

resemble what scientists do - the 'processes' that they carry out

in their own scientific activities" (Gagn et al, 196]) had a

strong influence on the philosophy of British primary teachers

even if it was rarely attributed to the American project, Science

- a Process Approach (SAPA), from which that quote comes. SAPA

explicitly mentioned that an emphasis on process implied a

corresponding de-emphasis on content. In policy and practice

this was to be the trend in the years leading up to the present

study. An early exception to this was the work of the Oxford

Primary Science Project (Redman et al, 1969) which saw science

learning as the accumulation of experiences leading to the

formation of scientific ideas, under four major headings of

energy, structure, chance arid life.
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It is possible to trace the development of the content-process

debate as it readmitted discussion of content. Harlen (1938)

suggested there were content objectives which could be seen as a

set of ideas. generalisations and facts which children should

encounter. The debate has moved from a position where the

question "does content matter in primary science?" had to be

posed (Harlen, 1978). to one where the concern is to explore the

relationship between the learning of process and content. This

began by seeing content as a vehicle for learning science

concepts, skills and attitudes. Recognising that learning cannot

be content-free and involves some process skills, it sought to

articulate the role of those skills in concept building. The

relationship between concept and process came to be viewed as one

of interdependence (Black and Harlen, 1982; Symington et al,

1982).

The opposition of process and content had not provided a useful

basis for practice; and the dichotomy between science as a means

of acquiring skills and attitudes on the one hand, or as learning

information on the other, was always a dichotomy in theory only,

according to Kerr and Engel (1980). They went on to suggest that

it would be more productive to look closely at how children

acquire skills and attitudes as well as an understanding of

essential concepts. It is necessary to review how primary

science has analysed skills, attitudes and concepts before

examining the psychological basis for its teaching of those.
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3.5 Analysis of Processes in Primary Science

The term process is used in a variety of ways which can

complicate the analysis of skills and attitudes. Skills involved

in scientific activities have sometimes been labelled process

skills, and allied to information processing models of learning

(Harlen, 1985a,1985b). Tasker et al (1979) reported that teachers

showed confusion over just what process skills were, using them

to mean cognitive activities in problem solving, or manipulation,

or even to include concepts and attitudes. It might be safer to

speak of skills and attitudes, avoiding the term process, but

that is now firmly established in the vocabulary of primary

science.

Analysis of processes was carried out most thoroughly and

publicly in Britain by the Assesment of Performance Unit (APU).

Their assessments at age 11 (DES 1981,1983b,198 L ,1985b) were

based on a framework made accessible to teachers in a Science_

Report for Teachers (Harlen et al, 1983b). Its summary

emphasised the need to help children acquire specific scientific

skills such as defining patterns in observations, giving

explanations, predicting, hypothesising, controlling variables

and planning investigations.

Other lists were emerging at the time, such as that referring to

ages seven to eleven produced by the committee of the School
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Natural Science Society. which was concerned about the adoption

of the APU lists (SNSS,198 L ). It must be noted that the APU had

stressed its categories were for testing purposes and that

teaching should, for example, develop the different skills and

ideas in unison. Published schemes were providing more or less

detailed accounts of processes, often cross-referenced to

activities. The teachers guide to the LOOK! scheme summarised

the scientific process (sic) in a flow diagram and enumerated ten

steps in the sequence which were systematically related to

activities on the workcards of the scheme (Gilbert and Matthews,

198 L , ppl l4-5). The workcards were one resource used •by the

teacher in this study. The Learning Through Science scheme, to

which he also referred, was based on a broadly conceived set of

processes for science learning that were not spelt out in

detailed relationship to the activities until the guide for the

series was produced later in the project (Richards, Collis and

Kincaid, 1985).

Investigations by pupils and ex periments by scientists can be

analysed without claiming the two are identical. The

distinctions are noted in the discussion of science skills in

Longman Scienceworld, which presents teachers with a more

realistic picture of the nature of scientific activities than the

conventional view (Presst, 1987,pplO L1-5). Nor need analysis

assume a necessary sequence in which processes are used and

learnt.	 Harlen (1985a,p25) represents six main process skills in

a form that deliberately avoids suggesting a sequence or
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priority:

observation	 interpretation of information

hypothesising	 raising questions

devising investigations	 communicating

All the items are seen by Harlen as part of the total process of

investigation, and all were witnessed in the present study. The

teacher was particulary concerned with those which involved

pupils in planning and pursuing investigations based on their own

questions.

Detailed analysis of pupils' performance in planning was included

in the APU monitoring, and later made available to primary

teachers in their report on Planning Scientific Investigations at

Age 11 (Harlen, 1986). The surveys showed that activities

concerned with planning, controlling variables and making

decisions about designing and recording observations were low on

teachers' priorities. The evidence on children's planning showed

that their performance fell progressively as they encountered

later steps in the sequence of planning. This did not mean they

could not carry out the investigation and pay implicit attention

to such steps as controlling variables. But the complex picture

did suggest that more attention should be given to explicit

planning, linked with the implementation of such plans and their

review in the light of those investigations. This emphasises the

importance of practical investigation but points to the need to
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make more use of that to encourage children to think as well as

do.

A closely related issue has emerged with the growth of

design-technology in primary schools, noted in the introductory

section of this review. Emphasis on a linear design process

involving pre-planning is found in curriculum material, such as

that encountered by the teacher in this case (BBC.1982). Many

variants of that appeared as a technological dimension was

introduced into the primary curriculum (eg Williams and Jinks,

1985; County of Avon, 1985; Engineering Council/SCSST,1985).

The variations generally identify a starting point in some given

or recognised problem, followed by a sequence of reviewing

possible solutions, selecting and trying out a preferred

solution, evaluating and perhaps modifying. Solutions often

involve making and testing, and primary technology has been

particularly concerned with this stage. Craft skills and the

application or extension of scientific learning have been closely

linked to the technological activities. The similarities to

planning and carrying out scientific investigations have been

stressed, but a few later publications have also noted the

differences. For instance Johnsey (1986) prefaces practical

advice with a comparison of scientific investigation and the

problem-solving process of design-technology. He summarises the

scientific process (sic) as proceeding from observations, through

questions, to the design and carrying out of experiments which
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may give results that answer the question posed. The problem

solving process he summarises as flowing from the identification

of a problem that needs solving to the consideration of possible

solutions, one of which is selected for trial by making and

modifying a device. Johnsey notes that it is helpful for

teachers to clarify in their minds the distinctions even though

they are closely connected in practice.

3.6 Analysis of Concepts in Primary Science

By the time of the present study primary teachers were already

responding to the call for a more balanced science education,

including experiences of technology and physical science to

complement the traditional emphasis on biology (see for example

the evidence of APU surveys in DES, 198 L1, p22). There was wide

acceptance of the proposal that children in primary school should

study living things, materials, energy and forces which was made

by HMI (DES,1983) and subsequently incorporated into Science

5-16: a Policy Statement (DES.1985). However it was unusual for

detailed concept maps to be included in the earlier published

schemes available at the time of the study. The major exception

was the LOOK! scheme which aimed to cover key scientific ideas in

a balanced way, by basing the work on seventy one concepts

(Gilbert and Matthews, 1981-198 L4). The APU had devised

statements that formed the content base for their testing

(APU, 1978). These were the basis for many proposed concept lists

in later publications and policy statements. LEA guidelines
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differ in the extent to which they specify concepts. Some have

listed or analysed concepts in their policy statements, from

Leeds (Squires. 1980) to Cornwall (1987). Others, such as the

authority in which this study was conducted, did not favour such

explicit lists and in any case emphasised processes.

The specification of concepts as a framework for knowledge and

understanding in primary science within the proposed national

curriculum, featured in the interim report of the Science Working

Group (DES, 1988a, table 2). Although there is growing

recognition by teachers of the importance of ideas as well as

processes in the scientific education of primary pupils the finer

conceptual analysis will not be easily incorporated into primary

practice. The limited scientific knowledge and confidence with

scientific ideas of many primary teachers is only one constraint.

The production of concept lists and arguments for a more

structured approach to planning have clashed with a primary

tradition based on an integrated view of the curriculum and a

model of learning and teaching often associated with the Plowden

report (see Gilbert, 1987b for an example of this clash). The

final report of the Science Working Group (DES,1988b) proposed

thirteen attainment targets and related programmes of study

around which primary schools will have to plan their teaching of

scientific concepts. The report emphasised that this can be

implemented in a variety of ways, including the use of integrated

topics (p96-97). The practicalities of this and the resolution

of tensions between primary traditions and a conceptual framework
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for planning and assessing will be a major item on the agenda of

primary schools into the 1990's.

3.7 Theories of Learninq in Primar y Science

The dominant model of learning in primary education at the time

of this study was still Piagetian. Many acknowledgements to

Piaget's work occured in writing about primary science, from

lsaacs (1958,1962), through the Nuffield Junior Science Project

(1967a), to the modification underpinning Science 5-13 (Ennever

and Harlen, 1972). Frequently reference was made to a general

view about learning and the processes of science, as well as to

concepts and stages of development.

The Plowden report's developmental emphasis was linked with

Piaget's work (Central Advisory Council for Education, 1967,

chapter 2 and paras 521-535). It also explicitly summarised the

treatment of primary science in the phrase "learning by

discovery" (para 669). That phrase conveyed several features of

the psychological position underlying much primary science: the

importance attached to pupils' experience and activity; the

developmental view of learning; the unpredictability and

individuality of concept acquisition; the value of questions and

enquiries generated by the learner; and some uncertainty over the

role of the teacher and language in learning. The Nuffield
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Junior Science Project is often cited as the proponent of

discovery learning, although the term is rarely used in its

teachers' guide. It did however state several principles, such

as the importance of experience and of active problem-solving,

which it explicitly derived from Piaget (Nuffield Junior

Science, 1967a, p22).

The first issue of a new journal for primary teachers in 1973

included a specific rationale for discovery science, alongside

critiques and commentaries on the concept of discovery (Richards,

1973). Arguments over the meaning of the term 'discovery'

introduced alternative psychological perspectives such as those

of Bruner, Gagne' and Ausubel. McClelland (1983) later advocated

Ausubel's theory of meaningful learning and contrasted it with

the dominant Piagetian tradition, emphasising the role of

verbally presented material and the tendency to oversimplify

Piaget's notion of action. The importance of language, the role

of previous 'earning, and the structuring of learning experiences

implied a more active role for the teacher. Work such as

Donaldson's (1978) on Piagetian tasks indicated the effect of

context on pupils' performance.

The Piagetian tradition, and emerging challenges to this were

succinctly located at the time of this study by Richards

(Richards and Hotford, 1983, p7). The major features of a

Piagetian position, in which scientific ideas are constructed

rather than deduced, were summarised for secondary teachers,
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along with a critique and a discussion of . alternative

psychological positions, in Driver (1983,ch6). The most

important development has been the elaboration of a

constructivist view of learning as a basis for science teaching.

This stresses the influence of individual learners' existing

conceptualisations and purposes on the meanings they construct as

they seek to make sense of the world. It has been closely

associated with the study of children's ideas and the

implications these have for the teaching of scientific concepts

in secondary education (see for instance Driver and Oldham,

1985).

3.8 Views on the Learning and Teaching of Concepts

Scientific concepts and logical structures were examined in

detail in Piaget's original studies. Piagetian accounts of how

children construct their understanding offered teachers insights

into the acquisition of specific scientific ideas and a general

position from which to view learning. By the time of the present

study the investigation of pupils' construction of their

scientific ideas had become a major strand in science education

research, with particular potential for influencing practice, as

noted by Kempa (198 L4). A number of terms had been attached to

the ideas of pupils, such as alternative conceptions and

frameworks, or children's science. In a contemporary article

Osborne, Bell and Gilbert (1983) summarised their meaning for the

term children's science and the ways it differed from the
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generally accepted scientific viewpoints of scientists. By

children's science they meant the views of the world and the

meanings for words which children develop before they are

formally taught science. They noted how young children tend to a

self-centred, or human-centred view, of things and have

difficulty with the kinds of abstractions and constructs

scientists deal in. Children's interest in particular

explanations for specific events contrasts with scientists'

concern for more general, coherent explanations. They

illustrated how children may hold views that are very different

from scientists', and how difficulties in changing those to more

conventional views may be compounded by our everday language.

The work of Osborne and colleagues in the Learning in Science

Project (LISP) has been a particularly rich source in this field,

later to become more accessible to primary teachers in Osborne

and Freyberg (1985) and Harlen (1985b). Some of the ideas which

arose in the present case study, for example concerning force and

motion, have been the subject of studies in LISP and elsewhere

(eg Osborne, 1980; Osborne, Schollum and Hill, 1981; Stead, 1980;

Stead and Osborne, 1980; Watts, 1983). Many used the techniques

of interviewing pupils about instances shown in drawings. In the

LISP studies for example children from seven upwards were asked

whether they considered there was a force acting in each drawing,

to probe for their own meanings of the term force. Frequently

they revealed human-centred and non-Newtonian views, for example

that force is in a body, and associated concepts of friction and
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gravity that were at odds with standard scientific viewpoints.

Despite variations between studies and a range of ideas among

children it does seem that there are a limited number of

alternative conceptions which commonly recur. Osborne, Schollum

and Hill (1983) summarised their findings with regard to force,

friction, and gravity. The influence of everyday usage of the

term force, and its close association with action and movement,

was evident. Friction was often associated only with movement

between solids and identified with heat energy. Gravity was

viewed by some pupils as increasing with height above the earth,

or as absent above the atmosphere, and acting as a push rather

than a pull. A significant number of children did express more

standard scientific ideas however.

Such research can inform the practice of primary science. This

will be more likely if teachers are themselves involved in

studies of young pupils using appropriate methodologies.

Practitioners can then gain insights into the ideas held by their

own pupils and contribute to the wider knowledge base. They can

also be involved in the exploration of appropriate strategies for

working with pupils' ideas. There is as yet little evidence of

the best ways to teach for conceptual change in the context of

primary school science. The Primary Science Processes and

Concepts Education Project (SPACE) is investigating pupils' ideas

and teaching strategies with a number of teachers in the context

of their normal classroom practice. The strategies include

encouraging children to test their own ideas and to generalise
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from specific instances (Harlen, nd). The application of such

strategies will require primary teachers not only to extend their

practice but also to examine their views about learning and

teaching. The teacher in the present case engaged in such an

examination.	 His reflections upon his views and on the ways

in which he could use his own knowledge to extend pupils' ideas

will be reported.

British primary practice can also learn from three curriculum

development projects with a constructivist perspective working in

different contexts. The Planning and Teaching Intermediate

Science study in the USA modified curriculum materials and

observed teachers using them (Smith and Anderson, 1983). It

highlighted difficulties in teaching for conceptual change,

including the cognitive overload experienced by teachers and the

constraints of their own implicit theories which strongly

determined their teaching approaches. In Britain the Children's

Learning in Science Project works with secondary teachers on

strategies for conceptual change. Teaching sequences based on a

constructivist view of learning have been developed (see for

instance Driver and Oldham, 1985). The extension of this work in

a continuity project including pupils from 5 years old is

involving primary and secondary teachers in the identification of

pupils' ideas and the development of teaching approaches in one

topic area as a basis for further work (Book, Driver and Hind,

1988). In New Zealand LISP generated a primary project. The

perspective of that project, based on the premise that children
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"do things, ask questions of themselves and others and seek to

make sense of their world", was that

teaching science in the primary school should help children
to achieve more meaningful (1) interaction with their world,
Meaningfulness has two aspects, viz, being able to do

things, and being able to make sense of the world. We would
argue that the development of both aspects should be
possible at the primary level.

(1) Meaningful interaction involves process and content.
By adoption of the concept of meaningfulness as a guiding
princip'e, arguments about how much emphasis should be
placed on one or the other may become unnecessary.
(Symington, Osborne, Freyberg and White, 1982, p3)

The work of Osborne and his colleagues led them to adopt a

generative model of learning which sought to combine

constructivist views of concept learning with information -

processing perspectives. In that view sensory input and memory

lead to the creation of tentative meanings which are tested

against existing ideas in the long term memory through the

learner's processing strategies (Harlen and Osborn,195h

Harlen has shared these ideas with primary teachers, providing an

account of the role of process skills in the development of ideas

in particular (1985a, chapter 3). This relation between the

learning of ideas and skills was reflected in the interim report

of the National Curriculum Science Working Group (DES. 1988, p18)

where skills were noted as involved in the linking of experiences

to existing ideas.

3.9 Views on the Learning and Teaching of Processes

Despite the emphasis on process in primary science most of the
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psychological sources cited are concerned with conceptual

learning. Limited reference is made to research on how skills

are learnt and attitudes are formed.

The work of Gagn has had some general infuence as a

psychological source in science education, as well as its

specific role in the identification of process hierarchies in

SAPA (Gagn et al,1967). The principle of breaking complex

learning down into components has been adopted more often than

the detailed application of the types of learning in Gagns

hierarchy.

Skills have been analysed to identify sub-skills or levels of

performance for assessment purposes (notably in the APU surveys).

Criteria	 for three levels of development were defined for

skills, attitudes and concepts in the Progress in Learning

Science Project (Match and Mismatch. 1977). Published schemes

have identified steps in the development of skills to guide

teachers (for instance, Presst, 1988a). Most recently the

analysis of skills in terms of lines of development featured in

the drafting of proposals for programmes of work and attainment

levels for the National Curriculum tDES,1988a}. Those proposals

noted that progress along lines of development will depend on the

range of experiences in which skills are used.

Underlying much of the literature in primary science has been an

implicit view of the need for skills to be actively used, and the
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importance of practice and application.

we made a case for children to carry out activities, during
which they became familiar with, and practice, the various
aspects of process. This is to help them think
scientifically when faced with a problem.

(Gilbert and Matthews, 1981-198 14, p114)

The need for a critical analysis of how skills are learnt, and of

the extent to which they are transferred, has become more acute

as a generalised model of problem-solving has been attached to

science learning. The psychological basis for asserting that

children will develop general problem-solving abilities from

limited experience in science or technology is uncertain, to say

the least. Advances in training for problem-solving have led

psychologists to be more optimistic that thinking can be taught

within specific contexts. In a discussion of the evidence

relating to the teaching of specific knowledge and general skills

Mayer (1983) concluded that

successful courses in problem solving are courses that
emphasise specific language and strategies applicable within
a specific domain. 	 (p3SO)

In the light of their review of sixty years of problem-solving in

science teaching Champagne and Klopfer (1981) pointed to the need

for a clear definition of what problem-solving ability is and for

clarification of what children should be expected to attain.

The learning of attitudes is often stressed in primary science

and specific attitudes which encourage or facilitate scientific

activity identified. For instance many lists leg Harlen, 1985a;
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DES, 1988a3 feature curiosity, respect for evidence,

perseverance, critical reflection, and co-operation, which were

all relevant to the pupils' work in this study. The importance

of attitudes and the role of the teacher in their development is

noted in many publications on primary science or technology.

Other influences may be mentioned, but reference to evidence on

how attitudes are learnt is rare and often tentative. Gilbert

(1987a), noting that there is not one easy answer as to how

attitudes might be influenced, added that

(attitudes) may possibly be influenced by, amongst other things,
peer and teacher example. reasoning and discussion and, probably
most important, a sense of personal achievement (p8).

Harlen (1985a, chs. 2 and 7) provided detailed analysis of

attitudes and skills, and of the teacher's role in their

learning. She noted the importance in teaching attitudes of

showing an example, providing opportunities for the attitudes to

be expressed in behaviour, and creating a classroom climate which

gives approval to that.	 She summarised a teacher's

role in skill development as the provision of materials, time,

and the appropriate environment; the design of suitable tasks;

encouraging and participating in discussions; and teaching

necessary techniques and conventions.

Research into the effects of different teaching approaches on

outcomes has not been reviewed here as the focus of the study was

on the teacher's thinking, and his practice was related to that

rather than to measures of pupils' learning. Underlying the
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practice of primary science are views of what is to be learnt and

how this occurs. Tensions and changes in these views have been

explored in this review. Harlen and Osborne (1983; 1985. p133)

argued that a rationale for primary science should in fact start

from a vision of the way in which we want children to learn and

the kind of learning we wish to promote, rather than from some

general "aims of primary science". They argued that such a

rationale could provide a basis for decisions about a teacher's

role, organisation of a class, content and activities.

Their own generative model of learning was located within a more

general 'model of models' (sic) which represented the essential

features of a model for learning and teaching. Figure 3.1 shows

the components of that general model, in which the double arrows

indicate that linked features should be consistent in whatever

particular vision of learning underpins the teaching.
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hypotheses about the
experiences that bring
about this learning

view of learning

learning
experiences

statement of the
learning intended

statement of
aim (or aims)
of teaching

aim of
teaching

-	 description of roles and procedures required to
provide the intended learning experiences:

classroom	 children's role teacher's role role of materials
roles	 intended types intended	 intended nature
and	 of interaction	 types of	 source, and use
procedures	 with other	 interaction

children, with with children;
teacher and	 organization
with materials of children,

time and
materials

criteria for evaluating the roles, procedures
and outcomes (eg are the children having the
intended opportunities? are they learning in
a way consistent with the model? is the
teacher giving the support/guidance
envisaged? what is the teacher learning?)

Fjqure 3.1	 Features of a model of learning for primary science
(from Harlen and Osborne, 1983, figure 1)
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3.10 Organisation of the Review of Literature on Teachers'

Thinking

The growth of research in the field of teachers' thinking has

created a substantial body of literature relevant to the present

case. However it has been accompanied by a proliferation of

terminology, methodology and conceptual frameworks. This

diversity has prompted calls for consolidation by the research

community (Calderhead, 1987b; Clark, 1986, Verloop, 1987). To

locate the present study in relation to the literature it is

necessary to provide an introductory overview conceptualising the

field. This will be followed by brief reference to the arguments

for situating a study of thinking in its particular context.

Then the literature will be reviewed in relation to three aspects

of thinking referred to as teachers' theories; planning (or

preactive and postactive thinking); and interactive thinking

(thinking in lessons). Finally the case for a study which

integrates those aspects, and classroom action, wiJI be Jinked to

models of teachers' thinking and practice.

3.11 Why Study Teachers' Thinking?

Historically the study of teachers thinking can be seen as

growing in the 1970's as a response to the limitations of a

research approach which emphasised teacher behaviours, as Clark

and Peterson (1983) and Calderhead (1987a) have described.

Growing interest in studying teachers thoughts to inform our
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understanding of classrooms was accompaffled by concern over their

role in mediating curriculum development (eg Olson, 1980). The

shift to a view of teachers as more active agents and reflective

professionals supported this. Descriptions of life in classrooms

(Jackson, 1968), and the growth of qualitative research involving

teachers, have pointed toward the goal of "portraying and

understanding good teaching in all its irreducible complexity and

difficulty" (Clark, 1986, pl'4). 	 In that critical review of a

decade of research Clark also notes its failure to address

important problems in education, and the content and substance of

teaching. Recently researchers have been motivated by the need

to attend to subject knowledge in studies of novice and

experienced teachers to understand how they build and use their

professional knowledge in practice, (Berliner, 1987; Shulman,

1986). There now exists a diversity of motives for studies in

this field to match the profusion of approaches and conceptual

frameworks. At the most general level the goal may be

a portrayal of teaching for use by educational theorists,
researchers, policy makers, curriculum designers, teacher
educators, school administrators, and by teachers themselves
(Clark and Peterson, 1983, p1).

More limited objectives are appropriate for individual studies,

but they need to be seen in the wider context if they are not to

increase the fragmentation of the field. The present case study

was prompted by a concern to explicate relationships between

thinking and action in the substantive area of primary science,

through a research approach consistent with a view of teachers as

thoughtful professionals. It also sought to provide a portrayal
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with value for both teachers and researchers. Specifically it

aimed to analyse the elements of thinking and integrate them in a

coherent account which practitioners could relate to their own

situations, and researchers to the wider field of teacher

thinking. Halkes and Olson (198 L1) have suggested that research

into teacher thinking can make a contribution to persisting

problems in education in three areas:

first, to an understanding of what teachers see as
significant in their work, with implications for in-service
strategies; second, in showing better ways of communication
with teachers who become partners in action-research or
teacher education; third, by informing curriculum planners
about the interaction between given plans and what teachers
think about what they do. (p6)

The present case study has implications for primary science,

in-service education and collaborative research on teachers'

thinking that are summarised in Chapter iLL

3.12 Conceptualising the Field

The way in which the research field is conceptualised will

determine the contribution it can make to the understanding of

teaching and to practice. The purposes of any study will on the

other hand influence the choice of a conceptual model. It is

part of the argument of this thesis that a study of thinking and

action should aim for an integrated account, but one which

identifies the elements and their relationships. This would

clearly be easier were there integration and consensus in the

literature. However in the light of the diversity noted above.

and the methodological arguments in Chapter 2, it would have been
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inappropriate and premature to impose any comprehensive model at

the outset. It was more realistic to begin from an examination

of frameworks which might serve as working models for structuring

the field and approaching this study. The frameworks available

reflected their conceptual underpinnings more or less explicitly.

At the time of this study there was a move from the adoption of

models from psychology which likened teachers to decision-makers,

or limited information-processors, toward a view of the teacher

as a reflective professional making sense of the world and

testing theories in action. Shavelson and Stern (1981) provided

an overview of the research on teachers' judgements, decisions

and behaviour that had a psychological basis in the

information-processing of teachers and the limits to that.

Information-processing and decision-making have been popular

models, tending to foster different types of research, as pointed

out by Clark (1980). Other, more subjective, models have arisen

as the major alternative in recent years and they are associated

with different approaches and interpretations, for example of

routines and dilemmas as discussed by Halkes (1986) ,. In essence

subjectivist models see such features as reflecting the

complexity of teaching and interpret them in terms of the

personal perspectives of teachers, often seeking to stay close to

their meanings rather than reduce them to the categories imposed

by the researcher.

The present case study is in the subjectivist tradition but does
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not reject insights gained from other approaches. For example.

the thinking during lessons has been informed by studies based on

a view of teachers as decision-makers, and the links between

thoughts during planning and teaching have been illuminated by

information-processing models. However a teacher's actions and

associated thoughts need to be seen as part of a personal

performance in a particular context. The study of decisions in a

lesson, and of teachers plans, needs to take account of the frame

of reference of the individual teacher.

Apparently unreasonable behaviour, decisions and inexplicable

thoughts may make sense when interpreted in the light of

teachers' beliefs and aims, as Morine-Dershimer (1984) found from

re-analysis of data on four teachers. The plans of teachers

cannot be isolated from their context or their other concerns and

their values as Aikenhead (1984) demonstrated in a study of

science teachers.

Decision-making may be recognised as an artful, skilled process

involving values as Hargreaves (1979) described it. The

underlying conception in most studies has been of the teacher as
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a rational decision-maker, constantly assessing situations and

making or deferring decisions on the evidence. It has directed

research to the identification of the antecedents of decisions,

the alternatives and the reasons teachers give for their

decisions. Information-processing models have focussed less on

the decisions teachers must make and more on the ways they cope

with a complex environment and flow of information. They reflect

a view of human information-processing and problem-solving based

on analogies with limited capacity central processors in

computing. There is apparent potential in such a view for

modelling the ways that teachers cope with complex situations,

but it should be seen as simply another metaphor for reducing the

complexity of thinking. It is not a substitute for understanding

the subjective experience and practice of teachers. Internal

critics have also argued that the emphasis on processing in

cognitive psychology has been narrowing (Claxton, 1980). Claxtori

noted the tacit, unobservable nature of much cognition and

recommended a shift to a more active image of man-as-scientist

trying out theories as described by Kelly (1955). The subjective

theories in many studies of teacher& thinking draw upon Kelly's

model and methods. More generally they are concerned to reflect

the personal, action-oriented and dynamic nature of professional

thinking. In particular they have been associated with the

beliefs and theories held by teachers. There are dangers in

identifying scientific theories with the personal knowledge of

teachers, as Bromme t198 L ) has argued. For example the

systematic testing of scientific hypotheses may bear only a
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limited resemblance to the actual practice of professionals. A

view of the action and thinking of professionals that avoids such

over-identification, yet has many similarities with a Kellyian

perspective, has been developed by Schon (1983;1987).

Schon's model of reflection-in-action is one in which

professionals' thinking and doing are related and the

practitioner can bring his knowledge to bear in new, unique.

situations. It recognises that much knowing is tacit and

embedded in the actions, but does not reduce that to automatic

unthoughtful performance. Rather it provides a picture wherein

reflection can be related to action at a number of levels.

Knowing-in-action refers to the sort of knowhow revealed in the

skilled actions of professionals, which they may not be able to

make verbally explicit; the teacher in the present study had

spoken of his own practice and that of other teachers as "just

intelligent teaching". Schon refers to the process of reflection

on that action, either in passing or later, in terms of

reflection-in-action. This draws upon a professional's existing

repertoire of exemplars, ideas, images and understandings and

actions which can be tested against the situation. Both ends and

means are reviewed in this process and the repertoire may be

enriched. The picture and concepts developed by Schon promised a

realistic yet rigorous model with which to underpin the analysis

of thoughtful practice in the present case. Schon t s model and

the terminology were developed from work with a number of

professions; although his accounts of reflective practice may
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transfer to some aspects of the classroom.Iife it may not match

what is found empirically. Rather than adopting his model

uncritically it is more appropriate to follow Schon's approach to

uncovering the structure of professional thinking; ie, through

the examination of the actual practice of experienced

professionals as they reflect-in-action. This is what the

present case study set out to do with one teacher.

3.13 A DescriDtive Framework for Defininci the Field

In their review Clark and Peterson devised the model in figure

3.2 as a device to make sense of the field (1981, fig 1). They

claimed no empirical validity for their representation but

provided it as an advance organiser in approaching the

literature. It is used in this review for that purpose and was

adopted initially in the study as framework to guide the

collection and initial analysis. Clark and Peterson's heading of

constraints and opportunities is extended in this review and in

the study to a wider view of the context in the term situation.

In the domain of teachers' thought processes the figure

identifies three aspects of thinking: theories; planning

(incorporating preactive thinking before lessons and postactive

thinking after lessons); and thinking during lessons (often

referred to as interactive thinking). These are reviewed in turn

in this chapter. and related to one another and to classroom

actions. In Chapter L the development of a working model from

the interplay between the data and the literature is described.
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Underpinning that was a conceptualisation of practice consistent

with the view provided by Schon, and a concern to produce an

integrated account of thinking and action which was close to the

case.

3. 1Li Influences of the Immediate Setting and the Broader Context

on Teachers' Thinking

There are particular reasons for including an analysis of the

situation in any study of teachers' thinking. First, thinking

occurs in relation to specific situations, and is oriented toward

real, recalled or imagined action. Second, it is influenced by

the setting and the broader context. Third, it is personal and

so partakes of the individual teacher's experience.

The immediate setting of the classroom is the most obvious

feature which may influence a teachers thought and behaviour.

Constraints and opportunities can be identified, for instance the

space and resources available. Pressures of time and pupil

numbers are commonly felt. Such factors do not operate

independently and ecological studies which describe the classroom

setting as a whole rather in terms of discrete elements may be

appropriate, as argued by Doyle (1979). Doyle's research has

emphasised the inherent complexity of classrooms and in

particular the demands of management which may constrain the

academic intentions. Carter and Doyle (1987) suggest that the

difficulties encountered in introducing new and challenging work
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are likely to lead to the modification of tasks to reduce the

challenge and ease management. This may be particularly true in

active science lessons when the management of a flow of action

dominates the teacher's thoughts, as illustrated in some case

studies cited by Smith and Sendelbach (1982). In the present

case the teacher sought to make pupils accept more responsibility

for their investigations, and pursue their own ideas in lessons

that placed new demands on them and him. The influence of

management concerns and pupil responses on his thinking needs to

be analysed. Doyle and others teg Winne and Marx, 1982) have

noted the role of pupils as active agents in the realisation of

the lesson, and as mediators of the tasks set. This highlights

the importance of attending to the interaction between learners

and teacher, and the situation within which this occurs.

Features common to primary and elementary classrooms have been

noted, but the variations between situations also need attention.

Teachers' thinking and practice may be quite situation specific.

For instance studies which identify the role of planning in

transforming published curriculum materials, like that of Smith

and Sendelbach, were conducted in a situation where the

curriculum is based on such material. In the present study the

teacher used published resources in a very different fashion and

had considerable autonomy over curriculum decisions and the

conduct of his classroom. Variations between situations need to

be considered in relating studies and specific features

identified in each case. This does not restrict the analysis to
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particulars of the classroom but indicates that the wider

educational context also needs to be defined. Although it may be

difficult to relate the thoughts and classroom behaviour of

teachers to prevailing ideologies and outside influences, as

noted by Calderhead (198 14), some studies have traced links. In a

series of studies on decision-making Schmidt and colleagues

included external influences, such as local directives, along

with internal ones, such as the teacher's subject matter

priorities, and detected different patterns of content

decision-making (Schmidt et al, 1987). A study of sixty

elementary teachers by Bussis, Chittenden and Amarel (1976)

explored the thinking and practice of teachers in relation to

their ideology of open education, and included their perceptions

of outside support. A number of influences traced in the present

study are related to the teacher's theories and practice, his

previous experience and his career concerns. The case for

including those wider features of the situation in a study of

teaching was made by Goodson (1983) in arguing for the

rehabilitation of life-history. Goodson noted that a teacher's

previous career and life experiences will shape his views and

actions, and that his life outside school will impact on his

work. The origins of teachers' knowledge, and links between the

various psychological and social contexts of their work, were

examined in a study reported by Zeichner, Tabachnik, and Densmore

(1987). Zeichner et al traced the development of elementary

student teachers and emphasised the interactions of individual

and institutional factors. They identified their subjects'
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perspectives on knowledge and the curriculum, teachers and

pupils, and turned to the concept of dilemmas to interpret those

perspectives. That concept was derived from the work of Berlak

and Berlak (1981), which explored some apparent contradictions in

the practice of primary education.

The term dilemmas has been used in a number of ways in the

literature, It may be used simply to convey that conflicts are

inherent in classroom practice, or to relate them to the values

and theories of teachers. Dilemmas can also refer to

contradictions between the particular situation and the theories

that teachers hold, such as those faced by Zeichner's subjects.

3.15 Teachers' Theories

It has already been argued that it is necessary to include

analysis of teachers' beliefs and theories in order to make

sense of their thinking and their actions. Munby (1982)

suggested that neglect of this had flawed many earlier studies,

particularly where it had been assumed that teachers and

researchers shared the same perceptions. Clark and Peterson

(1983) saw the purpose of research into teachers' theories as

being to make explicit their frames of reference. The implicit

nature of such theories makes them challenging to research.

However they are central to a study which seeks to unpack an

individual teacher's thinking and practice in order to produce an

integrated account. They incorporate cognitive and affective
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dimensions of professional knowledge which is personally held and

related to action.

3.15.1 Terminology and conceptualisation of studies of

teachers' theories

The methodo'ogy, concepts and terminology in studies of teachers'

theories vary greatly, but some common ground can be detected.

This is illustrated by the use of the term personal in such

studies, which has been reviewed by Clandinin and Connelly

(1986). In their review of twelve studies they conclude that

they have much in common in their concern to understand the

content of teachers' thought, although some are more focussed on

the form in which it is held. Clandinin and Connelly suggest

that despite using different methodologies and terms, such as

"principles", "constructs". "criteria" and "conceptions", many

studies seem to give similar answers to the question of what is

in the teacher's mind. Others however produce "longer, more

complex, less precise, and more context dependent accounts" which

"yield understandings different in kind" (1986, p27). Clandinin

and Connelly argue that the relationship of theories to previous

experience and to action is assumed rather than unpacked in most

studies. They also note the need to incorporate an affective

dimension, suggesting that most studies conceive of teacher

thought in cognitive terms. Their interpretations have been

questioned by some of the authors of those studies in the ensuing

debate (eg Marland, 1987). In their own research the notion of
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personal combined action, experiences and feeling in an

integrated picture of personally held knowledge (Connelly and

Clandinin, 1984, pl36).

One productive approach to the theories of teachers is based on a

constructivist psychology. It often adopts the position and

methods of Kelly's (1955) personal construct theory, identifying

teachers' constructs with an emphasis on their views of

knowledge. Olson (1982b), in an issue of Interchange devoted to

constructivism and education, welcomed the holistic, humanistic

concern of the approach and the opportunity it offered for

understanding teachers' actions and changing practice. Such

concerns are by no means restricted to constructivism. Studies

in that tradition have shared a good deal of common ground with

ethnomethodology, symbolic interactionism and phenomenology, as

pointed out in the same issue by Pope (1982,p3). Drawing upon a

Kellyian perspective, Pope argued that theories of knowledge will

be integrated into the repertoire of constructs which a teacher

holds, and analysed their implicit theories (Pope and Scott,

19814). The notion of a repertoire is found in other studies

using different pespectives, and was developed in this case

following the teacher's use of the term. Metaphors used by

teachers have been seen as a promising way of using teachers'

language to understand their thinking by Munby (1986), who has

shifted to this approach from his earlier use of the techniques

of construct theory (Munby. 1983).
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Other studies have referred to teacher's implicit or intuitive

theories. Several by Pope and colleagues, and by Smith and

Anderson (eg,1983). are concerned with science education and also

indicate how the construction of the learners' ideas may be

studied in relation to those of the teacher. The need to develop

such links has been pointed out in recent commentaries on the

direction of research in teacher thinking (eg Calderhead, 1987b).

Studies with different orientations have used terms such as

personal principles, perspectives, criteria and practical

knowledge. In some cases these reflect the integration of

beliefs, understandings and views about teaching with wider

values through the teachers' practice. This can be seen in three

studies with different approaches. Janesick (1977) undertook a

long ethnographic study of a teacher and developed an account of

the teacher's perspective about his role. The perspective was

defined as a reflective, socially-derived interpretation of

experience which formed the basis for subsequent action. It

combined beliefs, intentions and behaviour which interacted and

were modified. Elbaz (1983) constructed a picture of one

teacher's practical knowledge from interview data. She described

practical knowledge as the integration of personal beliefs,

values and all kinds of knowledge oriented to the practical

situations in which the teacher operated. Halkes and Deijkers

(198 Z4) used repertory grid, stimulated recall and questionnaire

to explore the personal subjective criteria teachers try to keep

constant while teaching. They termed these teaching criteria,
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which include personal action rules, principles, intentions, and

images of teaching-learning. Each of these studies has different

terms and descriptions. However each illustrates the possibility

of identifying the ingredients of a teacher's personal theories

and integrating them in relation to classroom action.

3. 15.2 The content of teachers' theories

What are the elements of teachers' theories which research has

examined? A few studies have focussed on particular features

such as discipline, or how to handle aggression (Krause, 1986).

Some have explored the teachers' conceptions of teaching a

subject, eg reading in Duffy (1981). Their theories of teaching

science have been studied in relation to the difficulties in

implementing curricula (eg Olson, 1982). Subject knowledge has

been studied in relation to other elements of professional

knowledge in science teachers by Shulman and colleagues (eg

Wilson, Shulman and Richert, 1987). Broader understanding and

views of teaching and learning may encompass subject teaching or

be studied in the context of an overall ideology of education, as

they were in the work of Bussis, Amarel and Chittenden (1976).

In that study elementary teachers' understandings of curriculum

and children were analysed in relation to teaching priorities,

personal values and their espoused commitment to open education.

Some studies of personal knowledge include an individual's

awareness of the mileu in which they operate and of themselves.

Teachers' feelings and.their images of teaching feature in the
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work of Elbaz (1983) and that of Clandinin (1986). In the

present case study there is evidence of the teacher's knowledge

and beliefs concerning the substantive field of primary science

as well as those about teaching, learning, children, the

situation and himself. These are identified and related to one

another and the action. His views of learning and images of how

that should occur played a central role in the organisation of

his thoughts and actions. There were tensions between elements

of his theories, and in their relation to the behavioural world

which led to dilemmas. His responses to those dilemmas did

themselves give insights into his theories and had the potential

for modifying and enriching them.

3.15.3 Dilemmas and teachers' theories

Argyris and Schon (1974) pointed out that dilemmas arising from

conflicts among theories, or between theories and practice, could

initiate the building of new theory. Their contrast of the

theories espoused by professionals and the theories-in-use which

underpin their actual practice has been a productive one for

teacher research. A similar notion of the gap between intention

and performance has been a source for research with, or by,

teachers as discussed for instance by Ebbutt (1983) and Hopkins

(1985). In the example cited by Hopkins, of teachers in the Ford

Teaching ProjecL the gap was between the espoused theory of

independent learning and the practice in primary classrooms. The

discovery of discrepancies between these was frequently stressful
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for the teachers concerned: this underlines the affective aspect

and the difficulties in changing theories-in-use.

3.16 Teachers' Planning

Between theories and actions lie plans. That at least is the

simplest way of locating planning thoughts, which may be seen as

the translation of general theories and intentions into more

specific plans for action. In that picture evaluation would

follow and a clear distinction could be made between the

preactive, interactive, and postactive phases of thinking. This

linear model and separation of the phases, however, does not seem

to be reflected either in practice or in the literature.

Cyclical models, such as that developed by Yinger (1977) from his

study of one teacher's planning, are much closer to the reality

of movement back and forth among plans, interactive thoughts and

reflection after the action. Experienced teachers are rarely

found to use an approach to planning that follows the linear

objectives model that may have been prescribed in their training,

as Clark has noted in a number of reviews over the years (Clark,

1983; Clark and Peterson. 1983; Clark and Yinger, 1980; 1987).

Clark and Peterson (1983) also noted that researchers had not

retained the tidy distinction between preactive and postactive

thinking. However the studies they reviewed emphasised the

preactive phase, and in an earlier review Shavelson and Stern

(1981) had found little evidence of studies on the phase of
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teaching when teachers assess their plans and accomplishments and

so revise them for the future. More recently Lowyck's (1986)

study of twelve elementary teachers' reflections after lessons

confirms the lack of a clear separation between preactive and

postactive thoughts. The findings support the case for viewing

them as related and indicate the need to trace the relationships

in the present study. It should not be assumed however that

preactive and postactive thinking have identical content and

structure.

Planning is important to teachers but not always visible, and

written plans probably play a small part in the planning that

experienced teachers do for their own purposes. However

researchers' attempts to make explicit the mental planning of

teachers may not reveal their normal practice. Think-a'oud

methods can provide insights for the teacher as well as the

researcher but are inappropriate in naturalistic studies such as

the present one. Even if teachers are making written plans they

will not match the detail of their mental plan for a lesson, as

Morine-Dershimer (1979) found. In any case those methods focus

on lesson planning which is only one aspect, and has not been

found to be the main concern of experienced teachers; for example

teachers identified longer term plans for units, weeks or days as

important in a study by Clark and Yinger (1979). It was

therefore necessary to seek a variety of evidence of planning as

it occured naturally in the present case. Where written plans

existed they were collected, but much of the thinking at the
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preactive and postactive phases occurred incidentally and

unsystematically. It needed to be recorded and compared to

uncover the teacher's planning in all its variety. According to

Clark and Yinger (1987) few studies have attempted this, and

educators could benefit from more which describe the full range

of the kinds of planning that teachers do over the year and the

relationships between those. The present study analysed the

following range of preactive and postactive thinking: the

teacher's long-term goals and strategies; his selection of

activities and changing plans for their use in lessons over a

term; reflections and remarks before and after lessons; thoughts

out of school time; the consultation of publications and trial of

resources; the teacher's comments on his own planning approach;

and his assessments of progress by pupils and of his own

teaching.

The picture of planning suggested by the review is of a complex,

layered process with dynamic relationships among layers. Yinger

(1977) identified five layers or kinds of planning by an

elementary teacher over five months, Clark and Yinger (1979)

detected eight kinds from a survey of seventy eight teachers, and

Clark and Peterson summarising those findings noted that most

designated a unit of time (1983). The yearly planning can be

viewed as the setting up of an academic and social frame within

which later plans and teaching occur; a number of studies have
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confirmed its continuing influence over the year (Clark and

Yinger, 1987). This description matches the experience and

practice of primary teachers faced with a new class each year,

and any study of later planning should ideally be situated within

that framework. In the present case this was possible. From the

start of the year data were also collected on the changing plans

for the term which was to be the focus of the study. The

elements and structure of that termly plan could then be related

to the lower layers of planning for units, weeks, days and

lessons. The literature suggests that planning is a nested

process in which unit, weekly and daily planning are stressed,

-	 but it cannot be assumed this will be true for all contexts and

teachers. It is necessary to derive the elements from th data

and set them against the models and terms suggested by the

literature. Categories identified in teacher planning do vary

between studies, possibly reflecting differences in methodology

as well as the specificity of much teacher planning, as suggested

by Tillema (1984).

The relationships within planning suggest a model which is

dynamic and has features similar to the reflection-in-action of

professionals described by Schon. It involves simultaneous

consideration of ends and means, testing out possibilities in

what Schon (1987) has termed virtual worlds. The similarity is

reinforced when planning is related to a teacher 1 s theories and

knowledge. Schon's notion of a repertoire which is drawn upon in

bringing past experience to bear on new situations can be tested
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in the analysis of planning by teachers. Other researchers and

reviewers have viewed planning similarily as a reflective,

problem-solving process in which experienced teachers use

knowledge in expert ways (eg Calderhead, 198 L ; Berliner, 1987);

some make direct reference to Schon and the term repertoire

(Clark and Yinger,1987). The literature suggests use of that

repertoire during planning may involve reference to exemplars,

cases and activities structured through experience.

3.17 Interactive Thinking. Teachers' Thinking and Decisions

During Lessons

The thinking that teachers do during lessons is often termed

interactive. Sometimes it is identified with the making of

decisions in the course of a lesson, referred to as interactive

or in-flight decision making. In more subjective theories

thoughts may be viewed as implicit in the skilled action of

experienced teachers, as in Olson's (198 i ) argument that the

intelligence is in the practice. A teacher may find time even in

a busy lesson to pause and reflect on the action or on his

theories and plans, but the literature is divided over how far

this occurs and over the number of decisions teachers make in

lessons. There have been many studies concerned to identify the

frequency, type or antecedents of decisions leg Mackay and

Marland, 1978; Marland, 1977; Sutcliffe and Whitfield, 1979).

Decision-making has been postulated as a basic teaching skill

(Shavelson. 1973). However Clark and Peterson in reviewing this
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work noted that models of interactive decision-making were

probably premature and misleading (1983). Models and accounts

sought to explain how teachers cope with the complexity and

busyness of classroom life, respond to cues from pupils, and make

use of teachable moments. Metaphors of balancing, judging, or

decision-making may impose some order on that complexity but at

the risk of isolating interactive thinking from the complex

reality and from other aspects of thinking by the individual

teacher. Carter and Doyle (1987) have emphasised that

information about teachers' knowledge structures and

comprehension processes is essential to an understanding of their

plans and decisions. The present study analysed classroom

thinking in relation to the teacher's plans and theories.

The link between planning and action has been traced in a number

of studies using different methodologies in various contexts. In

reviewing them Clark concluded that plans do affect classroom

processes and learning opportunities (1983). However he also

stressed that once a lesson begins plans move into the background

and a different sort of thinking predominates. Studies in the

information-processing tradition have suggested that the plans

provide a frame or image of a lesson within which fine tuning

occurs during the lesson (Joyce, 1980; Morine-Dershimer, 1979).

The extent of the discrepancy between the image and the reality

may determine the sort of thinking a teacher does, as

Morine-Dershimer (1979) suggested in her analysis of three case

studies of reading lessons. In related studies, McNair (1978-9)
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argued for a shift from a decision-making focus to a realisation

that in lessons teachers are concentrating on the fine tuning of

the activity flow. Joyce (1980) concluded that future research

should examine interactive thinking in the context of long-term

decisions, the flow of activities and the selection of materials.

3.17.1 Dilemmas and thinking in lessons

Teachers interpret classroom events through a personal

perspective and draw upon tacit knowledge and values to reach a

decision. Analysis of their accounts may give access to such

perspectives and knowledge, particularly if it is possible to

explicate the associated dilemmas. Subjectivist studies

recognise that in thinking about their particular dilemmas

teachers do not simply have to choose between mutually exclusive

alternatives but face conflicts over multiple goals and means.

The management of such conflicts in unique situations by

individual teachers has been explored by Lampert (1984, 1985,

1986). Working with elementary teachers she has drawn upon group

discussions, individual interviews, classroom observations,

journals and her own teaching to develop a view of teacher

thinking that is broader than decision-making. In her picture

the teacher is continually redefining ends as well as confronting

choices about means, and dilemmas are endemic and useful features

of exploratory teaching. This relation between action and

thinking is reminiscent of the notion of reflective practice, and

will be explored in the analysis of dilemmas in the present

study.
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3.18 Toward an Integrated Account of Thinking and Practice

This review of the literature relating to the different aspects

of teacher thinking has developed the argument for an integrated

account within which the elements and their relationships are

explored. Some case studies have attempted this and they

illustrate the potential and problems. Elbaz (1983) elaborated a

general structure of personal practical knowledge from her study

of one teacher. The study was based on interviews, and a wider

range of data, including observations, would have been

appropriate. It argues for reflexivity and an active involvement

of the teacher, but offers limited information on her background

or the researcher's. Despite these reservations, and others

about its rigour (Barnes, 1983), it is an important example of

the possibility of a holistic portrayal which generated a model

of thinking that has stimulated research. The personal,

decision-oriented nature of a teacher's knowledge links thinking

and action in her account. She developed a model in which

practical knowledge is depicted at three levels: at the lowest

level are rules of practice which refer to means for use in

particular situations; at an intermediate level are practical

principles which are more inclusive and less explicit than rules,

and imply the teacher's purposes; at the highest, most inclusive

level, are images. These images are broad notions drawing on a

teacher's feelings. values, needs and beliefs and representing a
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personal vision of how teaching should be. In this structure

each level mediates action and thought in different ways, and the

relationships among levels can be examined. The notion of image

was adopted in a study of two primary teachers by Clandinin

(1986) using participant observation as well as interviews.

Although it has possibilities for working closely with teachers,

it unfortunately adds another meaning to the term image, which

was already used in research on teacher thinking. The concept of

a lesson image has been used in studies based on

information-processing models to relate interactive thinking to

previous planning; for example the consequenèes of different

degrees of discrepancy between suth an image and the classroom

reality were analysed by Morine-Dershimer (1979). In a later

study (Morine-Dershimer, 198 L ) the term referred to the imagei

in the teachers' language which were the basis of analysis.

3.19 Summary of Implications of the Literature Review

This review of the literature has pointed to the need for studies

tracing the dynamic relationships among the aspects of thinking

(discussed under the headings of theories, planning, and

interactive thinking) and their integration with classroom

action. It has revealed a lack of attention to curriculum

context and subject knowledge in most studies, subsequently

termed "the missing paradigm problem" by Shulman (1986,p6).

Studies by Shulman and colleagues, and by Berliner (1987). have

traced how subject knowledge is used in relation to other aspects
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of professional knowledge by secondary teachers of science and

other subjects. There is a need for research with primary

teachers to unpack the relationships and to explore how their

knowledge is built and used.

The review of primary science literature indicated that arguments

about the importance of subject know'edge were not based on firm

research evidence. It also identified the centrality of a view

of learning in the practice and theory of primary science.

Issues concerning the analysis and teaching of concepts and

processes, problem-solving and technology were examined in

relation to the rapid developments in primary science over the

period of this study. Those developments accelerated as the

study was being completed. With the advent of the National

Curriculum these issues are pressing concerns for primary

teachers and research which examines how teachers think and act

as they face the challenges of primary science is needed. The

present study was designed to do this before the National

Curriculum was envisaged but it was informed by the accumulating

literature in primary science and in the more general field of

teachers' thinking.

In summary the review of literature on teachers' thinking

strengthened the argument for undertaking a case study to provide

an integrated account of the teacher's thinking; underlined the

importance of examining this in relation to a specific curriculum

area and to classroom practice; pointed to the importance of
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attending to the broader context as well as the specific

situation; provided a framework within which data on these

elements can be collected, analysed and related: indicated a

general picture of the reflective practice of professionals which

can be tested against this particular case without premature

reduction or distortion of the study: and examined a number of

concepts and terms with potential for the analysis. In Chapter 4

the models and concepts are related to the case to develop the

working model and terms used in the present study.
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CHAPTER 4 THE WORKING MODEL USED AS A FRAMEWORK FOR THE

CASE STUDY

4.1 Introduction: Origins of the Model

In this chapter the framework which guided the collection and

analysis of the data is described. That framework is represented

as a working model and some details of the components and

relationships in that model are introduced. This provides an

advance organiser for the account of the case study in Chapters 6

to 12. The model and the literature are revisited and

re-examined in Chapter 13.

The origins of the working model in the literature review were

identified in Chapter 3. The model proposed by Clark and

Peterson (1983) to conceptualise the literature provided a basis

for the development of an appropriate framework for the present

case (figure 3.2). The study sought to provide an integrated

account which analysed the different aspects of a teacher's

thinking and related them to one another, his classroom actions

and the context of the particular case. With the minor

modification shown in figure 4.1, Clark and Peterson's model was

adopted as a starting point.
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L.2 Generation of the Framework in this Case

The representation in figure L.1 served as an aide-memoire at the

stage of reviewing the scope of data to be collected and the

potential broad headings and relationships for analysis. It

provided a very open framework which was descriptive rather than

explanatory. The influence of contextual constraints and

opportunities, both on teachers' thoughts and on their actions,

was recognised. Links between thinking and action were

suggested. Relationships were not depicted as fixed or

hierarchical, and the cyclical representation offered

comprehensive possibilities for relating three aspects of

thinking, ie theories, planning, and interactive thoughts. Its

comprehensiveness was an attraction - and potentially a danger as

it indicated such a wide range of data to collect and relate.

Although this was consistent with the spirit of this stage of the

case study the lack of focus could have led to drift. However

this was overcome by negotiating with the teacher the concerns of

the action and research for the term, as noted in Chapter 1. (see

Table 1.1).

Those concerns reflected a view of what was to be learnt and how

this was to occur. In this case the teacher's practice was based

on his aims for the learning of skills and attitudes associated

with the planning and carrying out of investigations, with some

incidental concept learning. He had in mind strategies and roles

and activities which he. saw as appropriate to foster that
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-	 learning.

In essence the first stages of this study were focussed by those

agreed aims and strategies. They were located within the general

framework adopted as shown in figure 4.2.

4.3 Use and Modification of the Framework Durinci Fieldwork

During data collection analytical memos were made and halfway

through the summer term a systematic review of the categories and

structures of the model was undertaken. The framework that had

guided initial collection and analysis was itself altered by the

outcomes of that analysis and in turn focussed those activites in

the second half of the term.

By this stage much detail of the context had been elicited from

interview and observation. Further categories, concerning for

example the teacher's career, the pressures of time and

disruptions, the demands of a broad primary curriculum, and pupil

factors, had been noted. Each aspect of thinking was revealing

internal features to probe further; for instance planning

thoughts showed a concern with timing and the shuffling of

potential activities from a repertoire identified by the teacher.

External relationships between aspects were emerging; for

instance lessons imagined in planning deviated more or less from

that image in their realisation, and the teacher reflected after

a lesson upon the pupils' response and his own interactions in
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relation to the image and reality.

The initial framework had ensured that data was collected on the

agreed concerns, the action and the context, and that aspects of

the teacher t s thinking could be analysed and related. Despite

data overload and the emergence of potential analytical

categories the imposition of any fixed model to reduce data was

avoided. However it became possible to make more selective

observations. Amendments to the original framework were explored

and tentative categories for analysis derived from inspection

across data sets.

Toward the end of the period of data collection systematic

building of a model to relate thinking and action in the case was

begun. Early versions reflected the current immersion in

fieldwork, emphasising the more immediate concerns of the teacher

for example, or featuring a rather linear flow from general

theories through plans and strategies to actions.

Development of the Working Model During Analysis

In preparation for detailed analysis of all data the categories

were sharpened and coded. Applying these systematically led to

the collapsing of some categories and to other modifications.

This process and the analytical categories are outlined in

Appendices 6 and 7.
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Further modifications to the model were indicated as data sets

were compared and themes, concepts and dilemmas identified.

Movement between the data and the model was accompanied by

reading of the growing literature in the field of teachers'

thinking. In this iterative procedure alterations were made in

the model that were consistent with the interpretation of the

case and faithful to the original intention of representing the

elements and their relationship in an integrated picture. For

instance the analysis of thinking revealed layers which could be

depicted as nesting within one another but also showed instances

of dynamic relationships between a variety of layers. Planning

matched this nesting model most closely and layers therein could

be equated with different time-scales. Short term plans and

evaluations related to interactive thinking in many instances.

but classroom actions and deferred decisions at times drew upon

more distant layers. The overall goals of the teacher had taken

precedence over more immediate plans for some lessons when

reality diverged from image. So models restricting interactive

thinking to the fine tuning of planning decisions were

inadequate, although consistent with the appearance of many

lessons.

After the first analysis the working model was reviewed. The

position at that stage was summarised:

The Framework used to analyse the data and the Working Model
underlying the case study that follows is based on the
following principles and priorities:

1. It reflects the case and allows movement between data
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and literature

2.	 It is holistic in that it seeks to provide an integrated
account without ignoring the need for analysis. In that
analysis key concepts, issues and dilemmas are identified.

The elements involved in this analysis are:

3.1 Three aspects of thinking; ie planning, interactive
thought and teacher's theories.

3.2 Actions (interactions with individuals, groups, class;
teacher activities).

3.3 Situation (pupils, classroom and school; teacher's
career and self; influences, educational ideologies, and
broader socio - historical context).

The relationships to uncover include:

LL1 internally within elements, (eg between layers of
planning; between teachers professional principles and wider
personal beliefs).

4.2 between elements of thinking (eg is interactive
thinking merely 'fine-tuning' of planning? Do in-flight
decisions have any impact on evaluations, plans or even
beliefs? How do teacher's theories influence plans and
interactive thinking and what causes them to be
re-examined?)

L4 • 3 between actions and thoughts - is the relationship
unidirectional, reciprocal, or more complex? Can it be
represented and modelled?

At this stage it is suggested that this is possible and the
whole can be characterised in terms of reflective practice;
relationships may be modelled as shown (in figure 4.3). The
whole and the parts of this picture can be explored in the
analysis to follow. Key concepts such as the 'image or
frame' of a lesson formed in planning,the role of
'activities' as units of planning and the teacher's
deployment of a 'repertoire' of these, and the notion of
'dilemmas' as productive for the analysis and the account
will be tested.
(From memo of June 1987)

Figure 4.3 represents the working model used in the final

analysis and in reporting the study. It was the basis for

analysing the elements and exploring relationships between them.
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The major headings on each side of the display were the

Situation, the Teacher's Theories, Planning Thoughts. and

Interactive Thinking closely linked with Classroom Actions,

referred to as Thinking-in-Action. These headings were divided

into the finer analytical categories shown in Appendix 7.

L5 The Situation

This heading includes the constraints and opportunities of the

original framework, the immediate classroom setting, and the

broader socio-historical context. The teacher, his career, and

influences upon him are incorporated here. His practice can be

related to his present context and his past experiences. Details

of the teacher's personal background along with his professional

development are provided to situate the case in time as well as

to convey a picture of the context. The incorporation of

biographical material reflects in part a recognition that a

practitioner's previous career and life experience shape his

thinking and action, which also need to be related to

contemporary educational developments. In this case the time

scale is extended to future career concerns of the teacher. The

analysis of the situation was structured under sub-headings of

career, class teaching, opportunities and constraints, each being

subdivided into finer categories for initial coding of data. In

Chapter 6 features of the situation are described. Relationships

between elements of the situation and with aspects of thinking

are analysed. The analysis of their influence on theories,
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planning and interactive thinking is pursued in the subsequent

chapters.

t4.6 The Teacher's Theories

This term was derived from the review of literature as the

heading under which data on one broad aspect of thinking was

collected, analysed and reported. The teacher's personal beliefs

and values, theories and principles and knowledge concerning

pupils, pedagogy and subject matter are all subsumed under this

heading. There is justification for keeping them together: for

example they can be seen as existing at a more general level than

thinking under the other two headings; they are not mapped

directly onto a particular flow of action in time; and they are

personally held and integrated with deeper beliefs which may

render them resistant to change. The analysis of the teacher's

theories was structured under the sub-headings of views and

knowledge relating to children, learning and teaching, and

primary science. This is reported in Chapter 7. The

relationship of theories to planning, and to thinking and actions

in the classroom, is examined from Chapter 7 on. Figure L•3

shows direct links from theories to plans, and to classroom

action and thinking, and the possibility of a reciprocal

relationship when major discrepancies between classroom behaviour

and theory prompt a re-examination. This, and other possible

links, were explored in the case. The analysis included the

teacher's knowledge as well as his views.
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The metaphor of a repertoire, derived from the study and

supported by an examination of the literature, proved helpful in

understanding how the teacher's knowledge was held and used and

extended. At the most general level this metaphor represents the

understandings, examples and images a practitioner can bring to

bear on a new situation. They include knowledge of subject

matter, teaching approaches, pupils, and general educational

knowledge. The content and structure of the teacher's knowledge

is examined in Chapter 7. Its relationship to planning and

classroom thought and action is traced in the following chapters,

and the ways in which it may be extended and restructured are

examined. The analysis of planning in Chapter 8 indicates how

the teacher drew upon his repertoire as he selected and shuffled

potential activities (see figure 8.2).

4.7 Planning Thoughts

This heading covers the preactive and postactive thinking

associated with plans and evaluations. Planning occurred at a

number of layers which were nested within one another but not cut

off from more distant layers. For example, lesson planning was

subsumed under longer-term plans for units of several lessons,

but reference was also made to overall intentions for the term.

Preactive thinking involved movement back and forth in time and

among layers. The analysis of planning presented in Chapter 8

led to a representation reflecting this complex and dynamic
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structure (figure 8.1). It was also related to the action and

thinking in real time over the term (figure 8.2).

The teacher's planning thoughts featured the selection and

sequencing of activities from his repertoire. The term activity

here signifies a unit in his thinking, constituted by one or more

tasks with a commmon theme or purpose, having a discrete use as

an element in planning. The references the teacher made to

activities in his repertoire when he reported his planning

thoughts ranged from general labels for themes (for instance,

bicycles) to details of a specific investigation for pupils.

At some point in time decisions had to be made to deploy

particular activities and the mental shuffling and rehearsal had

to give way to real action. The study indicates major points of

strategic decisions representing a change of activity or of

teaching approach and seeks to unpack the thinking behind those

decisions. They appeared to involve a reference up to higher

levels of thinking concerning long term aims, and a review of the

selection from his repertoire. Action and interactive thinking

could be the stimulus for the decision and the more general

thinking, particularly where there was a discrepancy between the

imagined lesson and reality.

Images were formed by the teacher in his planning as he

anticipated the flow of action. His images of the term, or of

the next activity, or of lessons, were progressively focussed as
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the action approached and possibilities had to be realised in

practice. The focussing involved a number of ingredients which

are analysed in the study. The metaphor of an image proved

useful in that analysis. Unfortunately the term image has been

used in a number of ways by researchers. In the present study

the term is always qualified as an image of something, such as

the term's topic or a sequence of lessons. Most often it refers

to the image of a particular lesson and in this sense it proved a

valuable tool for analysing and reporting the link from plans to

classroom action and thought.

4.8 Thinking-in-Action

The actions and thinking during classroom lessons are analysed

under this heading which conveys their close relationship but is

less limiting than the terms in-flight decisions or interactive

thinking. Thinking in lessons included, but was not restricted

to, that concerning decision-making or interactions with pupils.

For example references to the situation, plans and theories were

witnessed and had to be accommodated in the working model.

The translation of the imagined lesson into reality provided a

link from plans to actions. The notion that the degree of fit or

discrepancy between these determined the sort of

thinking-in-action by the teacher was explored. His thinking was

seen to be more complex than this picture of fine tuning and

decisions prompted by pupil responses. The relationships of
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classroom actions and thoughts to theories and to the situation

are also traced. The outcomes of this analysis of

thinking-in-action and its relationships with the other elements

in the model are presented chronologically from the end of

Chapter 8 through to Chapter 12. The analysis is cumulated from

chapter to chapter to produce an integrated picture of thinking

and practice against which the underlying model of reflective

practice is tested. In the light of the analysis Chapter 13

revisits that model and the framework for the case study

discussed in this chapter.

In his practice the teacher integrated thought and action in a

particular situation. The case study reports that and analyses

the elements and relationships within the integrated picture. It

also identifies tensions and conflicts which are involved, for

example in managing active science lessons or when beliefs or

theories are in conflict. Conflicts or discrepancies may also

exist between theories, plans, and classroom realities. Tensions

and conflicts may be summarised in dilemmas. The concept of

dilemma was productive for the analysis and is used in reporting

the study. It is suggested that reflection upon practice is

prompted most powerfully by such dilemmas, and that restructuring

of professional knowledge and theories occur in response to the

tension experienced.
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CHAPTER 5 A DESCRIPTIVE AND CHRONOLOGICAL OVERVIEW

OF THE CASE

5.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a descriptive and chronological overview of

the work during the school year 1983-84 which was the basis of

this study. The setting and background of the teacher's ideas and

plans are only briefly noted, as they are examined in detail in

Chapters 6 to 8. It summarises the stages in the science work

that took place over the summer term, which is described and

analysed in Chapters 9 to 12.

The study followed the work of a primary teacher with his class

of nine to ten year olds. He was an experienced teacher who also

had responsibility for science and mathematics in the school. In

the summer term 1984 the science for this class was centred on a

theme of Toys . involving a lot of model making and testing.

The teacher used these activities to promote more independent

inquiry by his pupils and to extend their skills in planning and

pursuing investigations. Incidental teaching about forces and

structures was included. In his earliest plans for the term he

had in fact talked of a topic on forces, but this was modified

over the year. Table 5.1 summarises the teacher's action and the

research activities over the first two terms of the year in

preparation for the summer. Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate
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TABLE 5.1 PREPARATIONS FOR THE SUMMER TERMSCIENCE
ACTION AND RESEARCH

TIME

Autumn 1983

Spring 1984

11 April
12 April

TEACHER'S ACTION

Outline aims and plans
for the year
Consider possibilities
for summer
New class to settle in

Review pupils' progress
Adjust plans, firm up
topic and identify
framework of intentions

Preliminary lesson
introduces topic.
Confirm plans for topic

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

Meetings and
interview,
contact class

Interview, visits
trial observations
Discuss roles and
procedures for
observations and
recording

Record
Interview

I

Figure 5.1 The teacher with a group of pupils
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Figure 5.2 Pupil with his powered model vehicle

Figure 5.3 Pupils testing their mangonels
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the action and the setting.

The refining of his plans for the summer term was related by the

teacher to his wider theories and beliefs, and to his long term

goals for the class. These are examined in Chapters 7 and 8

respectively. By the end of the spring term, when he launched

the topic in the lesson on 11 April, he had in mind the potential

activities. The selection and shuffling of these would continue

through the summer, guided by the overall aims and strategies he

had identified.

The teacher did not plan lessons in detail until they were

imminent. However he did envisage the overall flow of activity

through the term and how he hoped the learning and teaching would

develop. There were units of several lessons devoted to each

activity, during which pupils followed their own ideas and

pursued investigations without too much intervention or pressure

to record. He took any opportunities for incidental teaching,

and introduced more directed lessons between the units.

For the teacher then the activities in the topic were the vehicle

for the learning of skills and attitudes, and to a lesser extent

concepts, over the term. They introduced a shift in emphasis

which he said that he felt was appropriate at that stage. He

compared this to a change from a high speed trip down a motorway,

closely directed by him, to an exploration of the lanes and

byways at the children 1 s own pace. The stages in that journey
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TABLE 5.2 ACTIVITIES OVER THE SUMMER TERM

Dates	 Teacher's and Pupil's Actions

Downhill (Chapter 9),
1 May	 testing commercial toy cars
2 May	 reviewing pupils' responses

4 May	 pupils build chassis and
8 May	 vehicle from wood & card
11 May	 to test downhill

_Uphill Struggles (Chapter 10)
14 May	 new task introduced with
15 May	 bobbin 'tanks' - pupils plan
18 May	 tests from own questions

214 May	 pupils design and make
25 May	 vehicles to travel uphill

Research Activities

continue
observation
collect
writing
& talk from
pupils &
teacher

Half Term teacher reviews progress and plans,
meets for interview	 interview

review data
7 June	 continue uphill struggles	 focus

frustrations/learning from mistakes collection
change of direction/new activity	 of data &

start analysis
Mangonels (Chapter 11)

12 June	 model mangonels introduced, made
15 June	 & tested, pupils plan investigations

more mangonels. pupils' ideas
explored and reported to
teacher in historical context

(bicycle questions introduced
& deferred)

more mangonels - remote
mechanisms designed, made &
tested

continue
observation
& recording

selective
site visits

Choices (Chapter 12)
10 July	 choice of bicycle tests devised by probe
13 July	 pupils, return to powering vehicles pupils'

or developing mangonel	 views
19 July	 mechanisms, or choose own activity exit

End of term	 final
24 July	 evaluation meeting	 interview
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are summarised in Table 5.2 and described below

There was a lesson on the science topic on each of the dates

shown. These varied in length, sometimes lasting half the day or

more. At the beginning of each new activity there was a session

where the teacher introduced it, ofteti showing some materials and

technique as he set the task. The main units of activities are

shown in Table 5.2 with their startin dates and the chapters in

which they are elaborated. A brief accbunt of each is given

below.

5.2 Downhill

Having started the class at the end of the spring term on simple

investigations with toy cars rolling down ramps, the teacher

continued this downhill theme after the Easter holiday, On 1 May

he set them the task of finding out how the weight of the car

affected the distance it ran off the ramp. More than one

variable was involved in practice and some pupils had

difficulties organising their tests, but the teacher reported

that in general he was pleased with the pupils' results and their

level of understanding. He said he was less happy with his own

handling of the class discussions at the start and end of the

lesson, feeling he had rushed them too much to allow time for

pupils to carry out their investigations. His dilemma over the

use of time was to feature again over the term. After reflection

on which would be the most appropriate activities to use next to
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serve his long term goals, he decided to leave toy cars and set

the children a brief to design and make a simple vehicle to roll

downhill. On 4 May one boy's model was shown to the class to

illustrate a technique for constructing a strong chassis. Over

the following week the children worked in two's and three's to

make, test and modify their own vehicles. In the process, skills

and insights were gained which the teacher thought could be

applied later. Several pupils produced models which ran well but

in some cases their concentration on the decoration of their

vehicle had reduced its performance.

The teacher had meanwhile been considering possibilities for the

following week, including the use of a schools TV programme from

a Junior Craft and Design series. He finally decided to use the

Uphill programme which showed pupils designing and making powered

vehicles to climb a ramp. Although it only formed a small part

of the lessons it stimulated his reflections on approaches to

teaching. He contrasted his preference for teaching skills as

they arose with the approach to introducing the design process in

those TV programmes. As the term progressed he reviewed his

beliefs, revisiting them in the light of pupils' responses to

tasks. Dilemmas such as those relating to skills teaching,

intervention and inquiry teaching surfaced regularly in his

reflections during the study.
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5.3 Uphill Struggles

To start the new challenge of the uphill activity the teacher

introduced the simple cotton-reel vehicle, referred to as a

bobbin tank. The children used them to devise and plan and carry

out their own tests. The point of the task was to emphasise the

formu'ating of questions and plans by pupils to investigate their

own ideas. The teacher reported that he had begun with the

simple bobbin tanks to switch the emphasis from construction to

testing at the start of this new activity. After two lessons

based on those he combined making and testing again, by setting

them to power the vehicles they had made earlier so they would go

uphill. The bobbin tanks and other examples on the TV programme

had been seen doing this. Progress was uneven, and the teacher

noted that he felt some frustration as basic construction took up

a lot of time, commenting that there was a tension there in his

mind as he wanted to give the children time to develop their own

ideas through making, testing and modifying models, yet felt an

urge to move them along. He did not resolve that in a decision

until after half term however. On 7 June, two weeks after the

last lesson, some children were keen to get back to their models

and there was an extended session to give the class enough time.

Although pupils were planning and persisting with their own ideas

in most cases, as well as learning incidentally about friction

and structures, the teacher decided that some of their

difficulties were counterproductive. He commented that

constructional and resource problems were limiting the value of

the task and that he should have distinguished these from his

wish to encourage inquiry learning. His evaluation of the
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activity led him to decide to switch to another one which he had

in mind for the topic, returning later in the term to the

vehicles and the challenges they offered.

5.4 Mangonels

The teacher's immediate preparations for this unit of activity

included checking some published resources for examples of

investigations with the model siege catapults known as mangonels,

making a simple demonstration one, and providing wooden bases to

which pupils could add nails and sticks and rubber bands as they

developed their own. When he introduced the task on 12 June he

put it in a 'historical context; later he drew upon this to extend

the work and set simulated problems for firing and controlling

the models. The first challenge was for pupils to make and

modify model mangonels so they could fire them accurately. Over

the next two weeks they had to use those to work out what size of

missiles and what position would be best for a mock siege. This

required them to identify variables and plan investigations.

check observations and look for patterns in results, and justify

their conclusions in talk and writing. It also involved design

and craft skills. A visitor to the classroom might at first have

noticed only moving children, flying plasticine, simulated castle

walls and unsophisticated mode's being frequently altered. The

participants however saw purpose and progress. There was a sense

of achievement and insight into their learning in the comments of

the children I interviewed. During the lessons they often moved
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me so they could take over the space for the testing of their

models. The teacher spent much of his time with small groups of

pupils, working on their ideas and problems, and took the

opportunity to explore some scientific ideas of force and energy

arising from the activity.

The design and construction elements were extended when pupils

were set to make a mechanism to control the firing of their

models. Other work could have been developed as well had time

not been pressing. By now it was the beginning of July and the

end of term was in sight. Only some of the activities from the

teacher's original bank of possibilities had been used, but he

had selected and sequenced those to promote more independent and

skilful investigation by the pupils in the light of their

progress as the term unfolded. Bicycles had been briefly

introduced late in June but there had not been time then to

explore questions and develop tests. The teacher planned to set

the children this as the last activity, but as the lesson

approached he decided that a more open choice was appropriate at

this stage.

5.5 Choices

On 10 July, in addition to providing the opportunity to devise

their own investigations using bicycles, the teacher allowed the

children to choose to extend their work with mangonels, return to

powering their uphill vehicles, or to negotiate activities of
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their own. Many of them had brought their own bicycles and after

discussing what they wanted to test, and how they planned to do

it, worked in the playground and field near the classroom.

Others used the craft tables in the corridor to develop their

models, or worked on constructions and tests in the classroom

where the bulk of the class were. Children had taken

considerable responsibility for their own learning and chosen a

variety of activities, not all of them scientific; for example

pupils were painting, drawing, writing and working on a map of

the school. Only the science topic has been traced in this study

but the teacher was teaching a broad primary curriculum over the

term. He also took the opportunity of the good weather to use

the immediate environment for a hedgerow study which balanced the

physical science and technology of the toys topic. When we met

after the school year had ended he noted that it had seemed a

shorter topic than he would have liked, because of interruptions

during the term. He had been busy too with his in-service work

for other teachers, and with interviews leading to the new job to

which he would be moving after the holiday. However his

evaluation of the topic was positive, and he noted the progress

of the individual pupils with reference to his original intention

that they should learn to plan and pursue their own

investigations. Chapter 12 includes his evaluations and a look

back over the term.
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CHAPTER 6 SITUATION: THE SCHOOL SETTING AND THE

PEOPLE IN THE STUDY; INFLUENCES ON THE

TEACHERS' THINKING

6.1 Introduction

This chapter begins by describing the school setting and the

people involved in this study. In the course of that description

a number of more general inf'uences on the teacher's thinking and

action are noted. In the second part of the chapter these are

analysed and discussed in relation to the framework introduced in

Chapter 14• In that chapter the situation was defined to include

the broad socio-historical context as welt as the immediate

setting. It was analysed under sub-headings of career, class

teaching, opportunities and constraints, each divided into finer

categories as described in Appendix 7. This chapter examines the

evidence for the influence of these features of the situation on

the three aspects of the teacher's thinking. ie his theories,

planning and thinking-in-action. The relationships are traced

and illustrated in more detail as the case study unfolds in the

chapters that follow.

The account in this chapter draws mainly on data from interviews

with the teacher over the year of the study. One set of pupil

interviews and a meeting with LEA advisers also provided relevant

evidence. Observations and comments during my visits to the
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classroom, a sample of pupils' work, and contacts with the

teacher before and after the year's study supplied further

details of the school context and the teacher's career. The data

used is 'isted in Appendix 14.

6.2 The School

Ann's Bridge Junior School, built in 1910, was originally the

primary school for a village which has since grown to 'a small

town. The community is now one of mixed private and council

housing. Some families have lived there for generations but

there are many more recent arrivals on newer estates. Local

opportunities for employment are few and many people commute to

work. Some of the jobs depend on the region's declining heavy

industry. Some people travel to the large city fifteen miles

away for entertainment and shopping as well as jobs. However

there is plenty of space for children to play and the village is

surrounded by pleasant countryside. The school population

reflects the social mixture of the area. The two hundred and

eighteen 7 to 11 year olds on roll at the end of the summer term

19814 included a few children from farming backgrounds. Many had

fathers in skilled and semi-skilled jobs. Several professions

were represented, including some teachers' children. The staff

of headteacher and eight class teachers included one who had

herself been a pupil at the school. This reinforced the overall

impression of continuity and stability. Although there were some

children in the school whose home problems were evident, there
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was little sense of the pressure and tensions felt in many urban

schools. Nor was there the feeling of urgency or of cultural

variety that enlivens some of those schools. The pupils at Ann's

Bridge appeared to share similar views and a common sense of

belonging to the area. Their own experiences and local

environment were the basis of much classroom work and this was

encouraged by the local education authority advisers. Teachers

appeared to have considerable freedom in many aspects of the

curriculum and classroom organisation. The discussion of some

common policies, in maths for example during my visits, and

recognition of the expectations of the advisers or head did not

prevent each teacher from developing his or her own classroom

atmosphere. Over a school year therefore a class teacher was

emphasising certain curricular priorities and socialising a new

class into a particular way of working. In September 1983 the

teacher in this study. George Packham, found himself inheriting

class 6. The class had not previously been expected to exercise

the independence or initiative he saw as important qualities, of

particular relevance to scientific inquiry and problem solving.

On 12 October he remarked, "they were used to a completely

different approach last year". He felt that by putting more

emphasis on process and thinking he was making greater demands on

the class and that pupils who had achieved easily in their

previous class were feeling this pressure.

The junior school was a two storey brick building on the main

street. The staffroorn and the head's office were on the first
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floor. All the teaching rooms were on the ground floor where

there was a central hail onto which the classrooms opened. A

further classroom had been added later at the rear and this was

where class 6 worked with George Packham. It overlooked the

playground and a field bordered by hedges beyond. Direct access

to these was possible from the classroom and they were used as an

environmental resource and as a base for some activities.

Normally access to the classroom was along a corridor from the

hall. The woodwork benches in the corridor were often in use

during my observations in the summer term. Materials such as

craft tools and science equipment were stored in a stock room

just inside the classroom where they were available to children

and other teachers as well as to George. Just outside the

classroom there was a spare office that proved useful for some of

the recording and interviewing done in the study. Figure 6.1

shows the ground floor plan of the school and figure 6.2 gives a

detailed map of the classroom, including the seating pattern and

teacher's moves recorded on a visit in March. This was the

commonest arrangement but furniture was rearranged and pupils

moved to suit the tasks.

This section has set the scene for the reader and indicated the

type of teaching situation. It was a junior school classroom

with a flexible organisation based on grouped desks, free

movement and access to materials, and use of the classroom and

the wider environment as a learning resource. For one year the

children worked in this room with one teacher who was responsible
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for the whole curriculum. He had considerable autonomy over the

organisation of that curriculum, the room and the timetable. At

times the class would be gathered together for lessons; sometimes

they would work individually at their desks, for example using

maths books. The day often began with a variety of activities

set out for groups of pupils; groups or pairs worked together at

different times of the day on related tasks within a common

theme, as in the science topic to be reported. Much of the

learning was planned around topics which involved several subject

areas, and with reference to pupils' interests and individual

needs.

A class teacher has both enormous freedom and responsibility for

children and their learning across the curriculum over a year;

the absence of any significant changeover of pupils or teachers,

or of any team teaching, reinforced this. The classroom base and

climate are correspondingly important for the pupils. Many

features of this picture were common in British primary schools

in the 1970's and 1980's. For example children in junior schools

surveyed by HMI in 1975 to 1977 were rarely taught by another

teacher for more than 5 hours per week (DES,1978).

The classroom setting could be seen as an expression of a loose

ideology of primary education, evolving from class teaching

traditions (as analysed by Alexander, 198 L , ch 1) and embracing a

view of learning and teaching announced in the Plowden report
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(Central Advisory Council for Education. 1967). Alexander (198L)

has pointed out that primary teachers usually express these views

as a philosophy or tradition of primary education, rather than

recognising them as an ideology. The teacher's theories were

influenced by this ideology, mediated through LEA advisers and

school examples as discussed later, and were reflected in his

organisation of the classroom and the teaching. The

opportunities and constraints of the particular context affected

his planning and classroom thinking and action - the influence of

resources, time, and the character of the class are examined

later in this chapter.

6.3 The Children

Class six contained fourteen boys and fourteen girls aged nine

and ten. Early in the school year. at our interview on 12

October, George Packham had described the class as "pretty

homogenous, none very dull or bright, all able to read pretty

well, and all but three able to manipulate numbers". He had

stressed that most of them were happy and balanced but pointed

out that he was working on building their independence, positive

self-images, and willingness to take more responsibility. It was

clear from the start that it would not be possible to follow each

pupil's activities closely during the observation of lessons.

Some sampling of children for particular attention was needed to

provide the detailed data on their actions and the teacher's

interactions with them throughout the term's observations. The
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basis for the sampling had to be explicit and related to the

teacher's intentions and the concerns of the study. In the

spring term George suggested pairs of pupils who were working

together. commenting on attributes he saw as particularly

relevant for the work, such as persistence.

Following that initial discussion on 20 March the sample was

agreed at the interview on 12 April. Bearing in mind the need to

include in the sample boys and girls who could be observed and

interviewed by an outsider, George nominated pupils in whom he

perceived relevant differences. He referred to their approaches

to work, their inferred intelligence and abilities, and their

personalities. We discussed his suggestions in the light of the

broad aims he had for the impending project. For example,

consideration of pupils who had been successful in a less active

learning situation than he was planning led us to include in the

initial larger sample two girls whom he perceived as

much more .. mm .. intelligent in the sense that we normally
measure intelligence like say Rebecca and Jenny who are very
clever girls .. who work neatly and quickly and who are
they're achievers in the normal way of academic work
possibly won't operate quite so well. ((ie in the more
open-ended tasks he would be setting)).
(Interview 12/LI8LI)

In this way a small number of friendship groups were selected as

the starting point for the pupil sample. Out of those came the

four target children - Luke, Danny. Rebecca and Dorothy - on whom

detailed data was collected throughout the summer term. Those

children are described, here along with their teacher's
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perceptions of them at this stage.

Luke and Danny worked together much of the time and appeared to

have settled on complementary roles to make an efficient team.

George perceived them as contrasting characters. LUKE he

described as very organised, intelligent and a fast worker. In

the 'essons I observed he certainly got to grips very quickly

with practical problems, raced ahead and almost used his partner,

Danny, as a technician to realise some of his ideas. Those ideas

may have been stimulated by his play out of school with

constructional toys and by larger-scale practical activities such

as car repairs with his father. He was somewhat uncertain with

an outsider at first and it was easier to elicit his ideas as he

worked on a task than it was during individual interviews. His

reserve, and a certain lack of confidence, were attributed by

George to the broken family situation (Luke lived with his

father). He was also the youngest pupil in the class, being nine

years and eleven months old at the end of the school year.

Luke's partner DANNY was one of the older pupils at ten years and

nine months. When Luke went to Spain for a holiday during the

summer term Danny teamed up with another boy, Ivor, and worked

successfully playing a rather different role. Danny was

described by George as a little more pedestrian and not so

intelligent or fast working as Luke. He was able to express his

ideas and findings in numbers and writing and to talk quite

fluently. At interviews he seemed confident and clear about his
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ideas but economical with words.

REBECCA on the other hand was extremely forthcoming and took the

initiative in our interviews. She was ten years eight months at

the end of the study. She generally worked with her friend Jenny

but their group gained and lost girls and for a while in the

summer term Rebecca worked with another boy and girl. She was

able to reflect on the pros and cons of working with other pupils

and also on her tendency to worry about some of the problems and

tasks set during the summer term's project. Those worries

sometimes resulted in her roving around the room and talking with

various pupils. Once settled and confident with the task she was

capable of concentrated work of a high standard. At the time of

nominating Rebecca and Jenny, George had spoken of her approach

to work and wondered how they would cope with the more open-ended

work planned for the summer term (12 April, quoted above). He

had also just found that their detailed and carefully presented

findings from an experiment had been adjusted to show what they

thought were the expected results.

DOROTHY was ten years and five months at the end of the summer

term. She almost always worked with her friend Debbie but often

followed her own ideas and directed the activities while Debbie

looked on. George described them as fairly bright but not very

assertive, and contrasted them with "the hugely competent

children like Luke". Despite this, and the lack of success

Dorothy had in her previous class, he anticipated she and Debbie
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were capable of tackling with some flair the work he planned for

the summer term. Although talkative in class Dorothy was less at

ease in interviews until more personal information had been

shared and she had some successes with the tasks to discuss. En

route to those successes there were many difficulties and

frustrations, accompanied in some cases by considerable "messing

about", in her own words. Dorothy often followed through her own

ideas and designs despite advice. As well as going her own way

she could sometimes be seen at the end of a lesson working

furiously to make up for lost time or complete a product after

everyone else had responded to the instructions to tidy up.

Similarly at the start of a lesson she sometimes appeared to be -

ignoring the teacher as he set the task.

Debbie and Dorothy were joined for a while by a third girl and

there were some other small changes in the composition of groups

over the term as noted above. However the working partnerships

around the room were fairly stable. For a time this seemed in

danger of being exaggerated by George's concern not to make my

observations more difficult than they already were in the midst

of a project where free movement and choice by pupils was the

norm. The risk of distorting the observed situation was hinted

at in our negotiations on 12 April, when George commented

yes I think as well I'm going to have to ... insist a little
bit more they work in .. static groups .. the groups that
they've got now (you know) stay with those .. generally they
will anyway. (Interview 12ILI84)

This was resolved around half term when some pupils wished to
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change groups. I assured George that he should follow his normal

practice and allow the freedom that he judged appropriate rather

than impose restrictions dictated by involvement in the research.

This he did, balancing the pupils' wishes with the task demands

and his knowledge of individuals. In most cases children worked

in twos or threes on practical investigations and construction,

breaking down the task and taking different roles in some

instances, and pursuing individual interests in others. Two boys

were notably isolated and needed the teacher's attention for

academic and social reasons. One, William, produced some

interesting designs and constructions in the course of the summer

term which will be described in the account. The other, Jimmy,

was more evident in his demands on the teacher's time. He was

the only child who took an appreciable time to accept the

presence of an observer and recording equipment in the classroom.

The rest of the class continued their investigations while I was

making notes or recording. After the initial familiarisation in

the spring term they were not obviously distracted by

videorecording during whole class sessions. Such plenary

discussions or task setting, when the teacher directed the whole

class, were a small but significant part of the work. There were

also many short impromptu sessions when he drew their attention

to someone's progress or took an opportunity to make a teaching

point.
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6.14 The Teacher

The teacher in this study. George Packham, usually travelled the

seventeen miles to school with a colleague who drove from the

same large city. He arrived in his classroom around eight thirty

to get it ready for the nine o'clock start. Jimmy often came in

while he was doing this; George recognised it as an opportunity

for the relaxed contacts the boy needed and talked informally

with Jimmy while preparing. When the rest of the children

arrived they often began the day with a range of activities that

the teacher had set out and worked on those until playtime or

assembly. The science lessons did not occur at any fixed point

in the day and could run for as long as the teacher deemed

necessary. There were of course constraints such as the

timetabling of the hall, the need to attend to other aspects of

the curriculum, and the interruptions that are a feature of

primary school life. Over the summer term there were even more

interruptions than the teacher was used to. Looking back on 24

July he said that he felt the number of closures of the school,

and his absences for job interviews and in-service activities,

had been particularly disruptive. Throughout the study teachers

were also involved in a pay dispute during which they were not in

their classrooms outside normal teaching hours.

At the end of the day George sometimes had a lift home with the

same teacher but if he worked late would catch two buses back.

Over weekends and in the school holidays the good bus service

also gave him and hisfamily access to the hilly country on the

other side of the city. With his wife and three Sons he would go
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walking whenever possible. George valued such experiences for

children and took his class out of school locally and farther

afield. For example, I first made informal contact with George's

class as they walked through a park following a visit to a

working water whee'. George's own childhood had been spent in

urban Manchester. At thirteen he had moved to the outskirts of

London, near Epping Forest. The boy's grammar school he had

attended there became a comprehensive, which led to more

opportunities for social mixing in and out of school. Motor

bikes had been a focus for social and practical activities when

he was a teenager. The opportunities he had for informal

learning from such experiences were contrasted by him with the

more passive leisure pursuits of many of his present pupils. His

views on the importance of experience and activities out of

school as a foundation for learning are explored further in the

ana'ysis of his theories in Chapter 7.

After school George had worked in Canada for a year before taking

a degree in Geology at a northern university. Following a

temporary job in a local planning department he spent a year

training to teach at the Polytechnic in the city where he then

settled. His teaching practices were in middle schools and his

course trained him as a class teacher for the seven to thirteen

age group, with some specialisation in science. However when he

qualified in 1977 there was a sudden shortage of jobs in primary

and middle schools. He found a temporary post teaching physics

at a comprehensive school in a nearby local education authority
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(LEA). This proved to be a demanding but valuable year. His own

adaptability and persistence was complemented by the support of a

head of department who later became science adviser for the

authority. His learning over that year was an important

ingredient in his subsequent success and standing in primary

science. During his year in secondary school he used his free

periods to do some primary school teaching and then he gained a

post as a class teacher in a junior school. After three years he

moved to Ann's Bridge school where he had responsibility for

science and mathematics as well as teaching his class. This post

of responsibility involved offering support and consultancy in

science and mathematics to other teachers in the school as well

as organising resources and developing policies. At the time of

the study George had been at Ann's Bridge for two years and was

well established as a class teacher and science consultant. He

had considerable autonomy, enjoyed his teaching and took wider

responsibilities. Outside the school he played an important part

in the local authority's primary science group and worked closely

with the primary adviser and the recently appointed science

adviser. He expressed some concern that he was being labelled as

a science teacher because of these activities, whereas he saw

himself as a general primary teacher with interests across the

curriculum:

its been very galling to me that over the last .. errh...
couple of months.. that advisers have been coming up saying
"here you want to get down to . you know some work across
the curriculum . not just science" and I think 11 what are you
talking about?" (Interview 12/10/83)
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Although it was only possible to collect data and observe lessons

on science in this study during the summer term he was in fact

teaching the rest of the primary curriculum. He organised class

lessons and individual work to extend pupils' experiences and

skills in mathematics and language and art as well as applying

these in the topic. Geographical and historical work was

introduced into topics. Games and physical education were

taught, although sporting activities and clubs such as chess

which he ran were curtailed by the current teachers' action over

a pay dispute. George had at various times interests in English,

mathematics and environmental studies; in his next post he

developed expertise with microcomputers.

By the time of this study George was thirty two and had been

encouraged to seek promotion within the authority. During the

summer term he was appointed as deputy head of a primary school

so the term to be described was in fact his last at Ann's Bridge.

The. new job was to prove quite a different challenge. At our

meeting after the term ended he told me that he felt his teaching

had been limited by the concern with job applications for the

first half of the summer term. I had not detected this on my

visits. My impression as an observer had been of a

well-established teacher able to create a classroom and

atmosphere in which he and his pupils could try out their ideas.

In our conversations together there had been little evidence of

anxiety or distraction. However George had indicated in our

early interviews how some of the pressures he felt from advisers
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and others were accentuated by his consciousness of career

possibilities.

At any time teachers' principles and classroom practice may be

influenced by what they feel parents, headteachers or colleagues

expect of them. In George's case he was committed to providing

time for pupils to pursue their ideas without undue interference

or demand for products. However, he was conscious of internal

and external constraints in putting this into practice. At our

interview on 12 October he remarked

I think that's a fault of all teachers . and me especially
that you say "Oh let them play" but you can almost feel the
head and the parents pushing ((laughs)) pushing you forward
to go and stick your •nose in. Of course you've also got a
guy ((a teaching colleague)) saying you haven't done your RE
this year and you've not done your art or practical maths
very much
(Interview 12/10/83)

The pressures to intervene, and to attend to a wide curriculum,

are commonly experienced by class teachers. But the priorities

of the LEA were particularly significant in this case. For

instance, referring to pupils recording of their work through

writing, pictures, models, etc. George commented

yes I get them to record as well because I still think
that's necessary . even if its a rudimentary recording
because in (this LEA) we go in for elaborate recording as
you probably know
(Interview 12/10/83)

And these were the influences that were felt more acutely at this

stage when he was conscious of career posibilities, as he

mentioned at our next interview on 20 March
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largely because .. because we've got people coming into the
classroom who'd like to say "Well . where's the evidence of
what you've been doing?" and that could be the reasons why
this year when I'm a little bit more conscious about
career advancement I'm getting things ... recorded .. much
more tightly . . whereas before I was .. less concerned about
having a neat piece of writing at the end of it.
(Interview 20/3/814)

The stress on a finished product and display in this LEA was

known to those who visited its schools, as I did, and mentioned

by George over the year when he commented on LEA priorities. He

summarised many of those comments when he talked of on 13 July as

I gave him a lift home. Apart from their emphasis on

presentation, he felt his goals for the science topic were not

inconsistent with the LEA priorities. On this and other

occasions he noted how in general he was very much in sympathy

with the spirit of the authority's policies, but able to stand

back and examine the undrIying assumptions critically. He

commented on the difficulty he found in getting colleagues to ask

those deeper questions, suggesting that was because they were

concerned with coping and felt threatened by querying the value

of what they were doing. George attributed his own confidence in

this respect partly to his experience of working with the

advisers and getting to know them individually, and partly to the

recognition of shared beliefs. He instanced their common concern

to foster persistence. active learning, individualised work, and

curriculum integration. The LEA's view was summarised by a

primary adviser when I met him and the science adviser on 18 July

to discuss the study. He emphasised the use of first hand

experiences and pupils' interests in a cross-curriculum approach
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to promote individualised active learning.

George gave the impression of someone who was confident and ready

to examine both received ideas and his own theories and practice.

Indeed his involvement in this study was based on a wish to do

just that. His background and professional development have been

described to convey the personal and historical context in which

he had developed his beliefs and his skills in the role of a

class teacher with a specialist strength. A link between his

personal beliefs and a loosely defined educational ideology has

been indicated. It appeared that personal contact, and the

recognition of power and influence over his work, played a part

in the mediation of a primary school tradition by advisers who

were a powerful influence in a small education authority.

Challenges to some of the tenets of that tradition were growing

at the time of the study. For instance, on 18 May we discussed a

press report of an argument for more specialised subject studies

in primary education by the chief HMI (Bolton, 1984). George was

unhappy about this pressure, like many class teachers.

A teachers' professional and personal history interact with the

changing social climate and educational ideologies. These

provide the broader context for his thinking and practice, and

their influence was analysed in this case under the sub-heading

of career. This section has introduced the teacher and his

pupils and pointed to some features whose relationships with

aspects of his thinking will be explored in the study.
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6.5 The Researcher

The influence of my presence was explored with the teacher and

pupils before, during, and at the end of the study. At our final

meeting on 24 July George said that he had become used to my

presence at an early stage and had not felt his performance was

hampered, although his involvement in the study had been

experienced as one more pressure. He stressed that normally he

would spend much time planning and thinking, even if the

commitment to the research had made him plan more explicitly and

ensure that time was spent on the science work when I arrived.

He commented that the presence of an interested party and an

observer had been welcome.

In their comments at the last interviews on 13 July the target

pupi's told me they had come to take me for granted, learnt to

ignore the video, and all associated my presence with the science

lessons. Another boy, Mark, had summed up how the class forgot

about my recording and got on with experiments when I arrived.

He iIlustrated how I became an accepted feature of the classroom

by using me as a reference point in describing a lesson, laughing

as he located some action "after you got covered in glue". While

observing I placed myself as unobtrusively as possible, often

starting by the teacher's desk as he introduced the lesson from

the other board, or recording from the far corner by the low

storage unit (see figure 6.2). As the teacher and pupils moved
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around I sometimes needed to find a better vantage point, and at

other times the children needed me out of the way as their

investigations demanded more space. In the previous term my

experience as a tutor and observer in classrooms over the years

had been sharpened in a small-scale study in another school.

had also practised observation and record-keeping in this

classroom before data collection began.

As a former class teacher with responsibility for primary science

I could appreciate the teacher's situation. Ten years'

experience of training primary teachers in this region had

informed me of the shared features of primary classrooms and the

distinctive aspects of particular settings. If time spent in a

variety of schools as a teacher, helper or observer with students

was helpful, so was my involvement with serving teachers and

advisers on in-service activities. I had first worked with

George as a tutor during his training at the Polytechnic and some

years later as the organiser of an in-service course that

generated the LEA primary science group which he eventually

co-ordinated. We met socially from time to time over the years

and these contacts led easily into our planning for this study

and my presence in his classroom. Care had to be taken to define

the stance I took in these situations and avoid lapsing into more

familiar roles during data collection, as discussed in Chapter 2.
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6.6 Relationships Between the Situation and the Teacher's Thinkin

In the course of describing the setting and introducing the

people involved in this study a number of influences on George's

thinking have been introduced. The relationships will now be

explored using the framework developed in Chapter 14. There the

situation was depicted as simply influencing all three aspects of

thinking (see figure 14.3) and it was noted that the analysis of

the situation would be structured under sub-headings of career,

class-teaching, opportunities and constraints. In that analysis

it was possible to distinguish different relationships between

each of those and the three aspects of George's thinking.

6.6.1 The Teacher t s Theories

George's theories were most obviously related to the categories

grouped under career, which included his personal background and

his professional development, and influences on those from people

and educational ideas. The difficulty of confirming the

associations between ideologies and classroom effects were noted

by Calderhead (198 14). In this case a relationship between

ideology and the teacher's thinking in terms of his stated

theories or priorities has been illustrated, showing the role of

colleagues and superiors in mediating this. To be integrated

into his theories this ideology of primary education had also to

be consistent with his personal beliefs, and it was not accepted

uncritically as a package. Case study can explore relationships

between external influences, personal experience and
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characteristics, and professional thinking and practice. In this

case these influences on George's beliefs and knowledge are

pursued in Chapter 7. His background in science was an important

ingredient, but the most influential was his view of learning and

teaching, developed through his experience as a class teacher.

The class teacher is so characteristic a feature of primary

schools that the experience and assumptions of the role may be

taken for granted. In this case features of that role were

analysed under four categories to trace influences on George's

thinking. The first concerned approaches to organising and

teaching a class in which wider educational beliefs were

translated into practice. Closely allied to this was the diffuse

role of a primary teacher who also had responsibilities for

children's social needs, for specific areas of the curriculum,

and for non-teaching functions ranging from resource provision to

seeing that fences were repaired! Further categories concerned

the pupils as individuals, and the class. George's experience as

a primary teacher who worked with one class for a year was

reflected in his beliefs and skills, and the class teaching

situation also influenced his thinking as he planned.

6.6.2 Planning

In this chapter George's perceptions of the class and of

individual pupils have been cited from our early interviews. His

judgement of the character of the class, expressed on 12 October,
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influenced the teaching approaches he planned and the priorities

he identified for their learning. On the one hand his view of

the class as "pretty homogenous", "very compact" in their

abilities led him to conclude that he could do a class project or

topic "without any kind of qualms . whereas sometimes you would

have some children who were zooming away - and others who were

struggling". On the other hand he had diagnosed the need to

increase their independence when he was drawing up his plans for

the year and initiating the class into his ways of working and

expectations. The importance of establishing the academic and

social framework early in the year is taken for granted by

experienced teachers-and has been recognised by researchers as

significant in terms of later planning (eg Clark and Yinger,

1980; Smith, Stead and Wilson. 1985). The teacher's perception

of the particularity of each class remains however as an

influence on plans and decisions over the year. For example on

iLl May over lunch George explained his decision to shift at that

point to a new activity by saying "I don't think I'll press on

any further because this is a class that .. gets bored very

quickly".

George's planning was strongly influenced by opportunities that

his situation provided. The immediate environment, the teacher's

confidence with science and in his teaching, and his autonomy

over curriculum decisions all increased the opportunities. The

time of year was cited more than once as significant in reducing

some of the other felt. pressures and constraints. For instance
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on 12 April George anticipated

that towards the end of the year .. I hope a fairly
successful year .. I can relax a bit on all the other areas
of the curriculum and say to the children "you have time now
to develop what you want to do".
(Interview 12/t/8L)

Later he added

I don't think I could do that throughout the year but I
think in the short term in the summer especially you feel a
little bit more as if you can let the reins go
(Interview 12/4/8)

He had previously contrasted the pressure to make junior school

pupils achieve in many areas of the curriculum with the

opportunity in infant schools for younger pupils to pursue more

sustained work. Concerns with time were much in evidence in

George's comments, but in more than one sense. The time of the

year influenced the teacher's plans and practice. The pressures

of time were again felt as the end of the year approached, and in

his final evaluation George elaborated on the way he felt lack of

time had constrained the activities. Those themes will be

illustrated in context in the appropriate chapters. One further

sense in which time was experienced as a constraint was mentioned

earlier in this chapter. namely the interruptions that seemed to

the teacher to have restricted the flow of the project. He

frequently referred to past or impending interruptions from days

when the school had to close for elections, union action during a

pay dispute, and his absences for interview or in-service

activity. His imagery at the start and end of the project

reflected a concern with the distribution of time as well as the
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total amount available. On 2 May he commented that he was "not

quite sure where I'm going to go from here .. with the term being

so bitty" and on 2L July he disagreed with my suggestion that it

had been a fairly long project:

George:	 I don't think so actually . I think it was . as it
turned out a fairly short one

R:	 was it?

George:	 I would have liked longer

R:	 you'd have liked to do it over two terms or . ?

George:	 no . over one longer term . rather than having too
many days off

Influences on George's planning are traced further in Chapter 8

and in the account of the summer term in Chapters 9 to 12. where

they are reported along with influences on his

thinking-in-action.

6.6.3 Thinking-in-Action

Some of the constraints and opportunities that affected his

planning were also related to George's thinking and actions in

lessons. His own autonomy and confidence were evident in his

interactions and decision-making as he managed open-ended

lessons, encouraged pupils to pursue their own ideas, refrained

from intervention, or decided to alter his plans. George's

comments as he reflected upon pupils' responses and the progress

of lessons are reported with the action in the appropriate

chapters. They revealed a number of influences which he weighed
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as he thought abut his interactions with pupils and came to

decisions in lessons. Many of them referred to time again. He

was providing more time for pupils to try out their ideas and

develop their own investigations, but in some lessons he judged

it was not proving productive. On several occasions he mentioned

how the pressure he felt to intervene was closely related to the

constraints of time and the need to ensure that pupils achieved

and covered a wide curriculum. At our half-term interview on 27

May he spoke of

(the) feeling as a teacher that you don't want to waste time
because you know that you've only got a limited amount of

time ... and you know there is a lot of things you could be
doing.
(Interview 2715/814)

He elaborated on this and on the "great tension in the feeling

you've got". This tension is explored in the study through

analysis of dilemmas, which are summarised in Chapter 10.

One of the most obvious constraints on classroom action and

thinking is the number of pupils. The commitment to

individualise learning is in tension with the responsiblity for a

large class. Although the nature of the lessons to be described

created unpredictable and multiple demands on him, there were

surprisingly few occasions when George reported these tensions or

the pressures on his thinking and classroom performance. In the

interview on 27 May he did comment on one particularly demanding

lesson, when pupils were having difficulties with construction

techniques. He noted how "because you're too busy you can't sit
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back enough and think about it" and how "in these lessons

you're trying to do too much and doing it all rather badly rather

than doing one or two things well".

George also made surprisingly few references to resource

constraints, apart from a few occasions when there were specific

shortages such as that caused by the pupils' sudden demand for

wheels. On my visits I occasionally observed pupils facing

difficulties because of limited materials or unfamiliarity with

their use. Sometimes these constraints influenced their

solutions to problems, or led George to do some incidental

teaching of craft skills. Many of the raw materials for

constructing and testing were available to pupils, and the

resource issue should not be seen in isolation from George's

organisation and his concern to develop more independent and

responsible learners.

The study reports instances of George's introduction of new

techniques to the class and his associated trialling of the tasks

for himself. Teachers have to try materials and activities

themselves and also with a class. Both sorts of experience may

be required before a new activity is integrated into a teacher'

repertoire to be drawn upon in planning for other situations. If

tensions are felt during the classroom action which cannot be

resolved by coping strategies then questions may be raised about

beliefs or knowledge. In this interpretation resource questions

influence all three aspects of thinking. They may be seen at the
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lowest level as simply a matter of lesson management, or at the

next level as part of planning. Beyond this they have potential

for extending, modifying, or even challenging the professional

knowledge and beliefs held by a teacher. For example, thinking

about design and craft techniques such as George tried during the

study can be restricted to ensuring that children have the

conditions and skills to make successful products. Or it may

become an element in a teacher's repertoire which he can use for

various ends, for example to foster problem-solving skills or

responsibility or group co-operation. Finally it may lead to

reflection on the teaching of science and technology. The

development of such an internal debate in George's thinking is

reported in the study, and implications for professional

development and in-service work are considered in Chapter 1L.
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CHAPTER 7 THE TEACHER'S THEORIES

7.1 Introduction and Overview

This chapter is concerned with those features of teacher thinking

included under the heading of theories. The scope of the

analysis is defined first with a brief reference to the

literature. The database is noted and the content of George's

beliefs and knowledge analysed. Internal relationships among

those are revealed and links with other aspects of thinking

indicated. The detailed working out of those in practice is

presented in the subsequent chapters, beginning with the dynamic

relationship between George's repertoire of knowledge and his

planning.

The literature reviewed in Chapter 3 contains a number of

arguments for starting an account of a teacher's thinking such as

this with analysis of his theories, for example Munby (1982).

Aikenhead (198 L1) argued that the process of planning had to be

understood within each teacher's frame of reference, and

Morine-Dershimer (1984) showed how a teacher's classroom

interactions made more sense when related to his or her beliefs.

Terms such as belief and theories inevitably have a wide range of

meanings in education. The literature review revealed a variety

of specialised terminology used in researching teachers'

theories. The stipulated definitions and theoretical origins of
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terms used in studying teachers' thoughts have multiplied. The

research community is concerned that the proliferation of

terminology, methodology and orientation of studies may fragment

the field (e.g. Clark. 1986; Calderhead, 1987b; Verloop 1987).

In the present chapter three terms are derived from the data and

defined with reference to their use in the literature:

repertoire, activity, and dilemma.

The review of research into teachers' theories also revealed a

lack of consensus over the definition of the field. It spans

teacher's personal feelings and beliefs and their principles or

theories concerning persons, education, learning, teaching and

the curriculum; knowledge and views about specific subject matter

are also subsumed under this heading. An account of a teacher's

theories has to recognise that range of potential content, the

cognitive and affective aspects, and the orientation of personal

knowledge toward practical concerns. In this study the teacher's

theories are defined as personally held beliefs and knowledge

concerning children, learning, teaching and primary science, and

relating to his situation and practice.

7.2 The Data and Analysis of George's Theories

Statements made by the teacher outside lessons were the basis for

the analysis of his theories presented in this chapter. These

occurred largely at planned interviews and occasionally in other

discussions or written .communications. George's expression of
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his beliefs and knowledge were volunteered, elicited and

elaborated over the year in such conversations, sometimes

prompted by thinking about plans or classroom actions.

The approach and agenda used in interviews was outlined in

Chapter 2. The interviews in October, March and April provided a

basis for analysis of George's theories, and a framework within

which his aims and strategies were set. The first interview in

the summer term, on 2 May, provided insights into his views of

primary science; at our half-term interview, on 27 May, he

elaborated on his theories. As he reviewed his plans and

reflected upon classroom action over the summer term he provided

evidence of his knowledge and beliefs. It was possible to

witness their use in practice and instances when this led to

their growth or re-examination (for example in his extended

reflections on the design process, or his commentary on his views

of how children learn concepts on 12 and 15 June). George's

elaborations and reviews of his theories provided a range of

opportunities over time to develop and validate the analysis by

collecting them as they occurred, comparing them, and probing his

statements. This led to the dynamic picture of the structure of

one teacher's theories and their relationships with his plans and

actions which is introduced in this chapter and traced in those

to follow.

The data used and cited in this chapter is summarised in Appendix

. It was analysed first by coding the transcribed interviews
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under four broad subheadings concerned with George's theories of

primary science, children , learning and teaching. Links among

these, and with the other headings in the framework outlined in

Chapter 4, were explored.

The account in this chapter begins with a discussion of George's

general knowledge of science teaching and relates that to his

views about primary science, then unpacks his theories concerning

learning and children and returns through examination of his

beliefs about teaching to his specific subject knowledge. The

discussion is widened in the next section to relate this analysis

of George's theories to the research literature with particular

reference to the structure of his theories and their relationship

to his planning and thinking-in-action. Some discrepancies and

tensions which form potential dilemmas are suggested.

7.3 George's Theories of Science Teaching and Primary Science

George's knowledge and views of science education were clearly

related to his experience. Unlike many primary teachers he had

studied science in his degree and training, and then taught a

science subject in secondary school for a year. This gave him

confidence in his own knowledge-base in science education, as he

explained at one of our earliest discussions on 12 October.

George:	 I think it's just because I feel confident with
basic science . from my degree . from . during that
year at comprehensive school as much as anything
else (which) probably did me more . good if you like
in confidence terms / it was more the attitudes / than
anything else
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R:	 Of course the science that you were teaching there was
probably quite different from what you're doing now

George:	 yes radically different / but at the same time
because of having . having had that experience I
feel confident that what I will do here isn't at the
baseline going to be wrong. (Interview 12/1O/8L1)

When necessary George could make his knowledge-base explicit.

Earlier in that discussion he revealed a framework of scientific

concepts, skills and attitudes that underpinned his primary

science teaching. To illustrate that he showed me an example of

a document he had produced for a recent in-service activity on

cars (see figure 7. 1) to show that the topic approach to

teaching, which he supported. could be underpinned by rigorous

thought about skills. Discussing the parallel with hs planning

for the similar topic in this study, he said that his own use of

that framework was not by direct mapping of science objectives

but by a process that he repeatedly labelled as intuitive.

George:	 I set those down there but I don't think when
I'm planning a topic (	 ) "Is there fair testing
there?" no I don't do that / you'd be surprised
that usually you cover (	 ) you cover all the
(skills)

R:	 but - is it skills particularly? because you mentioned
one of your other things about hedgerows - where
- when you were saying it would be largely
attitudes/ and you mentioned some skills

George:	 oh yes attitudes and skills

R:	 is it attitudes or is it particular scientific ideas
and concepts that do you structure it or what?

George:	 I think say in this it will be my intuitive feeling
that there are certain scientific concepts of force
which underlay the whole thing I just feel that
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C A R S (Middle Juniors)

In this series of experiments we can see how one experience can lead
logically to another and how on occasions, it is essential that one
experience does precede another. In our flow chart the first pathway
might be 'going downhill'.

Going Downhill

Early Experience

1. A 'play' phase where children are given one car, a ramp, a
metre rule and some blocks to experiment with in whichever
way they wish.

2. Most children will work on the idea of raising the ramp to make
the car go further and will go on to produce a graph, others
will do a table but others might just make the measurements.

Discussion: a) Do we measure in a wiggly or a straight line?

b) Do we measure from the top or bottom of the ramp?

c) In reporting back and on displays the children will
notice that the results vary from one group to the
next.

d) How many tests should the children do at each height?
Usually do three and take the middle one.

e) Is this maths or science?

3. The children are given two cars of differing performance and
asked to repeat similar activities. Scientific skills include:

Prediction of outcome.
Careful measurement.
Comparison of results.
Fair test conditions.

Figure 7.1 Extract from document produced by George for work with
teachers (12/10/83-lW)
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intuitively that there's going to be a lot of
discussion about friction and lots of discussion about
things falling and putting energy in getting energy
out that's the sort of thing and design of
experiments seems to underly all this sort of thing
(Interview 12/10/83)

The examples he gave of friction, energy and structure show how

George's knowledge of subject matter provided a resource on which

to draw in several ways. It suggested to him what scientific

potential lay in pupils' activity and experience, and it

contained knowledge of content which could be offered or

transformed to assist pupils in their own construction of

scientific understanding. On 15 June he summed these up in a

written note as complementary ways of using his knowledge.

I think it is one of the prime obligations of the teacher to

(i)	 Plan investigations, and activities that are connected
in some way and not a rag-bag

(ii.	 Draw the children's attention to the
connections between their play and everyday
experiences and their work in science.
This can be done in small groups.

(iii) Occasionally offer the benefit of his experience
in terms of theories he knows about, such as the
way energy is changed from one form to another or
stored, or some of the aspects of friction that
aren't obvious. e.g. that there is friction
between air and objects that fly through it.
(George's note - 15/6/84)

Although he originally characterised his use of his knowledge as

intuitive George was able to make it explicit, and even hold it

up for examination. Reflection upon experience, and the

opportunity to discuss it. led him to inspect it and articulate

it on several occasions.

George's knowledge-base consisted of a store of teaching
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approaches as well as astock of underlying scientific processes

and concepts. On 12 ApriL. when we discussed his plans for the

imminent summer term project, George had illustrated this. After

reviewing the underlying processes in the investigations his talk

turned to opportunities for teaching knowledge and concepts.

I think the thing that is obvious is . is . friction . errm
how to minimise it . because when you build a working model

you've got to minimise friction and its alrea&y come up
with Luke and his model .. that he left his working surfaces
very rough . and just told him that this wasn't going to
be good enough because they would rub and he saw that and
then he had a problem with rubber bands slipping off the
spindle . so he put some cork on it and of course that
completely jammed up the rubber band nd he immediately saw
that this was the case and he had to . cant the spindle
round so the rubber band wouldn't fly off so he could
minimise friction in that way .. errm . thats been a number
one thing which they've got to come to terms with for real
understanding of what friction is about .. I don't think
I don't think I'd do any specific work on it .. I can't see
myself dragging bricks across the playground and all that at
the moment and measuring the force on them in the classical
way of showing friction and testing how much friction it
involves .. but it will be just part of making models.
(Interview U/4/8)

In the example quoted here George saw pupils' practical solving

of problems concerning frictional forces as basic to their real

understanding of friction, but deemed it inappropriate to deploy

a familar teaching approach to represent the abstractions of

friction to the children. The use he made of his stock of

content knowledge, teaching approaches and exemplars was not

simply an automatic withdrawal of relevant items from a bank. He

could envisage alternative ways of using his knowledge in

different situations.

At the start of our discussion on 27 May he had mentioned that

there were alternative ways of relating his knowledge of science
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and those units in his knowledge referred to as activities. He

compared his present planning with that in a previous topic, on

light, which was a more common approach for him to take. He said

that in the present case the activities and things were leading

the choice of ideas to be taught, but more often the scientific

concepts would dictate his choice of activities and resources,

and then the sequence would arise from the logic of what was to

be learnt. He commented that either approach was suitable for

topic work.

Topics were a basic element of the primary curriculum for George,

often extending for a term and embracing several subject areas.

In the case of science he provided explicit examples of how he

related his subject knowledge to the selection and planning of

topics. At a more general level he indicated ways in which his

subject knowledge influenced his selection of topics to ensure

balance, as he explained on 12 October.

I want to do .. three topics approximately with a few little
bits in between just for variety . but three topics
basically .. try and make them biological, chemical and
physical . just roughly. (Interview 12/10/83)

He had indicated that some, such as the hedges topic cited above,

were better for teaching attitudes, and others for skills or

concepts. His experience had generated a rich store of

scientific and more general curriculum knowledge organised in

those large units labelled topics, as well as the intermediate

ones of activities, which emerged as basic elements in his

planning.
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In fact over the summer term his thinking moved back and forth

among potential activities and priorities for science learning.

Those trips to his store of knowledge were most often concerned

with skills and attitudes, and guided by his original broad aims

of enabling pupils to pursue their own ideas and investigations.

The underlying emphasis on process in George's thinking and

practice reflected the contemporary position of the process -

content debate in primary science.

The general stress on process in primary science, and the

temptations of equating pupils' learning and investigations with

a simplified notion of scientific method, have been critically

examined in the literature review. Another development noted

there was the incorporation of design and technology, sometimes

all subsumed under a generalised heading of problem-solving.

George himself volunteered the view that one can teach "a way of

looking at the world, a general process of problem-solving that

combines attitudes and skills" (12/6/8L1-WN).

George made no explicit statements indicating that in his mind

the planning of investigations was analysed, or distinguished

from problem-solving, design processes, or children's everyday

strategies for testing their ideas. However in his planning and

teaching over the term there was plentiful evidence, as the

account in later chapters will reveal, that his thinking was

analytical. He sought, for example, to provide opportunities for
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pupils to pose questions and translate them into a testable form;

he encouraged them to answer their own questions, asked them to

check their own findings, helped them see patterns in their

results, and prompted some reflection on their plans and designs.

The reasons for this richer detail from the observations of his

theory in action might be methodological, i.e. the teacher's

thinking was elicited in relation to his practice rather than

requiring abstract elaborations of his knowledge. It could be

linked to George's preference for an internalised, implicit

scientific framework rather than an elaborate set of sub-skills

or objectives against which activities are mapped; in the

discussion on 12 October quoted earlier he had expressed his

feelings when I probed about his notion of an intuitive checklist

of skills.

R:	 You don't sort of get 123 objectives out of
the back oft

George:	 nol

R:	 Science 5 to 13 you know on

George:	 no - I think naturally its just one of	 *
those things that if you do that you get too
"gr" ((he mimes tension)) crunched up
(Interview 12/10/83)

The primary science literature used by George at the time

included some publications such as those of the Science 5 to 13

Project which provided detailed objectives (Ennever and Hanlen,

1972). and schemes, such as LOOK! which matched processes to

activities and topics (e.g. Gilbert and Matthews, 1981-84,

p14-15). Other documents and curriculum materials to which he
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referred provided a more general overview of processes that

should be learnt through scientific activity (e.g. DES, 1983a;

Richards et al, 1985).

George had spelt out how his theory and practice were related to

this body of published material. On 28 February he wrote

I liked LOOK! for ease of getting teachers to start science
and the clarity of organisation of the cards. I don't like
using them straight myself. I like much of the 5 - 13
stuff, especially the philosophy underlying the work, but I
don't feel it to be as useful an addition to staffroom shelf
as LOOK! or Active Science (James, 1977). I tend to dip
into them all. (George's note 28/2/8L)

In our first interview on 12 October the had referred to theHMI

Discussion Paper (DES 1983a) to emphasise that a teacher's

underlying analysis of science learning could be rigorous without

being explicitly expressed.

It ((the HMI Discussion Paper)) makes a fallacy that just
because you're not neat and tidy on paper . that you're
waffly . you're not thinking clearly. (Interview 12/10/83)

In fact George's practice already showed his awareness of the

need to teach specific scientific skills that were then being

identified as needing attention in surveys by the APU, such as

repeating measurements. The APU results were becoming available

to primary teachers and the summary report for teachers produced

at that time noted

the need to consider how to help children acquire those more
specific science skills such as defining patterns in
observations, giving explanations, predicting,
hypothesising, controlling variables and planning
investigations, in which children are much less competent.
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(Harlen, 1983b, p 30)

The synopsis of the evidence from APU surveys relating

particularly to pupils' performance in planning investigations

(Harten. 1986) was not yet available to highlight the need for

more explicit attention to the stages of planning and to critical

reviews of th& planning process by pupils.

Rather than reflecting any gaps in George's subject knowlege, his

tendency to approach pupils' planning of investigations in a

rather undifferentiated way could be related to his beliefs about

skills teaching and children's learning. He held theories

concerning those which appeared to exercise a stronger influence

on his practice of primary science than did his model of

scientific knowledge or his experience of secondary teaching.

7.L George's Theories of Primary Science and Children's Learning

Although he saw primary science as part of a longer learning

sequence George distinguished it from science in secondary

schooling. In our discussions on 27 May he contrasted the

position of secondary science teaching with his present role.

I don't see that it is my job in a primary school to
systematically teach science .. I see it's my job to give
them a wide range of experiences which will enable them to
make sense of science with a big S later on .. cause that's

I don't think that's what primary science is about .. not
teaching discrete packets of knowledge .. it's about giving
lots of experiences which will come together later on.
(Interview 27/5I8L)
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His general belief in the importance of experiences as a basis

for learning was focussed here on the subject of science. He

also drew attention to his view that scientific learning should

be "applied". This was evident in his choices of activities over

the summer term, many of which were later to become staple

ingredients in the growing involvement of primary schools with

design and technology. George made his own philosophy explicit

more than once, for example on 2 May he explained the reasoning

behind his plans.

So those two lessons ((i.e. making and testing vehicles down
ramps)) I would anticipate being the precursors of .. of
this more interesting .. far more open-ended challenge
that would involve much more a sort of applied science
primary science is in danger of just becoming pure
science/which is nonsense .. because children at this age
aren't going to (	 ) their main interest isn't in pure
science/now I think it would be more sensible at this age
with the ideals we've got .. to do lots more applied
science. (Interview 2/5/814)

A few minutes later he generalised this to explain how his

be'iefs guided his choice of tasks.

I suppose it's because it actually concurs with my basic
philosophy that they .. will want to apply what they've
learnt .. it's no good learning something unless you apply
it.	 (Interview 2/5/814)

Those quotations locate his theory of science learning within a

general view of children and how they learn. The role of

experiences, in and out of school, was also often cited by George

in his comments on pupils and learning. Sometimes it was coupled

with reference to the term play. emphasising the need for

exploration of material and for active, personal experience

before more structured learning was appropriate. For instance,
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on 12 October, after telling me how the children were

enthusiastically building models with the Legotechnic

construction kit he had introduced in the activity sessions at

the start of the day, he remarked "That's an important one isn't

it? To let them play first of all."

Out of school leisure activities and experiences were also noted

as an important foundation for more systematic learning. George

commented on their absence or highlighted exceptions where, for

example, boys such as Luke had played with technical kits at

home. More positive examples were given too during the summer

term's action, and when he talked on 27 May of the various

experiences of friction which the children brought to their work.

Yes out of school things like ermm .. slippery shoes and
non-slippery shoes .. yeh ice and sliding on ice .. what
makes a good slide and what makes a bad slide ermm
bike brakes and things like that .. making their bikes run
smoothly .. they've obviously had lots of experience in that
way .. this is just taking it one step further (Interview
27I5I8t)

George's most developed account of his views on how children

learnt from experience, and of how he saw his role in this, arose

from a discussion over lunch between two teaching sessions on 12

June designed to help the pupils pursue their own ideas using

simple model mangonels. He said he was "in the business of

giving them experiences and they may form a pattern out of it

adding " we shouldn't be trying to ram a concept down their

throat". He felt that ideas and experiences, for example of

energy, should fit together over time and form a foundation.
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They could come from out of school experience and play of the

right sort, but many children did not get that, and the day's

activities were designed to be in that vein. He felt that rather

than cover all areas it was better to do what came up well. This

he tried to capture in the phrase "it's almost a lucky bag" but

on reading through my notes on his statement (12/6/84-WN) he

wrote

1. I rather regret that for some children anything is a
lucky bag but at its best its a patchwork quilt.

2. I'd like to lay a little more emphasis on the
connections the children should make between the various
experiences given. The quality of the learning will depend
on the intellectual capacity of the child.
(George's note 15/6/8 14) 	-

On 12 June he had already remarked that he would help children

who were ready to make connections and individualise his

treatment to match individual differences. On several occasions

George had referred to his views about the individualised nature

of learning, with its implications for differentiated teaching of

pupils with their different experiences, abilities and learning

styles. At the early stages of this study he had identified such

differences when we agreed on the sample of target pupils and his

attributions guided his expectation of how they would tackle the

tasks in the summer term. The later account of his interactions

when teaching will be seen to reflect those attributions, and his

theory of individualised learning to some extent, although he had

represented it as "something I play by ear anyway .. when I go

into a group .. and just see what they need" (12IL/8ti)
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Individual interests and preferences were seen by George as

relevant to successful learning - for example when he commented

in the interview on 20 May how some children liked

investigations. and others preferred doing just what they were

told. For all children he held a general principle that interest

and motivation were important, and more likely to be present when

they were following their own ideas.

George:	 If the idea in the first place came from
the children/ it's most likely that they will
just carry on going along the same road for
a fairly long way .. because they started from
a point where they want to be interested

if they started from a point where I'm
interested .. they're not likely to have the
same motivation
(Interview 20/3I8L)

George's belief in the importance of knowledge being applied was

noted earlier, and was related to his view of motivation. For

instance in our interview on 2 May he justified his plan for a

little competition by saying "They'd want to use their new

knowledge .. and certainly not many of us would find the idea of

a competition easy to resist."

Surprisingly little evidence was seen in his statements of the

place of peer interaction, language and communication in

learning. They had been anticipated in the initial

categorisation. His teaching practice supplemented collaborative

work in small groups with some plenary sessions at which pupils

reported and discussed their ideas. His strategy of reducing the

pressure of written recording over the term limited the formal
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communication of findings, but he had noted in our interview on

12 October that he saw rudimentary recording as one means of

"consolidating understanding".

7.5 George's Theories of Teaching

George's beliefs about teaching have been represented in the

extracts quoted in relation to primary science, and to children's

learning. His views about children and learning appeared to have

a stronger influence on his teaching theories than the claims of

subjects. This was evident in his extended deliberations over

the use of the TV programmes 'Downhill' and 'Uphill' which

introduced a formally defined design process and instruction in

craft skills. George noted on several occasions, for example on

14 May after reviewing a programme, that he preferred to teach

skills as the need arose because that was more motivating and

would seem relevant to pupils. His deliberations over approaches

to the teaching of skills are followed in the case study. They

reflected tensions between aspects of his theories, the influence

of actions and new ideas.

A related dilemma, developed in the study, concerned the type and

extent of interventions a teacher should make. In all our

interviews leading up to the summer term George talked about his

concern over how much, at what stage, and in what form he should

offer his own ideas and direction. On the one hand he was

concerned to provide less direction and interference so pupils
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could develop their ideas and take on more responsibility for

their learning. On the other hand, at the time he was confirming

that strategy late in the spring term, he also pointed to the

pupils' need for his intervention.

they really peter out very quickly .. probably because I'm
not feeding in the right stimulus and the right equipment
and the right ideas at the right time (Interview 20/3/84)

Two months later, at the interview on 27 May, he was able to

summarise his resolution of his dilemmas at that stage as "where

they've got ideas .. don't do much except help them in their own

clarifying; where there are materials or skills be quite

prescriptive"

George's modification to his view of teaching in these respects

had practical implications for his interactions with pupils that

were summarised in that rule. It did not exist in isolation from

more general principles about teaching that he had revised. That

revision was itself subsumed under a review of his beliefs and

understanding of children's learning and of teaching primary

science and technology. This reflection on personally held

knowledge can be compared with Elbaz's model of practical

knowledge held at three levels of rules of practice, practical

principles, and general images of what teaching should be like

(1983).

In tracing the changes in George's theories relationships were

uncovered, and his feelings and personal commitment revealed.
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There was also evidence of his self-awareness. He gave examples

of how he viewed his own teaching and related his personal

characteristics to his theories. For example in our first

interview on 12 October he coupled his belief in the need for

play with the tendency of all teachers "and especially me" to

move in too soon. He made a more general statement later in the

study, in a conversation on 13 July, when he located his own

theories and approach in terms of the way "different teachers

bring different models, priorities and values, and emphasise

certain skills."

7.6 A Repertoire of Knowledge

George's self-awareness included insights into his knowledge base

and its origins. In his account of that he introduced the term

repertoire.

and usually I've done something similar to it I don't
usually repeat the same but something similar .. and it
gradually accretes you know .. snowballs/and so something
which starts off very small in the dim and distant past has
now built up into quite a wide sort of repertoire if you
like (Interview 12/10/83)

He was talking here of large units held as a repertoire from

which he could select vehicles for learning in a new situation.

The experiences of using such units had produced a repertoire

that had potential for growth and flexible use. However George

was also aware that experience could lead to rigidity. Talking a

little later in that interview of how he developed activities he

remarked on his tendency to follow familiar pathways.
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I think largely I'll repeat things which I've done and found
successful (	 ) sometimes I will see a new pathway .. but I

I think its one of my failings that want to . that
I'll see too clearly what I want to do and very often don't
let thing's get in the way. tlnterview 12110183)

7.7 Discussion of the Teacher's Theories

The terms 'activity' and 'repertoire' were derived from George's

first account of his thinking and were retained for the analysis

and representation of his knowledge base. 'Activity' emerged as

a basic unit in his use of that knowledge base when he came to

planning, as demonstrated in the next chapter. This had also

featured in Yinger's study of one elementary teacher (1977). The

term activity has a variety of usages and connotations, for

instance it may denote pupil activities during a lesson, or

larger units of work. In this study it was operationally defined

as constituted by one or more tasks, with a common theme or

purpose, having a discrete use in his planning.

'Repertoire' was adopted to refer to the teacher's subject

knowledge and the related set of exemplars and understandings

that Shulman and colleagues have termed pedagogical content

knowledge (e.g. Wilson, Shulman and Richert, 1986). Their

perspective is that teacher's professional knowledge draws both

on subject matter knowledge, including the substance and syntax

of the subject, and on general pedagogical knowledge, which

includes knowledge of teaching and learning principles, pupils,

and classroom procedures. Both these influence the pedagogical

content knowledge. which includes understanding of how a
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particular topic could be taught, subject-specific issues and

teaching approaches. Wilson, Shulman and Richert indicated that

there is a need to explicate relationships within and between

these forms of knowledge, and that at the time "how these kinds

of knowledge relate to one another remains a mystery to us"

(1986, p18). The elements in their logically derived model are

shown in figure 7.2. The account of George's theories gives some

indication of the relationship in one case, and suggests the

influence of other types of knowledge and associated beliefs on

his pedagogical content knowledge as depicted in figure 7.3. It

also emphasises the practical orientation and personal nature of

that knowledge.

In the analysis of George's theories the other elements

represented in figure 7.3 were evident as well as his subject and

pedagogical content knowledge. His beliefs and dilemmas about

teaching in relation to science were linked to more general

theories concerning education, pedagogy and curriculum. The

views he held about children and learning emerged as a major

determinant of how his content knowledge was used. The review of

literature illustrated how a view of learning could be the basis

for a model of primary science.

Ingredients in George's theory of how children learn were

identified but he made no general statement of allegiance to any

received learning theory. However Piagetian theory had been a

major influence on prithary science and on the ideology of primary
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Figure 7.2 Components of teachers' knowledge base in
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Figure 7.3	 Representation of the structure of the teacher's

repertoire of knowledge in terms of pedagogical

content knowledge. (Developed from Wilson,

Shulman and Richert, 1986, figure 4.1)
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education transmitted to the LEAs schools (see Chapter 6). That

loosely related set of beliefs about children , learning and

primary teaching had been epitomised in 1967 by the Plowden

Report (Central Advisory Council for Education, 1967). Its

alliance with a view of science had been represented in the

notion of discovery in the Plowden Report (para 609) and in the

Nuffield Junior Science Project (1967a), as discussed in the

review in Chapter 3. In fact George did not use the term

discovery, and although often associated with the Nuffield

project it is rarely mentioned explicitly in the teachers guides.

•They do however lay out a number of principles based on

observation of children at work, such as the importance of

experience, of starting from pupils' own questions and of active

problem-solving, which featured in George's own views as analysed

above. George had copies of the guides and referred to them,

mentioning long after this study that it still represented many

of his beliefs. He had also noted during the study that he liked

the underlying philosophy of the Science 5 - 13 Project (Ennever

and Harlen, 1972) which took a more analytical view of science

and learning objectives but was still heavily indebted to Piaget.

George's learning theory cannot however be simply termed

Piagetian, nor can his view of how concepts are learned be simply

labelled as empiricist. We have seen how his thought about the

way experiences lead to learning was complex and developing.

Children were seen as individuals building a "patchwork quilt" of

ideas from experiences- which were supplemented, structured and
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challenged by teaching. Learning was viewed as untidy and

unpredictable but underpinned by some general principles: the

need for activity and a preliminary play stage; the individual

differences in quality and rate of learning; the importance of

interest and motivation; and the construction of links between

ideas and experiences. George was exploring through his practice

a constructivist view that was at that time beginning to extend

and challenge current orthodoxies about science learning. He did

not make contact with any of the relevant literature however

until after the study; as it became available to primary teachers

he developed his own theories of science learning through reading

as well as practice, showing particular interest in critiques of

Piagetian psychology (e.g. McClelland, 1983) and accounts of

children's alternative frameworks (e.g. Osborne and Freyberg,

1985). George did not articulate any theory of how process and

concept learning necessarily related but illustrated a position

that went well beyond the simple recognition that skill learning

involved some content. Skills, understanding, and application

were all combined in his view. This was illustrated in several

comments on how problem-solving contributed to an understanding

of friction, for instance that quoted earlier from our first

interview on 12 April.

7.8 Relationships Between Theories and Other Aspects of Thinking

In our early discussions George's theories were seen to guide his

broad aims for the term. A combination of views about science
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teaching, children's learning and primary practices were

orientated toward classroom possibilities in his long term

planning. Beliefs and knowledge informed, and were tested

against, changing p'ans and evaluations in a manner not captured

by any simple ends-means description. George was an experienced

teacher who had a rich base of personal knowledge to use in

developing plans. His repertoire was not merely a collection of

experience but a reorganisation of it which continued to be

modified as well as increased through reflection and practice.

This extension of George's metaphor of a repertoire to capture

the form and function of such organised schemes of knowledge

matches that used by Schon in discussing the reflective practice

of professiona's. Schon (1983; 1987) writes of the repertoire

that is drawn upon in bringing past experience to bear in a

unique situation. The new situation is seen in terms of

precedents in the professional's repertoire of examples, images,

understandings and action. Reflection-in-action in Schon's sense

tests possibilities from his repertoire in ways that parallel the

relationships between theories and plans found in this case.

Enriching of the repertoire may arise from this testing in a

number of ways as illustrated in the analysis of George's

thinking. Most simple perhaps was the incorporation of new ideas

from sources such as published curriculum materials, carried out

by testing potential uses of them in thought and practice. This

wilt be seen particularly in Chapters 10 and 11, in relation to

the model-making and.testing. More complex feedback was evident
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when George came to make selections from his bank of activities

during the summer term. He shuffled and experimented with

elements that were thereby modified and reorganised. His

repertoire was enlarged and elaborated as they were redeposited.

A yet more radical review and restructuring of the repertoire may

occur where theories conflict with one another or with action.

In primary science the tensions between the claims of subject

study and primary traditions, or between process and content,

could have the potential to initiate such a review. Those

conflicts did not in fact crystallise as dilemmas for the teacher

during this study. However dilemmas over skills teaching and

intervention did arise in the planning as illustrated already.

Argyris and Schon (197 L ) noted the potential for theory-building

of dilemmas arising from conflicts between theories-in-use and

the behavioural world. Subsequently the concept of dilemmas has

proved fruitful for relating theories to action in a number of

studies of teaching reviewed in Chapter 3 (e.g. Berlak and

Berlak, 1975; Hargreaves. 1979; Lampert, 198 L , 1985, 1986;

Zeichner et al 1987). Lampert's characterisation of a

pedagogical dilemma as an argument with oneself (1985) is

particularly relevant to the present analysis. George's internal

arguments relating to his dilemmas will be followed in Chapters 9

and 10. On the basis of the evidence it will be argued that

tensions associated with interactive thinking contribute to

theory-building through such arguments with oneself.
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Theories will also be seen to influence action and the related

thinking directly. This may seem an obvious link to make but it

is possible that sincerely held theories might not be in evidence

once the busy life of the classroom takes over. For example in

his review of studies of reading Duffy (1981) concluded that

while teachers might possess theoretical orientations those did

not significantly influence their teaching of reading. He

concluded that this was not a rejection of reading theory but

rather that "the conception of reading is mediated by classroom

conditions that are more immediately crucial to the teachers than

theory" (1981, p5).

Teachers experience classroom life as busy and immediate and may

characterise the interactive phase as atheoretical or automatic.

Active science teaching in particular may be seen as so demanding

that theoretical knowledge and values are submerged and not

explicitly reported. However the implicit theories of teachers

have been shown to influence elementary science strongly in the

work of the Planning and Teaching Intermediate Science Study

(Smith and Anderson. 1983). Different theories of teaching and

learning held by teachers differentially constrained their

implementation of curriculum materials developed in that study

and the adoption of suitable teaching approaches. Implicit

theories (referred to as activity-driven, didactic and discovery)

were observed and their effects on practice reported in a number

of case studies (eg Roth. 1984) which are particularly relevant
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for the present research, not because the typology or findings

can be simply transferred to this study but because they

illustrate how the influences of theories may be traced.

George's personally held values and theories about learning and

teaching will be seen to exert a powerful influence over the

realisation of some of his stated objectives that were not

centrally important to him, for example. Thus he noted at the

start of one lesson that his adoption of the design approach was

not likely to be vigorously pursued because of his deeper

beliefs:

I'll sort of make noises that they ought to design something
- but if they don't - they just get on and start doing
something that's what I'm really after I think
(Interview 2/5/84)

In this chapter George's theories have been traced from the

influences and experiences that shaped them, through analysis of

his beliefs and knowledge about primary science, pupils, learning

and teaching to an integrated account of their structure that has

been related to his plans and thinking-in-action. The next

chapter begins the analysis of his planning within that frame of

reference, showing how he drew upon his repertoire of knowledge.

The development of that repertoire of his knowledge through

experience and reflection has been linked to dilemmas which will

be explored in relation to the action in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER 8 THE TEACHER'S PLANNING

.1 Introduction and Overview

This chapter analyses George Packham's planning for the summer

term topic over the two terms leading up to it. The development

and modification of those plans during the summer term is

analysed in Chapters 9 to 12. where the action is also presented

in chronological order.

There are several kinds of planning, associated with different

time-scales and degrees of detail. Yinger (1977), in an early

study of one elementary teacher, detected five kinds: termly,

unit, weekly and daily. Later studies have identified similar

kinds, or layers, with some additions and variations. Clark and

Yinger (1986) note that studies of the dynamic relationships

between these layers indicate how they nest within one another.

The review of research also indicated the importance of plans at

the start of the year for setting up the social and educational

frame within which later planning and action occurs. This

matches the experience of teachers faced each year with a new

class. In a preliminary study in another school the detailed

planning and teaching of a teaching team was reported within

their frame of broad aims and intentions for the year (Smith,

Stead and Wilson, 1985).
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For this study it was therefore necessary to collect data on

planning from the start of the school year. The analysis traced

the development of those plans over the year and unpacked

relationships among different layers of planning. It confirmed a

picture of teacher planning as a nested process. George's plans

for the year subsumed termly topic plans, within which units of

activities lasting for several lessons were deployed. The next

step down was to lesson planning; within this plans were made for

sections of lessons, pupil tasks and the teacher's role. Those

layers were related but the relationship between them was not

simp'y hierarchical. A display was deve'oped to represent this

nested structure (figure 8.1).

Some situational influences on plans have been described in

Chapter 6. The account of plans in this and later chapters

includes further examples, such as the opportunities of local

resources and the constraints of time. The relationship between

theories and plans, introduced in Chapter 7 through references to

George's use of his repertoire of knowledge, will be explored

further in this chapter. Chapter t noted how images of the flow

of activity were formed and focussed in planning. George's

images of the term, the activities that were the key units, and

the sequence of lessons will be related to the chronology of the

topic as it was realised over the summer term. This is

represented in figure 8.2.
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8.2 The Data

The data used in this chapter was collected over the autumn term

1983 and spring term 198 14. It is summarised in Appendix 4. It

consists of interviews, discussions in and out of school, and

notes on one lesson at the end of the spring term. That lesson

served as a prelude to the summer term work and suggested some of

the relationships to be explored in the analysis of George's

plans and actions throughout the summer term. It is reported to

provide an example of the translation of plans into actions, and

to introduce the account of the term's work in the chapters which

follow.

Long term planning was discussed at the interviews in October,

March and April to explore George's evolving planning for the

summer term topic in the light of his initial plans for the year

and his evaluations over the first two terms. The procedures and

agenda used for interviews have been described in Chapter 2, and

summaries of the analysis are to be found in Appendix 3. The

interviews gave access to George's reflections on his plans as he

considered both means and ends. They were intended to provide an

insight into the process of planning as well as its outcomes.

The approach allowed George to take control and make extended

statements which revealed links between plans and evaluations,

and with other headings in the working model. He also

volunteered comments on his own planning style. George's

statements could be cQmpared and explored over time. His aims
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and strategies for the summer term topic were clarified on 20

March and confirmed on 12 April before they were incorporated

into the framework for this study as described in Chapter Li.

They are summarised again here in Table 8.1 for reference during

the discussion of his planning.

TABLE 8.1 GEORGE'S AIMS AND STRATEGIES FOR SUMMER
TERM'S SCIENCE TOPIC

A. Processes and Intervention

George had been concerned from the start of the year to
foster inquiry. In this general category he itemised:

(i) pupils' readiness to pursue their own ideas, and

(ii) to think for themselves, and

Uii) to plan and organise their investigations.

To promote these he had strategies to test:

(I) to avoid forcing his ideas on them;

(ii) to allow time for development of their ideas;

(iii) to change the form of recording and reduce the
emphasis on written records.

B. Concepts and Content

At the beginning of the year George had in mind a topic on
cars or transport or forces for this term's study. In later
plans this developed into a topic on toys and cars which he
saw as an appropriate theme for developing the skills and
attitudes identified in A and the understanding of:

(I) Friction - as a natural part of the project without
direct teaching;

(ii) Structures and rigidity - derived from the strong
structure advocated for the vehicle construction and
providing opportunity for direct teaching as well as
incidental learning.
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8.3 The Frame and Aims for the Year

Early in the year, at the interview on 12 October, George told me

he was getting the class accustomed to a new way of working and

was setting up the frame within which his long term aims could be

realised. He remarked that "they were used to a completely

different atmosphere last year and so we've come to some kind of

'modus vivendi' at the moment". He noted the sort of demands

this was making on pupils to adjust to his ways and take more

responsibility for their own learning, including details of

classroom management such as putting things away in the right

pice and organising themselves, adding "it'll take a while but by

Christmas we'll have come to a clear understanding ((laughing))

of where we both stand."

By 28 February, when he wrote a note commenting on that first

interview, George could see progress within that frame as pupils

began to take more responsibility for their learning:

I confirm that I'm still feeding bulk of ideas and method to
children but beginning to feel that there is more
independence and confidence to try own ideas on part of
children (George's note 28/2/84)

During my visit to the class on 8 March George illustrated how

his plans and strategies were seen in relation to the long-term

aims. Explaining that the day often began with a choice of

curriculum activities - some new and some a continuation of

previous work - he noted that this served his aim of fostering
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pupils' ability to choose for themselves. He added that they

were getting better at this when compared to his early

description in October.

This judgement was qualified however two weeks later when George

articulated more specific thoughts on his own performance and the

pupils' progress in relation to that overall aim of increased

independence. In the interview on 20 March, referring on the

previous day's lessons when the children had been set

investigations using mirrors, he commented that although it

seemed open-ended he was still giving them too many cues as to

where to stop. He added that

and I don't feel at the moment they are saying "what happens
if?" enough, they're just doing what they imagine I want
them to do and stopping (interview 20/3/84)

In that comment George related his assessment of the pupils'

progress to his own role. From the beginning of the year he had

thought about constraints on the children's pursuit of their own

ideas. He identified too much teacher direction and too little

time, along with the pressures of written recording. In the

summer term he intended to try strategies of intervening less,

providing more undirected time and requiring fewer written

records. This was not a rejection of the value of more directed

teaching for appropriate ends, but rather a reference back to his

long term aim of promoting independent inquiry. George judged it

was about time for a shift of emphasis when he explained his

plans at our interview on 20 March.
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maybe what I'm doing at the moment is quite appropriate
because I'm .. giving them lots of experiences about one
particular thing so they are in fact studying it in some
depth and they are in fact being successful at every stage

because I've carefully .. graded the experiments if you
like and the experiences .. so they are .. guaranteed
successful and there is .. they 3 ve got something at the end
of it .. which is a decent set of folders of work and they
can turn round and say "yeh .. we've learnt a heck of a lot
here .. and we've learnt some techniques like .. doing
thing 1 s three times .. like checking results like being
sceptical about results like following something through
like having an idea and testing it and deciding it was wrong
in the first place .. that's the sort of thing we've done
this year .. erhmm .. and it's been interesting anyway"

and so they've had that .. but then ((referring to his plans
for the summer term)) possibly .. its not a sudden shift but
the emphasis is different .. the emphasis is on them
beginning to make more mistakes and going up more blind
alleys rather than me smoothing the way for them.
(Interview 20/3184)

George summed up his image of the contrast between the work so

far and the plan for the summer term in a metaphor of a journey.

Yes .. I'd say what I've been doing this term was very much
more going down the motorway .. just hurtling down at great
speed and making sure we all knew where we were .. and next
term I feel much more like .. exploring some of the byways

and lanes. (Interview 20/3/84)

8.4 George's Image of the Summer Term

That metaphor of a journey captured the different sort of

activity flow he envisaged for the following term. This section

analyses the development of George's plans for the term as he

imagined the nature and content of that flow of activities.

By the time we met on 12 April George had sharpened his image of

the summer term's science. He could picture how more time would
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be provided for pupils to pursue their ideas within the overall

flow of activity, if all went according to plan.

I hope more and more to be giving them a chance to develop
long term more and more their own ideas .. this may not
happen .. this may not work .. because they're not as
self-motivated as some classes I've come across but I hope
that they will be able to take on .. say half a day's work

easily developing their own ideas and trying out their
own experiments .. on their own models and the artefacts
that they're produced. (Interview 12/418111

George went on to say that by cutting down on other areas of the

curriculum he would give them fairly lavish amounts of time to

pursue their own interests. He had qualified his plans not only

with reference to the character of this class, but also with his

own wish to retain the opportunity to insert episodes of more

directed work.

in spite of what I've said there will be times .. every
other week say approximately when I will be giving them
specific tasks that I will be saying that "we've been to the
playground or whatever and we've seen swings .. can you work
on this pendulum here .. and these are the constraints these
are the things I want you to do" (Interview 12/4/84)

He had in fact focussed his image of the term's plan closely

enough to envisage how such episodes of more teacher-led activity

might structure the flow of pupil investigations.

I think what I'll .. I'll tend to do is .. as I said
there'll be sort of formal type pure science sessions about
once .. once a week or once a fortnight .. or so .. where
I'll be telling them what I'll want to do and that may
actually signal the end of a particular phase of looking at
one thing. (Interview 12/4/84)

We have seen George progressively focussing his image of the

summer term, within the original frame announced at the start of
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the year. So far we have traced his views of the pupils'

progress, his role and interactions, the strategies he will use

and the way these will be deployed over the term. Now we turn to

the content.

8.5 Planning the Content. Selection and Sequencing.

His definition of the topic and potential activities sharpened

over the year. This was not simply a matter of filling in detail

as time passed. Alternatives were weighed against his overall

goals, with references to the situation and recourse to his

repertoire of knowledge. By the time he introduced the first

lesson a range of potential activities had been identified. The

selection and sequencing of those was not fixed and would be done

in the light of reflection on the action over the summer term.

George first expressed his thoughts about the content of the

science topics when I interviewed him on 12 October. He

described how he generally did one topic per term "with a few

little bits in between" and how, over a year, he sought to

balance biological, physical and chemical science topics.

Although he did not repeat topics in exactly the same way he had

usually done something similar, and he explained how the

experiences of teaching those topics had "built up into quite a

wide sort of repertoire".

He felt that his repertoire was now extensive enough for him to
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make selections from it on the basis of current opportunities and

his interests. There was no evidence that systematic

co-ordination through the school constrained his choices. The

work in the first term was related to the region's iron and steel

industry, stimulated by visits to industrial museums. As the

interview proceeded George explained his choice of that and the

spring term topic.

R: So this year you said to yourself . before you
met the kids . "these are the sort of topics I
think we'll do "1

George:	 Yes . I just fancy doing iron and steel
and I'd been to Keiham Island ((an industrial
museum with a schools service)) .. and I'd been
thrilled by it . it's a great start and
therefore it just seemed logical to go to Abbeydale
((an older indUstrial hamlet)) as well to reinforce

and because it's a good visit .. and then
I just built up from there./

The next one which I'm going to do in the spring
• after Christmas . even . is Ourselves
• you know . our bodies?!

Because I know that this class haven't done that
and also it's one of my favourite things!
and its one of those things you can just let
them go on ... because once you've got them going
they can do all sorts of experiments for
themselves and it becomes very sort of freewheeling.
(Interview 12/10/83)

The pupils' scientific activities in October were concerned with

the properties of metals. George anticipated the visits would

lead naturally into technology and science related to

model-making. He was uncertain how far to develop those models

into the investigation of pulleys and gears at this stage as he

anticipated some work on those in the third term, when I would be

present. The content of the topic for the summer term was
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however only tentatively and loosely defined in references to

potential themes and titles, such as 'bicycles' which he had used

earlier, "and things like cars and . really a topic either

entitled . cars or land transport . or . or sort of forces might

be a nice topic."

By the end of February, when he wrote a comment on his remarks in

that interview of 12 October, he had modified and focussed his

plan for the summer term's topic.

I have changed the summer topic to 'Toys' to bring in some
of the ideas of gearing and experiments with cars and
bicycles. Chosen because it gives a wide area for other
work in art, model making, discussion and writing; 'forces'
is too abstract and I feel that the other areas would be
rather contrived and lack focus. I want children to try to
make own working toy in wood especially - many of these can
be very simple giving chance to less able but complexity can
be great for the inventive. Much of our science will derive
from the process of model making and problem solving and the
use toys are put to.

Regret loss of hedge topic through year because of time
constraint. (George's note - 28I2/8L)

The 'Toys' topic was chosen then as a more relevant and natural

vehicle for activities similar to these he had anticipated

earlier, but also to provide opportunities for work in other

areas of the curriculum. His plan seems to have been modified to

reflect his commitment to curriculum integration, and his views

on children's interests and abilities.

George's note about the Hedge topic referred to his plan,

mentioned on 12 October, for the class to study the nearby

hedgerow at intervals ,over the year. He had originally intended
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that in the summer term he would alternate it with the main

science topic as dictated by the weather and the rhythm of work.

This concern for balance and variety did in fact resurface later

in the summer and a return was made to the hedge.

Toward the end of the spring term George sharpened his image of

the activities that could begin such a topic on 'Toys'. He had

selected one element from the range of content considered

earlier, begun to translate it into tasks for pupils and himself,

and located those against his general image of the activity flow.

Following his general description on 12 April, of how episodes

might be arranged in that flow quoted above, he had illustrated

it thus.

I think it looks like we're going to start on cars and
things that move up and downhill .. erhm we'll probably be
doing that and we may have another sort of formal session on
what happened with different weight cars or different type
cars then what happens with perhaps crashing cars at the end
of a run or something like that.. that may actually signal
the end of that part .. of work . then in the meantime
there's been children developing their own models and their
own ideas with any luck over a period of half a day at a
time or a day at a time at maybe the outside.
(Interview 12/LI/8LL)

George's mental planning as he approached the summer term was

focussed on that one unit where he could envisage the classroom

action. It was a basis for planning lessons over one or two

weeks. Although he could sketch this first activity there was

little definition of detail at this stage. Nor were the later

units of activities firmly in place, simply awaiting infilling as

the time approached for their implementation.
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8.6 Discussion of The Process and Structure of George's PIannin

George's plans have been traced as they developed over time. The

analysis of George's planning revealed a time-related nested

process as indicated by several other studies (e.g. Joyce, 1980).

Figure 8.1 represents the layers and relationships within his

planning as analysed in this chapter.

Each layer identified is nested within another chronologically

and logically. However links between layers can be more complex;

for example, lesson planning referring back to termly plans, and

each layer interacting with the teacher's beliefs and repertoire.

The model in figure 8.1 is therefore not linear, nor simply

hierarchical, but represents by broken lines the openness to

movement between layers. The vertical arrows indicate the flow

of action as imagined (a) over the term (b) over an activity,

which could involve several lessons (c) during a lesson. The

horizontal arrows represents the action in real time.

Movement between the plans and repertoire was framed by the early

setting of goals and ways of working, and the selection of broad

termly topics. It was initially a very free movement which left

many possibilities open, only tentatively reviewing potential

topics and activities held in his repertoire. Activities were

the key units, and several were considered briefly and set

against the anticipated, character of the summer term. The flow
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Theories

The teacher's repertoire and beliefs

Plans for year's science (3 topics + bits)
Planning Thoughts

and early frame of goals and ways of working

Topic (title/theme) and potential

activities for use over the term

Activity-unit of several 1
lessons over week(s)

lesson plan

Action in real time

Figure 8.1 The nesting of the teacher's planning

images
formed of
term's topic

units of
activities,
with boundaries

lessons
and
sections
of
lessons
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of that term was envisaged as being composed of a sequence of

those units, arranged to support his agreed aims and strategies,

and bounded by interludes of more direct teaching. The overall

topic theme, or title, appeared to be a linking device serving to

make the ideas more concrete and relevant to pupils.

Under the title of 'Toys' George had clustered a number of

loosely defined activities which would serve as vehicles for the

process aims he had identified. He had not finalised his

selection, nor the sequencing, and there was some overlapping of

activities. Opportunities would be taken to extend specific

skills and ideas through interspersed lessons and interactions.

Figure 8.2 represents that mapping of George's planning thoughts

onto time. The development of the topic and activities in the

context of the first two terms is indicated at the top. The main

body of the figure represents the image of the summer term topic

held by George as the time came to launch it. His plan is shown

as flowing down through a number of bounded units over the term.

The number, and the order, of those units remained to be decided.

They would be selected from a stock of potential activities

provisionally drawn from his repertoire. During the term his

repertoire would be supplemented, for example by reference to

published resources. The activities are shown in the centre of

the figure, represented as sets with some overlapping. They had

all sorts of associations with experience that allowed them to be

brought to bear on the unique situation to come.
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Teacher's Repertoire

of Topics and Activities

1. Iron and Steel - Autumn

2. Ourselves	 - Spring

3. ? Cars or Land Transport
or sort of Forces	 gears and pulleys,

models
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TOYS	 Cars chosen
as first
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of activities

? to translate
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- Other
? activitiesToy model makin9 and	 -
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Play ounds ? sequence
over
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+

_____________________________________________ toward same
goal of

downhill uphill struggles mangonels choices independent
1 May	 iLl May	 12 June	 10 July learning

activities and transitions as they occurred

Thinking - in - Action

Figure 8.2 The teacher's plans for the topic related to imagined

and real chronology

Cars
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For instance Georg&s reference in our interview of 12 October to

the in-service work he had done based on work with cars has

already been mentioned in Chapter 7. He had also remarked that

"even with my class at the moment I'd probably start there", and

in the event he began the topic under study with a downhill

activity similar to that used in that in-service work with

teachers. In the same interview George remarked on his tendency

to repeat successful activities, adding "but sometimes I will see

a new pathway .. but to be honest its rare because / I'll see too

clearly what I want to do."

In Chapters 9 to 12 he will in fact be seen increasingly to adapt

or customise activities to suit the situation as the topic

progressed. For example, over the years he had used the theme of

'bicycles' with classes and developed his own teaching resources.

When he came to introduce this as the last activity in the term

however he did so quite differently, as will be described in

Chapter 12. using his experience as a resource in reserve rather

than a recipe to follow.

By the time he came to plan the early lessons George had decided

which unit of activity to deploy first, reporting on 12 April

that "we're going to start on cars and things that move up and

downhill". In figure 8.2 the cars unit is shown therefore as

mapped onto his plan, and onto the action where it began. Other

units of activities used in practice are likewise mapped to
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indicate approximately where they were introduced. Over the term

we will see George reviewing his options in the selection and

sequencing of activities, and reaching decisions about when to

shift to a new one. Those decision points are dated in figure

8.2. At those points the chosen activity had to be translated

into plans for lessons, tasks, and roles for pupils and teachers.

In making that translation George referred to his repertoire of

pedagogical knowledge, his overall aims and strategies, his

evaluation of pupils' progress, and situational factors such as

time constraints. Those decisions are reported in context in the

chapters that follow.

8.7 Planning a Lesson

The literature review showed that generally research has found

only limited evidence of teachers producing standard written

plans for lessons based on the objectives model they were

introduced to in their earlier training; nor have experienced

teachers been found to rate lesson planning high in importance in

comparison to other kinds of planning such as unit or weekly

plans.

George had commented on 8 March that he still saw the need to

plan for lessons and the week ahead, and could not understand

teachers who did not plan. He jotted down plans in a folder

which he carried in his case, and "if there's anything extra I

just put a piece of paper in for that lesson" as he explained on
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Lesson Plan for 10 April

Start of next term's topic - 'Toys and Games'

Running model cars down a ramp.

Objectives:

I)
	

get children used to using toys in a 'scientific' way

ii) to allow children freedom to plan own work within clear
restrictions of provision of resources.

iii) provide background for later work where children will
design and make their own vechicles and toys.

iv) allow freedom to record in any way.

Materials provided:

Introduction:

I want you to get into groups of 2 - 4, take (above stuff) and
see what observations/experiments you can make. Within reason
do what you like but try to have a plan of what you intend to
to and investigate that thoroughly - don't just mess about. Please
record your work in any way but each should have a recording.
I'll give them about 20 minutes before break then 1-1/ 14 hours
after suggesting they spend about 35 minutes writing/graphing.

Fjqure 8.3 George's written plan 10/4/84
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20 March. In fact over the summer term he occassionally produced

a short written plan for a lesson, although there was plentiful

evidence of his mental planning for the lessons as we shall see.

However at the end of the spring term he wrote a standardised

plan for a lesson on 10 April which acted as a prelude to the

summer term topic (figure 8.3).

Any written plan represents only a part of the teacher's

intentions and mental image of the lesson, as Morine - Dershimer

(1979) noted. It may serve different purposes for different

teachers. e.g. acting as an 'aide-memoire', or a working out of

ideas, or as evidence to show others (Clark and Yinger, 1979;

McCutcheon, 1980).

At this point George's written plan conveniently summarised his

immediate intentions within the longer term plans. He was

orienting the class toward the style and content of the summer

term topic in a transitional lesson. It also spelt out how he

intended setting their task and organising the time. When he

came to introduce the lesson he followed his plan closely.

However small discrepancies between the image and the reality

raised some questions for George, and for this study. To

introduce the ana'ysis of the relationship between planning and

action which is pursued in the following chapters this one closes

with a short description of the actual lesson on 10 April. This

lesson served as a prelude to the action over the summer term and
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is provided here to announce the account of that action and the

associated thinking.

8.8 Putting the Plan into Practice: the First Lesson of the

Topic

On the morning of 10 April I set myself up to observe and record

in George's classroom. George introduced the class to a

technique for building rigid structures which he had recently

seen at a science fair in a local school. Several children

worked on this, and George was able to show their work in the

following term when the class used the technique in The science

topic. The pupils continued with this and other activities in

the classroom and at the work benches in the corridor for the

first hour.

At 10.10 am the children were ready at th&r desks around the

room; George was in the space by the board where he often stood

to begin lessons. He described the task as a very open one of

"playing with cars", for which he was providing toy cars, ramps

and rulers. He told the pupils that they could investigate what

they wished about the cars, but should think about the need to

keep a note of any results and recall what they had learnt about

repeating measurements. The pupils moved to work in friendship

groups of two or three and George supplied the resources before

circulating round groups. The children were running cars down

slopes, at first spending most of their time setting up effective
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ramps and making measurements. George gathered the class

together around half past ten for a progress report before

playtime. Rebecca came to the front to explain that her group

were trying to find how long it took for the car to travel down

the ramp. George told the class that it would be difficult to

time accurately and encouraged them instead to measure the

distance cars ran off the ramp. He repeated that advice after

play and assembly. He told me he had been surprised so many

children had opted to measure time intervals rather than length,

using their own digital watches with little concern over

accuracy. He pondered over the balance between providing

open-ended tasks and the need for direction, suspecting ha might

have to give firmer guidance. He remarked that his instinct was

to let them carry on but he wou(d watch them for five or ten

minutes before deciding whether to intervene.

When he talked with Luke and Danny a few minutes later he made

positive remarks about their timing as he wanted to affirm their

success, although other pupils who may have imitated them had

done less well. He asked Luke and Danny what effect they thought

different surfaces would have and they went off to investigate

this. Half an hour later he asked the class to begin recording,

first checking with him if necessary. Luke and Danny went to

discuss how they could present their results and he suggested

they used medians as they had spontaneously taken three readings

of each measurement. Toward the end of the morning George

reported to me that h was generally pleased with the lesson. He
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judged that most children had worked out a test for themselves

and got some results. A few needed direction but he had seen

some interesting ideas, approaches and patterns of results - for

example from Dorothy and Deborah who he said had used their

initiative, applied earlier work on doubling to increase the

height of the ramp regularly, and found that the distance

travelled by the car did not double correspondingly. As the

lesson came to an end at twelve children were coming to show him

results and discuss their work.

In this lesson we can see a fairly close correspondence between

plan and reality. The small surprise over the pupils' attempts

to measure such fine intervals of time had led George to reflect

on the balance of open-ended task and teacher direction. He was

seen to defer the decision over whether to intervene and to

individualise his interactions. Models which relate interactive

thinking to discrepancies between the image formed in planning

and the classroom reality (Morine-Dershimer, 1979) capture some

of this. Much of George's thinking in the lesson was indeed

concerned with responses to pupils and fine-tuning of the plan in

the light of minor discrepancies. However even those prompted a

more general reflection over teacher intervention and the

openness of tasks. The relationships between thinking and action

promised to be more complex than simple movement from a lesson

plan to a classroom reality. The chapters to follow will explore

those relationships, beginning with the next lesson investigating

cars rolling downhill which George would introduce after the

Easter holiday.
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CHAPTER 9 DOWNHILL

9.1 Introduction and Overview

The lesson described at the end of the previous chapter was a

prelude to the activities in the summer term. After the Easter

holidays the children's tests with toy cars were developed in the

first lesson on 1 May, when they were set the task of

investigating how the weight of a car affected the distance it

rolled off a ramp. George looked in some detail at their work

and shared his evaluation of the lesson with me in written notes

and at our interview on 2 May. At that interview he talked at

length about his plans. He decided to move on from the toy cars

to introduce some design and construction. Over the next week, in

lessons on Li. 8, and 11 May. the children were making and testing

their own vehicles to run downhill.

I observed all those lessons, making field notes which are the

basis for the descriptions of the activity in this chapter.

George's recorded talk with the pupis is quoted. Video records

of the lessons helped me check on events and my fieldnotes at

this early stage of the study, and that made of the lesson on 1

May was a further stimulus to George's recall of the lesson at

our interview. (It was not always possible for him to view any

recording immediatel y after a lesson. When any videorecord was

replayed to stimulate recall it was under George's control, he
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TABLE 9.1 OUTLINE OF THE ACTION AND DATA IN 'DOWNHILL'

Date	 Action and Comment

1 May	 Lesson rolling toy cars
downhill and investigating
effect of changing
weight

2 May

Lt May
8 May

11 May

Interview with teacher

Class discussion and
writing up of work from 1 May

Three lessons making
model vehicles and
testing them downhill

Data

Fieldnotes
Audiotape of
teacher
Videotape

Audiotape
Pupils' written
work and teacher's
notes on this

Fieldnotes
Audiotape of
teacher.
Videotape
Slides
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could stop it at any point, simply watch or make any comment he

wished). George also provided copies of the notes he made as he

assessed pupils ' work. I collected written records from children

and used sketches and photographs to follow the progress of their

constructions. An outline of the action and the data is given in

Table 9. 1. A.pendix 2 contains data sets relating to the lesson

on 1 May and Appendix 3 includes a transr t of the interview on

2 May.

The chapter is organised to give a detailed account of the

classroom activity as it developed over two weeks. It features

George's interactions with the class and target pupils,

illustrates his plans and evaluations in relation to the lessons,

and includes some insights into his theories and the relationship

between elements of his thinking and practice which were

identified at this early stage. The analysis is summarised in

the final discussion.

9.2 George's Plans for 1 May

The lesson before the holidays, described at the end of Chapter

8. had introduced the topic and the activity of rolling toy cars

down wooden ramps. George planned to build on that trial run for

the first lesson of the summer term. He summarised his

objectives for 1 May in an entry in his journal:
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Lesson - 1st May

Question - Do cars go further if they are heavy?

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1. To build on previous experience of designing and
carrying out experiments.

2. Control of variables.

3. Use of complex results to arrive at logical conclusions.

L. To do above with minimum guidance.

5. Accurate measurement.

6. Calculation of median values.

(George's written plan 1/5/8L)

George intended at this stage to repeat the format of a separate

lesson working on a question he posed, developing more continuous

pupil-centred investigations as the term progressed. His

decision had been influenced by the number of disruptions there

would be before half term, as he commented to me on the morning

of 1 May while he prepared for the lesson. He also remarked that

he was setting up today's task in a very open-ended way.

involving lots of variables, and he expected pupils to have some

difficulties. However he intended only to intervene when needed,

and to individualise the degree to which he then directed pupils.

I got myself ready to record and observe him, and his

interaction with the target pupils Rebecca. Dorothy, Luke and

Danny.
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9.3 George's Setting of the Task on 1 May

At 10. 145 that morning the class returned after playtime. They

sat at their desks which were grouped round the room. George

stood at the front by the board and I observed from my usual

position near his desk. When he had settled the class George

posed his question about whether heavier cars would go further

off a ramp. He repeated it to stimulate a short discussion.

This raised some conflicting predictions and explanations from

pupils. For.example, Mark thought heavier cars would go further

"because you need more power" which the increased weight

provided. but Steven thought differently.

Steven:

George:

If there's too much weight on it won't it'll
push the wheels down and it won't be able to go
at all.

and Steven do you think that if . if they
put a lot of weight onto a carl

and other pupils /yehl

/so much weight on it it'll push the wheels
down and it'll hardly move at all?

and other pupils: yeh

George:	 so. that's a good idea. so those are two
opposite ideas.
are you. (sh) convinced you're right Mark still?

Mark:

George:

Steven:

Pupil:

yeh

you are. and how about you. you're
convinced you're right?

don't know

yeh

George:	 yeh right, you think you're right, what
will be stopping the car going further in your
opinion?
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Steven:	 the weight

George:	 the weights. yeh. mmhuh.
I'm not going to tell you much about how I want you
to do the experiment. John. I'm not going to
tell you much about how I want you to do this
experiment .. but I will tell you its very similar
to the experiment we were doing before Easter
but there's one thing different. what's that?

Pupil:	 we're using some weights
(Audiotape 1/5/84)

In his short introduction George had outlined the task, set the

pupils thinking, and noted that he was leaving it to them to

decide how to go about the investigation. He then spent a little

time outlining what weights were available and discussing

possible combinations they could use, and pointed out the toy

vehicles, wooden ramps and blocks which could be used to raise

them. The children chose their own partners to tackle the

question and George suggested where they might work in the

classroom or adjacent corridor. This avoided congestion and kept

the target pupils within my view (as shown in figure 9.1.)

board

Teacher
at start of
lesson

Luke
& Danny

book
corner

Rebecca
(Jenny
& Elizabeth)

Researcher
& Video

Dorothy
(& Deborah)

Corridor

workbench

Figure 9.1 Position of target pupils on 1 May
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9.L The Action on 1 May

Once the small groups had collected weights and ramps to go with

their toy vehicles George's attention shifted from class

management to individual contacts. Many of these were brief

checks on children's progress or responses to their problems. in

a written note later in his journal he estimated that he had to

give some advice on the control of variables to about half the

class, although he had remarked to me early in the lesson how

quickly most pupils had set their ramp at one height and only

varied the weights they put into the toy vehicles. However I

observed confusion among some of our target pupils, particularly

Dorothy and Debbie who altered both unsystematically. George had

asked them about this in the first few minutes, and had discussed

briefly with Luke and Danny and then with Rebecca's group how

they planned to handle it:

George:

Luke:

George:

Luke:

George:

Luke
& Danny:

Now then Luke

yeh?

are you going to keep your ramp at the same
height or are you changing it?

no - we're just keeping a 3 centimetres
high ramp here and then we're doing a 6 centimetre
high ramp

ye-e-h. so you're changing the height of
the ramp?

yeh/yeh. and then we'll. then we're going
to do 12 and then when we've done - we'll have
done 3, 6, and 12 - then we'll put another one
on we'll do 3, 6, 12 (demonstrates how they will
measure run with each weight at each height)
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George:
	 that's going to take you a long time isn't

it? You'll have to work very fast if you do that

Luke
& Danny: yes/yes

(George moves across to Rebecca, Jenny and Elaine)

George:	 now then what are you doing?

Rebecca: we 1 re going to find out we're going to put
how much weight we put in ( 	 ) and how many
layers of cubes we've got underneath and how
far it goes ((all said breathlessly quickly))

George:	 fine - er - what are you changing each
time - what are you going to change?/

Rebecca
Jenny
Elaine:	 (height)/weights (.. and..) each time
(Audiotape 1/5/8L)

Dorothy and Debbie had made little progress when he visited them

half way through the lesson. They were still varying both height

and weight unsystematically. After unsuccessfully probing their

ideas and offering an analogy he resorted to direction:

Dorothy
& Debbie: it's going/

George:	 what's making it go.. either the height of
the ramp or the weight?

Debbie:
	

it's the weight

Dorothy: it's the height of the ramp

George:
	

but you're also raising the height of
the ramp

Debbie:
	

it's the height of the ramp

George:
	

but you're also putting more weight on it

Dorothy
& Debbie: (silence)
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George	 do you KNOW ?. . .DO you know? .. you don't
know ((responding to their looks, not to any reply))
I see. so what can you do to find out. which is it.
that's causing it to go further?

Debbie:	 Well

George:	 pardon ((then repeats or interprets
murmur by girls)) put less weight on it - and
still raise the height of the ramp?

Debbie:	 raise the ramp down

George:	 raise the ramp down? lower it

Dorothy: put less weight on it and raise the ramp
down and put more weight on it and put the ramp up

George:	 it's a bit like my shower at home - if
it gets too hot sometimes I turn down the hot
water and turn on the cold. and that means I
don't know which I've done right - whether or
not I've made it go cooler by turning the cold
down or turning the hot up. I should do one or
the other shouldn't I?

Dorothy
& Debbie: yes

George:	 and what should you do then?

Dorothy
& Debbie: (a pause) errhm (laughter)

George:	 I'd keep the ramp the same and change the
weights in there - O.K.?

Dorothy: yes
(Audiotape 1/5/84)

After he left them Dorothy and Deborah told me they were

"starting again". They drew a new table for their results and

began rolling their vehicle down the ramp, changing only the

weight this time, but not working very accurately. They appeared

to be following George's directions but I could not tell whether

their approach to investigating variables was affected by his

intervention. I had watched to see if George's interventions
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varied with different groups of pupils. He had followed his

stated intentions of only intervening where he saw a need. His

responses to those needs appeared to be influenced by his

perceptions of the pupils concerned. For instance the aimless

behaviour of two boys, William and Jimmy, and his experience of

the problems they generally had, led him to spend a long time

organising their investigation, prompting them, and recording

their measurements to ensure them some success. Luke and Danny

meanwhile had amassed a wealth of results with little need of

help. A different sort of intervention was needed later however

to help them see a pattern in their results, as George explained

- to me at our interview the next day:

so it was only when I said "you must now get all of your 3
centimetre readings and put them together" . .((referring to
the height of the ramp)) they hadn't put them together
they'd left them scattered around! and there were quite
clear progressions . . the gradual .. it wasn't big .. but it
was absolutely a pattern .. the difference with 100 grams,
200 grams. 500 grams, quite clear what the pattern, but they
hadn't pulled out all the measurements and stuck them down
on their paper - and said "yeh this is it" they're very
tentative
(Interview 2/5/84)

Luke and Danny's caution over interpreting their results had been

evident when I talked with them after the lesson ended, and when

they declined to comment in the class plenary session just before

that. George had halted the activities at 11.45 am and gathered

the children together for ten minutes or so discussion of their

findings. He asked them to report their results and to relate

their interpretation to their original predictions and

hypotheses. The results varied, and led to some re-examination
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of the predictions they had made at the start of the lesson.

Mark remarked that his results now led him to think Steven was

right, while Steven commented that "we learned that my theory was

right up to an hundred grams and then . it. went .. it went

fa.further as we put more weight on it"

A few children had reported back and Duncan was attempting an

explanation relating weight and speed, noting the complications

caused by the back wheels lifting or being locked, when the bell

went. George hurriedly announced that they would write up the

investigation later that day, and the next morning, and see if

they could make more sense of it then.

9.5 George's Evaluations of the Lesson and Follow Up Work

George was critical of his handling of that plenary session in

his written comment in his journal, and when we talked about the

lesson at our interview on 2 May. Stimulated further by replay

of the video recording, he commented how he had hurried it, with

reference to Mark and Steven's reports. He recalled how the two

boys had begun the lesson with opposite hypotheses and noted how

they seemed to have exchanged viewpoints in the tight of their

results. Originally Mark had predicted that adding weights would

cause cars to run further "because you need more power", whereas

Steven had suggested that extra weights would "push the wheels

down and it'll hardly move." At the end of the lesson they each

briefly explained how their results now led them to revise their
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views. As he watched this being replayed George commented

I should have followed that up you know .. I've not given
Steven time to think! I should have given them a lot more
time/ I rushed through it too much to get quite a few pupils
contributing and it confused matters really/ I'm not keen on
what I've seen of the round off(lnterview 2/5/84)

Although he was unhappy with his handling of that last part of

the lesson George was pleased with the children's response to the

task, as he noted in a brief journal entry and elaborated in our

conversations. At the start of our interview on 2 May he

commented on the class discussion he had held that morning and on

the children's writing up of their investigations. He had the

discussion to explore their explanations. From their answers and

questions he had inferred that most pupils could relate the

activity to ideas about energy and raising and dropping objects,

drawing on some work done the previous year on flight. He said

they had applied these ideas to their explanations of distances

rolled by their vehicles more appropriately and effectively than

he would have expected. Although their subsequent writing

showed more confusion and less evidence of understanding he

remained impressed with their grasp of ideas.

George had based his initial evaluations on his recall of the

lesson of 1 May. the feedback in the class discussion on 2 May,

and his first inspection of the pupils' writing. Over the next

few days he looked more thoroughly at his recall of the pupils'

performance in the lesson and at their written work. Some

examples of work are included in figures 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 to
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illustrate the range of results, but the emphasis in this account

is on George's thinking rather than that of the pupils'.

George's first impressions had been of pupils' success in

understanding the activity, getting results and interpreting

patterns in those. He decided to assess their work more

systematically. Using the categories and sources of evidence

summarised in Table 9.2 , he graded each pupils work a,b, or c

for very good. good, or poor.

TABLE 9.2 GEORGE'S ASSESSMENT SCHEME FOR
PUPILS' WORK OF 1 MAY

Category	 Source of evidence

1. Skill and approach	 recall of his observations
to practical	 in the lesson of 1 May

2. Recording & tabulating	 written work

3. Use of results to draw	 written work
a conclusion

t4 • Eventual control of	 as observed by end of lesson
variables	 on 1 May
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This was the only occasion when I observed George lay out such a

detailed marking scheme although he often made explicit the

criteria by which he assessed progress. In the term's project

the reducing emphasis on written products meant those assessments

were often related to processes and inferred from observations

and conversations. In this case he gave equal weight to recalled

observation and to analysis of written records. George explained

this scheme to me when I was in the classroom on 4 May. I

avoided making any comments on the work or his assessment. It

was interesting to hear his own elaboration and qualification of

his judgments on my next visit on 8 May. By then he had tried

out the activity again at home with his son. He had been

surprised to find that increasing the weights often reduced the

distance rolled by many toy cars. George reported that this had

influenced him when he re-examined the pupils' writing referring

to his category 3. Having now looked at all the writing he

judged that many children had tended to form some conclusion not

really based on their results, although there were exceptions,

including Rebecca who was rightly cautious over the findings of

her group. Their car had rolled similar distances as they

increased the load from log to lOOg and Rebecca concluded her

writing up with "I learnt thathow many weights you put

into the car it will still go about the same distance".

Rebecca and her partners had met some problems from the erratic

behaviour of their vehicle, and their own inconsistent

measurement. George discussed the former with them in the lesson
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but did not pick up the latter until he saw it on videotape the

following day. Then he was surprised. In his comments on that

he moved from immediate evaluations to identify a more general

dilemma over how best to teach skills. He remarked how the

videorecord made it clear to him that he had not mentioned

measurement, and this should not have been left to chance even

though he wanted pupils to do the investigation in their own way.

He remarked that measurement was a basic skill which maybe he

should have taught, but then added "its a bit of a dilemma to

know whether you should teach specific skills." This dilemma was

to lead to a more general examination of his beliefs later in the

term, which will be traced in Chapters 10 and 11.

9.6 George*s Plans for 14 May and After

After reviewing the lesson of 1 May George moved spontaneously to

mull over his plans. He was thinking aloud and as our interview

proceeded on 2 May he produced an account that illustrated the

ingredients and the processes of that thought.

He began by saying "I'm not quite sure where I'm going to go

from here/ with the term being so bitty." He had commented

earlier how interuptions during the term constrained his

planning; he repeated later in the interview that this would

influence his decisions about how to distribute activities and

when to start them. He had to decide now whether it was time to

draw another activity from this store of possibilities for
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promoting the kind of learning he had in mind. After some

reflection he came to a decision to set a new task which would

link in with the downhill work already done.

George:	 .. difficult to decide just what to do
whether or not to just press on using these
commercial cars . . in various ways ... (not sure)
that's going to be very fruitful in getting
people to where ... I have to go

R:	 yeh?

George:	 or .. erhm .. giving them more the .. an
open-ended brief .. or not an open-ended
brief .. a brief to design a vehicle of some kind

R:	 what .. based on that .. structure that
they've seen? ((see figure 9.5 below))

George:	 based on the structure .. yeh get them
to either .. do something which will travel in
a straightish line off a ramp/. going downhill

or go greater distance off a ramp! I'm .. I'm
tempted to go along that line .. now .. and that
will link in nicely with what we've done
(Interview 2!5!814)

George briefly reviewed what he felt pupils had learnt from the

lessons before Easter and on 1 May that could now be applied in

designing vehicles to run fast or straight off a ramp, possibly

leading to class competitions. He talked about how he envisaged

the lessons, contrasting them with the two more directed ones he

had already introduced.

George:	 because then .. what I'd anticipate
them doing .. though whether they'd do it is
another matter .. is first of all designing
the vehicle .. just giving them materials
for it .. then using that vehicle and testing it

to find its optimum performance
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R:	 yeh

George:	 thats it .. the tilt of the ramp .. most
competitions like that specify ramp height
but I think it would be more fruitful if they
could alter the ramp .. and erhm in that way
they could use all the ideas they've been using
in the last couple of lessons but in an applied
science .. way where there won't be any need
to record .. they make one or two and I may ask
them to from time to time .. but the main
thrust of the work will be in actually producing
that artefact that will go .. far
further or straighter

R:	 yeh .. so your lessons will be a combination
of making and testing?

George:	 yeh .. but it will be .. totally
their own direction
(Interview 2I5/8L)

George explained how he anticipated pupils would move back and

forth between making and testing as they needed in a flow of

activity such as he had envisaged for the term. The lesson on 1

May and that at the end of the previous term had been "the

precursors of ... of this more interesting ... far more

open-ended challenge." He confirmed his image of the term as a

series of such extended activities with the occasional

interjected lesson. When he mentioned his plans for later

activities it was clear they were still flexible but becoming

firmer as the time to implement them got nearer. He remarked

that 'toys' were still in his mind, 'bikes' would be introduced

sometime perhaps. and he was still thinking of using a playground

as a source for science. He did not intend to take the

'downhill' work with cars much further,

because after that when I think I'll be going downhill I
want to go uphill .. and I think I may get someone to try
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the electrical (motor) ... but I've got more in mind rubber
band tanks (Interview 2I5I8L)

As well as voicing his planning thoughts George commented upon

them. He remarked that he was pleased with the way the plan for

the next activity had worked out, and happier that he had stood

back a little and thought about it some more "rather than plug on

with looking at more and more elaborations on the present theme.'1

This interview provided insights into the personal reflection

and the movement among means and ends and beliefs that occurred

in the process of planning. Several times George referred to his

belief that science learning should be applied in real problems,

noting at one point that it was a part of his basic philosophy.

He referred to this, and linked it with pupils' motivation in his

final comments on the plans he had just made for the next

activity,

when I think the idea I'm really onto now .. is .. not so
much an elaboration on a theme .. its a real thing that
they'd want to do .. which will actually use all the skills
that they've (met earlier)! certainly I think .. that thats
what they'd think . . erhm ... they'd want to do something
with their new knowledge .. and certainly not many of us
would find the idea of a competition easy to resist
although its not going to be a heavy competition
(Interview 2!5/8L)

9.7 George's Setting of the Task on L May

Before the lesson on the morning of 4 May George told me he

planned to set the task by referring to that competition and

demonstrating a technique for constructing a rigid chassis

(figure 9.5).
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Figure 9.5 Basic chassis design used in constructing vehicles
(see Williams and Jinks, 1985)

He had learned the technique from a teacher at a primary science

display and before Easter a few pupils, including Luke and Danny,

had tried it. Now he was going to use Luke's model to illustrate

it to the rest of the class. He intended to stagger the start of

the lesson, rather than begin all the children on construction at

once.

After play the class was told that there would be a new activity

of making model cars to begin today as well as some earlier

writing on swallows to complete. Then George referred to the

board where he had prepared a summary of the eventual

competition. He noted that there were several options (figure

9.6). The models could be judged by how far or how straight they

ran, or by the quality of their construction.
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After mentioning the alternative categories for designing a car

he showed Luke's model to the class. He drew attention to the

elements used in making a chassis, bearings, axles and wheels as

he recommended the technique. There was a quickfire question and

answer session in which he stressed accuracy. and he suggested

dimensions of 15 by 10 centimetres for the chassis.

A car to run furthest

A car to run straightest

Best made car

Best commercial car

Figure 9.6 Board diagram summarising options for final competition
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9.8 The Action on 4 Ma

Twenty minutes into the lesson most children were still writing

about swallows and George mentioned to me that he found it tricky

to know whether to interrupt. He wondered if it would be less

distracting for those who were writing to have them all begin the

practical activity together after all. His intention to start

the children on the task in stages had seemed best to avoid

congestion and allow faster workers to be a model for others.

However forty minutes into the lesson he told them they could

decide for themselves when to start, stressing that sawing was to

be done at the craft benches and sticking and testing at their

own desks. All our target pupils except Rebecca put their

writing into their files for later completion and began making

vehicles. The uncertainty over his decision was resolved by

turning it over to the pupils.

For the rest of the afternoon, and through two other long

sessions on 8 and 11 May, I observed how George's provision of a

"far more open-ended challenge" and of a more extended

opportunity for the children to develop ideas and skills worked

out in practice. The skills required and the pupils' mediation

of the task complicated the realisation of the image he had for

the activity. Those particular complications not only affected

the pupils' achievements and his interactions with them but led

George to re-examine some of his own assumptions about teaching.
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In my fieldnotes and the audiotapes of George's contacts with

pupils the emphasis was on the technique, materials, measurement

and other details of construction, especially in the early stages

of the work. There were only passing explorations of

opportunities to learn about structures and friction. George

spent most of his time discussing progress and problems in making

the vehicle. He was able to praise and prompt the ideas of some

children such as Luke and Danny who were succeeding and showing

the germ of testable ideas, for example about the best size of

wheel to use. Dorothy received praise for her ideas and he

remarked to me on how her progress today contrasted with her

experience in her previous class, perhaps because of the stress

there on neatness and allied values which she did not enshrine.

Her performance in the lessons I observed was closely related to

her interest in the task set; her persistence when engrossed was

often evident when George had set the class clearing up and she

worked on into playtime or at the end of the day, as on 4 May.

On the other hand Rebecca was often slow to start, as she was on

4 May, and her group made disappointing progress, requiring lots

of help from George and encouragement to persist and develop

their own ideas.

9.9 The Action on 8 Ma

On 8 May the class had one hour before and one after lunch on

this task. At lunchtime George reported that he was pleased on

the whole with their progress. Their initiative and the use they
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made of the extended time he provided in the afternoon to develop

their ideas led him to remark "I think I'll retire now, they

don't seem to need me much".

Despite his overall judgement that the working atmosphere and

progress were good he commented how he was becoming more

directive to ensure results. As several pupils had

difficulties making washers he began the afternoon with a class

demonstration of the technique. Throughout the day signs of

resource constraints had appeared - wheels and axles were in

demand. Although George intervened more with direct help to

speed up work he had time to share lots of jokes with pupils and

check on their welfare.

At the end of the session however he mentioned to me that there

was a danger that the pupils might just expand their work to fill

the available time and pressure was needed if some more organised

testing of the vehicles was to occur. In his mind the model

making was clearly still also a means for promoting the pupils'

learning of scientific skills.

9.10 The Action on 11 May

The final session on this activity was held on the afternoon of

11 May. It began around 1.15 pm with a reminder from George of

the need to test their.vehicles now, as he asked them to recall
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the competition and to remember "What are you actually trying to

achieve with your car?" For the children, however, it seemed the

techniques and appearance of the product were uppermost and they

concentrated on the detail of their manufacture.

The lesson began with a calm, measured atmosphere as the class

responded to George's request to complete the cars and other

unfinished work quietly. My notes and the audiotaped

interactions conveyed the increasing frustration of George and

his pupils over the afternoon. The source of this deterioration

lay, in George's analysis. in pupils' over-concern with

decoration and detail. He pointed this out to me at 1.45 pm.

interesting in a way . and frustrating they were just
making the vehicle . just making it work . now they've
become excessively pernickety they are changing without
reason
(Audiotape 11/5/84)

Luke had already had some failures while cutting washers which

had led him to hold his head and call out "it's all going wrong".

His partner. Danny. was now struggling as he refitted wheels and

commented "Mr Packham, its difficult". Ten minutes later George

had to repeat an instruction to Dorothy not to roll her model

round till the paint dried. This was her second version, as an

earlier one had collapsed after she had painted it too liberally.

Although George had showed the class that as a warning, and

repeated the advice continually, many pupils painted moving parts

and reduced the performance of their vehicles.
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After play George gave the class a deadline to get ready for a

trial run of their vehicles. Rebecca's group was only belatedly

having success cutting the larger wheels they wanted. They

needed help from George and an intensive burst of work at the end

to complete their model in time to run it with the others at

3.20 pm.

When it came to time for finishing George had to reprimand the

class for tidying up badly, and hurry them into sitting round for

the demonstration of the vehicles. However he was quickly able

to establish a relaxedand positive atmosphere for the short

competition. There was lots of enthusiasm and fun as vehicles

were shown, given names, and run down a ramp. After a trial run

metre rulers were laid across the floor and one of the boys,

Peter, chose to record results as George measured how far each

vehicle ran. Some pupils predict.ed how theirs would perform,

Simon and Mark saying they thought theirs would be best. After

assessing how far and how straight vehicles ran some informal

judging was done of the designs and constructions and pupils

voted on the originality and looks. A few pupils volunteered

explanations of their performance and determined to improve on

them. Luke turned to Danny and said "I'm going to make ours go

better". There had been limited testing and modification of the

models, and a little incidental teaching about structures and

friction. Although this was a very short finale to three long

lessons George had decided it was now time for a change of

direction, as he told me after the lesson.
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This decision was not simply an immediate response to the

frustrations of the lesson; it also reflected his earlier

diagnosis of the class as one which required variety and his

underlying plan to draw on several activities from his

repertoire. ^t lunchtime he had been considering the next

activity as he previewed some schools TV programmes he might use.

9.11 Discussion of the Analysis of George's Thinking

and Primary Science Issues

The account has followed the downhill activity from George's

plans, through the realisation of the lessons. to the pupils'

products and his assessments. A variety of data has been cited

to portray the action and related thinking. Some features of the

situation have been seen to influence the progress of lessons and

George's decisions (eg resource constraints, and interruptions

which he characterised as the "bittines of the term).

Layers of planning were represented, from long term goals and

strategies to immediate plans for lessons. Movement between

layers was evident. The conversation of 2 May conveyed the

reflective, personal nature of this planning process as it

incorporated other aspects of thinking, such as George's views

about pupils' learning and science which he referred to in terms

of their application of knowledge or "applied science". Planning

thoughts centred on activities which had been drawn from George's
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repertoire. but they had to be adapted to the purpose and the

circumstances. The activities in this unit were intended to

promote particular skills and attitudes and George evaluated

their success accordingly. These were to become common

activities in primary science and technology but at this time

George had limited experience of using them for his purposes.

Their realisation in practice gave him some insights which could

enrich his repertoire for future use. For instance the

complications in rolling loaded vehicles or constructing moving

models had been experienced in the classroom and considered in

his evaluations.

George appeared to see activities not in isolation but in

relation to others which had already been used, or which might be

used later. The flow of activity over several lessons and within

each was envisaged when they were translated into tasks.

Georg&s images of lessons included the task setting, the timing

of that flow of activity, and anticipated the roles that he would

play and the responses of pupils. There were some indications

that pupils interpreted tasks in their own ways which did not

always match his intentions when he set them for the class and

interacted with individuals, for instance in their approach to

investigations and variables. His classroom interactions

followed his intentions and were to some extent differentiated to

match individual needs. He recognised that pupils mediate tasks,

for example expecting that in building vehicles to test they

would be most concerred with the constructional techniques. By
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11 May he had discovered that concern over decoration and

problems with craft skills had become dominant. Pupils'

responses were the main cues for decisions he made or deferred in

lessons. Minor decisions included modifying the timing to give

them more opportunity to develop ideas, or changing from his plan

to stagger the start of a lesson. The timing of the larger

decision to shift to a new activity after 11 May was influenced

by the children's performance as they diverted the task from

investigation to decoration, but made with reference to less

immediate aspects of his thinking.

Thinking in lessons involved fine tuning of plans, and

interactions, but was not confined to that. It included some

more general reflections and assessments of pupils. This

thinking could be extended after a lesson and the presence of an

audience or a stimulus to recall seemed to encourage its

expression and elaboration. George's assessment of pupils'

learning in the lesson of 1 May was developed to probe his first

impressions, comparing different sources of evidence. The

criteria he used in this process, and his objectives for the

lessons, gave further insights into his underlying framework for

primary science. For example the control of variables, checking

of measurements and interpretation of results were identified.

His emphasis on those process skills was not yet common in

primary schools, as a summary of APU findings pointed out

(Harlen, 1983b).
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George also gave some insights into his views on children's

learning of scientific ideas on 2 May. Alongside the earlier

discussion in the lesson of 1 May these suggested some aspects to

consider in examining his theories on conceptual learning: the

role of experience and previous learning when, for instance,

George commented on how pupils related earlier work on flight and

falling to the rolling of loaded cars; pupils 1 predictions and

explanations based on their alternative ideas, illustrated in his

comments on Steven and Mark's hypotheses; testing and application

of their ideas, for which he had provided some opportunity. At

this stage these have to be tentative interpretations on the

basis of such limited evidence, but more detailed analysis of

explicit statements was possible later in this study. There were

some difficult concepts associated with the activities and a

sophisticated grasp of them, or a consistent use of terms, would

have been surprising among 10 year olds. Research on children's

conceptions which could inform teaching was emerging (eg Osborne,

Schollum, Hill. 1981) but was not yet readily available to

teachers such as George. A related issue in science education

which is relevant to the analysis here is the balancing of pupil

activity and class discussion. George had expressed his concern

over his handling of the plenary session of 1 May, judging that

he had provided too little time and opportunity for children to

express their own ideas. That judgement had been stimulated by

seeing a video record of the lesson. So had his discussion of

Rebecca's measurement in which he moved from commenting on one

concrete instance to d.rawing a more general conclusion and
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announcing a dilemma over skill learning. This will be

elaborated in the next chapter as the 'Downhill' journey gives

way to an 'Uphill Struggle'.
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CHAPTER 10 UPHILL STRUGGLES

10.1 Introduction and Overview

On 1L May the activity shifted from rolling vehicles downhill to

making them go uphill. George's decison that it was time for a

change of direction has been introduced in the last chapter. In

anticipation he had been reviewing his plans and resources,

including television programmes from a Junior Craft, Design and

Technology series (BBC 1982) from which he selected the one

entitled 'Uphill' in which pupils could be seen making powered

model vehicles to show the class. The Uphill theme was continued

in lessons over the two weeks leading up to half term and for one

long lesson after the holiday. George began with a simple model

to switch the emphasis from construction to testing at the start

of this new unit.

First the children used cotton-reels to make simple moving toys,

referred to as bobbin tanks, and devised their own questions to

investigate. On 15 May they jotted down their questions and

plans for tests, and the afternoon of 18 May was devoted to

implementing these. I collected copies of their first jottings

and their writing up. which was done between 18 and 25 May. The

example by Luke, one of the target pupils, in figure 10.1

illustrates this first stage of the uphill journey.
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What we did with our bobbin tank

TO make our bobbin tank we got a stick three rubber bands a
wax washer and a bobbin. We doubled the rubber band and stuck it

through the bobbin then we got a Little stick put it through the

rubber band then pulled the rubber band from the other side.

Then we got a paper clip threaded it on the rubber band with the

stick then bent the paper clip and put it down one of the holes at
the side then got the wax washer and threaded it on the rubber band

then got a longer stick and put it through the rubber band then

put it through again to make it tighter. Then we got to the other

two rubber bands and put them on both ends of the bobbin then we

wound the tank up and let it go.

We trying to find how good it went up rough and smooth boards and

how steep it can c].irrbwith a rough board. We got a board and put

it up on some unit blocks then wound our tank up ten times and

turned it to go up the slope with a rough and smooth ramp then we
got some	 sand paper and put it on the slope and kept on

making the slope steeper and steeper and found how steep it could

climb.

Results

10 wineds - rough ramp	 10 units high

1st 50 seconds	 )
2nd 53 seconds	 )	 median 53 seconds

3rd 59 seconds	 )

When we had the sand paper ramp it stopped at 21 cm high with no tyres

and with tyres on it stopped at 26 cm high. We found that the tyres

did help grip. We did more tests on the rough and smooth ramps

but we found it was too hard for the tank.

Fig 10.1 Luke and Danny's early work with bobbin tanks

(typed from their original to fit)
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Following that simpler task George set the children to plan and

build a small vehicle which would move uphill. The construction

of their downhill models provided a starting point and the bobbin

tanks, and other power sources illustrated on the Uphill TV

programme, gave them some ideas. There were two lessons on this

before half term, on 2Ll and 25 May, and the activity continued

after the holiday in an extended lesson on 7 June. The original

goal of running the models uphill and comparing them was not

pursued when difficulties arose with the construction and with

fitting power sources. The title 'Uphill Struggles' refers to

the pupils difficulties and George's frustrations. These

accumulated and led him finally to set aside the task for the

time being and shift to the new activity described in Chapter 11.

Table 10.1 outlines the sequence of the action and the data.

My own notes, and audiorecords made in lessons, are the basis for

the account in this chapter. These were complemented by

collecting copies of the pupils' work and George's notes. Some

videotaping of activities on 18 May and 7 June assisted the

checking of observations and transcribing of conversations. The

data included many records of George's thinking, which he

reported regularly over the weeks in comments and conversations

at school, and more systematically at an interview over half

term, on 27 May. A transcript of that interview is in Appendix 3.
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TABLE 10.1 OUTLINE OF THE ACTION AND DATA IN
'UPHILL STRUGGLES'

Date	 Action and Comment

114 May	 Lesson making bobbin tanks
Pupils see 'Uphill' TV
programme

15 May	 Pupils given 10 mins to jot
down ideas for investigations
with their tanks

18 May	 Lesson testing bobbin tanks

18-25 May	 Pupils write up their tests

21$ May .	Lesson building and powering
vehicles to go uphill
Pupils see'UphilI' TV programme
again

25 May	 Second lesson building
and powering vehicles

Data

Fieldnotes
Audiotape of
teacher
TV programme
notes

Note of teacher's
comment. Pupils'
jotters

Field notes
Audiotape of
teacher
Videotape

Pupils' work

Fieldnotes
Audiotape of
teacher

Fieldnotes
Audiotape of
teacher

27 May

7 June

11$ May-7June

Half term week
Interview with teacher 	 Audiotape

Final lesson building	 Fieldnotes
and powering vehicles	 Audiotape

Videotape

Teacher's Plans and Evaluations in Journal
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10.2 George's Planning

George's reports of his planning for this unit revealed the

complexity of the process as it occurred. It involved movement

among layers of planning, with reference to theories and to

thinking in lessons. The account here reflects that movement

while analysing the separate ingredients in his planning

thoughts.

Chapter 8 described how George approached the summer term with a

selection of potential activities from his repertoire. Those

included simple toys, models and vehicles. When the topic was

launched only the downhill activity had been sharply focussed in

his mind. While that was underway he was also thinking about the

later stages. For example he had reminded me on 2 May that he

was still planning to introduce work on bicycles. Within that

longer term planning he was focussing his plans for this, the

uphill activity. and coming to decisions about what to introduce

next and about how and when to start it. The immediate decision

to switch at this point seemed to have been stimulated by the

problems in the lesson on 11 May, and his evaluation that the

potential of the downhill work was exhausted. The chosen task

was intended to produce success for pupils and to emphasise

testing rather than the construction which had become somewhat

frustrating.

At the end of the lesson on 11 May George had commented to me

that it was time for a change of direction, as reported in
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Chapter 9; He developed this comment at lunchtime on 14 May.

just before the next task was introduced.

I don't think I'll press on any further because this is a
class that gets bored very quickly

if I pressed on much further with those cars and that idea
of going down the ramp it would be old hat . and dull. 1
don't think it would serve many purposes . so I want to move
on . I want to move on into powered things . and the
simplest powered thing that they can all succeed . is those
tanks . and then after that we can then see where we can go
with that car idea . see if they can develop it a bit more
to make it run like a proper vehicle . and going uphill
(Conversation 14/5/84)

A further ingredient was incorporated into his thinking by a

schools TV series on Junior Craft, Design and Technology (BBC.

1982) which he had previewed during my visits with video

equipment. In the end it would only be used as an additional

stimulus to pupils' ideas, but at the planning stage it provided

insights into several features of his thinking. The extracts

from the programme notes in figure 10.2 summarise the approach of

the series and the content of the programme he eventually

selected. His reflections on this are reported in this chapter.

As I drove him home after the lesson on Friday 11 May George had

mulled over which bits of the programme to use. He talked also

about the possibility of introducing cotton reel tanks, but noted

that he needed to think this over further at the weekend.

By Monday 114th he had firmed up his immediate plans for the

cotton-reel activity but was still considering how to draw upon

the TV programme to enhance the subsequent investigations into

powered vehicles. He had not forgotten longer term plans for
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UP AND DOWN THE HILL
11w purpose of this series usia help primary school
teachers to introduce their pupils to the c 	 ntisle uI
Craft. Design and Technology through topic work
ibased in thus instance on wheeled transport I

WI1 1'i t $ ]
UPHILL

TOPICS

(:rot. Lrsin and 1'. hsiolu.gj, ii. en umbrella
title which covers three closely inter related areas of
pupil activity

Craft work is liii creative use of material', end
the safe use of appropriate tuolii The range of
materials used by primary school pupils can be
extended to include wood, metal and plastics -
though not neceusrily in any apecialised sense

Decisionmahing and problem solving are
important activities (or oil pupils. These pro.
grammea will help pupils develop and practice these
killa by applying the Linear Design Process

The emphasis will vary from time to timr. hut
bau.ically thu process consists of

Understanding the I'KUHLEM and whet in in
volved in it This may require some research
unto any new knowledge, skills, or techniques
which will be needed to reid, a solution

iii The PLtNNiNG stage, considering the posvuble
solutions and deciding which one should be
adapted

liii MAKiNG a real solution, whether it isa 3D object
or. detailed plan of action

lvi 'ThTING and evaluating the solution, followed
by a review to find out if any further Improve
mania can be made

As shorthand these stages are referred to in the
programmes as PROBLEM. PLkNNING. MAKING and
Tu1'ING

These stages need to be carefully introduced
end practised at a level appropriate to each pupil's
ability and experience.

Each programme in the eerie. sets one or more
problems, the solutions of which should take
children through various craft skills and techniques.
ideas of how to carry Out effective designing; and an
understanding of some of the scientific and techno.
logical principles involved. The programmes contain
three main elements. Jan. a mime artist. linda
herself in situations which raise the problem.:
children, filmed in the classroom and elsewhere.
take us through some solutions to these problems.
and through the use of close-ups and other film tech.
niques we look at the technology related to the
problems and the akiIs needed to solve them.

Programmes
I Downhill
2 Building • Vehicle
3 Uphill
4 Wheels and Gears
f The 1.1. of the Land

ii A survey of different types ui vehie It' wii I'
dullerent types of motive power

ill Makings powered vehicle using ruhiu,'r h.uuid-
clockwork or electric uuuoture

iuil Transmission. conneci ing the power 'out..'
the wheels

iv) Testing the models TI,. criteria ,uI

BEFORE TIjE PROGRAMME
Pupil prepralion

ii Pupils should have an uuideratending .1 situp1.
electrical circuitry 'Fbi,. nerd only ineulci' the
connecting ole hatter ii, a rnutuur or lughi

iii Pupils should be ibIs' to use a iucrewdnver
pliers, and wire strippers

Teacher preparation
The following may be useful rubber bierud,. small
clockwork .0d electric nmot,,rv. liuttertu,,. ,hu,,i
lengths of insulated wire. uenisil pulley,. sod b.uIu.
such as Meccano or l"ischertechnik. minsatur,' hull,-

arid bulb holders, wooden or .'softtuoard block,, or
usounting circuits

Vocabulary
Gravity, power, pulley, electrical currs'uit. b.att.'rs
contact

THE PROGRAMME
Jan demonstrates the difficulty of pulling a he
Cart uphill, against the force of gravity Thee ott,
of an alternative source of power to our own niusel,
is introduced, and we see several vehicles with dif
lerent power sources, such as a horse and cart. a
milk float, a lorry anda railway train A group of
children classify vehicles according tu their power
source - the choice of which is seen as part of the
design process

Das t. a priatseau ca(type of pow.r souree
tQ*y.cti. 'Polnta t0000sd.rinc1uda:

ôw'far lb. SktcIs ta to travel, how fast It should
move, what load (tla to carry, what type of t.rTssn Is
It tocover, does 14 u..da to atop and start a lot. The
answers to thIs ,ort eiquutloo lied to be .xplana'
Ilocotsucb IbjnaU'whyamUk float hasan
•lictric motor or why we doot use horses and cart.
to aupply supiemirkats.

-''".5....

A problem is now posed - to builds small powered
vehicle, capable of carrying a load uphill The four
stage. of design are recapitulated, and we set' cliii
dren solving the problem. w.ing rlocks,.,rk md

electric motor,, and rubber bands to power their
vehicles. Again we look in detail at some of the craft
skills used by the children

jfjgure 10.2 Extracts from TV programme notes
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other activities. When we met over lunchtime he began by

remarking that he still intended to introduce work on bicycles

for which he had materials available. However the main topic

over lunch as he reviewed the TV programme was how to use it in

the medium term plan for designing powered vehicles. We will

follow his thoughts on that and then turn to his lesson plans.

He had reservations about the emphasis on the design process in

the TV series and chose the "Uphill" programme because of this as

well as the relevance of the title.

I think I prefer that much better because there's far less
emphasis on this design side of things/

it's very .. not laboured but! . very measured approach to
it and it would seem to me that with this class it would be
inappropriate .. they wouldn't know what I was talking about
for a start . designing/

to get them to draw it after it would be sensible . cause
then it would be an exercise in scale .. and an exercise in
looking .. so I'll get them to do that some time this week
because then I can yet them to do the process in reverse
to design a model and make it (Conversation 1tI5I8'4)

As he watched the programme George reflected on why and when he

might show it.

In some ways it might be better not to show it today we
haven't really got the time . but I think it . the . a lot
of the stuff would be logically ideal if we used it as a
kind of incentive . more than a • an actual instruction

I think in fact if they started making it on Thursday
they'll still obviously be .. very involved in it by
Friday .. yes by Friday •. and next week .. there will be
another time to show exactly the same thing .. I often think
that sort of thing goes in better the second time anyway
and a lot of lessons those children will learn which I think
were nicely put over in the programme . even . would be the
sort of problems they would begin to be encountering
(Conversation 14/5/8Lt)
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George's use of the TV programme can be seen in his summary of

the lesson plans which he wrote and later gave to me in his

journal. He summed up the plan for the first lesson that

afternoon as follows.

Monday 1t May

Short session on construction of tanks

Followed by TV film about UphiI.

I plan to ask children to write down their ideas about what
investigations they want to do. Ask them to specify clearly
their aims and a few of the pieces of equipment and
approach.

My aim here is:

a. To make sure use of tanks is purposeful
b. To emphasise the children's own responsibility for
planning and executing their work

(George's summary of his plan in his journal)

The next day, Tuesday 15 May, the children would have to complete

the planning stage of their investigations in their jotters.

These were to be put into practice on Friday 18 May in a very

open-ended afternoon, when George planned that they should get on

with answering their own questions and move straight into

recording. If time allowed they could start on the basic chassis

for their powered vehicles. His plan for the next two lessons

was summarised in the following written outlines.
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Thursday 24 May

11.20 am view the uphill programme for second time pausing
more often and discussing features of the programme in more
detail. Discuss weight of vehicles as a major factor also
strength of chassis

Set task
Design your own uphill vehicle to climb a 20°slope im long
under its own power

Stage 1
Design. Draw diagrams either full size or scale showing
position of wheels and shape of chassis. Specify power to
be used.

I expect the design stage to take 1 hour and after
discussing design with me I will allow children to go
straight into construction.

I expect to give bulk of pm to this activity probably
stopping about 3.20 to clear up 3.30 for story.

Thursday 7 June

Time 1.15 - 3.45

Aims Finish 'first draft' of the cars

Test

Begin modifications

Need to improve speed of work and focus of their activity so
to help this I will ask children not actually involved in
construction or testing to have alternative work available.

When cars are finished I will ask children to design own
test and experiments for them along lines of tank
experiment.

Am thinking about focussing next stage of making a toy to
making a rubber powered toy e.g. mangonel, improved tank,
stationary engine, roll and return vehicle

(George's plans summarised in his journal)

At the start of this unit George had formed an image of how the

activity would flow through the time available, but the later

lessons were not yet that well defined. Nor do written lesson
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plans convey the extent to which the setting of tasks. roles and

interactions had been envisaged. However he had a clear picture

of how the first lesson would develop. At lunchtime on 1L May,

having resolved how to fit the TV programme into the sequence of

lessons, George reported his image of the afternoon.

He planned for a five minute introduction to the task, expected

it to take only a few minutes for the children to make their own

cotton reel tanks, leaving the rest of the time for testing them

and viewing the TV. After playtime they would do some outdoor

work on the hedgerow to give some variety to the term. He

anticipated few problems and saw the experiences as introducing

scientific ideas as well as providing a reliable basis for the

children to devise and carry out their own investigations.

Well its a very straight forward task isn't it . its not
exactly fraught with difficulty . what they're doing today
and I don't think there is anything that they will .. either
dramatically succeed at or dramatically fail at .. but
they'll . I hope . just be getting the idea of storing
energy in an elastic band and .. trying to make the thing
run as smoothly with as little friction as possible and then
as much grip on the floor as possible to get it going up the
slope .. that's all I'm introducing to them .. the idea of

storing energy .. getting some friction on the . wheels.
(Conversation 1L/5/88)

He explained to me the expectations he had for the way the pupils

and he would be working during the activity.

They're just . experimenting in the real sense
that they're . just the sense that they're
just going to try things out/ I'll just let
them go . I don't imagine anyone's going to
have any problems at all with it

R:	 What's your role going to be? Do you anticipate
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doing anything to the groups?

George:	 I think just going round and - talk with
each group . just say to them "yes that's
fine" (maybe) "just scribble a note of that" or
"can you just do anything different?" or
"can you improve on that design?" or something
like that . or "what band . what rubber
band shou'd you use here?" or "what do you think
you ought to use there?" . yeh . that sort of
thing.
(George's lunchtime conversation 14/5/84)

So George donned his tape recorder and was ready to set the task

and see how that image worked out in reality.

10.3 Setting the Task and Into Action with Bobbin Tanks on 14 May

At 1.25 pm on 14 May the class was settled to hear George tell

them they were going to make bobbin tanks. There was an

enthusiastic response to this and the announcement that a TV

programme would follow, with some banter as Dean inquired whether

it would be 'Playschool'. George demonstrated a ready made

bobbin tank and set the task in the context of powering vehicles.

Those bobbin tanks are very . straightforward things to
build . I'll just show you one now that's already made ((he
demonstrates a tank he has prepared))

What I want us to do . the programme on the television is
about making cars or vehicles like you made last week but
attaching some form of motor to them so they will travel
under their own power .. these are the simplest vehicles you
can make . that travel under their own power . all I want
you to do this afternoon is . to make one • so you've made a
simple vehicle which travels by itself. (Audiotape 14/5/84)
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After regaining the attention of a few distracted pupils he

suggested ways they might investigate and improve the performance

of their tank.

What I'd like you to do when you've made it is investigate
how it works .. I want you to try things out like how many
turns do you need to wind it up before it will travel at
all? In other words how many turns of the elastic band do
you need for it to travel? When its unwound perhaps you'd
like to see . unwound completely . perhaps you'd like to
test . if you wind it up . 10 times how far it will travel
then allow it to go . maybe 30 times if that's appropriate
unless its going to break the band . see how far it goes
then . see if you can alter the distance it travels by using
a different elastic band ... see if you can improve its
performance by .. lessening the rubbing between the wax
washer and the bobbin in some way . see if a tighter piece
of wood or a heavier piece-of wood works best . see if you
can make it go up a slope and see which is the maximum
height of slope which it will go up . see if you can improve
its ability to climb slopes in some way or other.
(Audiotape 1l4I5I8L)

Having offered those suggestions George pointed out the

materials, checked that pupils understood the task, and set them

to work for LO minutes in the same groups as last time. They

began to make and try out their tanks. Several children came to

ask him about the use of materials and the likely results, but he

only supplied any help after they had tried for themselves. For

example, after Dorothy had failed to devise a way of threading

and fixing her elastic band through the cotton reel he assisted

her. To Rebecca's query about fixing the stick on he replied "I

don't know. err. or I do know but I'll ... see if you can find

out first." When he returned to Rebecca's group at 1.50 he was

however more directive, helping them to fit their band.
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George:	 I'll just give you a bit more help
because you're very - very far behind

Rebecca: . we couldn't find a bobbin

George:	 I see you spent all your time doing that
• eh . ohh you are a terrible lot aren't you
• such clever girls and you spend your time
messing about in such a peculiar fashion
don't you .. brains the size of planets
and here you are messing about with this
stuff ((he teased them further and they
responded in kind))
(Audiotape 1L/5/8L1)

Most of the children were by this stage involved in modifying and

testing their tanks. They had more problems than George had

envisaged but these were indicating improvements and

investigations they could explore with a little help. As he

moved from group to group George was in most cases able to carry

out his intended strategy of encouraging and extending their

ideas. When Luke and Danny tried different bands he suggested

they kept the original one to check their findings.

Some children were experimenting in the way which George had

defined over lunch. ie simply trying out things such as different

bands or surfaces. Others were beginning more systematic

investigations and some were measuring and recording, as George

pointed out to me. The class was busy, with lots of movement and

talking about the task. From time to time, as a group shared a

pleasing result with others, there was a focus of excitment.

Dorothy, with Deborah assisting in a very minor role, developed a

successful tank and fitted it to the car she had made previously.

At 2.05 pm she called. George to see it move and he praised her,
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then asked what would happen if she used two. As she went to

begin to make another he came to tell me about her progress.

Fifteen minutes later while the class were being urged to tidy up

and gather round to watch the TV programme she completed her

model with a seond bobbin tank and got it to run slowly. She

brought it with her as the class gathered round to view the

Uphill programme.

The pupils attention ebbed and flowed as they watched, seeming

keenest when the children on the screen were seen testing their

vehicles uphill. Luke and a few others watched intently

throughout and commented on the need for power and on the

different sources illustrated. George related the examples seen

to their own e'astic-powered tanks. Before they went to play at

2.35 pm he told them there would be an opportunity to see it

again and they might try some of the ideas, perhaps having a race

and later designing their own vehicles.

At playtime George told me that it was about time to halt the

activity to stop them becoming aimless. He had decided that they

were at the stage when they needed some direction, and on the

following day he would get them to decide on a specific test and

jot down what they would do. He hoped not to have to structure

it for them but if they were short of ideas he would summarise

some on the board.

The lesson had developed along the lines George had anticipated,
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but not as far as his plans envisaged. Some children took longer

to master the making of the tanks than he had predicted and few

had planned any systematic investigations. However, early in the

lesson he had adjusted his original plan slightly in the light of

pupils' responses. At 1.45 pm, when pupils were engaged in their

activities, George had paused to remark to me that it all seemed

"gentle, easy stuff" and though he had told a few people to

record things there seemed not to be a lot of point,and he

decided at that point it was better to leave them to their

initial explorations.

I think I'll just let them play ... (in the next lesson)
they'll need heavy direction to say this lesson we're going
to find out ((he lists investigations))
(Audiotape 1415/84)

This could be interpreted simply as the fine tuning of a lesson

plan - an interactive decision prompted by a cue from pupils.

However it was also a personal decision and could be related to

George's belief in the value of pupils' exploration of materials

and a 'play stage' in learning.

On 15 May he gave the children ten minutes to write in their

jotters what they wanted to find out with their tanks and how to

try it out. These would be put into practice on Friday 18 May.
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10. L Continuing the Bobbin Tank Investigations - 18 May

On the afternoon of the 18th the class entered late and rowdily

after playing and took a little settling before they were ready

with jotters, pencils, rulers and tanks to test. George recalled

the plans made on the 15th and some pupils read theirs out. He

quoted the examples read out to emphasise the need to think about

the questions they had set themselves. George often prefaced the

lessons I observed with similar emphasis on thinking about the

task and here he had been explicit about the elements of that

thinking. He began by asking the children to "look and think

about the questions you've asked yourself .. first of all (ask)

'how can I answer my own question?" He repeated in several ways

the need to identify the problem, turn it into a testable

question, decide how to do it and what to observe, and to record

results in a way which would help their later interpretation.

After he had asked if anyone was uncertain what to do the class

was set to work for about an hour in their groups.

Danny and Luke referred to their jotters and talked over their

plans to investigate how a tank would travel up smooth and rough

boards (see figure 10. 1). George came to their table and

inquired about the surfaces of the boards and how they would

carry out their test.

George:	 OK right . so you're going to try it on
the smoother board . how are you going to
err . test . that it its going up more easily
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Luke:	 We thought we'd put it on a certain
height . then measure how high it is .. and
wind the tank up for so many (circles) and test
that its going then time it

George:	 time it?

Luke: and the one that takes it longer we can
tell that its easier or not . I think it'll
climb better if its bumpy

George:	 on the rougher one - yes?

Luke:	 rough

George:	 will you wind it up the same number of
times each turn?

Luke
& Danny: yeh

George:	 and how will you make sure that its all
unwound?

((they demonstrate their method))

George:	 all right I'm with you - OK
(Audiotape 1815/8Lt)

George's questioning had checked their plan with them, but

confirmed their ownership and responsibility as he intended.

When the two boys had their materials ready I asked them to carry

out their investigations in the adjacent office where the

videocamera was set up.

Meanwhile George had moved on to talk with other groups. Dorothy

explained how she and Debbie were systematically going to do

three tests up different surfaces. She was less clear about what

this would reveal. George probed further but when they declined

to define a more precise question or investigation he accepted

that.
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George:	 You just want to try it out . nothing
more? . You don't want to say .. "I could
maybe try a slope and see if it had a rough
surface . a smooth surface . or sandpaper
or cloth"? .. you want to just see how it goes?
yeh? OK . right . go on then.
(Audiotape 18/5/814)

He did check that they would control the number of winds before

he let them go outside to work on a bumpy surface. When George

came to see how Rebecca's group was getting on he was much more

directive, giving suggestions for setting up their slope, and

remodelling their sluggish tank. Rebecca had her attention drawn

to the performance of the improved vehicle before he left them to

carry out their test. George paused to tell me that he had

decided to "do it for them and get them to the point where they

can get started - as they're so disorganised". He reported that

he had helped at least three groups with basic craft skills but

felt the task was at about the right level for the class and that

it was proving very useful for him to have to keep asking "What

do you want to find out?" instead of what he wanted to find out.

George circulated among the groups of children who were working

all round the room, with a few outside. Luke and Danny were in

the office. The first time he called on them much of the

conversation concerned their hypotheses about the different

surfaces. He probed these, asking the two boys if they agreed

and adding some questions and suggestions to relate the various

ideas and terms they were using. Later Luke went to find George

and excitedly reported a failed run and their intention to try it
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out once more. They were concerned to repeat and check their

measurements but on his next visit George warned them that they

might not have time to compare their results. Subsequently they

discussed with him their interest in the effect of rubber band

'tyres' round the cotton reel. On his last visit, five minutes

before play, he had time to join in and hear more of their ideas

about the different performance of the tank with and without

'tyres' made of rubber bands on varied surfaces. He checked

himself from putting his own interpretation on it and inquired

into their hypotheses.

Danny:

George:

Luke:

George:

No tyres/

no tyres . its going up fine is it . so
obviously this .. so obviously what?

it's gripping it much better

mm - humm - mm

Luke:	 it's just like . cause . the sandpaper's
rough . and . with no tyres it . it can't fall
backwards cause there's a grip on the sandpaper

George:	 Luke . was that surprising you?

Although he was encouraging them to try out their own ideas he

was becoming more involved and directive as time ran out. He

introduced a quicker way of testing by tilting the ramp until the

tank was just stationary and measuring the height.

George:	 What? oh that's no . I think that's
alright and then seeing if it'll do any better
with tyres on the rough surface

Luke:	 errm

George:
	

do you think - is that worth while
finding out?
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Luke
& Danny: yes ((very quietly)) it will - aah

George:	 so measure that

Luke:	 21 centimetres

George:	 don't forget to measure there again -
so 21 centimetres

Danny:	 two blocks ((referring to blocks used to
raise slope))

George:	 stick it . stick its tyres on . let's find
out how many blocks you need for that

Danny:	 I can get em on Luke

George:	 21 centimetres?

Luke:	 yeh . thats 17 you see

George:	 yeh . so if I shove it closer to the base
• you'll find that you get a steeper slope like
that . there we are

Danny:	 we could get some books to help us

George:	 mm . maybe • that seems OK

Luke:	 got it now

George:	 now we've only got a short time to try it
(Audiotape 18/5/84)

George was called back into the classroom at this point to sort

out a 'sticky incident' with some glue. There were only a few

minutes before playtime in which to tidy up. Over play he told

me how tired the class seemed today; we agreed that all of us had

a "touch of the Friday afternoons". So after play there was only

a short plenary session in which he explored the children's

explanations of how the tanks worked and discovered that only six

children had made them before. A few volunteered reports on

their investigations. They included Luke, who reported on the
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question they had posed and their methods and findings. This was

later written up as shown at the start of this chapter in figure

10.1.

After the lesson George commented that Luke's report and one

other, by Dean. were quite interesting but the others were being

rather cautious and seemed tired. He gave them half an hour to

complete any work or choose their own activity. He remarked this

was a "pleasant little half hour" which incidentally helped with

his long term goal of increasing their independence. The

afternoon finished with him reading a story they had requested,

and the science topic was adjourned until the following Thursday.

10.5 Onto the Design Task - 24 and 25 May

Nearly a week elapsed before the class as a whole returned to the

topic and I was back in school. On the morning of 24 May George

summarised his plans for the day as we talked at playtime. He

planned to allow time for some pupils to complete the writing up

of their findings before reshowing the Uphill programme. Then,

after he had set the new task of designing their vehicles, the

children would have all afternoon to work at that.

At 11.20 am he called the class together and commented on the

written work he had seen from the tank investigations, stressing

the need to write some sort of conclusion to answer the questions

they had investigated. He outlined the next task, making links
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with their earlier vehicles which might be adapted or

cannibalised, and with things they might have learned from making

the cotton reel tanks. The children then watched the TV

programme closely, but were more restless when he paused from

time to time to relate it to their task.

George:	 Last time with the tanks . with the bobbin
tanks I asked you to plan your . investigation
yourself . plan before you actually did them

this time I'm going to ask you to plan how
you're going to make your vehicles . what
you're going to make it from and also what power
source you're going to use before you do it
so this is what this woman's referring to on
the programme in the design (of) your vehicles.
Before you actually make it you must have a
clear picture in your head of what you're
going to make .. and so I'm going to ask you
to design it first . nothing elaborate . just
some notes . few diagrams . so that . we can
discuss together what approach you're going
to use . any questions anyone . no?
(Audiotape 18/5/8L)

When they had seen the rest of the programme they looked at some

examples of their own previous models and George recalled the

problems of overpainting and the need for smooth running wheels.

He set them to jot down designs but most groups were eager to

begin making, all the target pupils looking at their models for

ways to use the ideas and bits to develop new solutions. George

remarked to me that they were reassessing those models in the

light of the TV programme. The class was getting started as

lunchtime approached and he reluctantly stopped them, saying they

would have the whole afternoon to pursue their ideas. Over lunch

he commented to me on how they had plunged directly into the

task, or begun by ccllecting materials and seeking power sources,
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rather than designing first as he had suggested.

George:	 this design thing . they don't seem very
happy with it ((laughs)) they seem to want to
just get hold of the wood and get working on
it . I think its probably better. I'm not all
that enamoured . see how it goes . those who
want to I'll sort of make noises that they ought
to design something . but if they don't
they just get on and start doing that's
what I'm after really I think
(Conversation 2L/5/8L)

I explored his views on this further.

R:	 Certainly very few went to their jotters
and started to draw things down and!

George:	 /Yes .. I .. yeh . I don't think most of
them feel the need for it . at this stage
I don't think that they are . sophisticated
designers yet or they just thought "I want a car
with an electric motor" or something and they
just want to get an electric motor because it
was the first thing .. and do something
like that

R:	 Do you think they should feel the need anyway?

George:	 No I don't think so .. no I think that
errh . I suppose just for my own disorganised

self that's how I work very often . say if I
want to make a bookshelf I don't sit and draw
it out first .. often I'll think about it but then
I'll pick up the wood and start.

R:	 because you said to them . things like you
know "You're going to do a little bit more design"
and "I want you to plan the way"!

George:	 yes I did but they obviously didn't take
any notice of that
(Conversation 2L/5/8Ll)

George then told me that he envisaged the afternoon being spent

largely on more construction of their vehicles by the groups of

children. He would simply help groups, only stopping the class
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if there was reason - such as a good idea to share. If anyone

were ready there might be a little trial run at the end, with

some talk about a bigger event the next day and checking if any

resources were needed. He only expected about half the pupils to

get a vehicle running today however.

After lunch the children got straight to work. Dorothy started

by sanding wheels and getting her jotter ready. Once he had

talked with George about fixing axles and elastic band

transmission to their old frame Luke began, Danny fetching him

some card and a craft knife. Rebecca's group wrote, then

collected materials to construct a support for a propellor. From

time to time they sought help with making this from George. As

he moved round the groups most of his interactions were to help

children with techniques and materials. At one point he

discussed with Danny, who was choosing wood, the need for more

energy to move a heavier vehicle. Around 1.140 pm he told the

class "I'm pleased to see some of you really thinking about your

designs" and encouraged more of this. Ten minutes later he

commented to me "it's going airight - they're just getting on -

and there are lots of ideas". But as the afternoon passed some

groups fell behind and his comments to pupils and to me

increasingly reflected this. Revisiting Dorothy and Deborah he

finally told the latter she was wasting her time; Rebecca

frequently wandered round seeking materials and help, and snapped

two blades in a craft knife attempting to cut wheels. Before

playtime he gathered the class together to share what had been
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achieved and to spur the rest on when they continued after the

break. At the end of the day he reported to me his frustration

over the lack of enthusiasm shown by some children at the

opportunity to do this practical task, which he presumed to be

interesting. He suggested some of that might almost be a

response to having to think for themselves. However he qualified

his judgment by noting that many pupils had got on and results

were beginning to emerge. recognising that the activity was time

consuming as he had tried it out; he added that this phase of a

lesson was always long-winded. He decided that the next morning

would be more directed and desk-bound to "get their heads down",

probably with some follow up to today's task in the afternoon.

That evening he tried making a propellor-driven vehicle himself

and experienced some of the difficulties children were having

with mounting motors and propellors, and the transmission. Many

of them had been stimulated by the TV programme to try solutions

which involved skills or materials that were not familiar. This

was providing challenges, and some problems, for George's

practice as he sought to support them in realising their ideas.

It raised general dilemmas over skills, time, his interventions,

and pupils' work which were explored later.

His more immediate thoughts were concerned with how to present

and organise the lesson on the afternoon of Friday 25th. By the

time it arrived he had decided to give the children a free

choice, as he often did just before a holiday. He was interested
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to see how many would opt to carry on building their vehicles.

In fact about one third did, including Luke and Danny who rushed

for their model. George pointed out to them that he had noticed

their axle binding and they agreed that they needed to shave down

their wax washer. They made elaborate fittings for their

vehicle, George intervening at one point to suggest they try

more elegant alternatives to sellotape for their window and later

demonstrating the use of a drill when they needed it. When

Dorothy eventually built a simple drive with a Legotechnic

construction kit George offered the idea of a pulley and supplied

a workcard to develop ideas relevant to her model. Rebecca's

group decided not to work on their vehicle at all but told me

they liked the choice and most of the time preferred the

practical challenge to being told exactly what to do.

10.6 Difficulties and Dilemmas - Reflections on 27 May

The class left for a week's half term holiday and it was to be

almost two weeks before they returned to the task. Over the

holiday George and I met for a long interview on 27 May during

which he reflected on the progress of the work and of different

pupils.

George:	 Halfway through a topic like this
you .. you come to a point where you think
that .. you're not getting on as well as you
thought you might do .. you're not getting on
as quickly and efficiently .. because you're
letting them organise themselves and they're still
very bad at organising themselves .. but that's
the whole point of letting them do it ((laughs))
that they'.re going to get better at it ... and I
don't think they'll get better at it until
they've tried it out.
(Interview 27/5/814)
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George was facing a dilemma, which was more acute with some

pupils. Luke and Danny he saw as exceptions, because "they're

the sort of organised group they are" but Rebecca illustrated the

other extreme as she "hasn't a clear enough idea in her own head

of what she wants the thing to be in the end". These tensions

were as yet unreso'ved in George's mind.

George:	 The whole idea is to make it . try it out
• test it . and then go back and change it

but they're not at the point of being
able to do that quickly and efficiently
enough so we're getting bogged down ... there's a
bit of tension there in my own mind.
(Interview 27/5/8L4)

Dorothy's difficulties raised a different but related dilemma.

George:	 She's finding the mechanics of it very
difficult •. like just glueing together
accurately and neatly •. that in a way is getting
in the way of what I'm aiming for to do errhum

so that is a problem •. she in fact in someways
more •. direction •. more clear direction

the mechanics of putting the thing together

R: mm • and have you been responding to her problems
and Luke's problems or absence of them or whatever
and Rebecca's in different sorts of ways?

George:	 Trying to but not in •. not in different
enough thinking about it actually .. I've been
trying to give Dorothy still time to do it
herself and to do it .. do it herself and probabley
I ought to be sitting down with her to say for
say five minutes "do it exactly like this
and this is how you'll make a successful
model •. and then when you've made a successful
model you can then try it out". I'm maybe giving
her a bit too much rope to hang herself at
the moment.
(Interview 27/5/814)

George's reflections in this interview and subsequently indicated
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a number of related dilemmas which are analysed in the discussion

at the end of this chapter.

Over the week's holiday he had done some further preparation for

the children's continuing task of powering their vehicles. A

shortage of propellors had led them to request alternative power

sources, including balloons (perhaps stimulated by the

contemporary offer of balloon cars on cereal packets). George

had got more ideas from published sources, such as the ASE

Primary Science Newsletter (ASE, 1983) and a Science from Toys

unit of Science 5-13 (Radford, 1972). He planned to restart the

activity on the Thursday afternoon after the holiday.

10.7 Difficulties and Decisions - Action and Thought on 7 June

When I arrived at 10.30 am on Thursday 7 June several pupils

asked George if they could start, rather than wait till the

afternoon, so he conceded that one in each group could "do

something sensible" with their vehicles. All the target pupils

chose to. George immediately got involved in helping Luke

improve his broken bearing, and raised the possibility that he

might later use a pulley. Rebecca sought help with her propellor

and after giving that he drew out her group's idea from seeing it

work as a 'crawler' with the propellor touching the ground;

before leaving the decision to the children he summarised the

possibilities.

George:	 Well there's two methods there aren't there?
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There's the possibility of using it like a
gigantic tank . and there's the possibility
of a propellor . so if one doesn't work
you can fall back on another one.
(Audiotape 7I6f8)

Over lunch he reaffirmed his frustration at the time and effort

pupils were expending on simple mechanical problems such as

gluing and told me that he was being a little more directive in

this respect. At 1.25 pm when the whole class was ready George

set a 3.00 pm deadline for vehicles to be ready for initial

testing on the flat. He stressed the time limit and advised the

groups to divide the work for efficiency and warned them against

wasting time.

Luke and Danny needed some guidance on fixing an elastic band to

the axle; they worked on without stopping for playtime, reporting

their progress or problems at intervals to George who was

sometimes too busy with others to respond. Rebecca, who

frequently came to him for materials or advice, made slight

progress. Dorothy announced that her battery-powered model would

not work and George gave her some incidental teaching on electric

circuits. During the afternoon an adviser and a parent called to

chat with George and he was in demand from pupils. There was

increasing pressure on him. and from him, as his frustration

mounted over their failure to get on. His recorded interactions

conveyed this and he confirmed it in his comments to me at

playtime. He also noted the need for him to become even more

directive because pupils were finding it difficult to

successfully fit drive units arid operate them. As the elastic
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bands were proving under-powered he showed Rebecca's group the

balloon-drive idea and later demonstrated it to another group,

leaving the problem of fixing it up to them. When Rebecca later

showed her solution to this he offered a bottle top as a valve to

control the flow of air and fitted it while lots of children

gathered round to watch.

Although the 3.00 pm deadline had passed few groups had vehicles

ready for test runs, Luke and Danny being among the exeptions.

The class was set to tidy up and George commented again to me on

the frustrations and lack of progress. After some thought he

attributed this to the shortage of good materials and the

inherent difficulty of fixing a power source, as well as the

pupils' lack of good ideas. He told me he had learned that he

should have been more directive over the process of making the

models rather than being so free and easy.

There was no full contest or plenary discussion but in the short

final whole class session, when the few completed vehicles were

demonstrated, George asked the children to consider what lessons

they had learned.

George:	 What I'd like to do in the last ten minutes
is . to begin . the process of you telling us
what you've learnt . so that possibly we can
errh . learn any lessons and improve our models
next time . cause we'll continue with our lessons
and although these models have proved particularly
troublesome . we'll maybe move on to something
else soon and maybe have a bit more success
with that.
(Audiotape 7I6/8L)
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A few volunteers explained their progress and problems, including

Rebecca.

George:	 C'mon out and tell us ... now I'm
astonished Rebecca .. in the . errm . three minutes
that we were clearing up Rebecca has made some
decent sized .. bearing for this wheel and yet
its taken her around about . how long Rebecca?
three days before that to actually make decent
sized bearings.
(Audiotape 7/6/84)

He got Rebecca and one of her partners, Carol, to discuss the

difficulties they had using this card and their ideas about how a

propellor would drive the vehicle. This led some pupils and

George to talk of force, but only a few were attending to this

when the bell signalled an end to the lesson.

George's comments after the lesson were further stimulated by

viewing the videorecord of those final ten minutes. He was

generally very disappointed. He felt that although there had

been lots of incidental learning it was not enough and he should

have been more directive. He was concerned that the frustration

could not have done any good. However a little later he

commented that, on reflection, he felt they had learned a tot to

which they could return and use more systematically later because

of their experiences. He also thought out loud about whether the

highly structured design approach of the TV series might be right

after all.

His postactive reflections were an extension of his thoughts

during lessons. He could qualify them to make a more general
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evaluation of the activity in this unit and look ahead to the

implications. Some reviewing of his own beliefs about teaching

skills was prompted by the difficulties and dilemmas, and he

would return to think further about this later. Meanwhile he had

come to a more immediate decision in the light of his evaluation:

After today I'm definitely going to have a nice directed
lesson so that we can have the confidence it will work ..
think it will be the mangonels .. and then we'll regroup and
do the vehicles when we've more batteries.
(Fieldnote 7/6/84)

Before following George and the class with that activity in the

next chapter my interpretation of his thinking based on the data

so far is summarised here.

10.8 Discussion of the Analysis of George's Thinking

and Primary Science Issues

George's planning and thinking in lessons have been analysed and

some more general reflections identified. The elements in his

thinking were closely connected with the action and with one

another. An integrated account of thought and action as they

develop over time can convey this complexity, but it is also

necessary to analyse elements and relationships within that

account.

10.8.1 Planning thoughts

At the beginning and end of this unit George came to quick
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decisions about the introduction of a new activity. In each case

he was influenced by his evaluation of the previous lesson, but

this was no isolated decision. He was concerned with pacing and

sequencing activities within his longer term framework of goals

and strategies. This provided further evidence that George's

planning was a complex, layered process involving reference back

and forth as well as between layers. George gave examples to

show how the flow of activities over the term was still at the

back of his mind as he came to the more immediate planning

decision about when and how to introduce the next task.

Situational constraints such as time and resources had some

influence along with his perceptions of the class. Much of this

planning occurred alongside the teaching of the previous

activity, which represented the realisation of an earlier plan.

There was repeated reviewing of possibilities, illustrated here

by his reflections about using the TV programme. He focussed his

images of how the action would develop over the unit, bringing

each lesson into sharp definition as it became imminent. At that

point he could envisage the likely flow of activity through the

time available, his role and pupils' responses. This moving

image closely guided his performance.

10.8.2 Interactive Thinking

The pupils' mediation of the task played an important part in the

realisation of the imagined lesson. Resulting discrepancies

between image and reality may cue a teacher's thinking and lead

to decisions. For instance on the 1L May George had extended
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the time planned for exploratory activity and deferred the moment

when pupils had to specify a systematic investigation. In later

lessons there were increasing gaps between what he had imagined

and how the lesson developed in practice. George's thinking was

becoming more complex as the gap between image and reality

widened in later lessons. His thinking in the lessons of 214 and

25 May, and 7 June included: his persistence with the planned

approach; a deferred decision to modify his interventions; the

identification of sub-goals and time limits for the class;

reflection on his overall goals and tensions which were emerging;

and the seeds of a re-examination of some of his teaching

approaches. Interactive thinking as well as planning may be more

fully understood if the analysis takes account of the teacher's

wider frame of reference, as Morine-Dershimer (19814) found in her

own reanalysis of data from stimulated recall, observation and

repertory grid interviews with four teachers.

That frame may include a concern to individualise interactions

with children within a common activity. George had made explicit

his intention to do so. against a broad principle of restricting

his interventions. Interactions with target pupils have been

reported in this chapter. In active lessons they may be central

to the promotion of inquiry learning, but not possible to

anticipate and rehearse. They may be constrained by time and the

multiple demands on a teacher. Records of such moments may be

revealing for an analysis of thinking and action. For instance

on 18 May George sought to combine his various goals for the
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activity and his intention to individualise his interventions.

As the time ran out it became more difficult to sustain his

strategy of allowing children to develop their own ideas and make

mistakes; he was heard stopping himself from giving Luke and

Danny his own interpretation of their observations, and he was

becoming increasingly directive. Such tensions are

characteristic of teaching, and their resolution during

interactions is rarely a simple choice between two alternatives.

It involves thinking-in-action which may be largely tacit and

hard to unpack for practitioner or observer. Sometimes however

it may be made explicit and reflected upon, as it was

occasionally in that lesson. •The tensions and pressures of

teaching may in fact be a productive starting point for such

analysis as Lampert has argued.

• it seems appropriate therefore, to consider the notion
that teaching involves inventing personal strategies for
working with universal contradictions that cannot be finally
resolved. Coping with these conflicts in one's self seems
related to how they are managed in practice, and we need to
persist in trying to find out how teachers do cope, in
practice with these enduring and unresolvable tensions.
(Lampert 1983, p1)

In Lampert's later work (1986) she has analysed strategies that

teachers use for coping with such tensions, and shown how the

ana'ysis of dilemmas can broaden our view of teacher thinking.

In this chapter a number of dilemmas facing George have emerged.

He had to manage them in the particular context of this topic but

they were universal contradictions, in Lampert's phrase. They

are summarised below in polarised statements. In George's
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practice and thinking they were closely connected, as illustrated

on 27 May in such comments as

George:	 I've got a problem ... because I'm trying
to keep them doing it themselves I'm ... I could
make it much more efficient ((George illustrates
how he could direct pupils to make a vehicle)).
Now that would be efficient and they'd get through
it quickly ... they'd do it much better than
they're doing it at the moment .. that wouldn't be
getting what I want them to do .. to get out of
it that is .. independence and being able to
organise themselves .. there is a great
tension there
(Interview 27/5/8t)

Dilemma 1 - Time

Pupils need time to pursue their own investigations

but

time is limited in school, lots of other things have to be
done, and teachers feel that tasks should be completed.

Dilemma 2 - Intervention

Children need to try out their own ideas, make mistakes, use
their initiative

but

teachers can see missed opportunities,they need to help
prevent failures and frustrations - they are there to teach.

Dilemma 3 - Process or Product?

The particular process pupils go through and the experience
matters more than the particular products such as written
reports and models

but

stressing process can mean lots of time is spent on activity
with little visible evidence of learning and any final
products may be disappointing.
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Dilemma 4 - Skills

Skills, techniques and more general approaches like
scientific investigation and the design process are taught
most effectively when pupils see a need

but

it is insufficient, unsystematic and frustrating to leave
the teaching of skills and general processes to chance, and
not to distinguish the different elements'.

10.8.3 Theories

These dilemmas are more than management problems, and have the

potential to stimulate teachers to review their theories about

teaching. George began to do this at the end of this unit when

he briefly wondered whether he should reconsider his view on the

teaching of skills and his criticism of the design process

advocated by the TV series. His own reservations about the

emphasis on that process had been prominent early in this unit

when he was considering the use of a programme. Even though he

planned and set a task requiring preliminary designing on 24 May

he did not insist on this when most pupils largely ignored it

and went directly to model-making. His comments on this were

noted above; he had in fact remarked before the lesson that "I'll

sort of make noises that they ought to design something . but if

they don't . they just get on and start doing that's what I'm

really after."

It seems his underlying belief about learning was a determining

influence when it came to the lesson and the introduction of an
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alternative view was insufficient to change practice. However

dilemmas in that practice may stimulate review of a personally

held theory against such alternatives. His theories as

elaborated in the interview at half term have been discussed in

Chapter 7. In this chapter they have surfaced incidentally in

connection with the action. By reflecting upon that action and

his dilemmas he was able to extend his own pedagogical knowledge.

For example during our half term interview he said that it had

now become quite clear to him that his role should be "where

they've got ideas .. don't do much except help them in their own

clarifying . where there are materials or skills be quite

prescriptive."

This general principle could be applied in new situations as he

met them. Its immediate application will be traced in the next

activity, in Chapter 11.

1O.8. L Primary Science Issues

This chapter has raised some general issues concerning primary

science. In the Uphill activity George was only seen to make

limited use of opportunities for teaching concepts associated

with the investigations. His emphasis was firmly on the skills

such as posing questions, designing and carrying out tests and

related construction techniques, and on encouraging pupils to try

out their own ideas. The pupils' involvement in class

discussions was even less than in the last unit, when he had
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remarked upon it. Their difficulties with construction had

curtailed the testing he had planned. There are various task

demands in these sort of activities which are often subsumed

under broad headings of problem-solving or technology. It is

perhaps necessary to experience them in practice with a class as

well as try them for oneself before they can become an element in

the repertoire of pedagogical knowledge. However there is a risk

that children will choose solutions to their problems which are

unpredictable or demand unfamiliar skills. Some pupils faced

difficulties with construction, or approached investigations in

ways which he had not anticipated. In the exploratory approach

to teaching and the promotion of inquiry learning in which George

was engaged these tensions could be seen. He was at this time

using activities that were relatively new to primary science, and

to him. His own experience could inform future practice by

others as well as himself if it could be reflected upon and

shared. These issues are developed in later chapters. In active

science lessons the opportunities for a class teacher to reflect

are limited, although the potential is there as illustrated by

the comments George was able to make during or after lessons.

Even so he remarked at our half term meeting that "you're too

busy ... you can't sit back enough and think about it"
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CHAPTER 11 MAKING MANGONELS

11.1 Introduction and Overview

As reported in the last chaper, on 7 June George had decided to

adjourn the making of powered vehicles and to introduce work with

a different model, the mangonel or siege catapult. This chapter

opens with that decision and the associated planning, leading to

the introduction of the task on 12 June. The children were set

to make simple models and modify them so they fired more

accurately. This is illustrated by Dorothy's report on her work

in figure 11.1.

On 15 June. after George had explored some of the children's

ideas about the trajectories of the missiles they were firing,

they had to devise and carry out their own investigations with

the mangonels. The historical context was used on 21 June when

he set them a problem he had devised. This involved the pupils

in considering more than one variable as they simulated a siege,

and reporting back in the form of advice to their General

(George). In the final lesson of this unit, on 2 July, he posed

a problem which reintroduced the craft and design element. He

asked them to make devices for controlling the firing of their

rnangonels more remotely and realistically. Table 11.1 outlines

the sequence of the action and the data.
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Figure 11 . 1 Dorothy's report on her first mangonel task
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TABLE 11.1 OUTLINE OF THE ACTION AND DATA IN
'MAKING MANGONELS'

Date	 Action and Comment
	

Data

7 June Teacher's decision to finish
'Uphill Struggles' and start
'Mangonels'
Refers to published source

12 June	 First lesson making and
firing mangonels

15 June	 Second mangonel lesson -
short session on trajectory
then pupils plan and carry
out their own investigations
Pupils interviewed

20 June	 Pupils writing up work

Fleidnotes
Copies of
'Science
5 - 13'

Teacher's written
€ummary of plan
Fleldnotes
Audiotape of teacher
Written note
Videotape

Fieldnotes
Audiotapes of teacher
Teacher's written
note.
Audiotape of pupils

Copies of pupils' work
Teacher's written note

21 June	 Lesson simulating a 1 siege'	 Fieldnotes
Pupils investigating and applying	 Audiotape of teacher
knowledge	 Videotape

27 June

2 July

Telephone call from teacher
reporting progress and plans

Final lesson on 'Mangonel' unit'
Design brief for pupils to make
control for their models

Written note

Fieldnotes
Audiotape
Videotape
Further writing
by pupils.
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The discussion in this chapter extends the interpretation

developed in the previous chapters. It explores relationships

among aspects of thinking and practice, tracing George's

management of dilemmas that were summarised at the end of Chapter

10. Particular attention is given to relating aspects of

George's theories to his practice and to discussion of more

general issues in primary science and technology.

11.2 George's Planning

Chapter 8 described how George identified potential activities

from his repertoire, summarised in figure 8.1. In Chapters 9 and

10 the selection and shaping of activities has been detailed. A

similar process was evident in the planning of the mangonel

activity. It too illustrated the longer term consideration of

possibilities, an eventual decision to introduce it at a certain

point and the short term preparation for its implementation in

particular lessons. There was also more evidence of how George

drew upon ideas from curriculum materials to extend his

repertoire, adapting them to suit his goals and the situation.

His plans became increasingly original and later lessons were not

planned at the start of this unit but were created as it

developed.

At lunchtime on 7 June before the lesson in which children were

testing vehicles, he had commented that he expected to continue

that work for a week or two before moving on to toys, using ideas
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from Science 5/13 publications and the opportunities toys

afforded to develop process skills. He felt they would take less

time than building vehicles, and he pointed out to me how he had

alternated simple and more difficult tasks "from the point of

view of pace". He was thinking of doing "something like a simple

mangonel next with instructions on how to make one, then later a

touch more freedom ... maybe with rubber-band toys." As we saw

in the last chapter, by the end of that lesson a decision had

been made to bring forward the mangonel-making. This was to

begin with a more directed activity than the children's making

and testing of vehicles which was becoming frustrating.

The possibility of making and using model mangonels had been in

George's mind since Easter when he had consulted the two Science

5 - 13 Units: Science from Toys and Science, Models and Toys

(Radford. 1972; 1974). He had considered the ideas introduced in

the first (see figure 11.2) and extended in the second.

After the lesson of 7 June. George had consulted some further

sources on this activity (eg Gilbert and Matthews, 1981-84).

When he finally came to use it he had adapted it to suit the

situtation.

At home he modified it and tried it with his seven year old son,

Sam. The night before the lesson he spent some time on it, woke

at about four in the morning thinking about it, and then found

that he quickly finalised his plans in the morning, as he told me
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to provide the 'go

Small nails

Holes.
br alternative positions

large nails

Bend the stick and
glue with balsa cement	 Stick a pin in

the end and
cement

How to build a classroom model 	 in place with
balsa cement

10.1 3.1 What science is there in this toy?
Observations and investigations
a. How far will a cherry stone go?
What effect does windIng up the elastic have?
What effect does tilting the mangonel have?
What effect does altering the weight of the
ammunition have ? Try using Plasticine pellets.

b. If you keep the tension of the elastic constant,
select cherry stones of the same size and keep the
mangonel pointing in the same direction, do all the
stones fall in the same place? Take a piece of
black paper, put it on the floor and mark on it
where each stone falls.

This is quite a task and requires some careful
planning and deployment of labour

What kind of pattern do you get?

c. Now pin or tape a piece of paper against the
wall and find out what kind of vertical pattern is
obtained. Note the mangonel will need moving
towards the paper, viz the range will have to be
shorter than in b: b and c could be summed up by
asking what is the smallest target you could be
certain of hitting, i. every time, ii. one out of every
two times?

d. Can any method be devised to find out the
path of the cherry stone? Before children try to
find out ask them to draw what they think the
path will be.

e. Alter the position of the large nails so that the
arm of the mangonel (lollipop stick) is stopped in
another position. What effect does this have on the
range?

Hidden science
a. Where does thego come from?

b. Children can get experience of variables—how
many different ways can you alter the range?

(Altering the lastic tension, the weight of the
ammunition, the tilt of the mangonel and the rest

Make a saw cu

Lollipop stick

Figure 11.2 Published source of mangonel ideas (Radford, 1972)
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on 12 June. He summarised these in a journal entry as follows:

12 June

Mangonel

Reasons - continuing rubber band power theme, simple model
with lots of interesting possibilities

Sam (his son) has made one at home and has enjoyed playing
with it. I have made the base beforehand so that children
don't get bogged down with the craft side of their work and
get on to more fruitfu' work. I find that simple work on
one small model shared between three children leads to lack
of concentration. Children will have a chance afterwards to
adapt their machine so that craft element is not missing.

Anticipated modifications

1. Addition of peg trigger
2. Change in arm, size and weight
3. Change in position of big nail rubber band stoppers
4. Addition of 'pan' to hold missile

First Activity

1. Show model - comment on use and time and places used -
heads, fire, rocks, demolition, twisted hair etc.

2. Practical - make own model. General's command is to
fire over a wall (Ladybird book) into the central compound
with rocks to kill defenders. Mark accuracy of shots on
paper after 5 mins play and 10 practice. (George's journal
entry 12/6I8L1)

11 .3 Setting the Task and Into Action on 12 June

At 11.20 on the 12th the class sat around George as he stood by

the board. The mangonel was introduced in a historical context

and his narrative interspersed with questions. He showed his own

model and some pupils used it. Then he told them that the bases

were ready for them to make their own model mangonels which they

could then modify - for example they could be with or without a

trigger. He introduced and summarised their task of using them
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to fire two different pieces of plasticine over improvised

"castle walls", represented by a book, and marking the centre and

range of landing points on a large sheet of paper.

By 11.45 pm pairs of children were spread round the classroom and

corridor working on the task. Rebecca had just fired her first

shot, Dorothy was firing while Deborah marked where the

plasticine missiles landed, and Luke was redesigning his

mangonel. Five minutes later George reported to me his

satisfaction that the children were quickly into action without

the problems of construction met in the last lesson. He noted

that this was a play stage and that he had realised there were so

many variables involved he had decided to allow more time for

their exploration, and then he would review these in a class

discussion to promote more systematic investigations.

He did hold short class discussions just before and after lunch,

focussing on the children's ideas as they tried to get their

missiles to land consistently on one spot. After they had spent

a further half hour investigating and jotting down what they did

he called a ceasefire and asked for volunteers to report back to

the whole class. Not many pupils were very forthcoming or

systematic, but he was able to develop Rebecca's thoughts about

how the height of the mangonel affected its accuracy and

introduce the idea of scatter by referring to the pattern of hits

they had recorded on their sheet of paper.

George:	 This is Rebecca's more accurate shot and
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this was over quite a considerabI distance
wasn't it Rebecca? From!

Rebecca: that table

George:	 /that table to that table there . and this
is their scatter . were any off the paper at all?

Rebecca: no

George:	 no . this was about 3 metres wasn't it?
((he draws round the pattern of hits and asks
the class to describe the shape))
(Audiotape 12/6184)

By the end of the session George had interacted with all the

pupils and managed a very active and fluid session, although he

had to urge children on and sort out disputes over space during

the afternoon. My notes recalled how many times I was moved by

pupils as they adjusted their firing range or shifted furniture.

George's own evaluation included some reflection on how he could

have sharpened up on the children's interpretation of results, as

he wrote in his journal.

Looking more critically I feel I should have been a bit more
rigorous with the drawing of conclusions and should have
insisted in the case of Rebecca for instance, in her drawing
of a graph to illustrate her results.

I think I originally steered clear of this greater rigour
because I wanted to see what they would produce with little
guidance but I feel that too few children found patterns in
their results. There is no conflict with my original aims
to let children try out their own ideas in then making them
look more critically at their results. (George's Journal
entry 12/6/84)

11.4 Ideas and Investigations - Planning for 15 June

Although George had confirmed over lunch on•12 June that the
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progress of the children's investigations were his priority, he

did make some comments on their scientific ideas and his approach

to teaching those. This was prompted by the children's

explanations of where their missiles landed. It led him to the

more general elaboration of his views in later discussions and

notes which have been analysed in Chapter 7. It also stimulated

him to include a short exploration of the children's ideas

relating to the trajectory of the missiles as he planned the next

lesson for 15 June. In our final interview on 24 July he told me

this had been something he had thought about earlier and was not

just "off the cuff". He felt it might interest some of them, and

would be an opportunity to talk with the class as a whole, and

worth spending a little time on.

When I arrived on the morning of 15 June George discussed his

plans while the class was in assembly. He told me that they

would spend a few minutes at the start of the lesson exploring

their ideas about the trajectory, but it was not central to his

plans. This was the only planned piece of class teaching

focussed on children's scientific concepts which I witnessed.

The main thrust of his plan for the day was in line with his long

term aims for promoting skills and attitudes. He had adapted

further ideas from the Science 5-13 sources to build on the

activity of 12 June. He planned to review variables which might

be identified and tested when aiming mangonels, to set the

children to select those they wanted to test, and require
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them to write a plan of how they would do this. His role would

be to help them clarify their plans and get them to be more

systematic. He also intended to improve their writing of

conclusions.

11.5 Ideas and Investigations - the Lesson on 15 June

At the start of the lesson after lunchtime on 15 June George set

the children the incidental task of drawing their picture of the

trajectory of the missiles fired from a mangonel and adding a

brief written explanation.

George:	 in other words what path does it take? OK
so it flies up ... comes down again

and goes along a bit ... I wonder if you could
just draw that pathway for me ... and then in one
sentence ... or maybe two sentences just explain
why you think it does that ... if you can
does everyone understand that?
(Audiotape 15/6/84)

He provided some demonstrations, rephrased the instructions in

several ways and answered questions before leaving them two

minutes to do it. followed by a class discussion in which pupils

reported and drew on the board.

As the children drew and wrote in their jotters George commented

to me that most were producing symmetrical curves, although in a

few drawings and some of their explanations variations in the

missile's path or speed were tentatively suggested. Many used

the term power. Rebecca's jotter for example showed the drawing

and comment in figure 11.3.
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In the class discussion she volunteered her view.

Rebecca: Mr Packham ... I think it follows that
path ... but I think ... errmm ... why it does it
is because when the wood hits the elastic band
it gives it power and when it gets ... about up
to their ((she points to diagram on board))

George:	 Up to the top?

Rebecca: Yeh ... and then it starts ... and then
it starts ... its power starts getting less and
thats when it comes down!

George:	 Ri.. .ght. . .next

Rebecca: /because its not got any power to stay up
in the air

George:	 mmhhmm .. is it still travelling though?
Its still got enough power to travel forward has
it?

Pupil:	 No no

Rebecca: A little bit

George spent a little time drawing out other pupils' views and
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the implications before ending with another demonstration in

which the symmetrical trajectory was clearly silhouetted against

the window. Despite his emphasis on this Dorothy, who had

watched and waved her arm with the flight path, said quietly "it

stopped at the top and went right down". This twenty minute

interlude raised a number of ideas and issues which George and I

pursued later. However at this point he set the main task for

the afternoon, announcing "now the next stage" and seeking some

ideas from the children, this time of variables they could

identify and investigate. George reviewed others he had thought

of, or taken from the published sources, illustrating some with

pupils' models. He concluding by saying "there's some ideas that

I've thought of ... I wonder what you can think of?"

When he was setting the task all the target pupils were looking

elsewhere or handling their mangonels which were on their desks.

The class was given ten minutes to talk about "what you're going

to test and more importantly how you're going to find out" before

jotting down their plans for him to check.

The plans jotted down by the children were mostly limited to

general questions or lists of variables which were to be

explored. George's consultations with individuals about their

plans involved varing degrees of direction. With one boy he

sought to ensure that he understood the term pivot and asked him

to spell out his plan in more detail; with some pupils he simply

confirmed the problem they had chosen. Dorothy and her partners,
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Amanda and Deborah, had identified a general question concerning

the effect of the size of missiles on their flight path. George

had a long conversation with them, commenting "its a good idea

but how will you do it?" They remained uncertain of how to

translate it into an investigation and how to carry that out, and

made little progress in the lesson. Danny had teamed up with

Ivor, as Luke was away on holiday, and his jotting implied he had

a plan to follow to investigate the height over which a catapult

would fire from different ranges:

We could get one book and the catapult 10 cm from the book
and if it makes it put one more book on and if it doesn't
make it put the catapult 10 cm back (Danny's jotter
1516/814)

When he discussed Danny's plan with him George sought

clarification then extended it with an idea of his own.

George:	 so you want to find out . Danny

Danny:	 if it (	 ) got over the books

George:	 huhum "we could get over one book"1

Danny:

George:

then you could put if further up/ you could
keep putting the books up and when it doesn't
reach it move it 10 cm

((reads out Danny's jotter slowly))
I don't quite know what you mean here Danny

Danny:	 ((explains how he plans to raise the height
of a pile of books till the capapult cannot fire
over it. move the catapult 10 cm further
back and repeat the process))

George:

Danny:

so you're interested to see . what? What
are you trying to find out by doing that?

errm ... how high the catapult would fling
the (plasticine) over and how many ( 	 ) it would
need to move back
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George:	 huhum . and what will you keep the same?

Danny:	 same

George:	 same what?

Danny:	 same plasticine

George:	 so you might keep the plasticine the same
maybe . tell you what I'd be interested
in doing	 if you could do what you said you'd
do

Danny:	 yeh

George:	 measure the distance from the book to
the catapult when it just goes over

Danny:	 yeh .. and then move it back

George:	 and then measure the distance which it
goes over and lands on the other side

Danny:	 yeh (quietly)

George went on to elaborate how this investigation might be

developed to identify the mid point of a missile trajectory at

which it was highest. and suggested Danny might try this although

it could prove difficult.

Rebecca had jotted down two very brief suggestions for

investigations:

1. how far it will go with a serton amount of (plasticine
missile)
2. how many targets you can hit in a few shots
(Rebecca's jotter 15/6/84)

George asked Rebecca about her plans for pursuing those

questions, and the variables she would investigate, before

directing her to select just one of them.
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George:	 How do you think you can find that out
- how many targets you can hit in a few shots?

Rebecca: get the piece of paper w&ve been using
and turn it over . and draw a new target

George:	 what will you change to try and hit it in
a few shots?

Rebecca: (	 I changing the mangonel

George:	 just concentrate on the top one 1 think

By 2.15 pm George had checked all the children's jottings and had

told them "OK ... begin to try it out." Rebecca and her partner

Carol made a row of plasticine missiles and set up an extended

firing range with two tables. They fired their mangonel from one

toward the other, on which they built a 'wall' of books in front

of their flat paper target. At playtime George told me that they

seemed to be having difficulty getting down to testing but

appeared to know what to test and how to do it. Rebecca came in

to set up a ruler to help her measure and tested the accuracy of

their mangonel at different distances. George visited Rebecca

and Carol twice toward the end of the afternoon. The first time

he helped them interpret their results, beginning by asking "Do

you see any pattern coming out so far, Rebecca?" A little later

he explored their views about the fairness of their test, when he

asked whether it mattered if they fired the mangonel differently

as they took turns. Rebecca replied "don't know" and despite

George's suggestion that it might make a difference she

maintained that she thought not, and he concluded "It can't make

a difference? OK." Apart from this final interaction, where he

probed her view of controUing a variable but did not influence
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it, George's interventions with Rebecca had been more directive

than in previous lessons.

When Rebecca had shown him the ideas in her jotter he had told

her to "just concentrate on this top one" as noted above. She

confirmed this when I interviewed her, saying "we just did first

one because Mr P said just do that one as it probably would be

more exciting than the other one". She explained this to me with

reference to the jotter, saying they got their idea from "playing

around" in the previous lesson - "so we wanted to find out if it

was just the way we built the catapuft or just the way ... or it

was the plasticine". When telling me about their results they

referred to the later intervention of George's.
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Figure 11. Lt Rebecca's report on the results of her
mangonel investigation
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Rebecca: at first when we just did that we didn't
know how to work the results out because we
found that there .. most of them went down
then as soon as we got to number four we got
some peculiar results. So we weren't sure and
then when Mr Packham told us to do the medians
we saw that they all went down.
(Pupil Interviews 15/6/84)

Further evidence of the pupils' activities and ideas was

available from their writing, completed by most on 20 June. On

that day, following a further short talk about the forces

involved in the trajectory, George had set them to write. He

reported his instructions as follows -

I said something like "record how you made your mangonel.
Do a diagram. Say where the power came from. What was the
question you wanted to answer? Record results and try to
use these to answer your questions."

Before this I returned to the idea of the trajectory and
said they might like to include these ideas in their writing
(George's written note 20/6/84)

An extract from Rebecca's written record is shown in figure 11.4.

The tabulation of results had been Carol's idea and the medians

which George had suggested were calculated in their jotters and

used as the basis for a graph. Very little reference was made in

the children's writing to their ideas on the trajectory, the

exception being Mark who included in his report the following

The mangonel's power has up speed and forred speed and at
the highest it gets the up speed has no power left and it
still has some forred speed and then it gets the down speed
and starts to go down but it has some forred speed and it
still goes forred (Mark's writing 20/6/84)
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11.6 The Siege - the Lesson of 21 June

For 21 June George had devised an investigation which would

require the pupils to consider more than one variable and lead to

a report written in a different style. After that he hoped to

find time for some related creative writing on the same theme

before moving on to work on bicycles, as the end of term was only

three weeks away.

Some children were still writing up their reports when I arrived

on the morning of 21st and encountered William at the workbench

building an elaborate wooden model of a mangonel (figure 11.5)

William had been working consistently on this for a day and a

half. He was a boy who normally achieved very little and George

pointed out to me that in his previous class he had been judged

to lack persistence. He was also socially isolated and George

seized the opportunity to boost William's image in his own eyes

and that of the class. After play he introduced the lesson with

a demonstration of William's model which impressed the rest of

the children. George then turned to set the new task in a

historical context. The children were asked to imagine they were

besieging a walled city defended by archers and needed to balance

the advantages of firing their mangonels from close up against

the danger from arrows. They were to test this out to scale,

also varying the size of missiles using various wooden cubes.



The mangonel is made out of woods and card and nails and

plastic

It gose up and down and it gose to the side want you turn

the angle

I waritd the mangonel to be high and I want a trigr and I

want to meck it gow up and down.

.

Figure 11.5 William's model (William's original drawin9 and writing
processed for Publication)
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George had told me before the lesson that he would tell the

children it was their responsibility to organise the activity and

that he wanted results, intending to see how they got on. When

Danny came to ask him what to do he said "it's up to you". While

Luke was away on holiday Danny worked with Ivor. By lunchtime

they had systematically investigated the effect of varying the

distance and size of missiles on the accuracy and effects as they

fired them at a simulated wall. Around the room groups were

engaged in similar investigations, although not all with the same

concentration or success.

After lunch George moved round the groups and I spent some time

with Dorothy. She and her partner had been intermittently on

task and messing around with a ruler and a stuffed bird from a

display. She was able to explain the task very clearly and talk

about changing the size of missile, angle of firing, and

distance, but not to give any explicit or systematic account of

controlling variables. As I squatted with them it served to

remind me of how it felt to be the teacher rather than an

observer; I noted that it seemed hectic and demanding at this

stage. Many groups were making progress and George stopped the

class to hear a report from one group which he then summarised.

The class were then given ten minutes more for investigating. I

felt he was hotting up the pace. When George later told them

there were two minutes left he explained to me that he thought by

now those pupils who were going to succeed at the task already
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had, citing some examples.

Then he set the task of recording their findings in the form of a

written report to a General, based on balancing the need to get

close to a besieged wall against the danger from the enemy

archers. He required them to include evidence to convince the

General.

At 2.20 pm George gathered the class to hear some reports on

their findings and conclusions. He then explored pupils' ideas

on the effect and impact of using heavier missiles or firing at

closer range before the lesson finished for playtime. Some

pupils chose to complete their writing after play, others dd so

subsequently. George commented to me that he was reasonably

pleased with the children's grasp of a difficult task, and felt

any difficulties they experienced had been in organising their

investigations.

When he came to look at their writing up later on to make further

assessments of their learning he reported "I'm quite pleased with

it; even those who didn't manage to knock down the wall had made

something of it when writing up". He told me this over the

telephone on 27 June. Two examples of pupils writing are shown

in figures 11.6 and 11.7.

This condensed account has aimed to convey the flavour of the

busy siege lesson ard include references to the wider concerns of
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a class teacher, eg for socialisation and for curriculum

integration. There was progression from the previous lesson -

the task was more open, complex and demanding. George managed

time and interventions rather differently. The writing task

illustrated a different way of recording. Over the mangonel unit

the emphasis on recording had grown. Generally however over the

unit George had followed his stated strategy of reducing the

stress on written products. His focus was on promoting pupils'

responsibility for their learning, and extending their skills of

scientific investigation. In the final mangonel lesson he

reintroduced design and problem solving.

11.7 Making Remote Controls - a Problem Solving Brief for 2 July

The final task in the mangonel unit had been introduced by George

on Thursday 28 June but there had been no time to pursue it till

2 July. He had devised a problem which shifted the emphasis back

to designing and making. At the beginning of the afternoon on 2

July he re-introduced the idea of making a remote control for

their mangonels. It was set as a problem to be solved within a

time limit and using limited materials, which he had listed on

the board:

pins	 elastic band
card	 thread
glue	 wood
nail

After demonstrating how William had already added a remote

control to his model he reminded them of the task: "We discussed
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on Thursday .. we discussed how we could make a special device

for remote control of the mangonel." He went on to elaborate on

this more than he had planned, telling me later he had realised

once he started that it was necessary "to get the idea juices

flowing" as he had not done much last week besides talk about it

and he now sensed there was little carry over from that. He

summarised two separate aspects of the problem: a method of

pulling down the mangonel's arm and a catch or release mechanism.

He stressed the need for them to form a clear idea and to take

time to think rather than trying the first thing that came to

mind or hand. Question and answer were used to clarify the task

and keep attention; I noted that Dorothy seem intent on the

setting of this task.

Within twenty minutes all the pupils were busy. Danny worked

with lvor again although Luke was back and was the first to talk

with George. Then Rebecca discussed her plan and problems before

starting work with Carol. Dorothy sought help to take her

mangonel apart and George noticed her idea of using two pins

which would be pulled apart by string as a release mechanism.

She and Deborah had wound the string round dowelling as a pulley.

George showed me another pupils" earlier work as a possible

source of this. I noted that the children seemed to be pursuing

their own ideas, and a range of solutions was being tried.

At 2.20 pm George told the class there were "only eight minutes

before playtime" and talked to me of their progress and of what
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he saw as an "increased sense of urgency". Dorothy and some

others worked on through play and George visited her asking "It

works?" to which she said "Yeah" and demonstrated. He applauded

and praised her. She showed other children before going out to

play. After playtime, when he arranged a brief class session,

she volunteered to demonstrate how her mechanism worked,

described the origin of the ideas and noted how Georg&s only

help had been to drill a hole. Her string now passed from the

release mechanism, round her improvised pulley, and down through

the hole to be operated at a distance.

Other pupils were having successes, including Rebecca and Carol

who explained to me how they improved their design, incorporating

George's suggestions, and the stages they went through. I noted

the timing of his interventions and the way these had helped them

evolve their own ideas and cope with the complications of

designing and making. When they called him at 3.10 pm to show

the result in action he commented "It's brilliant". Shortly

after that he asked the class to tidy up and today they did so

promptly, leaving time for a short class demonstration in which

Rebecca featured.

My impression of this lesson was that it had been more successful

for pupils and less hectic for George than many previous ones.

He agreed, commenting at the end of the day on 2 July that he had

felt relaxed and able to look round to see where he was needed

and then intervene appropriately. He suggested the reasons for
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this included the pupils' familiarity with the materials and

their learning from previous mistakes; they did not have to

harass him so he was relaxed enough to make interventions

deliberately. He added that chance was of course often involved.

Rebecca and Carol had previously mentioned how they were learning

from mistakes when I interviewed them on 15 June. They had been

talking then of their earlier difficulties with the vehicles. In

a later interview Rebecca would elaborate on that view with

specific reference to this final task with the mangonel.

Rebecca: that mangonel . when we had to get a way
- of automatically doing it . that were good cause

you had to think about it and then try it out and
if you did it wrong . you . you got . you learnt
by doing it wrong.
(Pupil interview 13/7184)

In our final interview three weeks after this lesson George

commented on the successes of this unit. He commented that he

would have liked more time on it as it had worked well; he

contrasted Rebecca's progress with her early work on vehicles,

noting her group's success and their organised workmanlike

approach in this unit. He cited Dorothy's development of her

control mechanism as an example of her pursuing her own idea and

executing it with little need of help. He generalised from this

example.

George:	 It was one of those things actually that
bears out some of the things I've been thinking
about the project .. she'd half done the task
I felt it wasn't completed but she was so pleased
by that part that she wanted to just test it
out a lot ......and that seemed to be enough
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for her at the time .. and I think that will
mean a lot more to her than if I'd said "this
is the task and you must complete it" .. the fact
that she had effectively done it herself
(Interview 2L/7/814)

11.8 Discussion of the Analysis of George's Thinking

The analysis of this unit confirms and extends the picture of

George's thinking nd raise some further issues in primary

science. The learning and teaching of scientific investigations

in a primary classroom has been the major theme.

11.8.1 Planning

Movement between layers in the internal structure of planning

thoughts occurred as George's images of the flow of activity were

focussed on lessons. He referred to broader goals, longer term

plans and the shape and pace of the unit as well as to immediate

teaching plans. Other sources of ideas were used creatively to

enrich the teaching and George's repertoire. Rather than closely

following published curriculum materials, or directly adopting

their techniques and ideas, George adapted them in an extended

process of thinking and practical trial. The translation of

those ideas into tasks was related to George's dilemmas over

skills teaching and time in the lesson of 12 June. Analysis of

those dilemmas shows connections between his plans. thinking in

lessons and more general theories, for example in his choice of

the opening task and the pacing of the unit.
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The pattern of this and earlier units of activity reflected his

handling of a dilemma over the need for distinctive scientific

and technological skills to be learnt within the context of a

real problem. He believed that skills teaching should be in

response to the need of particular pupils, but recognised

difficulties in ensuring pupils learnt the range of skills a task

might require. In the circumstances of the present topic his

strategy for managing this dilemma was to begin each unit with a

task which restricted the construction demands and emphasised

scientific investigations. The later lessons incorporated craft

and design in more open-ended problems. When these proved too

frustrating, and under-productive for his underlying goals of

promoting inquiry learning, he retrenched to a more directive

task in a new activity. Throughout he sought to teach attitudes,

skills and ideas in context but took some incidental

opportunities for more direct teaching.

This dilemma over skills was linked to that over the use of time

which was also addressed at the planning stage when he considered

how long tasks might take and how to pace them. The management

of time was most evident in lessons. The provision of more time

for an exploratory stage on 12 June was an adjustment prompted by

reflecting on the task in the light of his theories, as it had

also been on 14 May. Such decisions made during lessons were not

simply responses to problems or discrepancies between image and

reality but involved other aspects of his thinking. In this case

it had involved his ability to analyse the task drawing on his

I
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knowledge of scientific processes and his underlying views of

learning. The importance of play, experience and activity

featured prominently in those views.

11.8.2 Teachers' Thinking-in-Action and Pupils' Investigations

The term thinking-in-action was adopted in the last chapter as

the evidence showed that thinking during lessons involved more

than decisions or responses to pupils. The example from 12 June

illustrates how analysis of his dilemmas reveals complex links

between George's thinking in lessons and his theories and plans.

His postactive thought can also be related to his interactive

thinking in the analysis of his dilemma over interventions. In

his own written evaluation of the lesson George had refined his

view of that dilemma, noting that there was no conflict between

his original aim of letting pupils try out their own ideas and

his concern to make them look more critically at their results.

In the rest of the lessons of this unit George was seen to

intervene and interact with pupils in a variety of ways as he

managed his dilemmas over skill teaching and interventions.

On 15 June George was seen distinguishing different subskills in

investigations, from the identification of testable questions

through to the interpretation of results. He individualised his

interactions and varied his interventions as he applied the

general principle expressed in the previous unit of "where
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they've got ideas . . don't do much except help them in their own

clarifying . where there are materials or skills be quite

prescriptive." Much of his interaction with pupils was concerned

with the identification and control of variables. The lesson was

planned to help them do this more thoroughly and systematically.

The pupils' initial plans were generally expressed as ideas to

explore or actions to carry out, rather than a controlled

experiment. However their responses to the task varied as did

George's interventions. With some pupils he was heard simply

seeking clarification, in other cases he probed their plan and

asked about the variables they were investigating and

controlling. In Danny's case he added his own suggestion, partly

it seemed to develop Danny's plan but partly to link it with the

earlier teaching of ideas connected with the missile's

trajectory. His interactions with Rebecca on 15 June began with

a clear direction to choose one investigation, proceeded to guide

her interpretation of results, and finished by probing her views

on controlling the way they fired their mangonel.

These examples illustrate some discrepancies between the model of

scientific experimentation which a teacher seeks to promote and

the way his pupils approach investigations. However there is

more to be said than that children simply do not work like

scientists. Clearly they differ in the extent to which they

identify variables and learn to control them. Teachers such as

George are inducting them into those ways. They have to decide

how far and how fast to go, and how to individualise their
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teaching. They have to decide when to teach the skills as pupils

investigate their own questions, as on 15 June, and when to limit

the variables in more closely defined tasks, like the siege on 21

June, where pupils such as Dorothy still had difficulty

organising the control of variables although they could identify

them and take them into account in writing a report. These

decisions are not made in isolation. Other matters have to be

considered, for example dilemmas over process and content or

products. Classes and lessons have to be managed. George's

management of interventions during the lesson was an illustration

of his practical integration of elements that have been

distinguished for the purpose of analysis, eg:

his beliefs, theories and pedagogic knowledge,

his goals, long term plans and strategies,

his purposes for particular tasks,

his images of lessons,

his individualisation of interactions,

his pupils' mediation of tasks,

his evaluations of his own performance and the progress of

pupils.

George's thinking-in-action combined many of these in the course

of managing an active science lesson. It prompted reflection

that was not restricted to the action, or even to the longer term

plans, but led to restructuring of his repertoire and theories.

This was suggested in earlier chapters, for instance when George
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began to reconsider his views on design and skills teaching. In

the mangonel lessons he distinguished more clearly his teaching

of aspects of scientific investigation and design. His

interventions were also adjusted in the light of earlier

reflection on the dilemma. He responded to pupils' ideas by

exploring them and reviewing his views on the learning and

teaching of scientific concepts in primary school.

11.8.3 Teachers' Theories and Children's. Ideas

The lesson of 15 June and associated data provided insights into

George's theories concerning the teaching of scientific ideas to

primary pupils.

There was a short piece of teaching concentrated on children's

scientific concepts. This contrasted with the incidental,

unplanned teaching of ideas at other times. George did return

briefly to the idea of the trajectory when he asked the children

to write up investigations on 20 June, but he made limited use of

the particular insights and explanations in his subsequent

teaching. However it had sparked off the articulation of his

views on how children's scientific ideas are constructed, and how

his own knowledge of science could be used. It also illustrated

that investigations provide opportunities to explore related

concepts but the underlying ideas may be complex. When George

looked back at the end of term in the interview on 214 July he

judged that the concepts involved had been too abstract and
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difficult for most of the pupils. Their comments and writing on

the 15th contained a range of terms and ideas which were not

always consistent with one another or with observations.

George's explanations on the 15th and 20th, in which he talked of

speed and force in two directions, were largely rejected. Only

Mark chose to refer to the ideas in writing up on the 20th and he

appeared to have compounded his own explanation in terms of power

with George's discussions of speed and forces.

That lesson on trajectories stimulated George to elaborate his

views about how children learn scientific concepts and the

implications for his teaching. This was developed in his

practice and an accompanying dialogue during this unit which

raised important questions in primary science. The emphasis on

process, with the incorporation of problem-solving, was

representative of the general trend in primary science. Where

George had taught concepts it had been either incidental and

individualised or closely tied to the investigation. The role of

experience and discussion, the individual and uneven learning of

concepts, and the value of predicting and testing ideas had been

implicit in his practice. In this unit he was stimulated to make

them explicit and consider such thorny questions as how he could

usefully teach any coherent set of ideas (in his terms would they

be just a "lucky bag" or become a "patchwork quilt"?). The

teaching, and pupils' responses. also indicate challenges for

teachers of primary science if scientific concepts are to be

taught more actively, rather than caught incidentally in the
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course of activities emphasising skills. Teachers will need a

sound grasp of scientific ideas themselves or support in this

area, and a theory of how concepts are learnt on which to base

their practice. George had the former, but still reported

difficulties exploring the ideas with a class of ten year olds!

His review of the latter in this unit was stimulated by

interactions with pupils and sustained by the opportunity to

discuss it and apply it in practice. Professional development

requires such stimulus and support:

in order to broaden and deepen their capacity for
reflection-in-action, professional practitioners must
discover and restructure the interpersonal theories of
action which they bring to their professional lives.
(Schon. 1983. p353)

Involvement in a collaborative study such as this may provide the

conditions for that restructuring, as was witnessed in the

present case.
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CHAPTER 12 CHOICES

12.1 Introduction and Overview

Although the work on mangonels described in the last chapter was

successful in George's eyes there were other activities which he

had not yet used and the end of term was approaching. One of

these had been briefly introduced late in June when he had talked

with the class about investigations with bicyles. He intended to

start that on 10 July as the final activity in the topic. As the

lesson approached he decided a more open choice was appropriate

at this stage. So, in addition to the opportunity to devise

tests of their own using bicycles, the children were free to

choose to extend their work with mangonels, return to powering

their uphill vehicles, or to negotiate other activities. The

children assumed considerable responsibility for their own

learning, and work begun on 10 July was continued at various

times, especially on 13 July.

Table 12.1 outlines the sequence of the action and the data. The

account of the action in this chapter is based largely on my

observation on 10 July. George's plans and evaluations were

reported in conversations and at our final interview on 24 July,

after the term had ended. I had also interviewed pupils, made my

final collection of copies of their work, and arranged feedback

and clearance with all those involved.
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TABLE 12.1 OUTLINE OF THE ACTION AND DATA IN 'CHOICES'

Date	 Action and Comment
	

Data

10 July	 Lesson when pupils chose	 Fieldnotes
activities, including new
investigations with bicycles

13 July

19 July

Second 'Choices' lesson
Teachers comments
Interviews with pupils

My final visit to school
Interviews and feedback
with pupils completed

Telephone call to headteacher

Final interview with Teacher
after end of term

Fleidnotes
Written note
Audiotape

Written note
Pupils' work

Written note

Audiotape
and note
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12.2 Geor9e's Planning

As noted in previous chapters investigations with bicycles had

been in George's earliest plans for the topic and were mentioned

at intervals through the summer. He had introduced the idea to

the class on 28 June but there was no time to pursue it till 10

July. From his comments when he told me his plans over the

telephone on 27 June I expected to find all the pupils involved

in tests with bicycles in the lesson on 10 July. By then however

George had decided to give the children a wider range of choices,

for a number of reasons which he volunteered to me during the

morning. The constraintsof time increasingly influenced his

planning as the end of the school year approached. He commented

that "some children had work to complete. They might want to

continue or fit in activities. There was only a week and a half

left in the year." More generally it was a further application

of his stated strategies, combining freedom of choice with time

to pursue their own ideas in "a whole morning for them to choose

and persist." And above all it was consistent with his long term

goals of making his pupils responsible for their own learning,

offering "a more real choice than say asking them to all do their

own bicycle test .. and so a progression in terms of their own

ideas.
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12.3 Choices - Setting the Task on 10 July

At 9.00 George checked the register and announced to the class

that they would have all morning to pursue activities of their

own choosing, apart from half an hour of hymn singing with the

rest of the school. He pointed out that they must think first

what they wanted to do and then stick at it rather than chopping

and changing around. Then he told them they could choose one of

the following:

continuing their current writing about insect larvae;

painting;

maths;

perfecting mangonel mechanisms - but not testing them today;

bicycle activities - for which he had cards of his own to

supplement their own tests that they should plan and have checked

by him;

any other activity - after his agreement.

12. L The Lesson on 10 July - the Action

Many children quickly selected an activity from the list or

carried on with a task they had begun before. Dorothy went out

with another girl to draw the caretaker's bungalow. Rebecca

wandered around and wondered what to do. Eventually she came to

ask George if she could use one of his workcards. When he said

that she was at liberty to do so but really needed a partner for

the tasks she replied that she had no-one to work with. Looking

unsure she went to the book corner where she joined Carol in
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consulting reference books on plants. By 9.30 she was involved

in some related work on plants. Luke had brough his bike to test

and at first asked George if he could work from one of his cards.

George asked "haven't you designed your own test yet?" and when

Luke said yes, George replied "well you don't need my cards do

you?"

George later pointed out to me that his workcard and Luke's own

personal investigation were very similar. In his jotter Luke had

merely noted:

Bikes

We are going to see how far it takes us to stop from
different runs. (Luke's jotter 10/7/84)

After his conversation with George he went briefly around the

classroom before organising his materials to carry out this

investigation. Danny had joined him by then, after initially

starting to adapt a model vehicle with Ivor, his partner during

Luke's absence. By 9.30 am they were outside, as were several

other children and George. who had just directed two girls

needing more space to the field at the end of the playground. In

anticipation of the investigations a dozen or so children had

brought bicycles to school and the continuing fine weather

provided an ideal opportunity for these outdoor activities. The

class was widely spread out and involved in a variety of tasks

which George monitored as he circulated outside and in the

classroom.
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Inside the classroom most of the children worked on their chosen

activities in small groups. A few worked on their own, for

example William and Ivor who continued construction on their

vehicles. The model makers moved back and forth between their

desks and the workbenches in the corridor. A few children were

still finishing maths or written work. One or two had switched

activities, some as they completed tasks and others without

finishing what they had begun.

They continued after a break between 10.00 and 11.00 am for hymn

singing and playtime. Danny and Luke recorded and discussed

their predicted and measured braking distances as they took

progressively longer runs on Luk&s bike. Variations of surface

and occasional skids gave them some excitement and were cited as

variables when they were explaining their results. Other bicycle

investigations were proceeding; the two girls George had sent

onto the field were now enthusiastically timing and measuring.

Their group grew and by 11.30 am Luke and Danny joined them, and

I returned to the classroom.

In the classroom the pattern was of small groups and individuals,

some mobile and others settled and concentrating intensely.

Rebecca and her companions, having painted flowers, became

interested in the water inhabited by the insect larvae that the

class had previously observed and written about. This led them

to ideas about comparing that water, which was murky. with

clear-looking tap water as a habitat. They discussed this with
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George as they stood by the display of larvae and microscope he

had made.

George volunteered some of his own impressions of the lesson to

me as he gathered the class together in the last five minutes

before lunch. We had just joined with all the pupils in the

classroom to watch Ivor's vehicle run round the room powered by

an electric motor. Ivor had been the only one to follow up the

suggestion of using pulleys which George had made several times.

As George talked to me he wondered why that was and suddenly

recalled a short conversation with lvor at what he now assumed

must have been a crucial stage. Such insights can be gained in

the midst of a busy lesson but there is rarely time to build on

them immediately. George had only a few minutes left to ensure

every one was back in the room ready for the afternoon's work.

Later he would be on playground duty and end his day with a

parents' evening. As the 'cyclists' returned they reported their

findings and their wish to complete the investigations later, but

not to write about them. George told me that he felt Luke and

Danny. and the two girls, had done useful work but the other boys

had made less of the opportunity. This he attributed partly to

the tasks they chose and partly to the composition of their

groups.

The work was adjourned for two days during which the class all

went on a walk by a local canal and did follow-up work. After my

last visit to the stafiroom I arranged to return on the 13th.
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12.5 13 July - My Last Visit

For the afternoon of the 13th George planned that the pupils

should complete any writing from the canal visit and continue

with 'choices'. At 1.00 pm he announced this to the class and

told them that if they wanted to do experiments with bicycles or

model cars they should first show him their progress. Many more

children than on the 10th chose to return to the problem of

powering vehicles, deferred from their uphill struggles five

weeks previously. George thought they had been stimulated to

this by seeing Ivor and Duncan demonstrate their vehicles in

assembly. In this last lesson there were many examples of pupils

getting inspiration from, or consulting, peers rather than

George.

Dorothy however sought George's advice when she completed her

writing around 1.35 pm and began to develop a model vehicle. She

became engrossed and declined to be interviewed when the time

came. The other target pupils took their turn, following Mark

who volunteered to have a chat first. Danny was more relaxed by

now but Luke was still nervous. The two boys were again working

together on a vehicle but came separately to the adjacent office

for the interviews. Rebecca was writing but more than willing to

talk, bringing Natalie along with her for company.
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I managed to talk with Dorothy on 19 July when I made my final

visit to show the children a hurriedly edited videotape of the

term's activities, ensuring that they all saw themselves in

action. So all the class, and each of the target pupils

individually, had a final chance to express their views and

receive my thanks. I arranged to gather George's evaluations in

an interview at my house after the term ended. I made my

farewells to the class, who would themselves be joining another

teacher with a different style and set of priorities after the

summer holidays. The headteacher was out so I telephoned the

following day to formally thank him and confirm the arrangements

for clearance of material from my term in his school.

12.6 Discussion and Evaluations

Some detail of the end of the term, and particularly the lesson

on 10 July. has been given to convey the flavour of this last

stage of the topic. The activities of those involved in the

study - George. his pupils, and myself - have been described to

complete the story. This final section draws on that account and

some evaluations to extend the discussion in previous chapters.

It focusses on postactive thinking which has been less

systematically analysed to date. The interpretation of George's

views on teaching scientific concepts is also extended.

In this last stage of. the topic George had come to a decision
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which illustrated the movement between layers of the planning

process even after he had selected an activity and formed an

image of a lesson. He had cited a number of layers when

explaining his reasons for changing his plan. It was not simply

a matter of choosing between immediate constraints of time or

longer term goals, but of considering means and ends and

situation together to create a more appropriate plan. Preactive

thinking did involve the selection of activities from his

repertoire, adapting them and forming images of how they would be

realised over time. In this case the bicycle activity was well

established in his repertoire and he had sets of workcards which

he had developed over the years as he taught it. However he

brought his experience to bear on the new situation not as a

recipe to follow but rather as a reservoir on which to draw.

Postactive thinking was illustrated in George's comments after

the lesson on 10 July and probed more directly at interview on 2L1

July. His assessments of pupils' progress and of his teaching

were related to his overall aims and strategies. His postactive

picture of the flow of activity mirrored that envisaged in his

planning.

George:	 I think what I tried to do was . my main
feeling was that I wanted to give them extended
projects interspersed with smaller ones . that's
really been . the . main criterion.
(Interview 24/7/84)

He explained that by projects he meant the activities which he

had selected, listing them as 'downhill'. 'uphill', 'mangonels
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and modified mangonels', and finally 'bikes'. Reflecting on the

use of individual elements he remarked that he had been right to

adjourn the 'uphill struggle' and "in fact probably I ought to

have done it the lesson before that .. I'd seen the seeds of

disaster". He would have liked to have spent a bit more time on

mangonels and he volunteered some further investigations that

could have been done with them. It was not simply that

individual activities had been underdeveloped or neglected for

lack of time but that he felt the structure and growth of such a

topic required time and continuity.

George:	 I think over the years I've come to realise
that in fact that sort of project is over a long
term ... so they . so they sustain their interest

actually their interest builds if you do it
reasonably well .. they become more • more expert

they become more interested.
(Interview 24/7/84)

He was satisfied that his provision of time for pupils to pursue

their ideas in lessons had worked well and pupils' views on this

seemed to match his. Mark had put it succinctly when he

voluteered to be interviewed on 13 July, saying "I like long

sessions on things so I can get it done." Rebecca elaborated her

initial answer that they had enough time by referring to the

value of opportunities to plan and try out ideas. She noted the

tension between the motivation of being given time and

responsibility for using it on the one hand, and on the other the

temptation to take one's time when the pressure was off. In

passing she remarked "when you're enjoying yourself or doing a

lot of work time passes ever so quickly." In the lesson on 10
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July she had again shown an initial uncertainty over what to do

and eventually chosen not to pursue any of the activities from

the topic, although at interview she spoke positively about the

challenges it had provided. She described it as "more kind of

enjoyable . well it is sometimes but it takes more thinking."

George's assessment of her progress was related to his broad aim

of promoting independent inquiry and pupils' responsibility for

their own learning. He contrasted her approach at the start.

when he felt that "if you gave her a task to do she'd do it so

long as she knew what she was supposed to be doing", with her

later success during the mangonel activity, which he cited as an

example of how he felt "she was beginning to see that she could

go it alone". His view of Dorothy's success in the last mangonel

unit, expressed in this same interview, has already been quoted

in Chapter 11. To illustrate his assessment that Luke and Danny

had made great progress he referred to the bicycle activity they

had carried out:

George:	 I did feel they were very excited and
they really knew exactly what they wanted to do

exactly how they wanted to cia it . and just
did it and they did their measurements very keenly
and they had no false starts to it and they had
their own ideas . it was very impressive
(Interview 2LI7I84)

In George's evaluations of his own teaching he was critical of

two aspects: his interventions and his class discussions. He

referred to his dilemma over interventions, recalling the 'uphill

struggles'; he now judged he should have been more prepared and

directive:
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George:	 because I wasn't in any way being . being
directive enough . so they didn't succeed in
making sturdy enough vehicles to begin with for
them . I don 1 t think I'd researched myself the
possible power sources / because . with probably
the best of motives . that I'd wanted them to
discover for themselves and me not to know the
answer first / there I was being a bit stand-offish
(Interview 214/7/8L4)

George's resolution of this dilemma in his subsequent practice

was discussed in Chapter 11. The introduction of practical

problem-solving presents teachers with particularly acute forms

of general dilemmas over their roles and the balance of

discussion and activity in children's scientific learning.

George was critical of his own handling of class discussions as

noted earlier in the study. At the final interview he extended

this to a general criticism of his class teaching sessions, which

he felt had been restricted by his emphasis on providing extended

time for pupils' activities. He said that he normally planned

his lesson introductions carefully and felt they were something

he did well; in retrospect he thought he might therefore have

taken them for granted and improvised too much without thinking

about their purpose.

George also regretted that he had not had time to teach more

about structures, as he originally planned to do. He felt he had

taught about friction incidentally and that the children's

experiences were a basis for a later understanding, although they

had not acquired any "general idea or theory" of frictional

force. He went on to suggest the pupils had acquired an
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understanding of the occurence and effects of friction in various

situations which they could apply in new contexts and would later

incorporate into their learning in secondary school. His remarks

were consistent with the more elaborated account of his views on

the teaching of scientific concepts which he had given at the

half term interview:

yes I'd think I'd only point to the fact that they've had
opportunity to meet with it in a practical sense ... and
have either overcome it or lessened it .. or they've
increased it where they've needed it .. so not had a lesson
where friction is our friend and friction is our enemy kind
of thing .. but well they've done that practically .. they
may not have got it all sussed out in nice compartments in
their mind just what they've done but when it comes to doing
it in say second year physics it will be clear to them when
the teacher talks in those terms that this is what they've
been doing and I don't see that its my job in a primary
school to systematically teach science . . I see its my job
to give them a wide range of experiences which will enable
them to make sense of science with a big S, later on
cause thats .. I don't think thats what primary science is
about .. not teaching discrete packets of knowledge to make

you know .. really good bits of cloth .. but in the case
of someone like Dorothy they just ... give her an idea about
these varying various lines various bits of the world which
just wouldn't make sense otherwise .. but then later on as
she gets more mature and older for her to be able to relate
back to the experiences she's had here (to stick together)

I couldn't give you a check list of the things they would
have learned and the things I've intended to teach .. but I
could say the things which I've stated along the line
given them experience of (Interview 27/5/84)

In that statement George emphasised the provision of experiences

rather than the systematic teaching of concepts. These were

however seen as a basis for the personal construction of a more

coherent and conventional framework of ideas as the children went

through their scientific education. There is a tension between

continuity of learning and the contrast of primary and secondary

teaching in George's statement. The stress on process learning
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in primary science was explicitly represented from the start in

the present case. It had been subsumed under his general view of

learning and his aims for the class when he set up the frame

within which they were working for the year. Now, at the end of

the year, he had offered choices to the pupils which were

opportunities for them to work in the way he had envisaged at the

start.

He was already incorporating the year's practice into anticipated

practice in another setting. At the interview on 27 July he

looked ahead, reflecting on how he would improve it and adapt it.

He said he was not certain, but thought he would probably do the

topic more selectively and thoroughly. He noted that in

different circumstances he would alter the approach, for instance

were he to do it in his new school next year he might integrate

it more with the rest of the curriculum.

This account has portrayed just one sequence of a teachers'

practice, tracing the relationships in his thought and action.

It was situated from the start in its setting and time. In the

picture of reflective practice which has been painted thinking

can move back and forth in time, and be tested in real or

imagined action. In this way experience can be brought to bear

on unique circumstances, and be enriched in the process. This

study has analysed one instance of this. In the next chapter the

original working model is revisited in the light of the analysis.
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CHAPTER 13 ON REFLECTION. MODELS REVISITED

13.1 Introduction

The previous chapters have provided a detailed analysis of one

case of thinking and action by a primary teacher. In the light

of that account this chapter revisits specific features of the

models used in this study. and general issues concerning models

of teachers' thinking.

The review of literature identified the variety of models and

theoretical positions used in researching the field. It noted

the move from models which represented teachers as

decision-makers or limited processors of information toward

models in which they are viewed as reflective professionals

making sense of the world and testing their personal theories in

action. The picture developed by Schon (1983, 1987) from close

observation of the practice of experienced professionals has been

adopted by other researchers to represent the interweaving of

teachers' thoughts and actions (eg Anning, 1988). It was seen as

particularly relevant to the present study. In Schon's model of

reflective practice thought and action are closely related at

several levels, from the thinking or knowledge that is implicit

in the skilled actions of experienced practitioners to explicit

reflection on action. Central to his account is the notion of

reflection-in-action through which practitioners draw upon their
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repertoire of examples, images, understandings and actions to

bring past experience to bear upon new situations.

Reflection-in-action involves consideration of both ends and

means, and recognises the uncertainty and conflicts of value

which characterise practice. This seems promising as a model of

how experienced teachers may approach the unique situations in

which they work but needs to be examined in studies of actual

teaching practice. In this case the detailed analysis of one

teacher's thinking was compared with Schon's general model of

reflective practice, and in particular with his concept of

reflection-in-action.

To organise the study a descriptive framework specific to the

field of teachers' thinking was adopted and developed into a

working model. This identified three aspects of a teacher's

thinking, referred to as theories, planning and

thinking-in-action. The study analysed the internal structure of

these and their relationships with one another and with features

of the situation. Figure 13.1 recalls the representation of the

elements and relationships which served as a framework for the

analysis. The development of that analysis can be traced through

the discussions in Chapters 6 to 12. It is consolidated and

generalised in this chapter, which examines the elements in turn

and then discusses their relationships. These are summarised in

a modified representation in figure 13.2.
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Figure 13.1 Headings and relationships in the original framework

used in analysis (cf chapter tL figure tI.3)
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13.2 The Situation

This heading subsumed the general socio-historical context, the

teacher's position as a primary class teacher with experience of

science education, particulars of the setting and the people

involved in the study. Details of these were necessary not only

to locate the case but also to trace influences on the teacher's

thinking. It proved possible to do this and, to some extent, to

distinguish the relationships between different features of the

situation and the three aspects of thinking. This was summarised

in Chapter 6 and developed in subsequent chapters. For example

situational factors relating to the teacher's career were seen to

influence his theories, and also to colour his planning. The

experience of being a class teacher within a particular primary

tradition was related to his theories and plans, illustrating how

the shared assumptions of school practices and educational

ideology may influence the thinking of individual teachers.

For a proper understanding of the significance of a teacher's

thoughts and actions it is necessary to see them in their

psychological and social context. This requires analysis of the

foreground of unique situations of practice and the more general

background which is shared with other teachers. Practice appears

to be highly situation-specific but this does not mean it is

completely idiosyncratic and that no transfer or general insights

are possible from studies of individual teachers' thinking. On

the contrary, the interaction of personal characteristics and

circumstances with the social and historical climate can .be
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examined in case study which provides an opportunity to relate

micro and macro analysis. In this case not only was it possible

to see how particular opportunities and constraints related to

the teacher's theories and experience but the specific instance

can also be set against more general educational developments.

For example the teacher's autonomy over curriculum decisions and

his commitment to an experiential approach was located in time

and place, and reference was made to the shifting political

climate which was beginning to change the control and emphasis of

the curriculum.

13.3 A Teacher's Theories

The literature review revealed a variety of ways in which those

aspects of teachers' thinking referred to as their theories were

defined and conceptualised. In this study the heading included

the teacher's general pedagogical and subject knowledge with his

associated beliefs, drawing upon personal experience and values.

This teacher's knowledge of science teaching was based on his own

scientific education and a year's work in a secondary school, as

well as his experience in primary education. That knowledge-base

consisted of a store of teaching approaches and activities, which

he referred to in our first interview as his repertoire, and his

underlying understanding of scientific processes and concepts.

He was able to articulate how he drew upon those, although he

preferred to regard them as internalised in an implicit
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framework. He illustrated alternative ways in which he could use

his knowledge to suit his aims and the situation - for instance

in different approaches to planning termly topics or to teaching

about friction. The views he held about children and learning

emerged as major influences on his use of that knowledge. The

learning of skills and attitudes featured strongly in the

teacher's views about primary science. He saw concept learning

as based on a wide range of experiences, and the direct teaching

of scientific concepts as more appropriate in secondary schools

than in primary. The teacher's more general theories of

children's learning emphasised the importance of experience,

individual differences, and the need for active learning by

pupils and the application of their knowledge. These beliefs

were consistent with an ideology of primary education which was

associated with Piagetian psychology. Although the teacher was

in sympathy with this he did not accept it uncritically, and

during the study he was seen to examine some of his theories

about learning and teaching. For example he elaborated his views

of the role of the teacher as he explored his dilemma over the

teaching of skills, and reflected on the teaching of concepts.

His theory of how children learn science was not simply

developmental or empiricist, and teachers were seen as having

more to do than just creating opportunities for individual pupils

to acquire skills and providing experiences from which they would

construct their understanding. For instance in talking about his

role in promoting children's scientific understanding he said

during one lunchtime conversation that he was "in the business of
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givingthemexperiences and they may form a pattern out of it",

that "ideas and experiences should fit together over time and

form a foundation" and that he would "help those ready to make

connections and individual differences required individualised

treatment of this". He had also suggested that in contrast in

secondary science teaching it was not his job to cover all the

science concepts but just to do what came up well and that the

selection was "almost a lucky bag" (written note 12/6/814). He

went on to summarise how he saw his role in helping pupils make

connections so their "patchwork quilt" could be constructed:

I'd like to lay a little more emphasis on the connection the
children should make between the various experiences given.
The quality of the connections will depend on the
intellectual capability of the child but I think it is one
of the prime obligations of the teacher to:

i) Plan investigations and activities that are connected
in some way and not a rag bag.

ii) Draw the children's attention to the connections
between their play and everyday experiences and their work
in science. This can be done either as a class or in small
groups.

iii) Occasionally offer the benefit of his experience in
terms of theories he knows about such as the way energy is
changed from one form to another or stored or some of the
aspects of friction that aren't obvious, eg that there is
friction between the air and objects flying through it.
(Teacher's note 15/6/814)

The teacher's theories were analysed on the basis of his reports

and related to his planning and his thinking-in-action during

lessons, which sometimes stimulated their expression and review.

In his theories about primary science, pupils, learning and

teaching his beliefs and knowledge were closely related and more

personal views and feelings were involved. Currently there
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is a concern to remedy the neglect of teachers' knowledge.

especially that concerning specific curriculum areas, in research

on teachers' thinking (see eg Peterson, 1988; Roehler et al

1988). This necessary emphasis on Cognition and subject

knowledge could run the risk of isolating it rather than

examining how it is held and used as part of personally

integrated theories.

Any model of teachers' theories which is to have wider

significance must not be static nor limited to teachers with very

specialised expertise. In the particular case of primary science

it is important that representations of how theories are

structured and developed are not restricted to the minority of

teachers with a substantial knowledge of the subject. The

demands of primary science will require a significant

restructuring of the theories of many teachers as they extend

their knowledge-base and seek to integrate it with their beliefs

and professional knowledge. In this study the teacher's views

about learning were found to play a central role in his theories

and it is likely that this would be true for most teachers

working in the same tradition of primary education. Chapter 3

noted Harlen and Osborne's (1985) argument that a rationale for

primary science should be based on a view of the intended

learning and how this should occur, rather than on some general

aims of primary science; it introduced their general model of

learning (figure 3.1) within which any particular view of

learning can be locathd and relationships among the elements can
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be examined for consistency between theories, plans and

evaluations, and classroom practice.

Evidence of how the teacher's theories of learning and teaching

primary science were related to his planning and

thinking-in-action has been provided in this study. For example

their direct influence on his plans and his classroom decisions

was seen at points in his references to the need for experience,

exploration and play. Often the relationship was complex,

involving other elements of his theories and the situation, and

tensions were sometimes present as he combined these in his

planning and management of lessons. The tensions sometimes

stimulated re-examination of theories, as illustrated in his

reflections on design and skills teaching. The teacher's views

were closely connected to his use of knowledge, for instance in

his comments on how he felt he should draw upon his own

scientific understanding or how he selected topics and activities

from the repertoire he had built. The concept of a repertoire

proved important for modelling the way his curriculum knowledge

was held and used and developed. The term was derived from the

teacher's report of this, and related to its use in the

literature particularly in the work of Schon (1983; 1987) and

Shuirnan (Wilson, Shulman and Richert, 1986). Shulman has

proposed a model for the transformation and use of knowledge in

which experienced teachers draw upon a

representational repertoire, which consists of the
metaphors, analQgies, illustrations, activities, and
examples that teachers use to transform the content for
instruction (Wilson, Shulman and Richert, 1986, p119-120).
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This was developed for studying secondary subject teachers but

has some similarities to the analysis in this case. The concept

of a repertoire proved especially useful for analysing how the

teacher 1 s planning drew upon his knowledge and how his thinking

during planning and teaching could enrich and modify that

knowledge and associated beliefs. Evidence was seen of ideas

being explored in imagined and real action and compared to his

existing knowledge.

For example the teacher drew upon his established repertoire of

activities, such as testing toy cars or experimenting with

bicycles. He made use of activities and techniques which he had

encountered but not yet tried in practice with pupils, such as

designing and making model vehicles. And he sought ideas for new

activities from published curriculum materials. He did not

simply take ideas from his repertoire or other sources; nor did

he simply return or deposit them there. He adapted them to suit

his aims and the situation and in the process changed the way his

ideas were held or integrated new activities into his repertoire.

For instance he became more aware of the demands of i..he toy car

task he had set; discovered that activities with models could be

used to emphasise either controlled testing or design and

construction; and developed new activities based on published

suggestionsfor investigations with mangonels. In these ways his

repertoire was enriched, and to some degree restructured. This

in turn increased its potential for future use.
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13.'4 Planning

The teacher in this case planned in a variety of ways. Some of

his planning was written down but most was done mentally. He

thought about his plans and evaluations before, between and after

lessons; in odd moments on his way to and from school; sometimes

more deliberately in the evenings at home; ideas crystallised

late at night or early in the morning and when he was preparing

resources or trying out activities for himself. There were

several kinds of planning, referred to in the earlier chapters as

layers.

One layer involved thoughts about long term aims and strategies,

with reference to his views about learning and to his experience

with different teaching approaches and classes. This was seen

from the start of the year as he diagnosed the character of his

new class, identified his intention to make the pupils more

independent and better at carrying out their own inquiries, and

set up the initial frame if which his later planning was

located.

At the next layer his science teaching was planned around termly

topics. These were chosen with reference to his experience of

teaching similar topics with other classes, his concern to

balance the science and to integrate the curriculum, and the

particular opportunities of the situation which he personally

wanted to use. The topics served as themes around which most of
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the science teaching was organised. The topic in the third term,

which was the focus of this study, was planned as a vehicle for

pupils' investigations and problem-solving, with some incidental

teaching of concepts.

The key Units in the process of planning that topic were

activities selected from the teacher's repertoire, extended by

reference to other sources. A number of potential activities,

such as experimenting with cars and bicycles, and making and

testing models, were identified at an early stage but their

selection and sequence was not fixed. The exploration of

alternative ways of organising them was a major feature of this

layer of planning. The teacher envisaged the term's topic as a

flow of activity through a small number of activites which pupils

would pursue at length, interspersed with more directed lessons,

as represented in figure 8.2. His image of how each activity

would operate was focussed more sharply as the time to introduce

it approached. The study traced this process and analysed the

teacher's decisions from his initial selection of downhill

investigations with toy cars at the end of the spring term

through to the end of the summer term when he modified his plan

for using bicycle activities into a more open choice for pupils.

The analysis of those decisions revealed the complexity of the

planning process as he considered the situation and pupils'

responses, referred to his theories, and moved among layers of

planning.
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The next layer of planning involved translating activities into a

series of lessons, and forming images of each lesson. Those

images were sharpened as the time came to translate them into

reality. In planning lessons the teacher envisaged the setting

of tasks, his roles and pupils' responses, and the flow of

activity overtime. Some of this was summarised in short written

lesson plans but those were only the tip of the iceberg of

thinking which preceded a lesson.

Although the different layers of planning were distinguished in

the analysis they were not necessarily thought about at different

times or in a fixed sequence. The teacher's planning could

encompass several layers, and also combine preactive and

postactive thinking.

The teacher's postactive thoughts, arising from events in lessons

or from his reviews of his planning, were closely linked to plans

for later lessons. This was illustrated in his extended

reflection at our interview on 2 May when he moved from

evaluating the previous day's lesson to mulling over his plans

for the rest of the term and firming up his immediate plan for

the next stage. His postactive thinking often combined

assessment of pupils' progress and of his own teaching with

reflection on his theories and planning. Sometimes he looked

even further ahead, as in our final interview after the end of

term when he considered alternative ways of using the activities

in new circumstances.
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The teacher's planning, including preactive and postactive

thinking, was analysed over the year of the study. Although he

engaged in various kinds of planning which did not simply fit any

one standardised model it was possible to detect an underlying

structure to his thinking. A layered or nested picture of the

planning process was confirmed and developed to incorporate the

movement between layers, as depicted in figure 8. 1. Images of

the flow of activity over time were formed at each layer.

Planning thoughts could move back and forth in time and be tested

against real or imagined action. As the time for implementing a

plan approached the image of the term, unit or lesson was

focussed to form a basis for action. Means and ends and

circumstances were considered interactively, rather than

separated as in linear models of planning. Cyclical models, such

as those discussed by Clark and Yinger (1987), are more

appropriate to convey the process and the movement between plans,

theories and thinking-in-action. The analysis suggested that

teacher planning had much in common with Schon's (1983, 1987)

concept of reflection-in-action, in which a practitioner

experiments with various ways of approaching new situations.

Where this is a thought experiment it is possible to control the

action and constraints, vary and rerun different moves, and

rehearse the alternative roles and procedures. This 'practice of

practice' in what Schon (1983) has termed virtual worlds was

represented in this study by the images which the teacher formed

and reviewed. Activities in his repertoire were important units
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in the formation of the images in his planning of the topic in

this case.

Activities have been significant features in other studies of

planning although their importance may vary among teachers and

circumstances, and the term activity has a range of meanings.

For example in reporting his study of a teacher's planning Yinger

(1980) referred to activities as controlled behaviour settings.

In studies of classroom organisation they may also be seen as

basic units but denote relatively short blocks of time, typically

10 to 20 minutes. during which students are arranged in a

particular way (Doyle, 1986). In the present study an activity

was defined as a basic unit in planning which could refer to one

or more pupil tasks having a common purpose, and these might

extend over several lessons. In exploring the transferability of

this analysis of planning terms will need to be carefully

defined. Teachers' repertoires may also be found to be organised

in units other than activities - for instance classroom

procedures and roles.

The analysis of planning in Chapter 8 and the discussion here has

tended to reinforce the emphasis on the preactive phase found in

most of the literature. However Chapters 9 to 12 reported the

teacher's postactive thinking which occurred immediately after

classroom action, more reflectively outside lessons, and
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summatively at interview. Some systematic assessment of pupil

progress and evaluation of the topic and of his own teaching were

seen, but there was not evidence of a planned evaluation or

assessment strategy consistent with any linear model of planning.

Many of the explicit reports may have been in response to my

questions, for example at the final interview, but most of the

evidence of postactive thinking came from spontaneous comments.

There were many occasions when the teacher's thinking moved from

evaluation to plans as he talked after lessons or in interviews,

for example on 2 May. Within a dynamic model of planning

postactive thought can be viewed as part of the review, extension

and anticipated use of the teacher's repertoire. It focusses on

past action in order to inform images of future action as new

situations are considered. This may be immediate as the next

step is planned, or refer to more distant layers of planning such

as the next unit or term, or to potential uses in other

situations such as the new school to which this teacher was

moving. Postactive thinking can then be related to the concept

of reflection-in-action, and to the layered representation of

planning summarised in this case in figure 8.1. The content and

process are similar to those of preactive thinking, for example

in its movement in time and the interaction between ends and

means, but some distinctions may be appropriate. Whereas

preactive thoughts can be depicted as focussing down from images

at more general levels onto the imminent action, postactive

thinking may be viewed as beginning from a specific experience

and moving outwards Its initial specificity may colour the sort
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of thinking that occurs, for example as it is influenced by

features which Nisbett and Ross (1980) have identified as

influencing human judgements. such as the recency and vividness

of evidence. Lowyck (1986) reported that teachers in his study

of post-interactive thinking reflected upon events that were

striking to them, and tended to generalise from very concrete

instances. He also stressed that planning before lessons and

thinking afterwards are closely connected.

The model of teacher planning derived in this case was seen to

have much in common with an account of reflection-in-action

developed from observing other professions (Schon, 1983) but

teachers have limited time in which to plan for a variety of

pupils over a wide curriculum. Their planning will often have to

be abbreviated or routinised. Their opportunity for extended

reflection-in-action may not match those in many of the cases

observed by Schon. • The opportunities are even more limited

during lessons.

13.5 Thinking-in-Action

The teacher's thinking during lessons was referred to as

thinking-in-action to convey its orientation toward action in a

specific classroom situation, but also to avoid the limitations

implied by adoption of the terms interactive thought or

decision-making, It was found to include not only thoughts about

interactions with pupts or decisions but also, for example,
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evaluations of progress, review of plans, and reference to his

theories.

The images he formed during planning were seen to frame his

thinking in the lessons but discrepancies between the image and

reality prompted other thoughts. Some were concerned with his

immediate management and teaching, leading to fine tuning of the

plan and the making or deliberate deferral of decisions. The cue

for these was often the behaviour of pupils, for example as they

explored materials or encountered difficulties he had not

anticipated. For instance in Chapter 10 he was seen on 14 May

deciding to extend the time for such exploration and on 7 June

making a larger decision to shift to a new activity because of

pupils' failures and frustration. The analysis showed how such

decisions were not however simply a response to cues from pupils

but also involved his theories and his long term plans. For

example his extension of time on 14 May reflected his belief in

the importance of "a play stage in learning". The long term aims

and strategies he had identified continued to influence his

decision, and interaction, in lessons over the term as he sought

to help pupils develop their own investigations.

The analysis of those interactions identified dilemmas in his

thinking concerning the use of time, his interventions, skills

teaching, and the relative claims of process and product. These

were connected and associated with feelings of tension, as

illustrated for example in his comment at half term.
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I've got a problem ... because I'm trying to keep them doing
it themselves I'm ... I could make it much more efficient
((he illustrates how he could direct pupils to make a
vechicle)). Now that would be efficient and they'd get
through it quickly .. they'd do it much better than they're
doing it at the moment .. that wouldn't be getting what I
want them to do .-. to get out of it that is .. independence
and being able to organise themselves .. there is a great
tension there .. and the product would be better.
(Interview 27/5/8LL)

His management of those dilemmas involved thinking and action in

lessons and more extended reflection outside lessons which led to

some review and restructuring of his theories. For instance he

developed a more differentiated view of his interventions and

skills teaching which he summarised in the course of that

interview as "where they've got ideas . don't do much except

help them in their own clarifying . where there are materials or

skills be quite prescriptive". He explored that principle in

practice in the subsequent lessons. Analysis of his dilemmas

provided insights into such relationships between the teacher's

thinking and action.

While it may at times have incorporated or stimulated reflection

about theories and plans much of the teacher's thinking during

lessons was of course concerned with the immediate demands of

management and teaching. In active science lessons with a class

of 28 nine to ten year olds the teacher had to attend to multiple

demands, make hurried decisions and sometimes think under

pressure when, as he phrased it, "the world is too much with

you". In the achievement of such lessons the thinking that

accompanies actions may not be easily recognised nor made
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explicit.

Although the thinking in busy lessons may be largely tacit, and

the opportunity for extended reflection limited, there was some

evidence of reflective practice similar to that during planning.

For example some of the teacher's thoughts were concerned with

using the lesson experimentally. A lesson can be an experiment

in the general sense of testing the plan in action, and

specifically in three senses distinguished by Schon (1987). It

can be simply exploratory, intended to see what happens if some

action is undertaken; it may involve testing strategies to see if

they produce the anticipated consequences, which Schon terms

move-testing; and it may be more systematically designed to test

hypotheses. All three functions can be fulfilled by the same

actions in Schon's view of experimenting in practice. In this

case examples were seen in the teacher's use of time, or his

handling of his own interventions, where he set out to see what

happened, anticipated and monitored the effects of deliberate

moves, and sought to test his hypotheses about fostering

independent inquiry.

A note of caution or realism may be needed here. In arguing for

a picture of teaching as reflective practice it is not being

claimed that teachers spend most of their time during lessons

engaged in reflection, or significantly extending their

knowledge. Much classroom teaching is necessarily routinised,

repetitive, and may be concerned with coping rather than learning
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more about teaching. Decisions may be based on contingent

circumstances and immediate cues from pupil responses. A focus

on one aspect of practice may mean that others are given less

thought. The study reported how the teacher in this case

commented that he had perhaps taken his class discussions for

granted because he was concentrating on his interactions with

pupils and their activities.

However in the skilled performance of an experienced teacher

thought and action were seen to be related in a number of ways.

1. In the use of routines where thinking or knowing is implicit

in the action (for instance when the teacher handled multiple

demands from pupils or managed the transitions in lessons).

These are viewed in subjectivist models as representing teachers'

knowledge rather than being automatic and unthinking

(Halkes.1986; Olson.198L ). In Schon's account they reveal

knowing-in-action (1987). In the words of the teacher in this

case they are "just intelligent teaching".

2. In the realisation of plans and the evaluation of action as a

lesson unfolds.

3. In references to other levels of planning, theories, and

situational features to inform decisions and interactions.

4. In reflection on .events, or problems, which may subsequently
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modify images held in planning or influence theories. This last

possibility may arise from the experimenting in practice

discussed above. For example the teacher's use of new techniques

or approaches in teaching design stimulated him to review some of

his principles of teaching. The experience of action and the

feelings of tension associated with dilemmas were seen to be

important for prompting the examination of his theories. Some of

the complexity and personal nature of thinking-in-action, and its

links with other aspects of thought, were revealed in the

analysis of dilemmas.

Thinking-in-action then is varied, personal, and related to

plans, theories and the situation, as well as to the immediate

action in a number of ways. In modelling thinking in lessons

this complexity needs to be reflected rather than reduced to fit

models of decision-making or information processing. Clark and

Peterson (1983) argued that the imposition of models of

interactive thinking was premature. Lampert's work with teachers

(1981,1985,1986) demonstrates how detailed analysis of dilemmas

from the perspective of individual teachers can yield a picture

of the relation between action and reflection in classroom

thinking which is broader than decision-making. It recognises

the personal quality of thought, the uniqueness and value

conflict inherent in teaching situations, and the individual

differences among teachers. It presents a model of teaching as

exploratory, continuously redefining goals and reassessing means

as it moves towards .those goals in tiny increments (Lampert,
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1986). This view is consistent with the analysis of the present

case and similar to Schon's (1987) picture of experimentation in

practice which was noted above. However it should not be

forgotten that much of a teacher's thinking-in-action is likely

to be concerned with the routine management of lessons or

implementation of plans rather than with experimentation or

reflection.

13.6 Summary of Relationships and Concepts in an Integrated

Model of Teachers' Thinki

Figure 13.2 depicts the relationships among the major elements in

a teacher's thinking and practice which were identified in this

study. It is based on the working model developed in Chapter LI,

recalled in figure 13.1. The minor modifications made in the

light of the final analysis are concerned with the representation

of some of the relationships among aspects of thinking. It also

indicates that those aspects may be variously influenced by

situational features ranging from the broad socio-historical

context to the immediate school setting.

The three aspects of thinking analysed above are all related to

classroom action, and to time, but in different ways.

Thinking-in-action is closely connected with immediate actions in

lessons. Planning can move backwards and forwards in time as

actions are envisaged and evaluated. Theories develop over a

longer time scale as .reflection upon experience extends and
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restructures knowledge and beliefs; that experience arises and is

applied in the real action of lessons and the imagined action of

plans.

The integrated picture of thinking in relation to action in a

particular situation represented in figure 13.2 shows links

between all three aspects. A linear model that simply showed

theories guiding plans, which in turn directed actions, would

ignore the link between the teacher's theories and

thinking-in-action. That could be incorporated in a simple

circular representation which could be modified to show movement

back and forth among aspects. The starting point for developing

the working model in this case was in fact such a representation

(figure 4.1). However the analysis of the case revealed a

variety of relationships which are not represented in such a

neatly symmetrical figure.

The working model summarised in figure 13.1 represented the

different relationships tentatively identified from early

analysis of this case. Arrows showed theories as influencing

both plans and the thinking-in-action during lessons. Double

arrows anticipated a reciprocal link between planning and

thinking-in-action. A dotted arrow from thinking-in-action to

theories indicated a potential relationship to investigate. The

detailed analysis presented in Chapters 7 to 12 suggested minor

modifications to those, leading to the final representation in

figure 13.2. The more obvious links are summarised by continous
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arrows while dotted arrows show relationships which are less

evident and which may be less frequent in practice, but

particularly important for professional development. In this

case they were traced by analysis of an experienced teacher's

thinking as he promoted inquiry learning, tried out new ideas,

and deliberately set out to examine his practice in the presence

of a researcher. Those circumstances and the focus of the

research may have made links with theories more frequent and

visible.

The beliefs and knowledge subsumed under the heading of theories

were shown to influence planning. The teacher's beliefs about

learning and primary science guided his choice of activities and

teaching approaches as he drew upon his repertoire of knowledge.

This happened from the first tentative plans for the topic to the

final lesson plan, and is represented by arrow a. The reciprocal

relationship in which planning stimulated examination of his

beliefs and extension of his repertoire was identified during the

study and is shown by the dotted arrow b. The movement to and

fro between planning and thinking-in-action represented by double

arrows c and d was confirmed and examined in the analysis. It

involved the framing of the teacher's thoughts in lessons by the

images formed at several layers of planning, and the evaluations

arising from thinking during lessons.

A firm link from theories to thinking-in-action was proposed in

figure 13.1, based on the early analysis which drew heavily on
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the teacher's reports on his practice. Some of the literature

reviewed had suggested however that teachers' theories were not

applied in lessons, largely because of the more immediate demands

of classroom teaching. The analysis of the term's lessons, while

recognising that such demands and the framework of planning

shaped much of his thinking during lessons, identified instances

where the teacher's theories directly influenced his actions and

thoughts in the classroom. For example in prioritising pupils'

practical activity and application of their knowledge he was

applying his theories of learning in his classroom practice.

The dotted arrow e from theories to thinking-in-action affirms

that a teacher's theoretical orientations can directly affect

practice in lessons although this influence may not be obvious

and may be constrained. The reciprocal link from

thinking-in-action to theories proposed in figure 13.1 was traced

in the analysis of dilemmas. It is shown as broken arrow f in

figure 13.2. since it too may not be obvious or frequent in

everyday classroom practice. However dilemmas were seen in this

case as significant sources for the development of the teachers'

theories. For instance his extended review of his beliefs about

teaching skills and the role of the teacher was stimulated and

sustained by events and thoughts in lessons. The two dotted

arrows between theories and thinking-in-action also represent the

movement between the teacher's repertoire of knowledge and his

classroom practice as he drew upon his experience, for instance

of managing science, lessons. and extended it by trying new

teaching approaches.
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The overall picture of this experienced teacher's thinking was

found to have much in common with a general model of the

reflective practice of professionals. The concept of

reflection-in-action in that model was found to be relevant,

especially to planning, although teaching may often be less

reflective and more hurried than the reflection-in-action of

designers and other professionals observed by Schon (1983, 1987).

Even with the characteristic uncertainty and conflict of

classroom teaching, and the multiple demands of active science

lessons, practice was seen to be thoughtful and exploratory and

personal. This can be captured in a model of thinking and

practice which is subjective and dynamic. it needs to be

subjective to convey how thinking and action are integrated in

particular situations by individual teachers. It needs to be

dynamic to represent the movement between aspects of thought,

action and context; to reflect the interaction and review of ends

and means; and to convey the process by which teachers' knowledge

grows. Rather than providing a static picture such a model can

shift attention to the use and development of knowledge through

practice as advocated by Erickson (1987).

Three concepts were derived from the data, extending their use in

the literature: repertoire. image and dilemma. The concept of a

repertoire proved powerful for analysing the teacher's knowledge

and the relationship between that and the process of planning.

The term was introduced by the teacher to refer to the ideas for

topics and activities that he had built up through experience of
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using them. It conveyed the dynamic nature of that knowledge

base as further experience extended it. In this case activities

were key units in the teacher's use of his repertoire during

planning. However it was recognised that other units might be

more significant in other cases, and that the term activity is

used in a variety of ways in the literature.

Drawing upon his repertoire of knowledge and related beliefs the

teacher formed images at each layer of planning. These images

framed the thinking during lessons. This conceptualisation

conveyed the nature of the planning process and its relationships

with theories and thinking-in-action. The terminology of

envisaging alternative images and focussing one as the time to

implement a plan approached was particularly appropriate.

However the term image has several connotations in research on

teaching and it will need to be carefully defined if used.

Calderhead (1988) discussed the different levels of abstraction

to which the term may be applied, ranging from images of a

particular lesson or activity to more abstract images of the

classroom atmosphere and relationships which a teacher values,

concluding that

How these images at different levels of abstraction
inter .act with one another requires further exploration, but
the term image seems a potentially useful one to describe
the repertoire of influential models, cases, typifications
and incidents that act in the mind of the teacher as
examplars. metaphors and guides for action.
(Calderhead, 1988, p55)

Dilemmas had been identified and analysed in several of the
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studies of teacher thinking reviewed in Chapter 3. Their

analysis in this study gave insights into the nature of the

teacher's thinking-in-action and its relationship with his

theories. The term 'dilemma' was in fact used by the teacher in

this case. It conveys the combination of cognition with feeling,

of the need for action with a cause for reflection, and of a

particular problem with wider significance. It is particularly

appropriate for analysing the thinking of individual teachers in

unique situations of practice in order to support their

individual development and to contribute to the knowledge base of

their profession.

The relevance of the concepts and model developed from this case

can be explored in other studies with teachers to see how well

they match the analysis of their thinking, and how they can

inform their practice and support their professional development.
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CHAPTER iLl IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY: TEACHERS' THINKING.

PRIMARY SCIENCE, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND

THE CHALLENGE OF CURRICULUM CHANCE

This chapter discusses the implications of the study for research

into teachers' thinking for primary science and for teacher's

professional development and in-service education. These three

areas are examined in turn and common ground is identified

concerning the thinking and practice of teachers as they face new

challenges. Since the study was completed the introduction of a

National Curriculum in England and Wales has created a new set of

challenges for teachers which are especially ace in the field of

primary science.

14.1 Research in Teachers' Thinking: Methodological Issues Concerning

the Style and Use of Research with Teachers

In Chapter 2 it was argued that case study is especially

appropriate for capturing and conveying the complexity of thought

in relation to specific practice. This has been demonstrated in

the present study, which has analysed thinking and practice in

one case of primary science teaching. It has characterised

teaching as personal. reflective practice which involves movement

between theories, layers of planning, and thinking during

lessons. The links between those three aspects, and their

relationships with the classroom action, have been revealed

within an integrated account. However their integration did not

preclude their analysis. Case studies can include detailed

accounts of planning as it occurs in specific subjects.

examination of the content and structure and growth of teachers'
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theories, and analysis of their thinking-in-action in classrooms.

A number of questions about the style and use of such research

need to be addressed.

The present study grew out of work with a group of teachers who

were committed to sharing their thinking. Materials from that

work, including data from this case, were used in a variety of

ways more widely on in-service activities - for example

transcripts, pupils' work and teachers' plans were studied with

groups of teachers. The teacher in the study had emphasised at

the first interview that he looked forward to participating and

to "seeing what's going to happen ... well what comes out of your

teaching." At the final interview he noted how he had welcomed

the concentrated attention on an area of his practice, and

particularly valued the opportunities provided by having an

interested observer and listener. He also commented on the

potential of sharing his experience with others.

I think this would be very useful because a lot of people
have those aspirations that I've just said about getting
their children to be more independent but they in fact don't
know where they're going to start . and ... whilst I . I've
been doing it for a few years . trying those ideas out and
finding out just where . I fall down (Interview 20/31814)

Teachers then may gain individually from their involvement in

research of this sort and can share their thinking and practice

with others in a number of ways. How can this be more

systematically extended, and is it rigorous enough to constitute

research? What roles do researchers have and how are such

studies to be cumulated and disseminated? These sorts of
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questions have been addressed in recent years in the growing

literature on action-research. Ebbutt's (1985) discussion, based

on the Teacher-Pupil Interaction and the Quality of Learning

Project, is particularly relevant to the present study. In

exploring where action-research might fit in the range of normal

"insider-research-related activity" Ebbutt (1985, table 1)

provided a classification which ranged from isolated reflection

on practice to systematic action and reflection with the help of

a consultant and as a member of a group. Action-research and

case study by practitioners extend the sort of reflective

practice analysed in this case. However the different roles and

interests of researchers and practitioners need to be carefully

articulated; Ebbutt cited Schon to emphasise that the differences

are concerned with the relationship between understanding things

and changing them.

the practitioner has an interest in transforming the
situation from what it is to something he likes better. He
also has an interest in understanding the situation but it
is in the service of his interest in change
(Schon, 1983, pi4)

There are a few accounts of productive collaboration in the

prusuit of understanding and change in primary science practice,

for example in the Ford Teaching Project (nd) and in Ovens and

Ryan (1984). Ovens worked with a teacher who sought to

understand and alter her pupils' apparent lack of curiosity. The

paper reports the classroom activities and gains for the pupils

and the teacher over a year. and analyses changes in her

interactions with children, her planning, and her beliefs about
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teaching and learning. That paper was presented to the Classroom

Action Research Network (CARN), which was established to foster

sharing among teachers and those Working with them. There are

many constraints on the effective dissemination and use of such

work stemming from existing traditions in teaching and research.

These include the isolation of teachers, their view of research,

the standards and communication channels of the research

community, and the pressures on teachers.

Although the teacher in this case normally worked alone with his

class he was involved with other teachers as a science and maths

consultant. The growth of such specialist responsibilities is

reducing the isolation of class teachers in primary schools.

Campbell (1985) has discussed the shifts in attitudes and

relationships occurring around the time of the present study

"that point, albeit uncertainly, in the direction of collegiality

and away from individualistic roles in private and autonomous

classrooms" (p159). The growth of collective use by staff of

specialist expertise for policy making and practice by a school

is but the first step toward sharing critical reflection on their

classroom practice. The trend toward collegiality and

school-based curriculum development provides a forum for studying

and sharing thinking and practice beyond individual classrooms.

Teacher-researchers, and those concerned to support and share

their learning, can work with whole schools and seek ways in

which their insights can be disseminated and validated more

widely. There are some accounts of such partnerships (eg Galton
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and Willcocks, 1983.. ch 11).

However many teachers are ambivalent about research, which they

may see either as a status activity or as irrelevant to the

realities of their classrooms. They may not believe that their

own practice is of wider significance, nor that studying it and

sharing it are part of their wider professional role.

Researchers also face new challenges, for example in working from

the particular, unpredictable, situations of classrooms or

seeking to stay close to the meanings and language of teachers

without further fragmentation of the field and confusion over

terms. This study sought to locate the case in relation to the

literature and to identify terms and models which were used.

Some difficulties over the range of meanings attached to terms

such as activity and image were discussed. The review of the

literature identified a concern for consolidation rather than

proliferation of terminology and conceptual frameworks (eg

Clark,1986; Calderhead.1987b). Lampert (1984) noted there were

difficulties for teacher-researchers because teaching in practice

and thinking about teaching may draw on different models, but she

has shown the potential of studies which start from the

particular problems of individual teachers. Lampert was herself

working as a classroom teacher and studying her own practice as

part of the research programme.

To qualify as research such work needs to produce a publicl.y

accessible report. Conventional ways of disseminating research
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findings, and the standards for judging them, do not encourage

practitioner-researchers nor influence the practice of many

teachers. Research papers, journals, and conferences may be used

by some teachers and contributed to by an even smaller number.

Case studies such as the present thesis are time consuming to

produce and to consult. The format for presenting research and

access to such information can be modified to ease communication

among teachers, and developments in information technology may

help to some extent as argued by Bell (1982), but new ways of

sharing the knowledge of practice and thinking about it are

needed. Face-to-face groups and networks of practitioners have

been developed in recent years from initiatives by groups of

teacher-researchers (eg CARN) or from courses and projects which

have sought to cast teachers in such roles (eg the Initiatives in

Primary Science Education project for advisory teachers). It

remains to be seen how lasting these will be - or should be.

Subject associations serve as a regional and national network and

meeting place for professional exchange, and the Association of

Science Education has now become such a mechanism for

communication by large numbers of primary teachers. The

production of materials for use by teachers can incorporate

research-based approaches by participants. disseminating the

process as well as findings, as happened with the Progress in

Learning Science Project (Match and Mismatch, 1977).. The review of

literature noted more recent science projects involving primary

teachers in action and research (LISP, STAR, SPACE. CLIS

Progression Project).. The field of teachers' thinking needs to
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draw upon such subject-specific developments.

The pressures on teachers are increased as they accept

responsibility for curriculum development and collaboration with

colleagues. In the present case the teacher's responsibility for

science and mathematics included policy development, resourcing,

staff support, and liason within the school; he was also running

a science group for the LEA, and taking part in the work of the

group of teachers described at the start of this study. In his

next post the development of work with microcomputers was added

to his administrative, pastoral and diplomatic responsibilities

as a deputy head. Campbell (1985) has discussed the lack of time

and support available to teachers engaged in school-based

curriculum development. Individual teachers may find it

difficult to extend their role further to include

research-related activities. There is also a danger that those

who are involved, or who are the subject of studies such as the

present one, are not representative of the wider profession.

They may be those who are especially interested in further study

or promotion, or those who most closely fit the style of research

or the models of teaching used. Clark (1986) has perhaps

overstated this when he says that research on teachers' thinking

has

elevated and lionised those few teachers who are most like
ourselves (reflective, analytic, verbally articulate,
sophisticated in their knowledge, liberal and worldly in
their values). These are the teachers whose planning,
thinking and decision-making we study, and unreflectively
portray as ideals for all other teachers, experienced and
novice alike. (Clark, 1986,pl6)
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If the study of teachers' thinking is to involve and serve the

majority of teachers then it is even more important that their

working conditions make this possible, providing the time and

support services that do this and at the same time signalling its

importance. This is not only the responsibility of those who

define teachers' conditions of service and the way those operate,

but also of researchers and other outsiders who wish to

collaborate with them to extend their mutual understanding of

thinking and practice. At a general level it includes attention

to the sort of contracts and frameworks that are negotiated. It

requires consideration of the sort of feedback which teachers

should expect and find useful, and of what are reasonable demands

to make - for example how much written documentation a teacher

can sustain, as was discussed in this case. Last, but by no

means least, it may mean the provision of small amounts of

funding, time or facilities such as reprographics and typing.

1 L .2 Research in Teachers' Thinking: Substantive Issues

Concerning the Context, Content and Structure of Teachers'

Thinking

1 LL2..1 Theories

Theories held by a teacher can be analysed in the course of

naturalistic studies, such as the present one, or through more

structured approaches. Teachers may become more aware of their
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underlying theories through involvement in such studies and it is

argued below that this is important for their professional

development. Although studies may focus on a particular feature

of teachers' theories, for example their subject knowledge, it is

important to recognise that in practice this is not isolated from

other features in a teacher's thinking. In this case the

connection of feelings, beliefs and a range of professional

knowledge was illustrated, and the relationships of the teacher's

theories to his planning and thinking-in-action were analysed.

A teacher's thinking also has to be studied in relation to the

particular teaching situation, the individual teacher's career

and the wider educational context, anyof which may change. It

would be possible to relate changes at the level of society and

institutions to changing cssroom practice through extended case

studies of primary science teaching. The interactions between

individuals and institutions could be traced, for example with

reference to the centralisation of control and the growth of

subject studies in primary education as the National Curriculum

is introduced. Teacher thinking is not merely the result of

personal history and psychology nor simply shaped by

soda-political circumstances. Rather it reflects the complex

interplay between such features of the situation. Case studies

can reveal that complexity and in the process inform our

understanding of more general issues such as the position of

professionals and their knowledge in a changing society.
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Some researchers are accumulating biographies of teachers to

examine their thinking (eg Butt, 1984). Longitudinal studies

have particular potential for tracing the development and use of

theories by individual teachers. Multiple case studies could be

conducted to examine how different teachers working in similar

curriculum areas draw upon their knowledge and beliefs. In

combination they could be used to relate that microanalysis to

the macroanalysis of changing ideologies and political climate.

There is at present a particular opportunity for research into

the theories of teachers of primary science in relation to

educational change in the UK.

The concept of a repertoire was developed in this study to

examine how a teacher's professional knowledge was held and used

and extended. The content, structure and use of the teacher's

repertoire were analysed and insights were gained into its

history and its extension. The construction and reconstruction

of that repertoire derived from reflection upon experience,

growing from thinking-in-action during lessons and from planning.

The idea of a repertoire can be applied in a number of ways in

further studies. First researchers could compare the content of

teacher's repertoires, for example in relation to the demands of

teaching a subject such as science in the National Curriculum.

In the review of literature it was noted that prescriptions of

the knowledge needed for teaching primary science have been based

on general assumptions rather than empirical research. Second

the concept of a repertoire can be applied in representing the
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structure of that knowledge. Relationships among different kinds

of knowledge can be analysed, for example to examine how teachers

combine their general understanding of teaching strategies with

specific subject knowledge. Third the idea of a repertoire has

particular potential for studying how teachers construct and

develop their knowledge, for example as novices build a

repertoire or as experienced teachers face new challenges.

Finally it can be used to conceptualise how teachers use their

knowledge and draw upon their experience in their planning and

classroom teaching. Research that combines all four aspects in a

specific subject context can provide a basis for curriculum

innovation and staff development. Smith and Neale (1987) argue

that earlier curriculum innovations failed to recognise the

complexity of knowledge required for good science teaching. They

analysed the content and structure of knowledge needed for

successful conceptual change teaching as a basis for their own

longitudinal programme of work on the construction and use of

knowledge by primary teachers.

114.2.2 Planning

This study elaborated a picture of planning as a nested or

layered process, with movement to and fro between layers. It was

consistent with a view of planning as more dynamic or

experimental than the linear models often prescribed to teachers

in training. Schon's notion of reflection-in-action was seen as

particularly appropriate to describe it. The use of the
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teacher's repertoire of activities in his planning of the topic

studies was analysed. Links with the thinking and actions during

lessons were traced through the formation of images. Postactive

thinking was examined, having been identified in the literature

review as an underresearched area. The complex process of

planning was traced from the start of the year in this case.

Clark and Yinger (1987) argue that

educators could benefit from more studies which describe the
full range of the kinds of planning that teachers do during
the school year and the interrelationships between these
(p89).

Teacher educators and curriculum developers need to know how the

teachers with whom they work think about their planning. For

instance curriculum proposals based on statements of objectives

may be implemented by teachers who begin their planning by

identifying potential activites. Any mismatch between models of

planning assumed by curriculum developers and those used by

teachers has consequences for curriculum implementation. The

different planning orientation of individuals can be related to

their values and beliefs through case studies (Aikenhead, 198;

Smith and Anderson, 1983). Teachers may also be found to use

different approaches in planning for different areas of the

curriculum.

Several features of planning are in particular need of

investigation and support in primary schools:

1. The collective planning by groups of primary teachers and
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whole schools is an important area for investigation. Some

primary schools have experience of this process. All are now

faced with the challenge of doing this to meet legal requirements

of delivering a common curriculum in ways that are appropriate to

their priorities and beliefs.

2. The role of the teacher with expertise in a subject who helps

colleagues plan in unfamiliar territory is ripe for study. and

primary science offers a particularly rich field for such

research at present.

3. The planning that teachers do as they seek to implement the

National Curriculum within the framework of their different aims

and planning styles will raise a host of questions. In this case

the teacher was able to draw upon his own extensive repertoire in

the subject area and plan with little reference to written

policies or schemes. In future teachers, many of whom will have

limited experience of science teaching, will be required to plan

within the framework of national programmes of study and

attainment targets. This might shift the emphasis of their

planning toward the interpretation of guidelines and published

materials. In the past this seemed more appropriate as a

description of secondary school practice or the American scene

than of British primary teaching (cf for example Clark, 1983).

For some primary teachers it may provide a structure which was

absent from their planning, for others it may narrow their focus

to the achievement of assessed outcomes.
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The links between plans and their realisation in lessons need

detailed analysis. In this case planning involved

experimentation with alternative strategies, the simultaneous

review of ends and means, and the formation of images of the flow

of activity. This implies a quite different relationship of plan

to classroom action than that which has underpinned much teacher

education. The metaphor of images could be applied in a variety

of ways to assist teachers plan, from simple mental rehearsal to

the use of techniques such as interactive video. Students and

experienced teachers face problems, or set themselves new

challenges in the process of planning, and we need a model of

this process which informs and extends that. Alexander (1984)

has pointed out how the models used in teacher education have

failed to provide a basis for enhancing the processes of planning

and evaluation.

5. The thinking that occurs after lessons needs more attention

by researchers and teachers. It is often an afterthought in more

than one sense. We need more research into postactive thinking

that examines its relationship to the rest of the thinking done

by teachers.

14.2.3 Thinking-in-action

Thinking-in-action was the term adopted to represent the

teacher's thought during lessons. It was closely related to
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classroom actions in a number of ways which included not only

fine tuning within the framework of the image formed in planning,

responses to pupils and the use of routines, but also the

application of theories and reflection upon those. The stimulus

of action was seen to be important for the review and

restructuring of theories. These findings need to be set against

studies which suggest that the pressures of classroom teaching

may prevent even experienced and knowledgeable teachers from

implementing or reflecting upon their theories of learning and

teaching. The literature review noted evidence of the

constraints of classroom conditions on the influence of teachers'

theories of reading (Duffy, 1981) and the particular difficulties

of achieving active science lessons and conceptual learning teg

in Barnes, 1983; Smith and Sendelbach. 1982). A recent study of

mathematics teaching in infant schools identified the interacting

forces of curriculum, management, instruction, and pupils'

mediation of tasks which constrained teachers (Desforges and

Cockburn	 1987). The teachers were skilled, industrious and

held elaborate views of learning and teaching which included a

commitment to higher order skills and problem solving in

mathematics. Desforges and Cockburn relate their findings to the

information-processing difficulties faced by teachers and

particularly to Doyle's (1986) analysis of the conflicts betwen

classroom management and instruction. Their study is

particularly relevant here for three reasons: first they began

with a concern to understand teachers' actions and thinking as

they taught; second they were concerned with
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the problem of establishing and sustaining a curriculum
demanding the development of higher order thinking,
including the skills associated with problem identification,
problem solving and the aquistion of the strategies needed
to apply basic concepts
(Desforges and Cockburn, 1987, p21-2)

and third they concluded that to achieve this researchers will

need to collaborate with teachers and administrators to change

the material and intellectual conditions of primary teaching.

The present study suggests two routes for such collaboration

which do not have major financial or structural implications.

They begin from successes and problems of practice respectively.

The first would be to identify those conditions which favoured

the development of problem solving and conceptual learning in

science, mathematics and other curriculum areas as part of normal

primary classroom teaching. Practitioner case studies would be

particularly appropriate for this. The second route would start

from dilemmas identified by teachers. Teachers who seek to

introduce more investigative approaches and problem solving in

their classrooms often experience the dilemmas over the pressure

for products, the use of time, their own roles, and skill

teaching, that were analysed in this study (Table 1 L .1). Their

exarrination with teachers can begin with questions of classroom

management and go beyond those to review the theories which

underpin actions. The present study has demonstrated that

dilemmas arising from the conflicting goals and demands of

classroom teaching are a productive focus for analysing and

extending a teacher's thinking.
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TABLE i q .i DILEMMAS OF THINKING AND PRACTICE

IDENTIFIED IN THIS STUDY

Dilemma 1 - Time

Pupils need time to pursue their own investigations

but

time is limited in school, lots of other things have to be done,
and teachers feel that tasks should be completed.

Dilemma 2 - Intervention

Children need to try out their own ideas, make mistakes, use
their initiative

but

teachers can see missed opportunities, they need to help
prevent failures and frustrations - they are there to teach.

Dilemma 3 - Process or Produci

The particular process pupils go through and the experience
matters more than the particular products such as written
reports and models

but

stressing process can mean lots of time is spent on activity with
little visible evidence of learning and any final products may be
disappointing.

Dilemma Li - Skills

Skills, techniques and more general approaches like
scientific investigation and the design process are taught most
effectively when pupils see a need

but

it is insufficient, unsystematic and frustrating to leave the
teaching of skills and general processes to chance, and not
to distinguish the different elements.
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1L.3 Primary Science: Promoting Investigations and Problem

Solving

This section considers the implications of the case study for the

promotion of investigations and problem-solving by pupils; in the

next section their learning of scientific ideas and the teaching

of knowledge and understanding in primary science are discussed

in the light of this study.

In this case the teacher was able to promote a more exploratory

approach by his pupils and extend their skills in the planning

and implementation of investigations. However even this

confident and experienced teacher of science faced challenges.

The constraints of time, the need to cover the rest of the

curriculum, accountability and the pressure for products were

the source of some problems. Those factors were present but less

pressing at the time of the study than at other times in the year

or other stages in his career. Management and control of the

class were not identified as difficulties, and resource

limitations only surfaced occasionally. There was no syllabus or

scheme specifying content which had to be covered. Most of the

factors generally cited as obstacles to teaching science as

inquiry, and developing pupils' abilities to carry out

investigations or solve problems were reduced. Despite this a

number of constraints were identified in the study, often by the

teacher as he reflected upon his plans or the action. They
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included the demands of the tasks, pupils' mediation of these,

and uncertainty over the nature and learning of investigations

and problem solving. These will be discussed in turn.

1L4.3.1 Selecting and setting tasks for pupils

The tasks set in this case were ati intended to help pupils

become better at planning and carrying out their own

investigations. In each of the activities that were the units of

the topic he tended to begin with a more limited task, then

increase the demands in terms of skills and responsibility, and

combine making and testing of models with investigation of

variables. However there were often more variables involved than

he had at first realised, for instance as he discovered when he

tried the downhill tests with loaded vehicles at home. There

were sometimes craft skills which needed teaching to free pupils

to implement their ideas. And there was often a tension between

the demands of construction and investigation, illustrated for

example in the making of vehicles which he had intended them to

test, as reported in Chapter 9.

Teachers need to analyse activities in detail, not so they can

then teach their pupils isolated skills, but to inform their own

actions in selecting and setting suitable tasks and intervening

appropriately. Some of the analysis can be done in planning, and

in trying out activities before, but the experience of teaching

them in a classroom .may be necessary before they are really part
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of a teacher's repertoire. In this case the teacher might have

anticipated some of the demands of the tasks more fully had he

been more familiar with the craft techniques, for example, but

many of the insights were gained only because the activities were

explored with his class.

if activities have been analysed and tried in practice it will be

easier to sequence them and adapt them to match each pupil.

However difficulties still remain as teachers face the dilemmas

summarised in table 1Ll.1. When the concern is to foster

independent inquiry yet also to teach component skills needed to

successfully plan and implement investigations those dilemmas are

particularly acute, as evidenced in this study. The teacher may

see a logical sequence of teaching those skills but believe that

each learner needs to chart their own route, ideally working on

problems of her/his own choosing. This requires

reflection-in-action of a high order and may only be possible

when an extensive repertoire of activities and teaching

approaches has been built through use of less open-ended

strategies. Those who seek to help teachers introduce

investigation and problem-solving need to recognise this; to ask

them to run before they can walk may prove counterproductive.

P4.3.2 Pupils' mediation of tasks

Even when the tasks are closely defined by thefr teacher pupils

interpret and adopt them. Pupils' mediation of tasks was most
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obvious in this study when they were imposing their own

priorities. For instance the children's occupation with

decorating vehicles reduced their efficiency as moving models and

obscured the teacher's stated purpose of testing them. More

pervasively, if less dramatically, it was seen in the way many

pupils set about their investigations after the teacher had

explicitly set them to pose their own questions, or identify and

control variables, or plan and design. Often those became brief

preliminaries to the manipulation of materials or the collection

of measurements, even though the teacher may have emphasised

their importance in an opening class session, or discussed with

individuals their approach to the investigation. Occasionally

his practice contradicted such statements of intent, chiefly when

he asked them to adopt a design process to which he was not

committed as illustrated in Chapter 10. However on the whole his

aims expressed in planning, the objectives he explained to the

class, and the emphasis in his interactions were consistent.

There was plentiful evidence of pupils reccgnising and responding

to his underlying purposes for the tasks from their behaviour and

their interview statements. Why was this not always the case?

Two possible reasons were hinted at by the teacher and are

examined below. One was concerned with children's development

and the other with their experience and expectations of

schooling.

The teacher was initiating pupils into more deliberate

investigation in his practice, and earlier in the year of the
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study they had learnt more systematic approaches and specific

skills which they applied during the third term, for example in

checking and repeating measurements. However he also held the

view that children do not naturally tackle problems in the way he

was encouraging. He expressed this most explicitly in his

reflections upon the design process, which were reported in

Chapter 10. The approach of primary pupils to scientific

activities will often be exploratory rather than a systematic

investigation, and their purpose will be to see what happens

through action or possibly to see if they can produce certain

effect5. Variables may be recognised, and a zealous concern for

fair testing evident in the work of young pupils. but the

development of a planned investigation or design is a long term

goal. The proposal for this component of the National Curriculum

(1988b) indicates the direction of this development toward more

independent and systematic investigation but is properly hesitant

about offering too prescriptive a view of progress and recognises

that a pupil's performance is influenced by the way tasks are

presented and by the subject matter and scientific ideas

involved. Many primary teachers emphasise the need for first

hand experience and exploratory play as a bass for developing

more scientific investigations, and the importance of setting

those investigations in a broader curriculum context.

The potential of tasks to promote such development may be limited

by pupils' tendency to seek success in terms of lower level

learning, completed tasks, correct answers and approval from
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teachers for conforming. This has been identified as a

contributory factor in preventing more investigative problem

solving in mathematics lessons in Desforges and Cockburn's study

(1997). In this case it was one which the teacher identified

particularly in two pupils chosen for observation. They were

seen in Chapter 9 interpreting the real purpose of the downhill

investigations as the collection of a set of 'good results'. He

attributed some of the tendency to dependency and conformity,

which he diagnosed in the class generally, to their experience in

the previous year. He sought to alter it through the overall

climate he established from the beginning of the year. The study

examined his interactions with pupils as he tried to avoid the

trap of reducing the challenge to pupils without discouraging

them by failure. The risk of falling into this trap was greatest

when the pressures to help pupils achieve results were combined

with others, such as shortage of time when he was helping two

boys complete their investigation of their own ideas with their

bobbin tank.

The difficulties of realising investigative work with pupils are

greatest when there is a combination of multiple demands upon the

teacher, limited time and resources, uncertainty about what is

expected by pupils who work to different reward systems in other

parts of the curriculum and outside school, and problems in

managing unfamiliar activities with a large class. That

description fits the situation of many teachers who are striving

to introduce more investigation and problem solving in their
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classrooms.

1 L4.3.3 Questions about the nature and learning of investigations

and problem solving in science, technology and design

Teachers may welcome support to introduce problem solving and

investigation, but see less value in analysing what they are.

The literature review pointed to the need to clarify the concepts

of problem solving, design and investigation in primary science

and technology. In practice the activities of pupils may be

holistic, as the proposals for this component of the National

Curriculum recognise.

we recognise that any exploration or investigation - be it a
laboratory based experiment, a design and make activity, or
an investigation focussing on data collection and the use of
secondary sources - can be seen as involving planning, doing
and reporting/evaluating outcomes. These processes
interlink and overlap and we believe it important to treat
investigations/explorations as holistic activities
(DES 1988b.p50)

However teachers do need to distinguish the purposes of the

activites and examine their own understanding of what constitute

technology and science in primary education. The National

Curriculum proposals in fact offer a useful starting point for

such an examination as they contain a succinct statement of a

view of the nature of science and the nature of technology, and

how they are closely linked yet distinctive. Teachers need to

look critically at prescribed models of the process of design or

investigation or problem solving, as the teacher began to in the

course of this study. In particular the view that a general
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problem solving process can be taught, noted in passing by the

teacher as he reviewed his theories about learning in science

(12/6/84-WN), should not be accepted uncritically. The

literature review indicated that the evidence emerging from

psychology on the learning of problem solving has not yet had

much influence in primary science. Nor has there been widespread

use of what psychology has to say about the learning of skills

and attitudes. This was surprising given the stress on teaching

processes which has been a characteristic feature of primary

science.

14.4 Primary Science: Learning and Teaching Scientific Ideas

Teachers' thinking also needs to be informed by the growing

literature on how the ideas which pupils bring to lessons affect

their interpretation of investigations and experiences. Smith

and Neale (1987) suggest that primary teachers are rarely aware

of pupils' preconceptions and how they can interfere with science

learning, and make little use of strategies for changing

concepts.

The teacher's emphasis in this case was on the learning of skills

and attitudes. He denied that he felt any tension between

teaching processes and concepts in the topic under study.

However the data revealed a number of difficulties in teaching

for understanding within investigations. The first was simply

the limited time and attention available. The teacher planned to
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teach much of the knowledge and scientific concepts

"incidentally" and anticipated lots of opportunities for doing

this. In practice there was less use made of those opportunities

than intended, as he noted with reference to ideas of structure

and rigidity in his final evaluation. There were short

individualised interactions and occasional class discussions over

the term about scientific ideas connected with the topic under

investigation, but only one deliberate planned session with the

whole class (on trajectories). He also felt that his class

discussions had been too short and less effective than usual in

probing and extending pupils' ideas. These difficulties might be

attributed to the limitations of time and the conflicting demands

of classroom teaching. However teachers do manage to perform

multiple functions; indeed the performance of the experienced

teacher is characterised by the combination of different demands

and goals. What they need now is a basis for teaching

understanding and inquiry so they support rather than exclude one

another. Although the debate about what should be taught has

moved beyond the opposition of process and content, as noted in

Chapter 3. primary teachers and science educators have still to

articulate the relationship between the learning of process

skills and concepts in classrooms. Detailed research and

professional deveiopment is urgent. A number of issues

identified in the present study need to be addressed:

1. the potential of different tasks for developing particular

skills and ideas;
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2. the combinations of activity and discussion which can promote

conceptual learning;

3. what roles teachers should take in open-ended inquiry by

pupils;

14 the extent to which the teaching of concepts should be

systematic and planned, rather than incidental, or based on

individual responses to common experiences;

5. the interaction of children's existing ideas with teaching;

6. how teachers can draw upon their own scientific knowledge to

promote the construction of common understanding by their pupils;

7. the need for teachers to review their underlying theories of

learning and teaching and to take a research stance toward their

own practice.

1L4.1 The potential of different tasks

Harlen (1985a) has described how different topics may be

appropriate for developing particular skills such as raising

questions, generating hypotheses or seeking patterns. The
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present study has illustrated how the setting and mediation of

tasks can influence what is learnt from any particular selection

of activities in a topic. Thus an activity with model mangonels

could promote either designing, construction, control of

variables in tests, or understanding of forces and energy.

Teachers need not only to be able to draw upon a repertoire of

activities so they can select those most suitable for the

intended learning but also to recognise the alternative ways in

which each might be set and interpreted. To build such a

repertoire requires extensive experience and reflection. This

process can begin during initial or in-service teacher education

but in either case it will need long-term support. Curriculum

materials and tutors or advisers can help teachers recognise the

scientific potential of familiar topics, identify a range of

activities through which their pupils could work toward any

attainment target, and make more informed selections. In the

early stages that help may need to be in the form of quite

specific guidance on the choice and setting of tasks.

114.14.2 The combination of activity and discussion

The emphasis on process and investigation in primary science has

been associated with the advocacy of practical activity by

pupils. Now there is growing recognition of the need for

children to articulate and share their ideas with their peers and

teachers. In the next few years a careful balance will have to
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be struck to encourage the spread of active investigation while

incorporating more deliberate discussion. The practical

difficulties of combining the two within the constraints of time

and c'assroom life were seen in the present case. 4or is it

simply a matter of deciding whether to leave pupils to continue a

practical activity or to hold a discussion. The options of whole

class question and answer sessions, pupils reporting to the rest

of the class, small group discussion, and individual tutoring are

all available; each of these can serve a distinctive purpose in

promoting children's scientific understanding and have to be used

strategically.

1 LL'4.3 Teachers' roles during pupils' inquiry

If they are to foster understanding while their pupils are

pursuing their own ideas and inquiries teachers will need to

reflect upon the roles they adopt. Both extrememes of a

'laissez-faire' stance or taking control of the investigation to

ensure a predictable result are unlikely to lead to optimum

learning. Teachers will have to make decisions about when to

help pupils clarify their own ideas, translate those into

testable questions, carry through an investigation. cope with

failure, interpret and evaluate their findings, and when it is

appropriate to explore and extend a pupiI knowledge and

understanding. Sensitivity is necessary to distinguish

'teachable moments' from times when the child should be allowed

to pursue an idea without intervention. Skills in observing,
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questioning and answering pupils are crucial to realise the

potential of such unplanned interactions.

14.4.4 Systematic teaching of concepts or unpredictable.

individual learning

In this case the teacher contrasted the systematic teaching of

scientific concepts appropriate in secondary school with his role

in primary science of giving the pupils a wide range of

experience from which each child would begin to make sense of

science. He emphas'sed individual differences in how children

would relate the experiences and ideas they encountered and

suggested that for many the process was something of a "lucky bag

but at its best it's a patchwork quilt" (15/6/84 TW). His

reflections encapsulated the tension between the unpredictable,

individualised nature of concept learning and the teacher's

responsibility "to plan activities and experiences that are

connected". That responsibility has now been formalised within a

framework of scientific knowledge and understanding that

identifies a range and sequence of attainments toward which

teachers should lead their pupils. However the proposals for

that framework are qualified by the recognition that

while we have set our statements of attainment for those
targets, children's scientific knowledge and understanding
may often develop in a rather different way ... Different
children will move through the levels in different ways.
(DES. 1988b, p16)

Children's learning will continue to be individualised and uneven
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despite the specification of a common logical map of the

concepts. This is not however any justification for unplanned or

unsystematic teaching. Rather it points to the importance of

knowing about children's existing Ideas as well as the subject

matter.

114.14.5 The interaction of children's existing ideas with

teaching

Primary teachers are particularly well placed to identify and

respond to the ideas of the children in their classes as they

work with them over a year in a variety of ways. Emerging

evidence of common alternative conceptions among children is more

likely to influence classroom practice if teachers become

familiar with strategies for teaching conceptual change as weJi

as eliciting children's ideas. Some projects are introducing

teachers to this approach and exploring strategies with them (eg

Harlen, nd; Smith and Neale, 1987). The incorporation of th.s

approaches in initial teacher education and in-service courses

can influence practice in the long term. However the detailed

working out of how particular activities and teaching strategies

interact with the ideas of individual pupils requires reflective

practice by their teacher. Professional knowledge can be

extended further through cumulation of action-research and case

study by practitioners.
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1L.L.6 Teachers' use of their own scientific knowledge

The majority of primary teachers lack confidence in their own

knowledge of science. The teacher in this case was one of a

minority who had studied science in any depth. In the next few

years there will be increasing demand for primary teachers and

student teachers to enhance their own understanding in those

aspects of science they are required to teach. However the

present case study provides no support for supplying that

knowledge in isolation; rather it points to the importance of

helping teachers relate that subject knowledge to their growing skill and

understanding in pedagogy as they construct what Shulman

has termed pedagogical content knowledge (Wilson. Shulman and

Richert, 1986). This help could be given through courses which

combine study of the subject with practice in classrooms, through

distance learnig materials or consultancy. Teachers will need to

explore their own ideas through practical activity, discuss them

and reflect upon their knowledge and their underlying theories.

The present study suggests that such reflection can begin from

problems of practice and dilemmas identified by a teacher.

14. LL.7 Underlying theories of teaching and learning

Underlying these issues in science teaching are general questions

for primary education concerning the contribution to learning of

experience, active-use of ideas and skills, language and

interaction with others. Teachers will have to reconsider their
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general theories about learning and teaching if they pursue these

issues about the specific subject. A recent study by Edwards and

Mercer (1987) illustrated how analysis of dialogues with groups

of pupils involved in an investigation can lead to fundamental

questions about a prevailing ideology and view of learning.

Edwards and Mercer suggest that the achievement of more

"principled understanding 11 rather than "ritual/procedural

learning" requires not only a change in practice based on a

revised view of learning but also a shift in ideology leading to

a greater emphasis on the importance of language and
communication in creating a shared conceptual sense of the
meaning and significance of experience and activity (p169)

Such questioning of deeply held theories may arise from the

reflective practice of teachers, extended and supported in the

sorts of collaborative action research noted above. Primary

science may be particularly well placed for this venture, and the

study of children's thinking is particularly appropriate as a

focus. We need to build links between our understanding of

teachers' thinking and of pupils thinking. Teachers of primary

science have the opportunity to study their own practice and

thinking in the process of encouraging their pupils' scientific

understanding. As in the present case, both teacher and pupils

can tackle the problems they identify and extend their own

knowledge through investigation.

If a teacher can adopt the role in her classroom of a keen
and interested learner wanting to find out more about the
world, if she can listen to, value and devise ways to check
out her own and her pupils' ideas, and can encourage her
pupils to do the same; if she can become a researcher both
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in terms of findng out about things around and in terms of
finding ways to improve classroom practice, then science
will take its place in the primary school curriculum.
(Harlen and Osborne, 1985, p155)

114.5 Professional Development and In-Service Education

This final section discusses some specific implications for the

development of individual teachers and for providers of

in-service who seek to promote such development.

The picture of professional development suggested in this study

is one in which knowledge and beliefs are constructed and tested

by a combination of action and reflection on action. This

personal activity needs to be valued as a source of professional

theory. In teacher education the activity should be combined

with theorising based on empirical research and theorising which

examines more general ideas, as argued by Alexander (1984) who

also pointed out that the polarisation of 'personal' and

'professional' knowledge in teaching is misleading.

The aspects of a teacher's development which are regarded here as

making it 'professional' are those which provide a sounder basis

for practice to serve the clients of the teaching profession and

to meet the challenges of accountability and change. Cumming et

al (1988) present a similar view on the basis of their project on

staff development in secondary schools, and summarise the process

of professional development as increasing the capacity to respond
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to change through

an interactive series of actions involving recognition of a
problem in practice (and hence a dilemma and need for
response), change in practice, change in understanding of
that practice, and exploration of the context (school,
curriculum, society, etc) for practice
(Cumming, Kidd, Wright, and Mclver, 1988, pL9)

This approach to professional development can begin in initial

teacher training as well as being adopted in work with

experienced teachers to encourage a more reflective teaching

profession (for example see Pollard and Tann,1987). However

different strategies may be appropriate at the various stages in

a teacher's career. For instance student teachers have little

practical experience and limited repertoires of professional

knowledge and beliefs on which to draw or about which to reflect.

There are implications for the articulation of those elements in

course design and for the underlying conceptions of the

theory-practice relationship held by course planners and

legislators. Whether the approach is being adopted in initial or

in-service work it is necessary, but not sufficient, to provide

opportunities for teachers to relate their practice, theories and

different sorts of knowledge. They also need to extend the

skills which enable them to do this. Calderhead (1988), drawing

on his own studies with student teachers, has identified these as

nietacognitive skills and hypothesised that over and above them

lies

a further organising structure which has some influence over
how knowledge is developed and used. This is the conception
that students have of the process of learning to teach.
(Calderhead, 1988. p61)
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Within such a picture of knowledge use by teachers their

professional development would require conditions which gave them

insight into their own learning and increasing responsibility for

the process. The teacher in this case was committed to examining

his own practices and thinking, and was able to act upon his own

analysis. These sort of internal conditions have been posed as

four questions by Russell (1980):

1. Has the teacher an analytical perspective on his/her own
teaching?

2. Is the analysis based on rational authority?

3. Do the results permit the teacher to plan alternative
practices?

4. Is the teacher prepared to deal with the responses to
those?

In addition the teacher needs confidence, time, freedom and

support. The critical examination of one's own practice is not

always a comfortable process, especially where this involves new

teaching approaches or subject matter. Teachers introducing

problem solving in science or technology for the first time may

be too vulnerable to research their own practice! They may

rightly be concerned with coping, and outsiders or colleagues who

work with them should recognise their needs for practical help

and success at this stage - but see this also as building the

confidence to question their practice subsequently. In the

present case the teacher was confident as a person and as a

classroom teacher, and experienced in the subject under study; he

was able to try new approaches and to examine his teaching. He
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also had the freedom to make choices about this teaching and the

pupils' activities, and felt it possible to allow the time for

the more exploratory work. Primary teachers rarely feel there is

enough time to attend to the needs of their pupils and the wide

curriculum; if they are to be actively involved in the sort of

professional development under discussion then time will have to

be made available. This is not simply a claim for non-contact

time, but for co-ordinated use of time to focus on aspects of

practice in and out of the classroom.

In discussing the Focus on Teaching Project, which was concerned

with staff development in Scottish primary schools. Cameron-Jones

(1988) stressed that the question of time should not be construed

grossly in terms of the amounts needed, but in terms of its

organisation and the related facilitation or support. This may

be organised in a number of ways - eg by systematic use of supply

teachers, shared teaching, support by headteachers and advisory

staff, and INSET. The sort of support that teachers will need to

engage in research has been discussed above. The Focus model of

staff development identified levels of commitment from more

reflective teaching to action-research. In managing staff

development and planning INSET it is necessary to provide support

and motivation for teachers at all levels, not simply those who

are already committed to researching their own practice.

Courses and staff development programmes need then to follow the

general maxim of beginning where the learner is, and to recognise
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the particular characteristics of their adult learners. This can

be done by starting with the problems and dilemmas which concern

teachers, but also by identifying those which they will have to

face. They need to be challenged, but not threatened. They need

to feel that the process is relevant to their more immediate

classroom concerns. A dialogue and commitment have to be

established if they are then to be asked to question their

practices. The teacher in this case expressed his frustration

that many of his colleagues in the LEA were unwilling to pursue

those questions. While recognising that some teachers may remain

what Cumming et at (1988) term 'reluctant starters' who are left

passive and 'basking' by INSET, it is important that staff

development does not become an activity for a minority of

'self-starters'. It should also be seen as a long term task for

teachers, supported by management and providers of in-service

through programmes which combine action and thinking

appropriately for the needs of the individuals at the time. As

an example consider courses for teachers who are responsible for

science in their primary schools, run by many of us in higher

education in recent years following DES initiatives. We have had

to provide course members with confidence and competence in

science teaching and a basis for their consultancy and curriculum

development work with colleagues. The scientific backgrounds and

experience of staff development among members has varied

enormously. The courses have sought to meet some of the

immediate needs and problems that members felt, to build a

climate in which more fundamental questions could be posed, to
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combine action in school and reflection upon that action with

colleagues and tutors who could support and challenge, and to

develop skills of analysis and reporting. This had to be a

negotiated process. It had to be seen as part of a longer term

development for the schools and the individuals involved, planned

ahead in collaboration with LEA advisory services and

headteachers, implemented through systematic movement between

action and reflection over a year, and followed up with support

and evaluation. Evaluation of one such course (Smith, 1988)

revealed that the extent to which it proved possible for members

to move from immediate concerns to a research-based approach to

their teaching was influenced by the constraints identified

earlier in this chapter, as well as by individual differences.

Opportunities for professional development have arisen in

initiatives such as those courses, and in some of the changes in

teachers' conditions of service and in-service funding in the

years following the present study. Credit for professional

activities and more flexible provision in higher education may

offer individualised routes for committed teachers. On the whole

however the centralisation of control in education and the

climate created by pay disputes, noted as features in the

background of this case, have not been sympathetic to the needs

of individual teachers for professional development. The

introduction of a National Curriculum will impose a new framework

for staff development in primary schools. If time and support

are provided for programmes of study to be properly piloted and
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for teachers to reflect upon their practice then the changes

could stimulate extensive professional learning. However the

pace and constraints imposed on in-service training and the

emphasis on assessment and accountability may lead teachers to

adopt coping strategies. Curriculum developers and researchers

should seek to collaborate with teachers to discuss the dilemmas

they face in implementing the science curriculum. That

collaboration could help science education address the issues

identified in section 14.4 above and also encourage teachers to

review their thinking and practice. It should contribute to the

construction of a sounder knowledge base for the profession and

provide opportunities for the professional development of

individual teachers.

The teaching profession will certainly need to seize what

opportunities there are for extended and appropriate professional

learning. For example primary teachers urgently need to develop

a knowledge base for teaching and assessing in science; they

should demonstrate that this involves more than acquiring subject

knowledge. Berliner (1987) has noted that his studies with

secondary teachers contradict any assumptions policy makers may

have that subject matter content knowledge is sufficient for

teaching mathematics or science. Smith and Neale (1987)

suggested that earlier curriculum innovations failed to recognise

the complexity of the knowledge required for good science

teaching. The present study of a primary teacher with a

scientific background does not provide any support for the
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argument that more knowledge of a subject by itself is a source

of better practice by teachers or learning by their pupils.

Rather it suggests that it is the extended and reflective use of

that knowledge in the service of a view of learning which creates

a basis for improved practice. The concept of a repertoire

developed in the present study offers a tool for building and

explaining the professional knowledge base which teachers need.

It conveys the personal and practical orientation of professional

development, the movement between theories and plans and

classroom action, the range of knowledge and skills which are

needed and the variety of ways in which that can be used. This

supports the argument that teachers are professionals who do not

merely apply technical solutions or carry out instructi9ns, and

whose personal development needs to be sustained to improve the

quality of practice in a changing society. Cumming et al (1988)

identified a similar message from their research into staff

development.

the outcome of the research - the message if you like - was
that, fundamentally, professional staff development is
concerned with increasing the capacity of teachers.
individually and collectively, for change. (p48)

Change is then a goal, a reason and an opportunity for

professional development. It may act as a spur to the 'reluctant

starter'. For teachers like the one in this study, who already

look to their own problems of practice as a source of growth. it

offers a further challenge which requires them to examine their

ideologies and theories as well as their plans and classroom

practice. Like their pupils, teachers need opportunities to
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investigate, support to solve their problems, and challenges to

their thinking. Primary science is particularly rich in such

opportunities, problems and challenges as it becomes established

at the core of the National Curriculum.
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APPENDIX 1: CODING SYSTEM USED FOR LISTING AND REFERRING
TO DATA

F-leadings

Data was organised under headings of:
	

Coded

Interviews and other Conversations
	

IC
Observations and Recordings of Lessons

	
OF

Documentation including Plans & Products
	

DP

Codes for data

(a) Each piece of data was identified by date, eg 25/7/8 14, and
form of record:

Fieldnote made on observations	 FN
Audiorecord (plus number & side of tape)	 AT (1A etc)
Videorecord (plus number of videotape)	 VT (1 etc)
Written note by researcher, eg of conversation WN
Teacher's written record, eg of lesson plan	 TW
Pupil's work, collected or copied	 PW

(b) Details were located by note of time of observation or recording.
page number of field note or transcript, counter number of audio or
videotape. eg both 1/5/84 - FN 10.145 (p1) and 1/5/814 - AT 10.145
(p1) refer to the start of the 'Downhill' lesson on 1 May, recorded
on fieldnotes and audiotape respectively.

(c) Cross-referencing of data during analysis and initial checking across
data sets used those codes in the margins of notes (see examples
of summaries in appendix 2). Detailed coding was retained in
drafting of thesis. In the final draft data cited is referred to
either in words, eg "at the interview on 2 May" and "the teacher's
written assessments of pupils on 2 May", or by a subscript which is
a reduced version of the original full coding, eg 2/5/84 - AT13
and 2/5/84 - TW respectively identify the audiotaped interview and
the teacher's written note.
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APPENDIX 2A: LIST OF DATA HELD

I nterviews and other Conversations (IC)

(a) Interviews with teacher

20/7/83-WN
12/10/83-AT1A
29/11 183-WN
8/3/8'4-WN
28/2/8L4-TW
201318'4-AT9
12/ 14184-AT1 1A
2/5/ 84-AT 13
1 1/5/84-WN
1 14/5/84-AT 17A300
1'4/5/8'4-WN
15/5/814-WN
18/5/8'4-WN
2715184-AT22
3/6184-WN
7I6I8Le-WN
12/6/84-WN
15/6/84-WN
20/6/814-lW
27/6184-WN
1317184-WN
1617184-WN
24/7/84-AT33

initial discussion in school
interview
at meeting of teachers' group
spontaneous comments by teacher
note on transcript of 12/10/83-AT
interview/discussion of project plans
interview
interview after lesson
discussion before and after lesson
discussion before & after lesson
confirmation of 14/5/8L1-AT17A
discussion before lesson
discussion before lesson
interview
telephone conversation
discussion after lesson
discussion over lunch
response to 12/6/8L1-WN
further elaboration on 1516/8'4-WN
telephone conversation
discussion after school
telephone conversation
final interview

(b) with other adults

Advisers
18/7184-WN
Headteacher
8/3/84-WN
20I7I84-WI

(c) with pupils

meeting with science & primary advisers

discussion of protocol and project
telephone conversation

Interviews with target pupils
115184-AT12B
24/5/84-WN&AT2OB
15/6/8'4-AT27A
21/6/814-FN
13/7/84-AT31
13/7/8'4-WN
19/7/84-WN

Observations and Recordings of Classroom Activities (OF)

8/3/8'4-FN	 whole day in school, recording during lesson on
mirrors; piloting my observations

8/3/84-WN	 write up of observations, for teacher's comments
19/3/84-EN	 another mirrors lesson; more pilotinq of

observations and recording for a morning



lesson at end of spring term which
introduced Downhill activity

lesson on rolling loaded
toy cars downhill
toy cars downhill
these lessons making
model vehicles
to run downhill

II	 II

16

- 1439 -

l01'4184-FN
10/ 14/8 14-AT 10
10/14/8 14-VT 1

1/5/ 8 14-F N
1/5/ 814-AT 12
1/5/814-VT 3
4/5184-EN & WN
8/5/84-F.N & WN
11/5/814-FN & WN
4/5/8L4-AT114A
815/8'4-AT114B. 15.
11/5/814-AT 17
1 1/5/8L4-VTI4
1 14/5/8 14-F N
1 14/5/8 14-AT 17
18/518 I4-F N
18/5/814-AT19
18/5/84-VTI4
214/5184-FN
214/5/84-AT2O
25/5/814-F N
25/5/8'4-AT21
7/6/814-EN
7/6/814-AT214
7/6/84-VT2
12/6/84-F N
12/6/814-AT25
121618(4-VT5
15/6184-FN
1516184-AT26.27
2116/84-FN
21/6/814-AT29
21161814-VT6
2/7/84-FN
2/7/814-AT3O
217 184-VT7
10/7/84-F N
13/7/84-FN

lesson makinq
bobbin tanks
lesson testing
bobbin tanks
Luke and Danny
lesson building
uphill vehicles
further lesson
building vehicles
last lesson
with uphill vehic)
and final plenary
first lesson
making
mangonels
second mangonels
lesson
'siege'
lesson with
mangonels
last mangonels
lesson - work on
remote control
choices
lessons

es,

testing tank

Documentation, including Plans, Products and Publications (DP)

12/10/83-TW	 teacher's in-service document on cars
10/14/84-TW	 teacher's lesson plan for first lesson
nd	 -TW	 teacher's 'journal' entries of later lesson

plans and evaluations
2/5/814-PW	 pupils' written work
2/5/8'4-TW	 teachers' notes assessing pupils' work
15/5/814-PW	 pupils' work from jotters
18/5/814-PW	 pupils' writing up of work
20/6/8'4-PW	 copies of pupils' work
nd	 -PW	 pupils work in jotters and finished writing

from the term
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additional documentation collected over the term

nd-slides	 slides of pupils' work in progress and
completed, classroom displays.

BBC 1982-VT	 videotape and teachers' notes for
Junior CDT Programme as viewed in topic

Feb 1983	 teacher's list of school science stock

DES, 1983	 teacher's annotated copy of HMI
discussion paper, Science in Primary Schools
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APPENDIX 2B: SAMPLE OF DATA RELATING TO ONE LESSON

For the lesson of 1 May the following data was collected

nd-TW
1 /5184-FN
1/5/8L-AT12
l/5/84-VT3
2/5/814-PW

teacher's lesson plan and evaluation
summary of field notes made during lesson
summary of transcribed audiorecord
notes made on videorecording
copies of pupils written work arising from lesson
of 1 May

2/5/8 14-AT13(pl-1O) interview on 2 May (see Appendix 3)

2/5/84-TW	 teacher's notes on his assessment of pupils'
work in and from lesson of 1 May

415/8'4-Vfl4	 my notes of teacher's further
8/5/8'4-WN	 comments on assessments

nd - TW: Teacher's lesson plan and evaluation, 1 May

1st May

Do cars go further if they are heavy?

Aims and Obiectives

1. To build on previous experience of designing and carrying out
experiments

2. Control of variables

3. Use of complex results to arrive at logical conclusion

4. To do above with minimum guidance

5. Accurate measurement

6. Calculation of median values

After

During the activity I circulated and gave advice on control of variables
where necessary (about 50% I think) but tried to get ch to see this
for themselves. Needed to be very directive to Jimmy and William.
Generally pleased by class attitude and the way experiment carried out.

I didn't give enough time or thought to thelast part of the lesson -
reporting back - this was done hurriedly and tended to confuse rather
than illuminate.

Writing up

No guidance apart from asking for clarity and good presentation
of results
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Objective

To give children time to study their data and come to conclusion and
manipulate figures into early unstandard form

comment

See check list attached (2/5/84-TW)
I would rarely if ever do this but wanted some quantifiable guide

a) Pleased that vast majority have got results where variables are
isolated

b) Very pleased with tabulations of results which was almost
universal

c) Description of process almost always too sketchy but since we all
did it why should we place undue emphasis on this?

d) Little evidence of use of results to assist conclusion. There is
no attempt in some and others haven't given it much thought.
No simple graphs disappointingly and little attempt to group
median results in separate table (I have done this on Luke and
Danny's)

Rosie's account I'd single out as particularly succinct. She left out all
but median's

Elaine's account e.g. of no effort to use results

Rebecca's account e.g. of attempt to make sense of confusinq results
but no attempt at explanation.

Luke and Danny	 v.good practical
Well recorded
Needed guidance in extraction of medians to
draw conclusion

Dorothy and Debbie	 Uncertain about variables
Poor recording
Little attempt to make sense of results

Elaine, Jenny & Rebecca Eccentric practical. Didn't attempt to break
out of lOg stepping when realised going
nowhere. Patchy recording.



bb

ref 2/518'4-AT13A
p3 &%

PS
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i/5/8 L -FN: Summary of field notes made during lesson

Maths. R id's & contacts all
target pupils

	

10.00	 Class - assembly
T & I set up for lesson; I
record T's intentions for today

	

10.30	 Break

	

10. L 5	 'Science' lesson
T sets class a problem -
target pupils as:

ref VT3 notes

ref VT3. AT13A

(could transcribe
verbatim from VT3
& get eg's of
pupils' responses)

10.57

VT3 (03.30)

VT3 (07.30)
11.08

VT3 (15.00)

11.20
11.25

VT3 (30.50)

11.30
VT3 (37.00)

T ".. Will a car that is
heavier go further?" (referring
to toy cars off ramp)
Pupils volunteer a's including
reference to "power" "weight"
(I wonder who hears responses
and takes in what - eg Do &
Dl)
	

ref AT13A
Do walks across picture on
video record. Pupils', activities:
T talks with headteacher
Do & D rolling weights
(playing?) L & 0 measuring
distances off ramp and weights
T to Do & D
T remarks to me how quickly
most pupils have set at one
height for ramp.
TtoL& D, then R, iCE
Do & 0 tabulating and
writing in 'cubes' - ie loads
on car - in steps of
R & L & E recording
T working round other groups
steadily (is he spending more
time with them? I wonder as
I film)
T consulted by R
I briefly discuss' 	 with Do
& D to see what they are doing
-they appear to be altering 2
variables
T talks with L & 0, then R,E
&J Do C 0 - he discusses
their 2 variables
A interupts L & D who go to
I who is still working with



11 .45
VT3 (48.00)

AT12B 222

- 41414 -

AT12A change to B

W & J. Do S D report they
are "starting again", write out
table, then roll car
inconsistently.
T reports that W S J's problem
was being unable to organise
selves - with his recording &
prompting they do it - now he
is away we see they are aimless
We then talk of overall progress ref 21518'4-WN

T stops class - gets them
together (filming stopped here
to save tape
Plenary	 ref AT13B p9



Reference
counter number
time
Categories coded

10.45
10.57 000
ACT Tea set
ACT tnt cIa

ACT Pup corn

020

040

ACT Tea man 050

Content Summary	 Comments & later
codings
cross-references

room & class prepared for lesson x ref 115184-FN
T reminds class of question 	 x ref 1/5/84-VT3
to investigate & seeks pupils	 x ref 2/5/84-AT13A
predictions and hypotheses	 x ref 2/5/8'4-PW
2 boys, Steven & Mark, offer	 x ref 2/5/8'4-WN for
conflicting suggestions T	 initial plan &
accepts then sets group to	 assessment of PW
investigate	 link to end of lesson
raising questions of use of	 T's later seif-crit
weights, recording results,	 and his Tho way
and urging P's to think	 mt. tim &
before starting. Then T	 sel on plenary and
directs groups to best	 The Sci know &
working places in and out of	 The Lea
classroom

ACT Pup doi

ACT tnt md
ACT mt tea 10.0

11.08 135

155

ACT tnt pup 270

ACT mt tea
330

ACT pup thi 337
340

375

x ref VT3-30.50
1/5/84-FN p2
x 2/5/84-AT13A
p 3,4,5

x ref 1/5184FN p2
11.25

- 445 -

1/5/84 - AT12: Lesson activities and interactions

Audiotape no: 12A	 date: 115/811
Title/context of lesson: small groups investigating how weight affects
distance vehicles roll off a ramp - task set by teacher

Small group investigations. T
moves round. Interactions with
pupils' taped and transcribed.
T directs William £ Jimmy
closely here C later (vi390 12B
to 125) Visiting target pupils
(here & vi 330) gives differing
time and degress of direction,
eg re control of independent
variables which some pupils are
not attending to or finding
confusing. This C questions of
measurement and of interpreting
results arise in contacts with
non-target pupils at this staqe
too. Rebecca's group seek T 's
help over vehicle that 'turns1,
and issue of fairness/standard-
isation discussed
T visits other groups, revisits
target pupils who are
accumulating results, seeing
some relationships (eg Luke
C Danny here) & some
exceptions (eg Rebecca et al)
but in Dorothy & Debbie's case
are unclear as they change 2
variables unsystematically I
attempts to clarify by analogy
the need to only alter 1 at a
time and directs them to start
again - they do & write a
table T moves to far corner to

x ref his plans &
diagnoses 20/3/84-
p8
12/4/84-AT11A p3-6
£10. 2/5/84-AT13A

x ref VT3-23.30

but see 1/5/84FNp2



x ref VT3-37.00

for T's comments on
'plenary' technique
see 20/3/814-AT9B
& for his self-crit
on this particular
one see x ref 2/5/814
-AT13A-9

x ref 2/5/814-AT13Ap3
20/3/814-AT9B for his
view of 'plenaries'
x ref on T's
descri ption of
L - eg
on his assistance
to L & D in
interpreting table
- 2/5/814-AT13A

- 14146 -

390

11.30 1435
ACT Int pup
5140

AT12B

ACT Tea dec
THE Chi md

119

ACT lrt pup 125
11.45 1'40
ACT Tea man 150

220
ACT Tea set
ACT pup com
ACT pup thi
2145

280
290

ACT Tea man

3145

sit with and work with W and J
while able to view and be seen
from rest of room. He goes
through activity step by step
with W and J; pausing to
respond to Luke & Danny's
report of Andy's interupptions

TAPE CHANGED TO 12B

T tells observer how he
organised, prompted C
recorded for W & J. so they
succeeded; in his absence they
appear aimless. He comments on
progress of others - eq
Rebecca et al. W reports his
progress to T.
T starts class tidying up
Rebecca et al discuss odd
results
pupils report back in class
plenary. Mark and Steven
comment on findings against
initial predictions; both reverse
original views more or less.
Other pupils report own and
seek to explain any relation-
ships or exceptions and
unexpected results with T
directing discussion.
Target pupils involved slightly
Luke declining to draw
conclusions until their
extensive results have been
inspected carefully. After some
more pupils reports lesson
closes with T noting when
writing up and further analysis
likely and when they can
repeat tests if they wish

Lesson ends

Rest of tape has pupil interviews giving their account

356
	

L & D, Do & D, R

Summary

Lot of interactions with target pupils. - evidence of differentiated
handling of this linked to his view of pupil differences with overall
concern to build skills of planning and investigating. Incidental
treatment of explanations and concepts and hurried class discussion
associated with his self-crit of handling of plenary - more generally
this and lesson can be related to his theories of how pupils learn
what his goals and strategies are for this, and his immediate plans for
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this lesson and pupils work assessed by him on 2/5184. Pupils views
and evidence of other data - VT3, FN, PW - make this a rich source for
analysis and validation.

1/5/84-VT3: Notes made on videorecording of 1/5/84

Counter no.	 Content	 Comment

0	 Opening talk - GP tells R of plans for
pupils testing, expectations of their
difficulties coping with open task and
several variables, own intention to
intervene only as needed & to
individualise amount of direction;
explains format of lesson and reason

39	 for self-contained lesson.

4	 GP turns on t. .recorder, sets task 	 x ref AT12
Mark and Steven's opposite hypothesis AT12.O1O

Pupils start work in pairs round room
L & D work on carpet, eg

126	 measuring.
c 144	 GP visiting L & D. then R,
c 200	 and R again

Extended record of activities - tape run
freely, some planning, mostly on
target pupils. Useful for cross-
checking other data, or recall, rather
than direct use.

final plenary discussion and clearing up
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2/5I8 L - PW: Sample of written work by pupils

(presented in the following order:)

Luke
Danny
Rebecca
Dorothy
Other pupils
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2/5/8 14-TW: Teachers' notes on his assessment of pupils

This is CP's assessment of pupils' achievements in lesson 1/5/814 & follow
up 2/5/814 based on their written results for columns 2 C 3 and on his
observation at time for 1. 14 refers to whether he infers from the writing
(S recall of session?) whether they had mastered control of other variables
by the end of the lesson.

Teacher's Key a - very good, b - good, c - poor

1 - skill and approach to practical
2 - recording activity and table
3 - using results to assist conclusion ( whatever the conclusion, ie

k it consistent with results)
(4 - control of variables by end of lesson

Assessment of writing
Weight of cars alters distance

Class 6

Bennett
Hill
Barnett
T> Danny Taylor
Thompson
Toyne
Nick Ii ri
Steven Jones
Horton
Robinson
Horton
> Mark Cutts
T> Luke Marston
T> Rebecca Stevenson
Fletcher
T> Wilson
Pickersgill
T> Dorothy Jolei
Cole
Roebuck
Sutton
Straw
T> Needham
Grai nger
T> Cockram
Fisher

T> indicates a pupil in the original sample; _______ one of the target
group

> indicates another of interest because GP had commented on them, or
in the lesson and/or their writing some evidence relating to his intentions
is to be found.
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14/5/814-WN: my notes of teacher's further comments

I asked GP how he marked pupils work of 2/518'4. He explained that
he inferred category 1 from his observations in the lesson, cateqory
L from whether their results showed they had got the variables under
control by the end of the lesson; 2 and 3 from their written work.
He asked if I agreed or had other queries - I avoided furthercomment.

8/5/8 L4-WN: my notes of teacher's further comments

GP elaborated on his assessment and influences re category 3 (interpreting
results) in the light of

a) seeing all the work he noted their tendency of many pupils to form
some conclusion not really derived from evidence - but identified some
exceptions*

b) having tried the activity himself at home and found how increasing
the weight can reduce the distance travelled by some toy cars, he
now supports Mark's initial hypothesis.

* eg Rebecca he cited as being rightly cautious over.her results, Luke
and Danny as being careful over measurement and drawing of
conclusions.



29/1 1/83-WN

8/3/8Ll-WN

* 2.5.8'4-AT13A

11 .5.8'4-WN
11.5.84-AT17A
1 t .5. 8l-WN
15.5.8'4-WN
18.5. 8L-WN

* 27.5.8'4-AT22
3.6.8[i-WN
7.6.84-WN
12 .6. 84-WN
15 .6. 8'4-TW
20 .6. 8'4-TW
27 .6. 8L-WN
13.7.8q-WN
16.7.8L4-WN

* 2'4.7 .8'4-AT33
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APPENDIX 3A: SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS AND CONVERSATIONS

The data are transcripts of 6 major interviews (*) plus numerous
conversations written down or recorded and some notes or these from
teacher.

The earlier conversations focus on methodological mattes such as the
negotiation of a framework for the study, and on contextual information
such as the class and the teacher's goals and organisation for their
year together. His theories and planning are explored as they emerge
over the first two terms. The interviews involved are:

20/7/83-WN

*12/10/83_AT1A

initial discussions in school at the end of the previous
school year.

one of the major interviews, in the first term of
that school year; summary below.

discussions during teachers' qroup meeting.

spontaneous comments by the teacher during my
visit to practice observation.

28/2/8L4-TW	 teachers brief notes on 12.10.83 transcript and develop
-ment of his plans and the class. His thoughts about
the year's goals and plans are explicit; clues to his
theories about teaching primary science might be inferred.

*2o13/8t4_AT9	 second major interview which contains large sections
referring to teachers thoughts on goals, strategies and
plans, some reference to situational i:-luences; I noted
many methodological points, eg selection of target pupils,
and quotable metaphors in the teacher's language. See
summary that follows.

*12/i4/8L_AT11 A third major interview; last before term's project
underway; refers to plans. See summary.

The later conversations and interviews occurred during the term of
the project. Severai therefore arose before, during, or after lessons,
or are notes and conversations incidental to or commentary on the
more deliberate interviewing. Three major, planned interviews were
done, one early on. one at half term and one at the end of the term.*
Their format and concerns reflect the developing action and research.
Potential, and need for, cross-referencing internally and with other
data accumulating.

Interview early in term arising from a lesson, further
stimulated by video replay
Teacher's comments before and after lesson
Teacher talking before lesson
Teacher discussing plans while pre-viewing on TV
Teacher talking of plans for 18.5.8
Brief comments from teacher
Half term interview
Brief telephone call
Teacher's comments in and after lesson
Teacher's comments on his teories
and his written clarification
Teacher's explanations to class reported
Telephone report on progress and plans
Teacher's spontaneous remarks after school
Teacher's telephoned comments on pupil interviews
Final interview; includes structured report of his
background and his evaluation of term
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APPENDIX 3B: NOTES ON EACH INTERVIEW AND CONVERSATION

20/7/83-WN - Initial discussions

Agreement over access and possible framework easily reached.
Technical constraints and need for naturalistic approach discussed.

12/10/83-AT1A - Interview - the first

Content

Stance, procedures, plans negotiated. Background of year's plans,
class as seen at this time and previous teaching. T's though5on
summer term fore-shadowed. T's theories probed and introspected;
evidence of his views on science knowledge, learning, planning and
of dilemmas over direction/discovery, and his own awareness of
tendency to intervene. Structure of his knowledge surfaced in
his own image of 'repertoire' of activities. T's confidence, autonomy
and situational influences round, including LEA and class.

Major categories coded are SIT, THE and THO. MET memos could
be added throughout.

Reflections

Broad analytical framework OK but needed collapsing and unit of
analysis uncertain. Much here - some quotable - to link to later data
and to literature ideas - eg establishing 'frame' early in year,
'nesting' of plans. 'activities' as key unit in plans, issues and
images - eg 'repertoire',.- abound.

29/11/83-WN - discussion in teachers group meeting

Relationships and links with teachers' group explored. Potential
for action-research by GP established.

28/2/84-TW - teacher's written notes

l's thoughts about goals for project explicitly stated; some
underlying theories might be inferred. Essentially this note confirms
12.10.83-AT1A and qualifies statements there, referring also to
observations on 12.10.83. It raises analytical problems of
reduction and interpretation.
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8/3/8 L -WN - Teacher's comments

May be useful confirmation/qualification of other statements
- ref 12.10.83-AT1A and 8.3.8L-FN.

20/3/8 L4-AT9 - Interview

Content

The early sections of this interview recapped and probed the
teacher's concerns for this class and the strategies he would try
to achieve, his broad goals such as increasing their initiative
by reducing the emphasis on their recording and providing more time.
Discussion of his interventions gave incidental confirmation of his
customary patterns of working, eg setting and monitoring tasks,
varying the form of recording and of some constraints such
as the expectations of others and of some opportunities such as
this classes writing skills. He reflected on the appropriateness
of their work in the first two terms and what they have learnt as
a spring-board for new directions; providing metaphors that
are valuable for quotation (see pp Lt/5) and serve as a vivid
heading for the start of the project to be studied, ie 'off the
motorway and onto the byways." The framework forhis goals
and the stance, roles and relationship in the research were confirmed.
Potential target pupils were identified. Main categories coded
are THOUGHTS and METHODOLOGICAL notes.

Reflections

In general this interview pulled together the discussions and
observations in the planning stages of the study - eg the teacher's
goals. plans and activities along with my own clarificaton re
what, whom and how to collect data. Methodological queries

were explored with the teacher too. Some early probing of
his hypotheses and thinking/practice occurred; interestingly
my later view that more integrated picture rather than discrete
units of thinking -' practice -' evaluation would prove
appropriate is here foreshadowed (eg see p 3, pp 5/6) but I
was not myself clear at that stage about whether there
should be separate analysis leading to a synthesis.
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12/4/84-AT11A - Interview

Content

The start and finish of this interview firmed up methodological decisions,
eg techniques for data collection, what the teacher hoped to gain in
the study, and saw as the hypotheses for his action-research, feedback
that could be provided, and the effects of an outsider. In particular
selection of target pupils was agreed in a discussion which also revealed
the teacher's views about pupil differences in ability, style and skills.

Major categories coded were METHODOLOGY, especially re selection of
pupils for study, and also on negotiation of agreed procedures;
THEORIES relating to children's individual differences; THOUGHTS
referring to plans and selection of activities also occur.

Reflections

Theories about children, teaching and science are interwoven in places,
overlapping with plans. goals, and strategies which are themselves
inter-related. See eg pp 9-13 for instances of teacher's plans and selection
of activities in the context of particular opportunities in the summer
term against the background of his views on children and teaching science.
This perhaps illustrates the need for a holistic account but also an
analytical approach to this - and the difficulties of doing such analysis
on unstructured interview transcripts.	 -

2/5/8 L1-AT13A - Interview

Content

Opening spontaneous talk by T on his evaluation of lesson of 1.5.84
(eg on target pupils' progress, understanding and application of ideas,
his interactions) further stimulated by replay of video record. Particulars,
eg R & i's measuring faults, lead to general reflection by T; eg (1)
on when to teach skill and direct pupils and the dilemma of skill instruction
versus independent inquiry. eg (2) pupils' ideas and his handling of
these in plenary critically analysed by T. Time emerges as a constraint
and another of his variables for his A-R, pupils' recording, is pursued.
Hereafter T spontaneously reflects on and rehearses his plans, taking
account of constraints, juggling possible activities and approaches,
considering his earlier teaching and pupils' progress, and anticipating
their response to tasks. Short and long term plans included and it includes
aside on his theories about primary science, a reference to resources,
and an explicit statement on his planning style.

Major categories coded are THOUGHTS and plans, relating to ACTIONS
and inter-actions, with reflections on children. Methodological marginalia
throughout.

Reflections

Methodologically, the potential of multiple methods, the value of stimulated
recall, and the status of spontaneous comment arise. Concepts and
themes emerge (eg teachers planning 'scripts' for lessons rehearsed;
'nesting' of levels of plan); issues anddilemmas (eg on skill teaching,
direction v. discovery, constraints of time. Also problems of reduction,
unit of analysis, and potential of coding combined with interpretation
evident. Thinking/action relationships here and in relevant field notes,
x-refs, full of promise.
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11/5/814-WN - Teacher's comments before and after a lesson

Content

T's comments relate to forward plans against background of present
progress. First of his deliberations over use of TV programme (Junior
Craft and Design) reveal larger question of how processes should be
taught and the dilemma of the claims of a discipline and direct teaching
(Technology process here) versus psychological and ideological claims
(of pupil interest and need). This can be pursued into the later decisions
commented on 14.5.84, and the action and evaluations in field notes
and tapes of interactions.

Categories coded - THEORIES of Learning and Teaching, linked with
THOUGHTS on Activities and Plans.

Reflections

Theme/issue/dilemma of process and skill instruction v. pupil-centred
inquiry.

14/5/8'4-WN - Teacher's discussion of plans while reviewing TV

Content

Further deliberation on use of TV following 11.5.8'4-WN extends those
reflections on approaches to skills teaching, firming up immediate choices
into a lesson plan as well as making explicit statement on his position
over skills.

Categories coded - THEORIES re teaching related to THOUGHTS

Reflections

Useful short eg (but not verbatim) of plans in general - a particular
lesson plan and therefore could be used to illustrate/support conce2t
of 'planning script'. Dilemma/issue of skill /process teaching linked
with previous note and subsequent transcript these are nicely developed.

1 14/5/8 14-AT17 - Teacher talking before lesson

Content

This talk linked to T's reviewing TV programme for use fills out and
extends my earlier/concurrent written notes. He details his decisions
on coming lesson in a way that illustrates emerging, modified lesson
'script'. Bigger, general questions (eg on skill instruction) and context
(eg longer term goals and other activities in topic) and his beliefs underpin
this planning but more specific, particular decisions illustrated as lesson
approaches - eg which activities to use, when and how in lesson. At
end he gives a spontaneous report and evaluation of a decision in a
lesson.
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Categories coded largely concern THOUGHTS and Plans linked to Goals,
Activities, with passing reference to SIT, THE and ACT.
METHODOLOGICAL notes made include quotable bits and potential/eq
of confirmations.

Reflections

3 pages contains verbatim and my summary of considerable potential
within the study for pursuing links and themes - especially the planning
process as it develops, is 'nested' and teasing out levels and relationships
to earlier and later data and its resolution in a particular case illustrated
with the lesson (xref also to 7.6.84- to see how this can be reconsidered
with new experience)

15/5/814-WN —Teacher talks of plans for 1815/814

Content	 Teacher volunteered current planning thoughts on
a lesson - its elements, goals, shape and his preparation
for and setting of the talk. He also noted differences
in his planning at other times for other ends - eg
more pre-specified - and contrasts with his present
middle course to suit goals.

Categories coded are all THOUGHTS.

Reflections	 Though not verbatim this short note could be a concise
source of how ingredients in thinking combine in a
lesson plan with a particular purpose; plus explicit
T statement of contrast with other plans for other
ends and circumstances which he raises also at start
of.27/5I8 L A22. Also x ref to 18/5/814 -FN

18/51814 - WN - Brief talk before lesson

Content	 in which his career progress is noted and his disquiet
re specialisation pressures from HMI is prompted by
press report.

Categories coded SIT Car and THE Tea

Useful for context making, ie T's career concerns
throughout term and his ideology and theories in wider
social and political climate.
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2715/8!4-AT22 - Interview at half term_

Content	 A rich transcript of an interview which looks back
and forward. It contains long explicit statements
of T's evaluation, reflections, and theories of teaching,
learning and primary science.
Some dilemmas are clarified in T's own words - eg
on discovery v direction under the constraints of time
and to a lesser extent the expectations of others.
Lessons and the progress of pupils are evaluated with
reference to goals and strategies and related to his
more general thinking.

Categories coded include lots on THOUGHTS and ACTIONS: THEORIES
are represented and SITUATION briefly noted. METHODOLOGICAL
references are largely possibilities for writing.

Reflections	 Full of potential for analysis/use.
Main problem is how to reduce it.
Lots could be drawn on to quote, analyse, and integrate
thinking and practice.
Issues and dilemmas, direction/discovery, time individual
differences, learning of primary science contrasted
with secondary subject knowledge, building of experiences
for later consolidation, the role of the primary teacher.
Car x ref widely to his views, and to action, 25/5/84-FN

716/84 - WN - Teachers comments at playtime and after lessn.

Content	 Spontaneously, and later aided by replay of his talk
to class, T's judgements of pupil progress and his
teaching to link with the action in the lesson. Here
condensed they include thoughts on earlier views and
longer term plans. pacing and varying and shuffling
activities. He reflects on his decisions and dilemmas
over intervention. The lesson represented a turning
point where a more directive approach was decided
on for a short episode.

Categories coded are ACTIONS and THOUGHTS.

Reflections	 Lots of potential for x referencing, quoting - eg on
how he decides to pursue a tangent or not. A dense
page of data which can be used in several ways.. illustrates
possibilities of multiple coding or alternativef
supplementary analysis, dilemmas/themes and planning!
thinking here particularised but potentially generalise-
able and can link into literature and other data in
this case as well as illuminating a descriptive account
of the developments of the projects.
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12/6l8'4-WN &
,15/6/8'4-TW -	 Teachers comments and clarifications

Content	 Arising from a lunchtime discussion T's theories of
primary practice and science learning/teaching are
refined in later comments to provide verbatim and
qualified picture of what, why and how scientific and
technological concepts and skills should be taught.

Categories coded THEORIES.

Reflections	 Methodologically illustrates validation process and offers
potential items for writing. Bits might be used to
illustrate integrated nature of thinking - eg refined,
interiined theories - or alternatively to repeatedly
re-analyse for strands in analysis. The parts and
whole illustrate the T's framework of ideas that underpin
his view of primary science and his particular action
/thinking in this project

2016/8 L4-TW	 - T's elaboration on comments

Content	 in lesson of 15/6/84 when he explored concepts under-
Reflections	 lying trajectory with pupils. This could x ref to the

above as a particular instance and to the pupils actions
and products.

X ref - 15/6/84 - FN

27/6/84 - WN - Telephone call by T

Content	 T reported progress and plans

Categories coded THOUGHTS; briefly ACT Pup and SIT Con

Reflections	 Short note, not verbatim, but shows combination of
immediate plans, rest of topic and anticipation of end,
against long term goals and strategies. It might use-
fully link with earlier and later plans and actions.

13/7/84 - WN - T spontaneous comments

Content	 On route home T's incidental talk gives insights into
situational issues, differences between teachers; his
own background and where he shares and departs
from LEA ideology and how present project relates
to this.

Categories coded THOUGHTS and THEORIES, especially SITUATION.

Reflections	 This short note does in some ways integrate some
separate strands from early in the research and could
be used with x reference to theni and to later discussion
with LEA advisers. (18/7/84 - WN)
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16/718'4-WN	 - Telephone call from T

Content	 I gives feedback on my interviews of pupils (x ref
X-Ref	 - 13/6/814 - AT 31)
Reflection	 This illustrates validation in progress

2'4/7/8'4 - AT33 —Final Interview

Content	 The teacher's final evaluations are systematically explored
in this more structured interview and backqround
information on the teacher is confirmed and expanded.
An overview of the project is provided and its shape
and interruptions - constraints revealed. Methodological
checks are included - eg on reflexivity.

Major Categories Coded are THOUGHTS and ACTIONS with many
METHODOLOGICAL margina

Reflections	 Important source of information concisely and accessibly
summarised, and of post-active thought to integrate
into the description, analysis and model. I's words/
views might be quotable. Less use for probing T's
thinking processes than earlier interviews as this was
not the purpose or time. Served its ends and could
be cross-referenced to much of previous data.
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APPENDIX 3C: TRANSCRIPTS OF TWO INTERVIEWS

2/5/84-AT 13A: Interview at start of Summer term

((initial comments from written notes made before tape recording
started. T started without prompting into comments on the
childrens' writing up of the morning following the previous days
lesson 1.5.84 -VT3 & 1.5.84 -AT12 - T remarked on high success
rate in terms of his interpretation of many pupils' both
understanding what they were doing as well as getting results
and also some pattern out of it; he intends to look at their work
more thoroughly and try to quantify somehow how many pupils
appeared to understand even if their measurements precluded a
very clear pattern of results and how many got good results and
understood and thirdly those who seemed to be fairly aimless or
did not grasp it - he felt the last to have been a small number
and he was pleasantly surprised how well children had grappled

025 with a somewhat open and difficult task. He also talked then
about the discussion he had with them to try and see what
explanations they used and how they understood the process -
in this case of a car running down a ramp - and to some extent
whether they could separate variables. He asked them if they
knew where the energy had come from, when the car was rushing
down the slope and had the impression that most of the
children understood that the energy was from it being lifted and
that it would be greater for a bigger weight or heavier vehicle
- he said he formed his impression largely by the looks, answers,
questions and responses when he was asking about it - when he
lifted and dropped vertically weights he used to compare and
discuss the children nearly all said they would drop at the same
rate and made explicit reference to some work they did in the
second year on flight. (They were less clear when asked about
what would happen on the moon when eg. a feather and a weight
were dropped, expecting the lighter to drop first and several
appeared to refer to air resistance as a tentative explanation).
He felt the pupils could apply these ideas more effectively and
appropriately than he would have expected and relate them to
their explanations of different distances the vehicles went when
rolled down ramps in discussion but when writing up later at least
half said the heavier one went faster and had not made the
connection and he felt they might be able to generalise so far

065 but no further from previous work and the understandings they
had broke down after a little while. This did not surprise him
and he was still impressed with their grasp))

((T talks about the lesson and his interventions or non-interventions
and reflects on this with reference to two girls and the evidence
of their work and of the audiorecord of his contacts with them;
their later comments to R, :-))

T	 (Rebecca and Jenny).. they were the ones who'd done their
10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100 grams and they'd done it very
thoroughly (thirty of them) to no effect!

R	 yeh

T and again the they'd ( done the medians and set it all out
and they still . you know . at the end I said "Well there isn't
a pattern here is there?"

R yeh
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2/5/83-AT 13A	 2

R	 yeh

T	 and they were fairly happy about that - and they're two very
clever girls (you) probably don't realise

R	 (	 ) they talked about that at the end of the lesson ((R refers
to taping of that of T's interactions in lesson))

T	 I think really looking back I should probably have said to them
"I would do something (else) as well" I think I ought to have
done that to make it more worthwhile

R	 yeh	 mm	 well it will be interesting when you actually listen
to the tape to remind yourself what you actually said to them

T	 I think I said to them "that's a lot of work"

R	 that's one of your quotes	 yes	 certainly	 and things like
they were rolling the vehicle both ways

T	 that's right

R	 at one stage and you said (to them) "Does it matter? And now
you've started that way you've got to stick with it." That's not
a very good vehicle it seems is it?" and things like that .. which
were coming through

T yeh

R	 and they were talking about .. they got onto a different problem
almost about why that one didn't work

T	 yeh almost it would have been more worthwhile for them to have
pursued that idea maybe .. although I think its .. difficult when
you've set yourself an .. idea and thinking about .. probably
very difficult in terms of a lesson like that .. if you're just going
to do a lesson . to start letting too many things go off because
you can't .. (	 ) can't follow up too many lines of reasoning

I tend to want to in a lesson like that 	 to just go and
do this task

R	 its a matter of how many places you can be in at once isn't it?

T	 yes

R	 you can't sort of do

T	 and then to contrast what we were saying about Jenny and Rebecca
with Luke and Danny .. looking at their results .. its quite

impressive the fact that they and all those .. alterations of height
did them again for all the different heights and then suddenly

realised it was obvious when they look at it they ought to do just
one height and then changed it back 	 -

R	 did they?

lOOT and they got about five or six readings for (
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R	 that's what they've done today?

T	 they've just copied that up .. that's what they had done

R	 Oh they've just taken those out of their existing measurements?

T	 yes

R	 yes .. of course again they were saying at the end and they
said to me as well at interview "Well we don't know what we've
got really yet till we've looked at them .. no we don't want to
make .. any sort of jump to a judgement"

T	 mmm ... yes .. what they found a little difficult there .. I had
to just push them into .. they set out all their results and they
were saying .. very guarded about the (affair) because it didn't
lo k very convincing

R	 yeh

T	 so it was only when I said "You must now get all of your 3
centimetre readings and put them together .. they hadn't put
them together .. they'd left them scattered around

R	 which

T	 and there were quite clear progressions .. the gradual .. it wasn't
big .. but it was absolutely a pattern .. the differences with
100 grams, 200 grams 5 grams, quite clear what the pattern

R	 mm

T	 but they hadn't pulled out all the measurements and stuck them
down on their paper. and said "yeh that is it it increases by
5 centimetres (	 ) medium readings." They're very tenative

R	 mm..yes..mm

T	 Luke is like that anyway .. he'll go so far and then he seems
to sort of get a log jam in the brar and (ones)

R	 you mentioned that early on yes

T	 its his .. erhm .. background, his home background ((refers
to family break up)) his emotional background rather than
intellectual confidence

125R mm .. now .. now it was interesting also .. you've also seen
them . . at work a lot (( refers to video record and interview
with pupils sometimes confirming but at others conflicting with
impression that Luke always leads and Drny follows, which is
how their relationship was characterised by teacher and the
pupils))
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135R what about the other two girls	 Dorothy and Debbie what did
they get out of it?

T	 not much I don't think they seemed not 	 to achieve	 much
I'll have to look in more detail	 its been a rushed day today

R	 of course they started again anyway after you entered and rescued
them from two variables didn't you?

T	 yes

R	 and whether they got any results at the time I don't know or
whether they really know what they were doing	 is a question

T	 I think that's why three groups is such a	 variation

R	 mm	 yeh .. and they are

T	 its becoming clearer that Jenny and Rebecca unless they can
see where they are are in chaos

R	 yeh

T	 and they will do a set each superbly well	 they won't improvise
so far I don't know what will happen (later)

((Break here, then comments on lesson of 1/5/84 stimulated by
replay of videorecord	 1/5/84 - VT3))

175T its a lot more real than	 erh .. a lot of tapes I've seen of
kids working . than that's	 it strikes me that a lot of them
they're all sort of prim and proper

R	 yeh

T	 (when they're) chucking weights about and charging about
thats more real and the kids are actually working

R	 those two in particular seem to be almost oblivious of the camera

T	 yeh

R	 just occasionally Danny's eye caught it	 but otherwise they
just got on

((Refers to limited awareness of camera, largely by pupils not
in target groups))

would the way that those two kids are working be more or less
what you'd expect of them?

T	 ohyes.yeh

((more of videorecord played to T))

250R if you've got any impressions really about how they're working
or that it makes you remember that you hadn't otherwise it
would be interesting from that point of view
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T	 No I think	 it just reinforces what I thought anyway

R	 yes

T	 but it	 seems likethat	 its remarkable just what sort of hassles
they put up with	 and they do it remarkably well I mean
someone's treading all over their work/

R	 yeh

T	 /and Andy flips in

R	 yeh

265T its remarkable just how well they're doing it ((comments on how
well children in schools cope with appalling conditions of eg.
lack of space and equipment))

its just their innate adaptability .. they just seem to cope
with it as a fact of life

((further rapid viewing of sections of videorecord and discussion
of how this could be used in future sessions))

325	 ((discussion of interventions with William and Jimmy long time
given to this, limited evidence of effect in their later writing
up or contemporary answers, but not felt to be a waste of time
because of social value, T's need for pause, and perception that
others did not need him at that time, and strategic position where
other pupils could and did go to him :-))

R	 you thought they were gaining from it at the time?

T	 yes	 I think they did	 I think they they must have gained
from it actually

R	 your comments on that say that they did .. when you were there
you they got lots done

T	 they did actually .. I mean .. that .. they that was the only
time they really got anything done .. we did have a nice chat
about the wheels rubbing on their and Jimmy in fact solved the
problem by taking two of the back tyres off

R	 yeh

T	 to make it run

R	 oh yes .. thats on the tape

3L5T I was quite pleased with that

R	 yes .. and there's a little bit just after it see where .. erhm
William comes up to you .. oh about a minute after you'd left
them	 with some results .. he'd done the next one!

T	 that's right
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R	 / on his own .. I don't know if he managed the one after that
but he did that one certainly

T	 yes .. and they couldn't manage any more than that .. but I
think I was . . yeh . . I think really it was so they could achieve
something for once and now I could sit down and have a chat
with them for a bit . and so they would want to do something
similar again

R	 course one of the things you said prior to this was that .. you
know you wondered if you spent enough time with some kids
like that

T	 yeh..yeh

R	 I don't know whether you were deliberately doing so .. or

I	 (	 ) certainly in the .. middle of my mind .. I (planned) to
do more with someone like him

R	 yeh .. this here now is Dorothy ((refers to video record of T
interviewing))

T	 I don't think that was very fruitful ( 	 ) -

360R well this is the one where you talked about the variables and
about the shower

T	 oh yes .. that's right

R	 and that's on the tape

((T and R view video of this contact with Dorothy and Debbie,
he comments on his impressions of their response to his
suggestions that they start again, and on their work in general:-))

T	 No .. I can't remember they seem nonplussed .. they seemed
as "Well life's like that sometimes."

R	 (laughs) yes .. that sums it up yeh .. it would be interestinq
to see what they .. their results indicate as well

LOOT their results they weren't .. weren't impressive their really
results

((further viewing of videorecord with reference to audiotape
included more time spent with William and Jimmy. T's comments

430 on how he distributed his time; Rebecca seen making crooked
measurements which surprises T and R))

T	 but its obvious, in fact from looking at that .. that in a way whilst
I'm saying that I wanted them to do it .. erhm .. their own way

its clear from that actually that it would have been .. useful
for me to have gone .. I hadn't mentioned how to measure

R	 mm (but) they'd done that last time

T	 yes	 -

R	 is that something you've taught them before .. or?
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T	 no	 not at all

R	 or talked about before?

450T so maybe you see they've been doing that all along 	 and that we
haven't actually seen them before

R	 think .. it might show up in their results or?

T well .. it won't do because their results they're confused	 you
can't tell whether they're confused because they're measuring crooked
or because they're simply

R	 and you'd not noticed anybody measuring crooked	 as you went
round?

T	 no .. I hadn't

R	 that's only .. one child we've seen doing it isn't it?

T	 but it mat

R	 there was another I noticed

T	 I saw a lot of them actually	 thinking about it	 just sort
of going .. "Its about - (1 mimes pupils' loose approximation)
and not actually using a thing at right angles

R and actually the thing that you were doing .. to get any sort
of result .. unless they' re using very big weight differences
- they'd need to measure fairly carefully?

T	 very

R	 as Luke and Danny

T	 were doing

R	 mm .. that shows up on the tape as well doesn't it 	 their precision
of measurement?

1465T yes	 thats something which I hadn't 	 hadn't mentioned
and I'd obviously just left to chance

((some discussion of related evidence of video of an earlier lesson
(1O/ L1/8 L1-VT2) T spontaneously returns to measurement and his
note:-))

490T yes	 thats a clear thing	 that's been very useful to see the
position of measurement shouldn't be left to chance 	 Its in fact
one of the basic skills and	 that maybe I should have taught

R	 yes	 and you've not taught before	 somewhere else?

T	 no

R	 and you assumed that they would do? yeh
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t495T I've assumed that they would do that

((further discussion of whether pupils did start rolling cars from
same point at the start of ramp, as well as issue above concerninq
measuring of end point of vehicles run))

522T see	 then you .. its a bit of a dilemma to know whether you
should teach specific skills	 I think probably you should
I should

R	 mmm

T	 but	 one time	 yeh I think that its a skill like hand-writing
you ought to teach something that they	 can't be expected
to just pick up

R	 it depends on how you approach them doesn't it

((raises alternative approaches notes APU test))

((discussion of limited incidental teaching opportunities on Friction;
instance of T telling 2 pupils to not worry about effect of working

590	 on carpet as it would affect all results equally and pupils accepting
this - neither T or R could infer whether this was because they
fully understood or did it because of T's authority; he said it
to keep the lesson moving:-))

605T I think clearly then they were asking me that and it was (roughly)
the start of the lesson and I just said - wanted to get them going/

R	 yeh

T	 I in that place and basically said "Do it there" I think it was
just a natural

((reference to some talking by pupils that they recorded themselves
for T:-))

R	 they talk about all sorts of reasons why the thing goes further
and slower .. some of them involve the surface 	 some of them
involve notions like the impact and the force its going with when
it hits the surface and how far its gone 	 and there's all sorts
of different things in there	 certainly surface is an ingredient
they're talking about

625T yes	 yes	 the skiddiness

R	 the skidding	 there's a lot about skidding isn't there .. that's
rightl

T	 yes

628R land the problems that provides 	 yes

((T watches end of lesson on video	 this continues on Side B))
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((reviewing videotape of lesson 1/5/8'4-VT3); section at end where
pupils report back about their findings on rolling cars down ramps
and in some cases offer their explanations and relate these to
their predictions and hypotheses at the start of the lesson -
notably Steven and Mark. T built his narrative from these and
his remarks about their ideas using his familiar 'plenary' technique.
In this interview he comments critically on his performance,
attributing it largely to the limited time he allowed, it also includes
some incidental material on pupils' ideas and teachers' responses
to these eg:-))

OIOT What happened there of course was .. you remember the beginning
of the lesson where he (Mark) had one hypothesis and Steven
had the other hypothesis

R	 yes .. that's right

T	 he ended up .. he seemed to be interpreting it towards Steven's
way of thinking and I think he was .. his results were quite
good .. in fact they were very good .. and then Steven had
a couple of wrong results in with his lot so .. or else there was
this friction problem on the wheels .. the more weight you put
on it .. it squashed it down on its axle and the wheel arches
started rubbing .. and 1 don't think he noticed it so he's going
to say any minute ((referring to videotape being viewed)) some
-thing like "and he's right - I mean I was right up to a point

but after this point something else starts happening."

020	 ((T watches and listens to own handling of those and other pupils'
reporting back; comments on it, eg:-))

033T I should have followed that up you know .. I've not given Steven
time to think

070T I should have given them a lot more time/

I rushed through it too much to get quite a few pupils contributing
and it confused matters really

192T I'm not keen on what I've seen of the round off

mm .. yes .. dis.. disatisfied with that .. erhm

195R you're saying basically because you didn't give them enough time
to elaborate ideas?

T	 yes .. thats right .. and also because I tended to cut them short
erhm .. no .. not explore an idea and probably led to more

confusion if anyone's listening because I think it became very
bitty ... it wasn't very entertaining and I'm sure

R	 mmm .. did you find it possible to have the sort of conversation
you didn't manage to have there whenyou were going round the
groups? So that you would elaborate an idea and say "Why do
you think?"

T	 yes .. a little bit more and a little bit more this morning when
they wrote about it
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R
	

right	 so they came back to that?

	

T
	

yes

	

R
	

that was	 sort of consolidating it

((further discussion of T's favourable impression of how pupils
tackled the lesson; this recall unstimuated by video which is
now off))

	

R
	

what about the recording 	 because erhm	 another of your
big suggestions was that	 the pressure of recording?

	

T
	

yeh .. yeh

	

R
	

stops them thinking about it 	 in this one you stressed that
they might need to keep a record of the results

	

T	 yes

	

R	 but not emphasised the actual written product!

	

I	 that's right

	

R	 /(	 ) a bit later on

	

T	 the recording there	 that they did in that lesson .. it
think was .. vital because other wise they would have been
a meaningless set of activities

	

R	 mm

	

T	 mmrn	 and I just said to them	 today	 "Just tell me what
you did and show me some results and then but I'm most
interested in what you found out

R mmm

	

I	 and .. erhm	 I've usually got about a page of A4

	

R	 'yeh

2'4OT and .. erhm its pretty	 erhm	 there's nothing elaborate abut
it all	 it shouldn't have taken long to do .. these things always
do spin out to the length of time which you give them

((after some recall by R of the themes and strategies agreed
for monitoring and a pause T spontaneously volunteered his thoughts
and plans aloud and reflected on possible future activities in
the term))

263T not quite sure where I'm going to go from here

R	 mm

T	 .. with the term being so bitty

R	 yeh
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27/5/84-AT22: Interview at half term

((1 talks about his plans and progress - his intended sequence after
half term is from vehicles to Toys to Playgrounds to Bicycles. Only
connections between these is the opportunity to make things, the order
is 'just as it occurs', seems 'the right way'.

Present topic contrasts with normal pattern, eg in earlier one on light.
In this one activities/things dictate ideas, whereas normally set concepts
would dictate choice of resources and activities and then the sequence
would arise from the logic of what was to be learned. Either pattern
seems suitable for topic-based work.

Teaching in present case can be done as need arises with individual
problems. This can however be slow or frustrating eg in the last session
before half term (25/5I8). Reflecting on the original aims the teacher
expressed concern over slowness of teaching particular concepts because
they are organising themselves and learning the skills of this.)) Halfway
through any topic like this .. you .. you come to a point where you
think .. that .. you're not getting on as well as you thought you might
do .. you're not getting through things as quickly and efficiently
because you're letting them organise themselves and they're still very

005	 bad at organising themselves .. but thats the whole point of letting
them do it ((laughs)) that they're going to get better at it

R	 yeh

I	 and I don't think they'll get better at it till they've tried it out

((He rejected my suggestion that a tension might exist between his aims
concerned with those skills and aims for knowledge; he said that he
was not presently concerned with teaching specific things such as friction
or gears, those would arise and be dealt with; rather the tension was
over his feeling of wanting to move them along while they seem to be
spending a lot of time on basic bits of material and making of things
to use later on he speculates that they may be wasting time - he would
normally expect to see more in the way of products: an answer to
direct question from R))

U asked if this was true of all pupils he noted as exceptions Luke, Danny
025 and Dean's group ("because they're the sort of organised group they

are") compared with say Rosie and Elaine who seem to be getting it
wrong and doing it over and over again without any clear idea about
what they're trying to achieve and he has a similar sort of feeling re:

030 1 Rebecca "that she hasn't a clear enough idea in her own head of what
she wants the thing to be in the end .. is putting off the evil hour
of putting it all together and trying it out. The whole idea is to make
it, try it out/test it, and then go back and change it ... but they're
not at the point of being able to do that quickly and efficiently enough

035 so we're getting bogged down .... there's a bit of a tension there in
my own mind 1)
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R	 What would influence you to interfere or not interfere .. to push them
on or to let them mess about?

T	 I think largely ... erhm your own .. feeling as a teacher that you don't
don't want to waste time . . because you know that you've only got a
limited amount of time .. and you know that there is a lot of things
you could be doing .. that would be useful to the children .. and also
feel that .. if you let them mess around too much .. this will become

a normal state of affairs .. once they will .. just fill the available
time with .. useless activities and so you must .. one of the whole
purposes is to see them working in an organised way on their own ideas

and working efficiently and finding their own efficient system
so thats thats where the big problem comes .. you see children wasting
time and you have a limited amount of time you've got five hours a day
in school and you spend two and a half of .. those hours on what is
effectively quarter of an hours work .. there is a great tension in the
feeling you've got .. that you ought to be doing something else with

050	 the children .. you realise that the parents wouldn't be very happy
with thBt sort of .. activity .. you realise that other teachers will
possibly (think) "what were you doing that .for?" "Why - what is the
motive behind that?" It may not be very clear and sometimes you think
to yourself "Is it clear?" why we were doing that?"

R	 Yeh

T	 so on the one hand I want to give them time and space to develop their
own ideas but on the other hand I don't want to hang around just
(pratting) about .. so you've got a problem .. I've got a problem
because I'm trying to keep them doing it themselves I'm .. I could make
it much more efficient by saying "Now in this next quarter of an hour
period I want you all to glue the chassis together" and we'd all glue

060	 chassis .. "and when you've glued your chassis you'll stop and read
your book" and then we'd all glue bearings. Now that would be efficient
and they'd get through it quickly .. they'd do it much better than they're
doing it at the moment .. that wouldn't be getting what I want them
to do .. to get out of it that it .. independence and being able to organise
themselves .. there is a great tension there .. and the product would
be better

R	 Now if we just just ask about Dorothy first and Debbie perhaps we can
talk a bit more about that problem about .. independence thinking for
themselves and what it means to you .. I mean what about Dorbthy
and Debbie because you've mentioned the other groups

T	 mmm .. mmm you see just talking about Dorothy because Debbie's not
doing much she's .. she's finding the mechanics of it very difficult
like just gluing together accurately and neatly .. that in a way is getting
in the way of what I'm aiming for her to do erhm .. so that is a problem

she in fact in someways more .. more direction .. more clear direction
the mechanics of putting the thing together

R mm .. and have you been .. responding to her problems and Luke's
problems or absence of them or whatever and Rebecca's in different
sorts of ways?
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3

I
	

trying to but not in	 not in different enough thinking about it
actually	 I've been trying to say give Dorothy still time to do it
herself and to do it	 do it herself and probably I ought to be

080
	 sitting down with her to say for say five minutes "do it exactly like

this . and this is how you'll make a successful model	 and then
when you've made a successful model you can then try it out" I'm
maybe giving her a bit too much rope to hang herself at the moment

R
	

did you get a chance to 	 actually find out how they're getting and
how they feel about it and whether they need more or less help or
not?/

T	 no I'm just	 not actually just	 just the feeling you've have going
round	 you're too busy and I think sometimes you just because
you're too busy	 you can't sit back enough and think about it

R	 I mean I know what it feels like to be in

T	 yes

R	 / the middle of it although I'm not in the middle of it .. I mean I'm
I'm opting out really (	 ) I'm sat back but you've got all that to
pick up as well

T
	

yes thats right
	

think there is the world is too much with you
when .. you're	 those lessons	 you're trying to nip round

too much	 and
	

doing it 'all rather badly rather than doing one
090 or two things well

R	 what about .. if we could go over .. you remember those sort of
original intentions you had and the ones you referred to I mean you've
said individual, independence, initiative	 I mean can we take it a
bit more that .. sort of what is it you're after 	 as I wrote it down
it was fostering enquiry in terms of pupils readiness to pursue their
own ideas and think for themselves plan and organise their own
investigations .... I mean

I	 mmmm .. so at the moment the mechanics of	 just getting there
are getting in the way

R	 well what sort of	 things do you think are problems not in the
the task but in kids that prevent them from pursuing their own

ideas? for example not .. not what you do or don't but I mean why
shouldn't they be able to what are you trying to act on?

100 T (long pause) the fact that they've had no practice at it .. basically

R	 yeh

T	 they get very little practice at it and so that'samajor problem the
second problem it seems to me is just that there is a problem to be
solved	 they they can't see that there is an investigation to do
here	 because you've got to extract in an abstract way erhm something
which you can check with those tanks	 to play with that just seems

natural	 but then when you have to postulate some problems
which you can go and solve about those tanks or ( 	 ) erhm thats
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a different skill entirely .. not a skill again that they' ye got I think
and then .. what I've found quite clearly with this group and with

most is that when you've done your investigations its to use the results
which you've got . . . constructively rather than just saying "here's
my results . . and I'll say anything that comes into my head" .. use
those results to actually say that you they've found this particular

115
	

thing

R	 mmm ... and I mean you can think of instances of you actually doing
that and thats .. how you've what led your lessons ... or raised
comments to do those sort of things?

that's right .. (	 ) what also gets in the way with that sort of thing
is that you've got to give children a chance to talk .. a chance to
interact very freely if you're going to do that sort of thing .. and
because of that ... children .. (say they've messed about) or with
this class they' ye got an inherent ability to just chatter .. to just
waste their time . . and so its difficult for you as a teacher to stand
back and say "you are obviously not talking constructively ... and
you are just wasting your time" .. so I think those things get in
the way

((Discussion of feedback effects of my presence and recordings and
what can be helpful/influence and what may be withheld at present
or not sought plus elaboration on pupil interviews and specific ref
to my comments on openness of his task and my interpretation and
general discussion of how teachers and observers infer pupils'
involvement ,TV programme and pupils' response and use of ideas
from it. eg propeller/tube by groups))

305
	

R asks how well he feels he has carried out his intended strategy
of not forcing ideas on pupils. T feels he has given pressures of
no's, limited time with individuals,wanting.them to get on .. leaving
him to offer short cuts to problems .. one idea he has suggested
can spread round class with this organisation; occasionalhjht intervenes
to prevent pupils spending hours getting a failure and becomes more
directive (eg E; Do's glueing inadequately) which is legitimate. especially

365 with use of tools and techniques

R's summary of this as use of materials/skills agreed with by the
teacher as someUing he is clear in his own mind needs direction (he
gives eg) - compared with his volunteered eg of tank testing when
he felt that he didn't push his own ideas rather sought clarification
of these and enabled them to test them

L 10 T R summarises and T agrees that the rote he uses is' "where they've
got ideas .. don't do much except help them in their own clarifying
where there are material or skills be quite prescriptive"

430 T Above related to earlier expressed approach to skills teaching as
need arises - "I've a feeling that until you've tried yourself tie skills
and materials) you won't understand."))
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((Discussion on how to translate intentions into practice with
individualised teaching in a busy classroom follows. Teacher notes
he often deliberately implements intentions with individuals, if several
can sometimes pick them off one by one, sometimes has to go against
intentions if XS to cope with. Occasionally has time to stop and
look round - in that sort of lesson once they've got started 15-20
mins, often happens but not anticipatable

500 R comments at some length and asks more on use of time by pupils
T happy with time provided but some pupils not used wisely; lesson
lengths, no of lessons, reasonable hefeels he is realising objectives
re recording as only doing it where he feels necessary for them to
sort out ideas and get results clear. T reports he feels that they've

550	 learnt an awful lot about structure and friction although not much
taught systematically, judging by comments and writing, achievements
by pupils. All realise rough surface has lots of friction, they think
about how to join wood for testing structure

565	 R probes teachers language and teaching of friction and his perceptions
of pupils' understandings of friction; these are not entirely consistent
with my observations and might be compared with field notes of relevant
lessons - x ref ) 1

I	 I think most of them use it pretty accurately .. that word friction

R	 do you use it with them (in conversation)?

T	 yes I think I do yes

R and you've used the words just now about rough surfaces. I wonder
if you've got a erhm set of words that you thought were appropriate
or .. ideas that you/

I	 no but just/

R	 or just as it comes?

T	 as it comes but erhm .. yeh as it comes really what the actual
(classroom conditions) dictates

(CR contrasts with secondary approach notes and asks about his
assessment of pupils' understanding of friction:-))

T	 I think I'd just say that they've erhm .. had various ways to they
understand friction in that they've had a couple of opportunities
to one either to reduce it and they've been varying .. had varying
degrees of success in reducing friction and they've showed by the
skill they've had in reducing friction say between the wheels and
the bearing or between the wheels and the chassis and between erhm
the propellor and the body of the .. housing .. that sort of thing
that they've actually reduced the friction and so they must have
understood what they were trying to reduce .. that they were trying
to reduce this rubbing thing and the surface the bigger the surface
rubbing the less erhm the more friction they'll be .. and they've
also had chance to increase friction .. between say the wheel and
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the surface its running on	 so yes I'd think I'd only point to the
fact that they've had opportunity to meet with in a practical sense

and have either overcome it or lessened it 	 or they've increased
it where they're needed it	 so not had a lesson where friction is
our friend and friction is our enemy kind of thing	 but well they've
done that practically	 they may not have got it all sussed out in
nice compartments in their mind just what they've done but when
it comes to doing it in say second year physics it will be clear to
them when the teacher talks in those terms that this is what they've
been doing and I don't see that its my job in a primary school to
systematically teach science	 I see its my job to give them a wide
range of experiences which will enable them to make sense of science
with a big S. later on	 cause thats	 I don't think thats what
primary science is about 	 not teaching discrete packets of knowledge

its about giving lots of experiences which will then come together
later on ... maybe come together in say the case of someone like
Luke or S ((Teacher's son)) or someone like that very early on when
they start to weave together their bits of knowedge to make	 you
know .. really good bits of cloth	 but in the case of someone like
Dorothy they just ... give her an ( 	 ) about these varying various
lines various bits of the world which just wouldn't make sense otherwise

but then later on as she gets more mature and older for 'her to
be able to relate back to the experiences she's had here (to stick
together) .. I couldn't give you a check list of the things they would
have learned and the things I've intended to teach .. but I could
say the things which you've stated along the line .. given them
experience of

R	 and they'll be picked up	 partly in laterscience studies in 'secondary
school?

I	 mmm..mm

R	 partly in real life (	 )?

I	 I think real life .. yes thats right .. and erhm in later lessons in
my class .. because its nice to see that they're making connections
between things they've done	 even last year

R	 mm

I	 and things they're doing this year and things they've done in lesson
and things they're doing in another lesson

R	 if thats .. it sounds like a continous process 	 you're doing someting
which is being built upon more or less

T	 yes

R	 in informal and a formal way	 does that apply before they come
to you? (	 ) now are there things that they've brought to .. to
your activities now?

I mmm
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R	 /that will	 relate to their understanding of .. well say friction?

I	 do you mean things that they've done in past classes?

R	 school .. or out of school or!

T	 oh I think so	 yes out of school say things like erhm	 slippery
shoes and non-slippery shoes	 yeh ice and sliding on ice	 what
makes a good slide and what makes a bad slide erhm .. that sort
of you know (	 ) bike brakes and things like that 	 making their
bikes run smoothly	 they've obviously had lots of experience in
that way	 this is just taking it one

R	 so they had some understanding of friction before or not?

T	 yes I think so a lot of them obviously have

R	 did they have	 any vocabulary to go with it before do you think?
Because you said now that they've 	 they've mentioned terms
ways you've talked about it .. earlier in year

T	 depends

R	 depends?

I	 I mean someone like William probably doesn't 	 still doesn't have
much of a vocabulary to go with it 	 while someone like Luke probably
came with a fair degree of specialisation

((end of side A; continues briefly on side B with T talking of sources
of experience and understanding of some pupils in activities at home,
eg playing with technical kits, in their own intelligence; he goes
on to say that he plans that structure will be taught more systematically
later finished with enquiry skills and finding that rigidity depends
on certain things. not taught as discrete packets of knowledge))
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APPENDIX 4: DATA USED IN ANALYSIS OF EACH CHAPTER
OF THE STUDY

Data used in Analysis of Chapter 6 - Situation

Date
	

Type and Content
	

Code

12 October
20 March
12 April
27 May
24 July

audiotape of interview with teacher
audiotape of interview with teacher
audiotape of interview with teacher
audiotape of interview with teacher
audiotape of interview with teacher

12/10/83-AT1A
20/3/84-AT9
12/4/84-AT 1 1A
12/ 14/84-AT1 1A
24/7/84-AT33

13 July	 audiotape of interviews with pupils	 13/7/84-AT31
18 July	 note of discussion with LEA advisers	 18/7/8L1.-WN
20 July	 telepone conversation with head	 20/7/84-WN

Additional data
19 March and other fieldnotes for layout of classroom 19/3/84-FN
Pupil's jotter and drawing of plan of school collected 13/7/84-PW
Contacts with teacher before and after confirming career details -nd
18 May	 Comment on press report	 18/5/84-FN

Data used in Analysis of Chapter 7 - Teacher's Theories

Date
	

Type and Content
	

Code

12 October
28 February
20 March
12 April
2 May
11 May
14 May
27 May
12 June
15 June
13 July

audiotape of interview with teacher
teacher's written comment on 12/10/83
audiotape of interview with teacher
audiotape of interview with teacher
audiotape of interview with teacher
notes of teacher's comments
notes of teacher's comments
audiotape of interview at half term
notes of teacher's comments leading to
teacher's written response
note of teacher's comments

12/ 10/83-AT1A
28/2/84-TW
20/ 3/8!4-AT9
12/ L&/84-AT1 1A
2/5/84-AT 13
11/5/8Lt-WN
14/5/84-WN
27/5/84-AT22
12/5/84-WN
15/6/84-TW
13/7/84-WN

Additional data
12 October teacher's earlier in-service document	 12/10/83-TW
Videotape of BBC Schools TV programme Uphill & programme notes
(BBC 1982)

Data used in Analysis of Chapter 8 - Planning

Date	 Type and Content

12 October audiotape of interview with teacher
28 February teacher's notes on 12/10/83-AT1A
8 March	 written note of teacher's comments
20 March	 audiotape of interview with teacher

10 April	 teacher's written lesson plan
10 April	 fieldnotes on observed lesson
10 April	 audiotape of lesson

Code

12/10/83-AT1A
28/2/84-TW
8/3/8'4-WN
20/3/84-AT1 1A

lo/4/84-TW
1 0/4/84-FN
10/4/84-AT 10
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Data used in Analysis of Chapter 9 - Downhill

Date

1 May on
1 May
1 May

Type and content

notes of plans in teacher's journal
fieldnotes on lesson with toy cars
audiotape of lesson with toy cars

Code

nd-TW
i/5/8'4-FN
1 /5/8'4-AT12

2 May	 audiotape of interview with teacher
2 May	 pupils' written work
2 May	 teacher's notes assessing pupils

4 May	 fieldnotes and written notes on
8 May	 three lessons making models, and
11 May	 on teacher's comments
4 May	 audiotape of lesson making models
8 May	 audiotapes of lesson making models
11 May	 audiotape of lesson making models

2/5 /84-AT 13
2/5/84-PW
2/5/84-TW

'4/5184-FN & WN
8/5/8Lt-FN & WN
11/5/8'4-FN & WN
'4/5/8L4-AT14A
8/5/814-AT 1'4B,15,16
11/5/8'4-AT17

Also collected
videotapes of lessons on VT3 & '4, slides C to J of pupils models

Data used in Analysis of Chapter 10 - Uphill Struggles

Date	 Type and Content

(11 May	 written note of teacher's decision
14 May	 fieldnotes on lesson making 'tanks'
14 May	 audiotape of lesson making 'tanks'

15 May	 written note of teacher's comment
15 May	 pupils' writing in jotters

18 May	 fieldnotes of lesson testing 'tanks'
18 May	 audiotape of lesson testing 'tanks'
18-25 May	 pupils' writing up of work

24 May
	

fieldnotes of lesson building vehicles
24 May	 audiotape of lesson building vehicles

25 May
	

fieldnotes of lesson - work continued
25 May	 audiotape of lesson - work continued

27 May	 audiotape of interview with teacher

3 June	 written note of telephone call

7 June
	

fieldnotes of last uphill lesson
7 June	 audiotape of last uphill lesson

14 May - 7 June entries in teacher's journal

Code

11 /5/8'4-WN)
14/5/84-F N
14/5/84-AT 17

15/5/84-WN
15/5/84-PW

18/5/84-FN
18/5/84-AT 19
18/51814-PW

24/5/814-FN
24/5184-AT2O

2515/84-EN
25/5/84-AT21

27/5/814-AT22

3/6/84-WN

7/6/8'4-FN
7 / 6/ 8'4-AT2'4

nd TW

Also collected
videotapes of lessons on VT2 & VT4. copy of TV programme 'Uphill'
and teachers' booklet for series (BBC. 19821.
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Data used in Analysis of Chapter 11 - Mangonels

Date	 Type and Content	 Code
(7 June	 fieldnote of teacher's decision	 71618t1-FN)
12 June	 lesson plan in teacher's journal	 nd-TW
12 June	 fieldnotes of first mangonels lesson	 1216/84-FN
12 June	 audiotape of lesson	 12/6/84-AT25
12 June	 written note of lesson	 12/6/84-WN

15 June	 fieldnotes of second mangonels lesson	 15/6/814-EN
15 June	 audiotapes of lesson	 15/6/814-AT26,27
15 June	 teacher's written note 	 20/6/84-TW
15 June	 audiotape of pupil interviews	 15161814-AT27

20 June
20 June

21 June
21 June

27 June

2 July
2 July
2 July

copies of pupils work
teacher's written note

fieldnotes on 'siege' lesson
audiotape of 'siege' lesson

written note of telephone call

fieldnote of remote control lesson
audiotape of remote control lesson
pupils writing from previous lesson

20/6/84-PW
20/6/84-TW

21 /6/84-EN
21 /6/814-AT29

27/6/84-WN

2/7f84-FN
2/71814-AT3O
2171814-PW

(24 July	 audiotape & notes of teacher interview 24/7/814-AT33)

Also collected
videotapes of lessons on VT6. VT7. Slides K to R of pupils' work

Data used in Analysis of Chapter 12 - Choices

Date
27 May
27 June
10 July
13 July
13 July
13 July
19 July
20 July
214 July

Type and Content
videotape of interview with teacher
written note of telephone call
fieldnotes of choices of lesson
fieldnotes of next choices lesson
audiotape of pupil interviews
written note on teacher's comments
written note on pupil feedback
written note of phone call to head
audiotape of final interview with
teacher, plus notes made at time

Code
27/5/84-AT22
27/6/84-ATWN
1O/7/84-FN
13/7/81i-FN
1 3/7/814-AT31
13/7/84-WN
19/7/8L1-WN
20/7/84-WN
214171811-AT33

Also collected
children's work and slides of displays, written note on telephone call
from teacher - 16/7/8'i-WN
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APPENDIX 5: METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES AND DECISIONS OVER
THE YEAR

Stage One : In the Beginning was the idea

Some Issues

Where to begin?

What is the problem?

Issues or instances?

Access and agreements

Problems and possibilities

Contexts and constraints

Background and bias

Evidence to consider

Methods to review

Technical hitches

Best methods

Best combinations

What is possible?

Rules and roles

and relationships

Are we agreed?

Then let's begin

Some Decisions

Primary science practice is in need of

illumination. Pupils' learning could be

related to teachers' plans and actions.

Interested teachers stress process and

particular priorities. Practice of

observation and collaboration plus reading

precedes study of site AB: audiorecord

and field notes essential for data on

action and interaction. Interview and

recall and jottings essential for teachers'

view. Combination essential for fullness

and cross-checking. Audio problems

to solve. Video helps and fulfills

particular functions. All lessons and

work must be sampled. All this to base

on teachers' intentions and concerns.

All this to formalise and document.

A negotiated framework

Multiple methods



Stage Two : Early Field Days

Some Issues	 I

Entry

Reflexivity

Recording
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Reflections - eg

is it working?

Is it possible,

plausible, significant.

So what?

Where is it leading?

Is there time to think?

How does it relate to

literature?

Theoretical sampling

Some Decisions

Be conscious of responses

Look out for, check, record

Be systematic, sensitive, open, collate

and check a-s-p.

review methods

Keep your thoughts to yourself

but keep them

Balance immersion with detachment

Look ahead - can you cope,

can you code,

can you retrieve?

Can you become more se'ective, or do

you need to collect other data?

"Don't Panic"



Some Issues

Data Overload
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Stage Three	 "Trapped Inside the Case Study" (Adelman, Kemmis and

Jenkins, 1980)

Multiple Methods

Some Decisions

No regrets at richness to date but need

to focus now. Views and actions and

underlying ideas best explicated by

emphasis on report by actors using

observation to consolidate and check

and contextualise. Interview and

Quality Control

Recording and Retrieving

Anticipating Analysis

Any Omissions?

Timing and Testing

spontaneous contribution from teacher

proving most productive and relevant.

Interviewing and checks to read round.

Listen to and learn from tapes of these.

Video now mainly for stimulating recall.

Coding of records on wider basis continues

but homing in on manageable collecting

and categorising. Selective site visits

now.

Collect evidence at points with final

week as full revisit of earlier work by

class opportune for looking at change

and filling out missing detail, feeling

suitability of analytical framework, full

interviews with pupils and teacher.

Plan exit and analysis
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Stage Four : Lici it at th

Some Issues

Completing collection

Arranging follow-up

Exiting

Organising records

Analysing

Validating

Clearing

Disciplining

End of the Tunnel

Some Decisions

In the final weeks as any later will be

too late for practical reasons and of

doubtful validity. However

intermittent checking with the teacher

need to be arranged and take up

time when he has moved on to new fields.

Meanwhile make a graceful exit and

consciously disengage and repay

participants. Phase feedback to balance

usefulness to teacher and distortion

of data. Working records will need to

be sorted and copied as a basis for

analysis.

Internal and external checks and

possible and potential forms of

validation to review - eg peer group,

audit, role of supervisors.

Based on original agreement get teacher's

clearance of case record - he may find

this time-consuming.

Material has to be omitted despite its

attractions and the time spent

collecting. Time has to be organised

for using what is selected.

So all there is left now is to analyse, validate and write it up!
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APPENDIX •6: PROCEDURES USED IN ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEWS

A note on the procedures followed in this case - 29.3.86

Development of analytical framework

1.	 During the data collection phase

la. Written and taped data checked immediately and any necessary
clarification and cross-referencing completed. Data catalogued
and filed for access.

lb.	 Partial transcriptions at first level made and used for trial
coding using categories/themes identified at planning phase.
Some modification of these and generation of new categories
and need for probing or collection of further data. Selective
feedback of transcripts and tapes for verification/stimulating
teacher's recall and probing his thinking. Notes kept on
this.

2.	 Immediately after data collection phase

2a. Initial writing up of sections in combination with other data
trialied with audiences of the teacher, group of other teachers,
supervisors. (Interlude here for other analytical activities
and reading)

2b. Transcription system finalised.

2c. Detailed transcription of further sections to polish and check
techniques.

3.	 Detailed transcri ption and clearance

3a. Full transcriptions made of all interviews and conversations,
typed checked and corrections made with typists.

3b. Transcripts read, commented on, cleared by teacher.

3c. Master copy of transcripts lodged in Case Record.

4.	 Analysis

4a. Discussion/reading of data analysis/reduction methodologies
in general, in this case, and with particular reference to
interviews.

4b. Categories and framework for analysis systematised and
refined from those generated to date in conjunction with
literature and foreshadowed themes and need for supplementary
methodological and interpretative comments.

14c	 Copy of early transcripts coded in detail. 	 epeated 2 weeks
later to check reliablity of coding and other themes/questions
noted. Uncoded transcript provided for supervisor's
independent comment. Summary sheet devised.
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14d	 Minor modifications of coding and commentary procedures
made with decision to code under 16 broad category headings
at next stage rather than finer categorisation into 614 used
in 14c. (Final 16 headings and original 614 with details attached)

14e	 Analysis of all transcripts by categories plus comments on
methodology; identification of potential dilemmas, issues
or themes, concepts and cross-references; highlighting of
passages potentially useful for verbatim quotes. This done
in pencil to produce master copy of analysed interview
transcripts plus Summary Sheet for each interview (blank
copy attached)

4f	 All category locations and margin notes located on cardex.
Cardex for listing locations of 16 coded headings plus
methodological comments prepared. 5 files for colour coded
copies of transcripts under the 14 main headings, plus one
for methodological and other comments prepared.

14g	 Colour coded copies of all relevant pages of transcripts filed
in S appropriate files.

14h	 Read through all summaries to produce collated/edited version.
(see appendix 3)



SIT
SIT Car
SIT Car bac

SIT Car sch

SIT Car bc

SIT Car fut

SIT CIa
SIT CIa pri

SIT CIa dif

SIT CIa cIa

SIT CIa chi

SIT Con
SIT Con cur

SIT Con res

SIT Con mt

SIT Con ski

SIT Opp

SIT Opp yea

SIT Opp con
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THE
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THE Sci ski

THE Sci kno

THE Sd app

THE Chi
THE Chi dev

SITUATION
'Career

background

school

local & national

future

Class Teaching
primary approach

diffuse role

class character

children- numbers,
individual pupils

Constraints
wide curriculum

resources

interruptions

skills & maturity
of pupils

Opportunities
environment nd
classroom
stage of school
year
control & confidence

autonomy & trust

THEORIES
Science

attitudes

skills

knowledge

application

Children
development
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APPENDIX 7: ANALYTICAL CATEGORIES AND COMMENTS FOR
CODiNG DATA

7.1	 Initial Categories

Code entered	 HEADING	 Criteria, definition,
in l.h margin	 Category	 or example of items in

subcategory	 each category

Influences relating to:
Personal/Professional Career:
T's character, own education
experience, life-history
colleagues, head, parents,
school characteristics
policies, emphases, significant
personnel - eg advisers
concerns re prospects
personal/professional develop-
ment being a class teacher,
primary school teaching
approaches/understandings
•width of role, variety of
concerns (social & educational)
particular features of this
year's class
particular pupils and size
of class influence what
should, can, cannot be done
influences constraining also
include; demands of other
curricular areas to cover,
resource limitations, eg
material, cost,
breaks in the term, T's
absences/other concerns
children's skills and maturity
may restrict activities
or organisation. or offer
opportunities as may local
environment, school and
classroom layout
at end of year qreater
possibilities exist
T's level of control,
confidence
feedom to make
decisions and mistakes

T's beliefs about
science in primary school
fostering attitudes, specific
and general
specific and general
skills through science
understanding built up.
content less than concepts
science should be applied
and seen as useful by
children who
change with age, eg
what to expect at age 10



THE Chi md

THE Chi gro

THE Chi cul

THE Lea act

THE Lea mot

THE Lea corn

THO
THO Goa
TI-lO Goa inq

THO Goa ide

THO Goa pla

THO Goa con

THO Way
THO Way mt

THO Way rec

THO Way tim

THO Way sel

THO Act
THO Act rep

THO Act cho

THO Act seq

THO Act pre
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THE Lea
THE Lea exp

THE Tea
THE Tea pre

THE Tea bal

THE TEa dis

THE Tea dir

individual diffs

groups & peer
interaction
culture, context

Learning
experience

activity

motivation

communication

Teaching
previous teaching

balance

discovery and
its facilitation
direction and
guidance

differ in many ways,
eg skills and interests
work and play with peers
as part of school, may choose
time and social and place
setting and pupils out of
school
affects what learning and
experience they bring;
and experience bass of
learning
activity by pupils central
to science learning
interest needed, may be
tapped or stimulated
talking and sharing
otherwise consolidates
& restructures learning.
Teaching must take account
of previous approaches and
content taught
need for balance within and
between disciplines
fostering discovery and
open-ended, but also
has to guide and direct
learning and behaviour

THOUGHTS
Goals	 T concerned to foster

inquiry/independence inquiry and attitudes of
initiative	 independent learners
ideas of their own	 readiness to pursue their

own ideas
plan and organise	 ability to plan and carry
own investigations	 out investigations
conceptual learning	 incidental learning in areas

of friction, force, structures
Strategies (Way)	 pursued those by trying

interventions	 holding back his own
interventions and ideas

recording	 reducing and varying
recording by pupils

time	 allowing time for pupils'
ideas to be tried

self	 examining his teachinq
and learning

Activities	 basic unit of planning:
repertoire	 reviewing possibilities

from own bank/reading
choosing	 selecting and shuffling

potential activities
sequence	 ordering and pacing

in longlerm
prepare	 preparing self, resources,

class



ACT tnt
ACT tnt cIa
ACT tnt md

ACT mt tea

interactions
class or large group
individuals or
small group
teacher initiated

ACT mt pup	 pupil initiated
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THO Pla
THO P1 yea

THO Pta ter

THO Pta wee

THO Pla day

ACT
ACT Les
ACT Les str

ACT Les tas
ACT Les rou

ACT Les cha

ACT Tea

ACT Tea set

ACT Tea obs

ACT Tea man

ACT Tea dec

ACT Pup
ACT Pup pta
ACT Pup dio

ACT Pup corn

ACT Pup thi

Plans and Evaluations
year - tong term

trrfl - topic

weeks - elements

days - short term

ACTIONS
Lessons

structure

tasks
routineS

changes

Teachers

setting & closure

observing

managing

decisions

Pupils
planning
doing

cornrnunicati ng

thinking

planning and reflection
nested in long term,
set early in school year
topics distributed
and planned termty
themes/activities over
week(s) within topic
immediate practical unit
of planning for days/lessons

features of particular lesson
pattern/organisation of
lesson and time
nature of pupils tasks
use of routinised
behaviours (familiar to T
&/or P)
differences fromplanned or
usual lesson
T's actions £ thoughts
in-flight
re starting/ending
lessons and activities
watching, waiting,
reflecting,
organising, controlling
admin, resourcing
report of decisions in
a lesson (stim. or sponti

planning their investigation
carrying out activity or
other observed behaviour
talking, writing or other
communication
pupils mediation of task,
evaluation, other thought

eg plenary sessions
T with 1,2 or few pupils
together
eg goes to group, stops
activity-teachable moments
eg asks question, reports
progress or idea
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7.2 Final 16 Category Headings for Coding Interviews

SITUATION	 (see especially ch. 6)
SIT Car	 career/background influences
SIT CIa	 class teacher's situation
SIT Con	 constraints in situation
SIT 0pp	 opportunities in situation

THEORIES	 (see espec..ially ch. 7)
THE Sci	 teacher's theories re primary science
THE Chi	 his theories about children
THE Lea	 learning and
THE Tea	 teaching

THOUGHTS	 (refers to Planning Thouqhts, see especially ch. 8
but throughout)

THO Goa	 teachers goals, for learning, and
THO Way	 his strategies to foster that
THO Act	 selecting, organising, preparing activities
THO Pla	 plans nd evaluations for

ACTION	 (actions and thinking during lessons, referred to as
Thinking-in-Action, see chs. S to 12)

ACT Les	 re featuresof a lesson, eg timing
ACT Tea	 re teacher's actions
ACT Pup	 re pupils' action
ACT lnt	 re teacher - pupil interactions

These 16 categories were supplemented by less structured commentaries.
as the basis for summarising the interview data.
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APPENDIX 8: PROCEDURES FOR TRIANGULATING ANALYSIS OF
INTERVIEWS WITH OTHER DATA

General procedure, following earlier inspection across data sets and
detailed analysis of interviews (see appendix 7), was to work from one
of major interviews to related data, dealing with one section of the
action, or one lesson, at a time. The process involved more movement
to and fro, and reference to earlier and later data, as the analysis
continued to develop the interpretations reported in the text.

The initial sequence was from the summary of interview, referring to
original transcript as necessary, to the fleldnotes and then audiorecord,
cross-checking to videorecord. Then refer to other data (eg pupils'
work, teachers notes). Identify all cross-references/links from interview
to other data. Compile summaries to analyse fieldnotes and audiorecords
as follows. The extracts below from analytical memos illustrates the
procedure with reference to data on the lesson of 1/5/814 (cf appendix
2B)

Analysing a Lesson From AT C FN (CVT)

An example - 1/5/84 - linked to ie 2/5/8 14-AT13 (can be explored in
relation to earlier & later T statements, actions of T C P. P work and
P responses at interview)

1 Full transcript produced

2 Context and identification (eg pupils. activikies, teachers movement,
observers actions) clarified from FN (&VT)

3 3 pp summary index made including T's interactions with target
pupils and whole class

L4 Copies made of index - initial categories and codings following
procedure used for coding interviews

5 x refs pursued from coded index and to transcription of lesson from
interview tie 2/5/8'4-AT13) codes and comments. Other major x
refs checked (je 2/5/84-PW, 2/5/8'4-TW, 1/5/84-EN. 1/5/8'4-VT3,
12/ 14/8'4AT11A, 1/5/814-AT12B,

6 any disconfirmation or methodological matters arising memo'd. Note
need for futher triangulation as appropriate. summarise, file the
malor 'confirmed' clusters of categories -* issues, dilemmas, concepts
to pursue.
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APPENDIX 9: NOTE ON THE ETHICAL FRAMEWORK

A general framework for working with the group of teachers was agreed
and details for work with each of them negotiated eg re roles to be
taken in classrooms, planning meetings. The teachers were not concerned
to formalise the arrangements but I felt it was my responsibility to
provide a basis that recognised rights and anticipated any problems,
as far as this is possible. My initial proposal submitted to the group
for their comment, and to colleagues for a critique was as follows:

Thinking and Practice in Primary Science classrooms

Roles and relationships: initial proposals for the framework

Matters such as the commitment and responsibilities of the parties
involved, their roles and relationships, the ownership of reports,
and the stance of the researcher, need to be spelled out and agreed.
There are both ethical and methodological reasons for these. Teachers
may initially feel this to be a peculiar concern of a researcher
but will surely want on practical grounds to decide what is required
of them and what is offered.

This short statement deals with the general framework and principles
for the action and research involved. Particular activities will
need spelling out subsequently so that details can be negotiated.
A basic principle is that procedures and draft reports shall be
agreed with the teachers concerned. Written and other records
will be cleared by teachers who will be asked to comment before
a final version is filed for use; copies of these will be made available
to the teachers concerned. Names of schools and teachers will
be changed in public use by RS who will have the right to use
the final versions in part or whole.

RS will work with a small number of teachers separately and
together to assist and research their thinking and their practice
in the orimary science that is their concern. Each teacher will
be commited to one cycle of activity of about a term in their
own school; this will include teaching and observations and collection
of the relevant evidence. Individually teachers will keep a log
of their own thinking and planning concerned with the focus of
the activity and comment on observations and reports b y RS.
Interviews will be held at intervals to review the process. Together the
group of teachers will meet two or three times a term to share
and support the separate activities, comment and analyse evidence,
suggest themes and hypotheses, and act as a peer group validating
and considering the transferability of reports.

RS will provide facilities for the group to work together including
secretarial support, resources, information from his knowledge
of science education and the work in each school. He will produce
records for teachers to check and collate evidence from each school
site study as a basis for case study reports.

In the case of George Packham discussions over my roles, our relationship
and control of data release were conducted during the early interviews
(refer to 2017/83-WN; 29/11/83-WN; 12/10/83-ATIA (p1,5,6); 20/3/814-

AT9 (p1,5,6-8); 2/518'4-AT13A (p2f).
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It was not appropriate to reduce our negotiations to a formal contract
but agreement was. recorded over:

1. The teacher& intentions and what.he hoped to gain from
involvement

2. My intentions in collecting and using data for the case study

3. Additional uses which we might each, or jointly, make of data

4. Control over release of data for these purposes

5 Information and feedback to be provided for the teacher, and how
to stage this to avoid undue influence on the case. What I would
not provide during the study eg my judgements on his thinking

6. Information I would require from the teacher and what were
reasonable demands on his time

7. The range of data I would collect

8. Methods of data collection. Possible impact of those.

9. My roles during observation and interviews eg in the classroom
I would not intervene, would observe/record and seek to be
unobstructive but not disinterested, respond to comments from
teacher or pupil but not offer.judgements or aim to teach or
discipline pupils

10. Arrangements for entry, exit, and relationships with head, staff,
other adults.

During the study -	 the teacher's views on my roles and other
methodological issues were sought at interview (27/5/84-AT22 (p4,5);
2'4/7/84-AT33).	 -
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APPENDIX 10: CONVENTIONS USED IN TRANSCRIPTION

Conventions Used in Transcription

T or George
R
P
P1
3P
Luke

(	 )
))

____ or highlight
in print form

/
II	 II

rechnical Details

The teacher (George Packham) speaking
The researcher (Robin) speaking
unidentified pupil
a different unidentified pupil
three unidentified pupils
eg of a named pupil
silence between vocalisations
(each further . — '--1 second)
inaudible/uncertain word(s)
explanation inserted in transcribing
emphasised utterance

rising intonation, as for question, in preceeding
phrase or word
overlap between speakers
quotation by speaker (eg self)
hiatus, deliberate pause

Sound recording	 was largely done with a Sony TCM-7 Cassette
Recorder using the built-in electric condenser
microphone set to low sensitivity to reduce
background noise. This was used by the teacher,
fixed usually to his belt, and gave the best available
recording of conversations he held with individuals
and small groups as wett as class-teaching sessions.
Field notes, video record and contemporary checking
with the teacher ensured identification of speakers
and clarification of any uncertain passages. This
substitute for a radio-microphone proved very
flexible and accurate in collecting evidence in
mobile, unpredictable and noisy tasks. A tie-clip
microphone was occassionally used. So was a
Sony TCM-3 Stereo-Cassette Recorder, principally
for comparison or for interview/group discussion.
Stereo separation was useful in some cases.

Video recording	 was largely done using an Olympus VX3OIE Colour
video camera, some with a JVC GXN5E.

Transcription	 was done initially using cassette recorder in use
for recording. Final detailed transcribing done
using a Sanyo memo scriber TRC 8700A.

Still photographs were taken sparingly using an Olympus Trip 35RC.

The car to carry all the video equipment, etc. was a Lada 1200 Estate.

/
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